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S O M E F I N D S O F T H R Y M S A S A N D S C E A T T A S 
IN E N G L A N D 

D . M . M E T C A L F 

FOR monetary historians interested in the English coinage of  the seventh to the ninth 
centuries, this is a golden age. As well as substantial numbers of  coins from  controlled 
excavations, the flow  of  metal-detector finds  is continually adding new provenances to the 
canon of  information  upon which our knowledge of  monetary circulation rests. Not all the 
enthusiasts who search for  coins are exemplary in reporting their finds  scrupulously, but 
many are entirely cooperative and friendly  in their willingness to help. The new 
information  recorded below is almost all the outcome of  such cooperation. Where the 
details can be reported only at second hand or with some degree of  doubt, the deficiency 
has been made clear. 

This collection of  material, prompted by finds  reported mainly during the years 1983-6, 
is in continuation of  two earlier articles,1 and complements the very successful  work of 
recording finds  undertaken by Mark Blackburn and Michael Bonser. 

1. London's  river 
The recent suggestion that the wic or international market of  pre-Alfredian  London may 
lie under the modern Strand, Fleet Street, and Aldwych, i.e. to the west of  St Paul's and 
outside the walls of  medieval London, has added a lively interest to the detailed 
topography of  finds  of  sceattas and early pennies from  the capital.2 Until very recently 
there were, disappointingly, hardly any sceatta provenances secure enough to add 
evidence to the history of  eighth-century London. 'Found in the Thames at London' could 
equally well mean either east or west of  St Paul's. Excavations on middle Saxon sites, and 
the watchfulness  of  Peter Stott at the Museum of  London, have begun to change that 
situation. Careful  enquiry has also made it clear that, of  the great quantities of  coins and 
other objects found  in the Thames mud at low tide, sceattas make up only a minute 
fraction.3  A site as rich in coins as Hamwic may have existed where the West End now is; 
apart from  one coin excavated recently at Covent Garden, however, we remain completely 
in ignorance of  the sceattas it might still yield. The London finds  that are beginning to 
accumulate tell a separate and different  story, of  finds  from  the waterfront  of  the walled 
city (although with some residual uncertainty whether the coins were lost where they were 
found),  and finds  certainly from  the south bank directly opposite. There are at least two 
gold coins from  this reach of  the river, pointing to monetary activity at the waterfront 

Acknowledgements.  The writer wishes to express his 
thanks to the finders of the various coins discussed for their 
friendly and candid help in recording the provenances; to 
Miss Vanessa Fell for skilled conservation; and to Mr Mark 
Blackburn for his advice on an earlier draft of the article. 

' D. M. Mctcalf, 'Twelve notes on sceatta finds'. BNJ  46 
(1976), 1-18; and 'Twenty-five notes on sceatta finds', in 
Sceattas  in England  and  on the Continent,  edited by D. Hill 

and D. M. Mctcalf (Oxford, 1984) (hereafter SEC), 
pp. 193-205. 

2 M. Biddle, 'London on the Strand', Popular  Archae-
ology (July 1984), 23-7. Sec also T. Tatton-Brown, 'The 
topography of Anglo-Saxon London', Antiquity 60 (1986), 
2 1 - 8 . 

' P. Stott, 'Recent finds of scealtas from the River Thames 
in London', in SEC,  pp. 241-3. 
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already in the second half  of  the seventh century. But there are also finds  from  miles 
upstream at well-separated localities (Lambeth, Battersea, Putney, and Kew), including 
gold and a primary sceat; and also well downstream of  the city, on both banks, at Wapping 
and Rotherhithe. Taken together with further  finds  from  the north bank in Essex, as far 
east as Tilbury and Mucking, the picture that is emerging is of  coin losses at a string of 
riverside sites, on both banks of  the Thames, stretching for  many miles. This evidence does 
not make one any less impatient to know what may lie under the West End, nor does it 
conflict  with the attested commercial importance of  'London' in the age of  Bede. It does, 
however, set both the city and the presumed wic in a wider regional context. The scattered 
finds  are a corrective, a reminder that the trading advantages of  access to the waterway 
were open to all. International trade was the motor of  the money economy which grew up 
in the seventh century, and royal protection of  the foreign  merchants who visited the wic 
was no doubt an important condition of  success, but the use of  coinage was able very 
quickly to spread along the river. 

A serious uncertainty about the finds  from  the Thames foreshore  has been whether they 
were lost where they were found.  The tidal ebb and flow  might be presumed to carry small 
objects along with the surface  mud; and there is also the possibility that finds  were 
deposited into the river from  elsewhere, in modern times. The observations of  Stott are 
therefore  important: he notes that on the City foreshore  'the concentration of  deposited 
artefacts  tends to show that objects have moved little over the centuries and, moreover, 
may even have remained in chronological layers'.4 Whatever uncertainties remain, we may 
accept that thrymsas and sceattas are very unlikely to have been shifted  by the flow  of  the 
river from  the north foreshore  fronting  the City, to the south foreshore. 

The Thames hoard of  c.1860 is from  London but is otherwise of  quite uncertain 
provenance.5 The Roach Smith coins (from  before  1854) are said to be from  'the city of 
London', while several recent finds  are described, more vaguely, as being 'from  London' 
or 'from  the Thames foreshore'.6  A sceat, of  undescribed type, is alleged to have been 
found  with the Waterloo Bridge hoard of  late-ninth century pennies, 'on the west side of 
the second pier from  the Surrey shore.'7 It seems rather unlikely that a sceat accidentally 
found  in the ninth century would have been put back into circulation or hoarded with 
pennies of  Burgred. As its find-spot  is so close to Aldwych and the eastern section of  the 
Strand, perhaps one should, without seeking to base anything on it, accept it as a 
coincidence that it was brought out with the hoard, and regard it as a genuine 
eighth-century loss, a coin that fell  into the river. A mile further  upstream, and beyond 
Thorney, a sceat of  series T, type 9 is reported 'from  the Thames shore near Lambeth 
Bridge'8 - but it is not made clear at which end of  the bridge. A pale gold thrymsa of  Pada 
(originally believed to be a sceat) has been published as having been found  in the Thames 
near Kew.9 Some slight doubt has been cast on the exact reliability of  this provenance, 
although none on the coin itself.  It is the third Pada from  London, as there were two 
among Roach Smith's fifteen  sceattas. The coin is now in the National Museum of  Wales. 
One may mention also another thrymsa now in Cardiff,  of  the 'Witmen' group, Sutherland 
62, which was found  'on the bank of  the Thames at Blackfriars'  in 1848. This presumably 
means on the northern bank, not too far  from  Blackfriars  Bridge, and Biddle may well be 
correct in locating it just outside the walled city.10 

4 Stott, p. 242 
5 The circumstances and grid reference in SEC,  p. 254 are 

the suggestion of the late S. E. Rigold and rest, I believe on 
no earlier documentary evidence. 

6 SEC,  pp. 254f. 
7 SEC 

8 SEC 
9 SCMB  (1977), E1076. Chemical analysis established that 

it was of pale gold, and it was omitted from the check-list in 
SEC.  See S. E. Rigold and D. M. Metcalf, 'A check-list of 
English finds of sceattas', BNJ  47 (1977), 31-52, at p.41. 

1 0 It is so shown on his map. 
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Another pale gold thrymsa, this one of  the 'two emperors' type, was found  in c.1984 by a 
Mr Matthieson on the south bank foreshore  between Southwark Bridge and Blackfriars 
Bridge (near the old LWT studios). The dies are unrecorded, and appear to fall  late in the 
sequence (pi. 1,1). The obverse has three diadem ties (adrift),  and on the reverse there are 
single pellets, rather than groups of  pellets, at the upper left  and right. The weight is 1.28g. 
Analysis by Dr J. P. Northover shows gold contents of  22 per cent.11 The finder  kindly 
agreed to an exchange, against an unprovenanced specimen, so that the London coin is 
now in the Ashmolean Museum. 

Both the Cardiff  coins have been analysed by EPMA by Dr Northover12 at the 
Department of  Metallurgy and Science of  Materials, Oxford,  with the following  results: 

'Witmen': Au 52.55, Ag 45.04, Cu 2.00, Fe 0.05, Co 0.02, Ni 0.02, Zn 0.04, Bi Sb —, Sn —, Pb 
0.27% 

Pada: Au 19.63, Ag 79.06, Cu 0.81, Fe 0.36, Co tr, Ni tr, Zn 0.02, Bi —, Sb —, Sn —, Pb 
0.11% 

'Two emperors': Au 21.84, Ag 67.53, Cu 3.78, Fe 0.02, Co-, Ni-, Zn 1.20, Bi-, Sb-, Sn-, Pb 0.43% 

Stott was able to record a coin of  series A from  Wapping, and two others of  series E and 
F from  Battersea just downstream from  a settlement apparently of  about the same date as 
the coins.13 He has since obtained photographs of  the coins of  series A and F, which he has 
kindly allowed me to include here (pi. 1, 2-3) in order to complete the record. The first 
coin is from  obverse die A3, 10 (new reverse). The reverse of  the coin of  series F lacks the 
letters T, T, I, I which are added in the angles of  the cross on many specimens. 

A considerable number of  mainly eleventh- and twelfth-century  coins have been 
recovered from  the spoil removed during redevelopment of  the Billingsgate Lorry Park site 
and dumped at a distance. A sceat of  series Z reliably reported to be from  Billingsgate 
spoil, thus towards the eastern end of  the City (although possibly from  made ground of  the 
twelfth  century), passed through the hands of  a Surrey dealer and was acquired by the 
Ashmolean Museum in 1986 (pi. 1, 4). It weighs 1.22g and is from  the same obverse die as a 
specimen in the Evans bequest (see the Corpus below). Another Billingsgate find,  now in 
the Museum of  London, appears to be of  series K, type 33, but its condition makes close 
identification  difficult. 

Publication is awaited of  a sceat of  series V from  the site of  the old Covent Garden 
market. It is in very weathered condition, but the identification  is not in doubt,14 and the 
style seems to be regular. 

Another coin recently recovered in controlled excavations (pi. 1, 5) comes from  the 
Southwark and Lambeth Archaeological Unit's excavation at Bermondsey Abbey.15 It 
should probably be adjudged imitative. The better side (the obverse?) reproduces the 
reverse of  type 33 (again), in a hitherto unknown style. The treatment of  the truncated 
neck is novel. The round eye, the fierce  fangs,  and the elaborately curled tongue were 
evidently understood as necessary parts of  the design.The other side is very crude, and 
quite unlike the competent bust of  type 33. It may be intended as a copy of  the 'bird and 

1 1 I am indebted to Dr Northover for  his kind cooperation 
in the analysis of  this and the other gold coins. 

1 2 Cf.  the higher figure  for  gold in the surface  layers of  the 
Pada, in D. M. Metcalf,  'Chemical analyses of  English 
sceattas', BNJ  48 (1978), 12-19, at p. 13 

1 3 Stott, p. 242f.,  notes that the Wapping coin is very 
unlikely to be from  an undisturbed context, but that the two 
from  Battersea well may be. 

1 4 For the site, see D. Whipp, "Thoughts on Saxon 
London', The  London  Archaeologist  5, no. 6 (1986), 148-50. 

I am indebted to Mr Stott for  showing me photographs of  the 
coin, which is to be published by the North London Archae-
ological Unit. 

1 5 Cf.  D. Beard, 'The infirmary  of  Bcrmondsey Priory'. 
The  London  Archaeologist  5, no. 7 (1986), 187-91; also 
W. F. Grimes, The  excavation of  Roman and  Medieval 
London  (1968). pp. 210-17. I am grateful  to be allowed to 
discuss the coin here, again through the kind intervention of 
Mr Stott. 
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branch' design of  type 23b. The weight is 0.86g. Roach Smith's coins from  London 
included an imitative 'bird and branch'/type 48 mule,1 6 which is not, however, close in style 
to the Bermondsey Abbey find. 

A sceat which has the distinction of  having been found  twice comes from  the south bank 
of  the river at Putney, near the boat slope. The finder  located it with a metal detector, 
accidentally dropped it in the mud, and gave up hope of  recovering it. Later in the day, as 
he retraced his steps, he unexpectedly found  it again. This was in about 1976, and the find 
spot was published in the following  year. The writer acquired the coin from  the finder  in 
1984. It is of  series L, with standing figure  holding a falcon,  but the design is laterally 
reversed, the falcon  being on the left  (pi. 1, 6). The falcon  occurs in types 18, 19, and 20 
(and 13). In type 18 the obverse bust is accompanied by a cross (as here, but again laterally 
reversed), whereas on type 20 it is accompanied by a cup with cross of  four  dots above. The 
reverse of  type 18 regularly has a T-shaped element to the lower right. The Putney coin is 
too weathered for  one to be quite certain that the T-shaped element is absent, although it 
appears to be. If  so, the coin could be described as a type 18/20 mule with lateral reversal of 
both designs. The style of  the standing figure,  however, is very similar to that of  type 19, 
(BMC  105), (pi. 1, 7 )and is in all probability by the same hand. The dress is straight-sided 
and flares  slightly. It is high-waisted, with a couple of  horizontal lines as shading in the top 
half  and vertical lines on the skirt. The outline of  a cloak, slightly longer than the skirt, can 
be seen on the British Museum specimen. It may be present, but is indistinct, on the 
Putney coin. On both coins, the arm holding the cross is a sweeping curve, with a pellet 
where it meets the staff.  The same style of  dress and cloak appears on a specimen of  type 
18 kindly communicated to me by Dr Ian Stewart; it was found  in Essex. The metal of  the 
Putney find  appears to be copper and the weight is 0.77g. The coin should perhaps be 
classified  as type 19 var., but type 19 hardly deserves to be considered a substantive type, 
while only a couple of  specimens are known. Whether they are 'official'  products from  late 
in series L, or fraudulent  imitations is difficult  to say. 

FIG. 1 Finds of  thrymsas and sceattas along the course of  the lower Thames (Kew (A/), Putney, Battersea (2), 
Lambeth Bridge, Waterloo Bridge, Covent Garden, Blackfriars  Bridge (A'), Blackfriars/Southwark  Bridges 
(A/), Billingsgate, Bermondsey, Wapping, Rotherhithe). The position of  Strand and Aldwych, and of  the City 
of  London, with St. Paul's and the Tower, are indicated. 

0 5 km 

16 This coin is discussed in relation to type 48 in a paper submitted for the forthcoming Proceedings  of the Inter-
national Numismatic Congress, 1986 
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The reverse of  a coin of  type 15a var. from  the F. Elmore Jones collection17 is again 
almost certainly by the same hand. The straight-sided, flaring  outline of  the cloak is 
distinctive (pi. 1, 8). The obverse has two large letters in front  of  the face,  apparently U V, 
reminiscent of  a 'wolf'  sceat of  series K. 1 8 The evidence thus tends to point to an eclectic 
little group of  coins that are, at least in some sense, imitative. How they will fit  into the 
wider picture to be derived from  a stylistic analysis of  the whole of  series K and L remains 
to be seen. 

The Wapping find,  described by the finder  but not seen by an expert, was evidently a 
'porcupine' (series E). From Rotherhithe, on the opposite shore, there is a specimen of 
series S, of  which publication is forthcoming.19 

The topographical usefulness  of  all the above finds  is summed up by the map (fig.  1). The 
ratio of  gold to silver finds  is high in comparison with any other area except east Kent, and 
even allowing that the sample may well not be perfectly  random it points to the early 
monetary importance of  the Thames at London. Similarly the ratio of  primary to 
secondary phase sceattas is quite high. 

There is no possibility of  making quantitative comparisons between the presumed wic 
and the city. One certainly should not imagine, however (the finds  already make this 
clear), that the walled city lay deserted while the wic flourished.  London in the sixth 
century may have been 'a virtually empty shell, full  of  the decaying ruins of  Roman 
buildings', but it is likely that the founding  of  St Paul's marked the beginning of  a period of 
revival. 

2. A collection  of  finds  from  north Essex 
Differences  in the balance of  sceatta types found  in Essex and Suffolk,  and the occurrence 
of  a distinctive type in Essex are the main arguments to support the claim, first  made in 
1976, that the East Saxon kings struck their own coinage.20 The distribution pattern for 
series S (the 'sphinx' or more correctly 'female  centaur' type) can now be drawn taking 
account of  twenty or twenty-one English finds  (fig.  2), including three recorded below and 
others that await publication. With this substantial increase in numbers, and (just as 
important) as negative evidence from  elsewhere accumulates, the pattern becomes more 
convincing. It is an essentially north-of-the-Thames  distribution which does not, however, 
extend into the kingdom of  East Anglia. 

Series Z was also provisionally claimed, in 1976, as East Saxon, using arguments of 
exactly the same nature as for  series S.2 1 New provenances, although not as numerous, 
have already confirmed  that series Z belongs to eastern England, but they are on balance 
more northerly: Billingsgate, 'near London', Thetford,  and Caistor St Edmunds. With 
these should be considered a related new type, with a similar arch-backed animal, found  at 
Methwold (Norfolk)  and in the Aston Rowant hoard. If  series Z is East Anglian, it raises 
the difficult  problem of  how it relates to series R 1. On the present showing, it seems to 
belong to Norfolk  rather than Suffolk. 

Another difficult  set of  questions concerns the place of  London in the East Saxon 
kingdom. Was it still under the control of  the East Saxon kings during the earlier phases of 
the sceatta coinage, and did it at some point fall  into the hands of  /Ethelbald of  Mercia? 
Was London the mint of  series B? And was an East Saxon mint subsequently opened 

17 Published by P. V. Hill in NC  13 (1953), 107 as type 15a 19 The coin is worn and apparently base. I am indebted to 
var., pi. 6, 30, and offered for sale in NCirc  78 (1970), 407, Mr M. J. Bonser for advance information about the find, 
item 11185 and ill. Ill, illustrated here from Dr Hill's cast 2 0 D. M. Metcalf, 'Twelve notes on sceatta finds, BNJ  46 
collection, now in the Ashmolean Museum. (1976), 1-18, at pp. 8-13. 

18 D. M. Metcalf and D. R. Walker, 'The "wolf" sceattas', 21 Metcalf, 'Twelve notes on sceatta finds'. 
BNJ  36 (1967), 11-28, pi. 7, 34. 
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'north Essex' finds  is conjectural, and the Tilbury provenance rests on hearsay. Other unpublished finds  include 
five  from  the very rich site in the Royston area (Blackburn, forthcoming),  and singletons from  Bradwell-on-
Sea, Ess., near Southminster, Ess. (not Bradwell), 'near the Thames shore in Essex', Rotherhithe, and 
Farnborough, K (GLon). The outlier from  Sevenhampton, Wilt is unconfirmed.  The grave-find  from 
Wrotham, K is in derelict condition. Note the complete absence of  series S at the major sites of  Barham, Sf, 
Caistor-by-Norwich, Reculver, and Hamwic (open squares). The probable eighth-century boundaries of  the 
kingdom of  Essex are shown by a broken line. 

FIG. 3 Finds of  BMC  type 3a, series G. Larger dots = two coins. 

somewhere further  to the east (e.g. at Colchester)? The distribution-pattern of  series B is 
significantly  more scattered than that for  series S, but certainly within the frontiers  of  Essex 
finds  of  series B are more plentiful  than series A — which is presumably Kentish. 

Amid so many uncertainties, only new finds  can be expected to make the answers 
clearer. A group of  eleven sceattas from  'north Essex' should therefore  be welcomed. The 
writer was given colour photographs of  them by an acquaintance in whose information  he 
places much confidence.  The finder  was a third party who was too nervous to come forward 
himself.  It was not revealed whether 'north Essex' meant north-east or north-west, but 
there is no reason to doubt that one or the other is true. Along with the sceattas six later 
Anglo-Saxon pennies and five  post-Conquest coins were photographed, as well as six 
hooked tags, which Dr James Graham-Campbell has identified  as of  mid/late Saxon types. 
The persistent exploration of  a productive site over several seasons may yield, eventually, 
a surprising number of  sceattas, as we now know from  the experience of  sites such as 
Barham (Suffolk)  or Sancton. This is the probable background to the group of  coins from 
north Essex, found  c. 1980-3, which may be listed as follows: 

1. Series A. Cf.  perhaps A2,8b.On the reverse the letters TA to left  of  the standard are clear, and there are the 
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feet  of  several letters to the right. At the upper left  corner there appears to be a small cross diagonally, 
rather than the normal down-curving element, (pi. 1, 9) 

2. Series B II, Cf.  B II, 3. (pi. 1, 10) 
3. Series E. Secondary 'porcupine'. Simple obverse, with three lines within curve. Diagonally symmetrical 

reverse, with three pellets in one side of  the border, pseudo-letters V A etc. in another. The relatively 
uncommon diagonal pattern occurs again, by chance, on a coin from  Sussex (below) and is occasionally 
used in series R 2 (pi. 1,11). 

4. Series G. Three crosses, and a group of  three pellets. Two additional pellets between. The style appears to 
be regular, cf.  the Garton-on-the-WoIds specimens, Rigold 1960-1, pi. 4 (modelling of  the neck; small 
cross flanked  by dots in outer border of  the reverse), but not particularly early. For a discussion of 
imitations of  series G, cf.  the report on the Repton finds,  below, (pi. 1,12). 

5. Series K. type 20. From the same obv. and probably the same rev. as BMC  66. (pi. 1,13). 
6. Series K, type 20 var/18. Obv. with heavily modelled neck. Cross with four  large pellets visible above the 

cup. Rev. Letter T to right of  figure  (pi. 1, 14). The style of  the rev. appears to be similar to BMC  101. 
Manifestly  by the same hand as BMC  162 (type 34) (pi. 1,15,) and probably also Hill, NC  (1953), pi. 6, 16 
(20 var./18 mule, ex Barnett bequest) (pi. 1, 16); and cf.  Lockett sale, lot 232b. 

7. Series K/U. Obv. Imitation of  rev. of  'bird and branch' design ('London' style). Rev. Cruciform  interlace 
pattern. The rev. is an elaborate example of  type 52, but here with 5 dots at the centre. Stewart Type 100. 
Stewart colln., ex SCMB  March 1983, E 162, this specimen, (pi. 1, 17). 
There are several comparanda  to be taken into account. The interlace design is repeated, in a slightly less 
elaborate form,  on the very rare 'Victory' sceattas, type 101 (pi. 1, 18, rev. only) and on type 52. The 
drapery on the obverse of  type 52 is variable, and the elaborate version seen on BMC  198, from  Reculver 
(related to type 33, BMC  158) is not necessarily the earliest: it is associated with a much simplified  interlace 
from  which the rosettes have disappeared. The Richborough specimen, with rosettes and with obv., 
half-circles  of  drapery (Hill, NC  (1953), pi. 6, 10) could be the earlier. This sequence would allow us to see 
as early a unique coin, type 52 var., with obv. drapery much as on the Richborough specimen, and rev. (as 
here) a bungled imitation of  the 'bird and branch' design (found  at Walbury Camp, BNJ  47 (1977), pi. 2, 25). 

The simplest form  of  interlace design is used again, linked with a series L, type 12 
0 9 J V N 0 0 I 1 1 A + obverse on a coin found  at Normanby, Lines. (SCBI  Mack  341). 

Too few  specimens are known from  which to build a scheme of  classification,  but provisionally, if  we take 
the progressive simplification  of  the interlace design as the guiding feature,  it is possible to construe the 
North Essex find  as standing at the head of  an eclectic group of  very scarce varieties which probably all 
belong together. The list would run: 1, North Essex ('bird and branch'/interlace), 2, Walbury Camp (type 
52/'bird and branch'), 3, Richborough (type 52 with half  circles of  drapery), 4, Reculver (type 52 with 
saddleback drapery), 5, Normanby (type 12/52). 

8. Series L, type 12. Blundered inscription? The style of  the bust is not one that is commonly associated with 
the type. A closely comparable obverse, with triple wreath-ties, is found  on Lockett 230a. Worn and clay 
incrusted. (pi. 2, 19). 

9. Series R 1. (pi. 2, 20). Large-flan  coins in exactly this style occur in the Aston Rowant hoard (deposited c. 
705-10) alongside small-flan  coins of  the same type. In Rigold's original classification,  C = R 1. It now 
seems probable that the issues of  two main mints, in two styles or fabrics,  should be distinguished among 
the early runic coins, and that it would be convenient to refer  to those which are apparently a continuation 
of  series A as series C, and those on large flans  as R 1. Blackburn has proposed the 
attribution of  series C to Kent. Where the East Anglian issues begin is not yet certain, and there are styles 
that are difficult  to fit  into either category, but the larger coins, such as this one, may well represent the 
earliest issue of  runic coins at an East Anglian mint. For that reason the Aston Rowant hoard is important 
in that it demonstrates that the two fabrics  - together with the ITAT variety (see below, note 5, and 
Oxoniensia 37 (1972), 243f.)  - were in existence side by side at an early date. 

10. Series S. The off-centre  striking of  the 'female  centaur' die is characteristic, (pi. 2, 21). 
11. Similar, (pi. 2, 22). 

The proportion of  primary or intermediate to secondary phase coins appears to be 3 or 4 to 
7 or 8. The occurrence of  two more specimens of  series S in Essex has been discussed 
above. One may add a further  specimen, weathered on the high parts of  the relief,  but 
otherwise in fresh  and attractive condition, recently reported from  'near the Thames shore 
in Essex'. Its weight is 1.15g (pi. 2, 23).22 Series K and L are well represented. The K/U 

2 2 I am indebted to Mr Frank Purvey who showed me this coin. 
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mule is apparently unique. If  it is contemporary with its prototype in series U, type 23 b/d, 
it is relatively early in date. 

3. Three  sceattas from  St  Nicholas  at Wade,  Thanet 

More than eighty sceattas are on record as having been found  in the 'east Kent triangle' 
(Reculver - Richborough - Canterbury).23 These and the Hamwic finds  are the two major 
assemblages of  material in England from  which one may study the composition of  the 
sceatta currency in a particular locality, and thence regional variations in the currency. The 
Richborough and Canterbury coins are nearly all from  controlled excavations, but the 
circumstances of  discovery of  the Reculver finds  are extremely vague. Many of  them are 
likely to be coastal finds,  but others may be from  the Isle of  Thanet. Apart from  cemetery 
finds,  the remaining single finds  with reliable find-spots  in north-east Kent boil down to 
Stourmouth and Wingham. The three new finds  now reported are therefore  welcome 
especially because their exact find-spots  are known. They are from  the north-western edge 
of  the Isle of  Thanet, a couple of  kilometres north-east of  Sarre. They were found  in the 
parish of  St Nicholas at Wade (OE weed,  a ford)  where people used to wade across the 
Wantsum Channel at low tide to reach the Isle of  Thanet. Two of  the coins were found  in 
1984-5 a little to the east or south-east of  the hamlet of  Shuart, north of  the A28 road (TR 
275674 and 280672 approx.), where the ground begins to fall  away northwards. One was of 
series BX, and the other of  series D. The third coin was found  by another person in the 
same general area in 1986 and is of  series H (type 48). 

The coin of  series BX, in rather weathered condition, weighs l.Olg after  cleaning (pi. 2, 
24). It is almost certainly from  the same reverse die as two from  Caistor St Edmunds. With 
the finds  from  Mucking (Essex), Cranham (Essex), and Hickleton (Yorks.) these bring the 
corpus of  BX coins (which are the earliest issues of  series B, arguably from  London or at 
any rate a mint north of  the Thames — see above) to thirteen (BX 4 should be omitted).24 

The eleven that can be studied seem to be from  nine obverse and ten reverse dies, which 
suggests that there were originally a couple of  dozen obverse dies, and at least that many 
reverses. 

The specimen of  series D is struck on a markedly wedge-shaped flan,  the weak part of 
the impression being at the thickest side. It weighs 1.26g (pi. 2, 25). 

The coin of  series H, type 48 (pi. 2, 26) weighing 0.97g, is one of  two found  recently in 
eastern England, and has been used to argue that type 48, unlike types 39 and 49, cannot 
be from  the Hamwic mint, because its distribution-pattern is so different.25  The dies of  the 
Thanet coin are not the same as any in the Hamwic corpus of  type 48.2 6 The obverse is of 
careful  work, and the reverse is distinctive in that the three chains of  dots emerging from 
the creatures' mouths are each sharply bent to follow  the contour of  the jaw and brow of 
the next creature. 

4. Two  south midlands  finds  of  series L, type 12, in a distinctive  style,  from  Lewknor 
(Oxfordshire)  and  from  Chipping  Warden  (Northants.) 
A coin of  series L, type 12 (pi. 2, 27) was found  by Mr G. Ponting at South Weston, 
Lewknor in or shortly before  1985, on a track known as Bridge Way, some little distance 
north of  the Lower Icknield Way, and about the same distance from  the vicarage (SU 

2 3 D. M. Metcalf, 'Twenty-five notes on sceatta finds', in 2 5 D. M. Metcalf, in a paper read at the International 
SEC,  pp. 193-205, at pp. 203f. Numismatic Congress, 1985. 

2 4 See also the note on an unconfirmed find from Minster- 2 6 In a forthcoming volume of the Southampton excav-
in-Thanet (SEC,  p.256) ation reports. 
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7098). Its style is essentially very similar to SCBI  Glasgow  83 and 84, with a retrousse and 
indeed sharply-pointed nose. The legend is o e L v n o o 111A + 

As on Glasgow  83 the crown of  the head is outlined by a row of  five  pellets, and the roll 
of  the hair is quite strongly modelled. One may fairly  assume that the die is by the same 
hand. The reverse is less distinctive, but note the doubling of  the boat-shaped curve, as on 
Glasgow  83-4. The weight is l.OOg. The coin is now in the writer's collection. 

A cast of  Glasgow  83 was acquired by the British Museum (Hill, NC  (1953), pi. 6,4). It is 
presumably modern. Glasgow  83 and 84 appear to be from  the same reverse, and the 
coupling of  what are superficially  very different  obverses is a little offputting.  Is the 
obverse of  84 worn through use, and if  so is it the earlier? Happily, the Lewknor find  now 
authenticates the style, for  which it seems to be one of  only two provenances so far 
recorded, the second being the coin from  Chipping Warden discussed immediately below. 
The 'crest' outlining the head is seen again in series T, and in series L, type 14, BMC  93, 
from  the Thames hoard. The prototype is presumably Constantinian, but the interesting 
question is whether series L derives the crest from  series T, or independently from  another 
source. 

A find  from  Chipping Warden in 1984 or earlier is the second sceat reported from  the 
'Black grounds' — some fields  to the north of  a Roman villa site, half  a mile east of  the 
village.-7 The first  such find  dates from  before  1847. A reliable intermediary kindly passed 
on a polaroid photograph (pi. 2, 28). The coin is lit from  an unusual angle, but careful 
study suggests that it is very similar to SCBI  Glasgow  84. The bean-shaped face,  the 
retrousse and sharply pointed nose, and the shoulders of  the standing figure  should be 
compared. The legend seems to read LVN** WAN the final  cross pommee being 
faint  but visible. 

Another obverse in the same distinctive style, and with the legend apparently ending 
N h + in front  of  the face,  as on SCBI  Glasgow  85, was in th'e F. Elmore Jones 
collection,28 coupled with a regular London reverse. 

5. Two  finds  from  a trackway  on the South  Downs 
Finds from  ridgeways and hill forts  on chalk downland, far  from  any settlement, are well 
attested, and raise intriguing questions about the uses to which sceattas were put, and the 
classes of  persons who handled them. Two isolated finds  from  Sussex can now be added to 
this category. 

Mr J. N. King has kindly permitted me to record a find  of  a 'porcupine' sceat made in 
1984, at the junction of  two trackways on Highdole Hill, on the South Downs to the west of 
Lewes (TO 396043), about 1 km north-west of  Telscombe. The coin (pi. 2, 29) is a 
secondary 'porcupine', weighing 1.04g, from  the same distinctive obverse die as SCBI 
Copenhagen  30 - with pseudo letters INI within the curve. On the reverse the design within 
the standard is different.  Unusually, it is diagonally symmetrical. Most interestingly, the 
pattern in the margins is identical: +n in one side and a zig-zag in another, with the same 
rustic corners. It does not seem to be a case of  the same punches, nor an altered die, but 
the hand is very obviously the same. A second equally interesting feature  is that the coin is 
deeply nicked, apparently by a chisel cut, intended to test the metal or to check that the 
coin is not a plated forgery.  There are in fact  two cuts in the coin, a deeper one at 1 o'clock 
on the obverse as illustrated, and a shallow one at 10 o'clock. More than 80 per cent of  the 
coins in the large Bais hoard from  Brittany are cut in exactly this way, and so are a few  of 

27 VCH  Northants,  I, 200. 
28 NCirc  78 (1970), 407, item 11185 and ill.109. 
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those from  the Plassac hoard.2 9 The mints most subject to chisel testing are those of 
Poitou, together with Bourges and Rouen. The practice seems to be unknown in England, 
the Telscombe find  being only the second instance to be noted. The implication is that it 
had been in western France before  being carried across the Channel to Sussex. (The other 
instance is a Merovingian coin from  the civitas of  Limoges found  in England, in the 
Royston area.) 

Mr King returned to the find-spot  in July 1985 and eventually found  another sceat, 
approximately five  metres away from  where he had found  the first,  and again on the 
trackway. He writes, 'we do find  it very strange though, that although we have very 
thoroughly covered the Ridgeway for  a great distance either side of  where we actually 
found  the sceattas, we have to date found  no other coinage, although the pathway has been 
in constant use for  many centuries. The only other finds  have been cartridge cases and 
bullets ...' The second coin (pi. 2, 30) is of  series C, of  a variety distinguished by a small 
standard with the letters TAT or I TAT to the right. The standard is outlined in heavy dots. 
The obverse follows  precedent in r e a d i n g a n d hasTAT(again) behind the head. Other 
specimens of  the same stylistic variety include BMC  36-8, SCBI  Glasgow  10, and Lockett 
209i. 

6. A coin of  series G excavated  at Aylesbury: the recognition  of  a 'continental'  type of 
distribution-pattern  for  Primary I  Intermediate  sceattas in England 
In 1972 I suggested that series G (= BMC  Type 3a) belonged to Sussex, on the evidence of 
the few  provenances then available.30 It is by now clear that I was wrong, and must retract. 
A surprising number of  new finds  of  series G have been reported, from  all over southern 
England. Analyses have shown that the better specimens of  the type are 85-92 per cent 
silver.31 Its origins are therefore  presumably in the Intermediate phase. At that stage there 
are only a certain number of  regions in England from  which series G could come, if  it were 
English, and one would expect quite clear-cut signs of  localization. It is so uncommon in 
east Kent and at Hamwic that it cannot have been minted in either of  those regions. Nor 
can it be from  Essex or East Anglia. The map (fig.  3), which includes various different 
styles of  series G, and specimens covering the widest range of  alloys, serves to draw 
attention to several northerly finds,  which make up a significant  proportion of  the 
assemblage from  the north midlands (two finds  from  Northampton,32 Wymeswold,33 Six 
Hills on the Fosse Way,3 4 Binbrook in Lincolnshire,35 South Ferriby,36) and Yorkshire 
(Garton-on-the-Wolds, and Whitby). None of  the other published type-distribution maps 
of  English sceattas37 looks at all like this, unless perhaps that for  type 85 (Series B III B) .3 8 

It is implausible that the substantive issues of  series G are from  a mint in the north 
midlands, the more so when one takes account of  the finds  from  Sussex and Southampton. 
The alternative is to look to the Continent, and, given the scarcity of  series G at Domburg 
(only seven amoung 998 finds),39  more specifically  to northern France. Finds from  Corbie 

2 9 M. Prou and E. Bougenot, Catalogue  des  deniers 
merovingiens de  la trouvaille  de  Bais (IUe-et-Vilaine)  (revised 
edition by J. Lafaurie),  [1981], 

3 0 D. M. Metcalf,  'The "bird and branch" sceattas in the 
light of  a find  from  Abingdon", Oxoniensia 37 (1972), 51-65 
at p.65. The same view is repeated in SEC,  p.40. Several 
northerly finds  have been reported since 1984, forcing  a 
reconsideration. 

3 1 id., 'Chemical analyses of  English sceattas', BNJ  48 
(1978), 12-19, analyses 0.124 and M.S. 

3 2 Both seem to be imitative. 
3 3 M. A. S. Blackburn and M. J. Bonser. 'Single finds  of 

Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins - 2', BNJ  55 (1985), 55-78, 

item 74. The authors kindly allowed me to see their study in 
advance of  publication. 

3 4 To be published. 
3 5 Blackburn and Bonser, item 10. 
3 6 A metal-detector find  on the Humber foreshore  in 1984. 

I am indebted to Miss E. J. E. Pirie for  information  about 
the coin, which was adjudged too corroded to clean. 

3 7 See SEC,  pp. 37-9 and 45 for  eight maps. 
3 8 Not separately mapped, but see SEC  pp. 30-2 and the 

map at p. 33; and above, p. 6. 
3 9 W. Op den Velde, W. J. De Boone, and A. Pol, 'A 

survey of  sceatta finds  from  the Low Countries' SEC,  117-45 
at pp. 140f. 
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Abbey in Picardy and from  Etaples, and the copying of  the type at the mint of  Saint-Ouen 
de Rouen provide important evidence; and the Sussex finds  are on the facing  coast. The 
continental evidence, and the various styles of  die-cutting have been discussed in detail 
elsewhere,40 with the tentative suggestions that series G may turn out to be from 
Quentovic, and that its unusual distribution-pattern in the midlands and north may be 
deceptive as to place of  origin, and may reflect  the journeys of  pilgrims or other travellers 
returning from  France, e.g. via Hamwic. There is a significant  contrast between series G 
and series D, the continental runic type, which presumably belongs to the Low Countries: 
D has a more easterly distribution pattern in England than G. 

The argument set out above, that the distribution of  series G in England is explicable 
only in terms of  a continental origin, is essentially the same as that applied to the 
'porcupine' sceattas (series E), except that they appear to belong to the Rhine mouths. 
There are more coastal finds  of  'porcupines', and a straight-forwardly  'commercial' 
interpretation, invoking coastwise trade, is in order.41 

One more recent find  of  series G, adds usefully  to the evidence for  a 'continental' 
distribution. It comes from  excavations at Aylesbury in 1985.42 It is similar in style to a 
specimen from  the Cimiez hoard,43 and weighs 1.08 g (pi. 2, 31). 

7. A coin of  series B from  southern Norfolk 
The distinctive obverse die B I B, 3 was used with at least three reverse dies, and this is the 
eighth specimen known. There was one in the Milton Regis grave-find.  There is no reason 
to doubt the provenance of  this specimen, bought in 1985, (B I B, 3 i d, 1.17g), which is in 
any case certainly an English find  (pi. 2, 32). 

8. A coin of  series D from  Thetford 
A curious specimen of  series D (pi. 2, 33) bought in 1986, is said to have been found  near 
Thetford.  The style of  the obverse is crude, and suggests imitation, although type 2c itself 
is very variable and erratic, as may be judged e.g. from  the specimens in the Aston Rowant 
hoard. The neck and ear are clumsy. The letter in front  of  the face  is probably copied from 
the pseudo-rune N4 seen on some regular issues. The weight, 0.88g, is low.44 

9. A 'porcupine'  sceat from  West  Wycombe,  Bucks 
A second sceat found  by a member of  the South Bucks Metal Detecting Club is believed to 
come from  the same site as the first.  It was found  in 1984 and was reported, in a mixed bag 
of  material, to the staff  of  the County Museum at Aylesbury. From there it was referred  to 
the writer and subsequently, with the agreement of  the land-owner, it was professionally 
valued and sold. 

The coin is a 'porcupine', of  a rather simplified  design (pi. 2, 34). Although it weighs 
1.20g, it is presumably of  the Secondary phase. No close parallels to the reverse have been 
found. 

4 0 See below, pp. 19-23. 
4 1 See SEC,  pp. 32 and 41-43. 
4 2 The coin is to be published in Records  of  Buck-

inghamshire. 1 am indebted to Mr M. Farley who made the 
coin available for  study. 

4 3 Lc Gentilhomme, 'La circulation des sceattas dans la 
Gaule merovingienne'. RNS  2 f  1938), 23-49, pi. 3, 25. 

4 4 The coin was acquired for  the Ashmolean Museum 
through the generosity of  Mr J. Eric Engstrom. 
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10. A 'porcupine'  sceat from  Bosham, Sussex 
It is now possible to add to the details about a find  from  Bosham in 1984. The coin (pi. 2, 
35) was found  by Mrs B. McPherson in her garden, in Old Bosham (SU 810038).45 

The coin appears to have a lightly modelled boss in the centre of  the standard, in place of 
the usual annulet. The pattern of  the reverse is a fairly  common one, e.g. in the Kloster 
Barthe hoard, but the obverse is unusual. 

11. A find  of  series H  from  Kingston  Deverill,  Wilts 
A sceat of  series H, type 49 is said to have been found  at a ford  over the River Wylie just to 
the east of  Kingston Deverill (ST 852373), about 9 km south of  Warminster. An 
intermediary living in Warminster, Mr R. Pike, initially sent rubbings and a sketch of  the 
coin to the Ashmolean Museum with a request for  it to be identified.  Thereafter  he 
helpfully  made enquiries, and was told that it was found  at a ford  at Brixton Deverill. After 
studying the map, he suggested that this was a confusion  with the nearby Kingston 
Deverill. It is one of  only a few  finds  from  so far  west and north of  Southampton (where it 
was minted); one was found  in excavations at Glastonbury, and another seems to have 
been a chance find  at Marlborough. The Kingston Deverill coin, which weighs 0.82g, is of 
variety 5 a i (as is the Selsey find),  and thus quite late in the sequence of  type 49 (pi. 2, 36). 

12. A coin of  series Z  from  Thetford 
Dr Ian Stewart acquired a very weathered and corroded sceat of  series Z, in a small 
envelope on which was written, 'Thetford  Museum. Enquiry 2857 (no. 2). Grid ref.  880 
832.' Mr Chad Goodwin, the Curator of  the Museum, has recently looked at the envelope 
and has kindly confirmed  from  his records that the coin was one of  a number brought in for 
identification  in December 1980 by Mr M. Aho, the Manager of  the Thetford  Glass 
Company. The coins and other small metal objects were metal detector finds  from  an area 
covering about a quarter of  the field  identified  by the grid reference,  which was then about 
to be developed for  a new housing estate. The other coins and tokens were mainly of  the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The sceat was identified  for  Mr Aho by the County 
Museums service at Norwich, and given a reference  to the Cimiez hoard. 

Blackburn and Bonser recently published a survey of  the topography of  Anglo-Saxon 
and later coin finds  from  Thetford.  The sceat is probably from  the same site as their Site B, 
or very close to it (see the plan in BNJ  54 (1984), 70). Immediately to the south a late-ninth 
century coin was found,  which had apparently been dredged from  the River Thet. 

A sceat of  series R 2 (Wigrd)  can be added from  the Red Castle site, about 1 km west of 
the town centre (see the plan in Norfolk  Archaeology  34 (1966-9), 119). 

The reverse die of  the Thetford  find  is new: the beast is compressed towards the lower 
left  of  the available space. The obverse die appears also to be unrecorded, so far  as its poor 
condition permits one to judge. 

The corpus of  specimens of  series Z may be dressed briefly  as follows.  Nos. 1-4 have rev. 
beast left,  and nos. 5-11, beast right. 

1-3 RN  1938, pi. 4, 71-2 (Cimiez?); Ashmolean, ex Lockett 245, found  'near London'. 1.37, 1.32, 1.44g. 
Analysis Ca.5 (65-74% silver, traces of  gold and zinc). All three coins are extremely heavy. They all 
appear to be from  the same dies. 

4 5 I am indebted to Miss Anne Bone, of  the Chichester 
District Museum, who kindly made repeated enquiries about 
the coin. 
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4 NC  (1953), pi. 7, 13, ex Lockett 244 ex Grantley 688, 0.91g. 
5 TMP  1895, pi. 1, 13 (presumably found  at Domburg). 
6 SCBI  Copenhagen  47. 1.07g. 
7 Ashmolean ex Evans, = TMP  1895, pi. 1, 14. 1.19g. 
8 Billingsgate find  (above, pi. 1, 4) , 1.22g. From the same obv. die as no. 7. 
9 Caistor St Edmunds find,  Christie's, 4 Nov. 1986, lot 364 (illus.) 1.17g. 
10 Thetford  find 
11 SCBI  Glasgow  116. 0.59g (>E?) 
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PLATE 1 
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C O I N S O F T H E A N G L O - S A X O N P E R I O D F R O M R E P T O N , 
D E R B Y S H I R E :  II 

MARTIN BIDDLE, CHRISTOPHER BLUNT, BIRTHE KJ0LBYE-BIDDLE, 
MICHAEL METCALF, AND HUGH PAGAN 

THE first  eleven seasons of  excavation, 1974—84, at the Anglo-Saxon monastery and Viking 
fortress  at Repton produced ten coins of  the pre-conquest period: two sceattas, a denier of 
Pepin the Short, a cut half-penny  of  /Ethelred II, a broken half  of  a penny of  Edward the 
Confessor,  and a parcel of  five  three-line pennies deposited c. 873^1.1 The twelfth  and 
thirteenth seasons in 1985-6 produced nine more: a third sceatta, a single three-line penny 
of  Alfred,  a penny of  Harold I, a cut farthing  of  Edward the Confessor,  and a second 
parcel of  five  three-line pennies. The 1985-6 finds  are published here immediately, partly 
on account of  their own importance, but also because of  the light they throw on the 
previous discoveries, on the interpretation of  the site, and on the whole question of 
coin-finds  from  graveyards. 

1. A second  parcel of  pennies of  the 870s from  a grave at Repton 

HUGH PAGAN 

In 1985 a second parcel of  three-line pennies was discovered in a grave at Repton. The first 
parcel was found  in 1982 scattered among a great quantity of  disarticulated human bones in 
a mass-burial below a mound in the vicarage garden.2 The second parcel was discovered in 
another part of  the site, 80 m or more from  the first  discovery, in a single male grave cut 
down against (and hence later than) the foundations  of  the east wall of  the north porticus 
of  St Wystan's Church (Grave 529: Trench 4, Layers 1804 and 1835). The five  coins were 
found  lying flat  on the floor  of  the grave on the south side of  the head and shoulders, 
accompanied by a gold ring (fig.  1) which was lying by the right ear. The burial had been in 
a wooden coffin,  the decay of  which was probably the cause of  some movement and 
disturbance of  the bones. Either this process or the decomposition of  the body had spread 
the coins and the ring over an area of  350 mm by 100 mm, but there is no doubt that they 
were originally deposited together within the coffin  and were a deliberate burial deposit, 
perhaps in a leather or textile bag, the possible presence of  which was suggested by areas of 
dark staining.3 The coins may be described as follows: 

Burgred. 
1 .BMC  type A. Moneyer Cenred. 
Obv. BVRGRED RE+ Bust r. 
Rev. CENRED/.'. MON.'./'.ETA '•'•' in three lines, MON and ETA contained in whole lunettes. 
Die-axis: j 180° Wt. 0.50g (chipped). Find no. 6292. (PI., 1.) 
2.BMC  type A. Moneyer Ealdulf. 
Obv. BVRGRED RE+ Bust r . . . . 
Rev. EALDVLF/.'. MON'.'/'•'ETA V in three lines, MON and ETA contained in whole lunettes. 
Die-axis: 270° Wt. 0.46g (chipped). Find no. 6273. (PI., 2.) 

1 Martin Biddle, Philip Grierson, Yvonne Harvey, Birthe 
Kj0lbye-Biddle, Michael Metcalf,  J. P. Northover and Hugh 
Pagan, 'Coins of  the Anglo-Saxon period from  Repton, 
Derbyshire', in M. A. S. Blackburn (ed), Anglo-Saxon 
monetary history, Studies  in memory of  Michael  Dolley, 

Leicester, 1986, 111-32 (hereafter  'Repton Coins I'). 
2 'Repton Coins I", 111-24. 
3 This paragraph by Martin Biddle and Birthe Kj0lbyc-

Biddle; see further  below, pp.24-8. 
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Alfred. 
1.BMC  type ia var. Moneyer Biarnwulf. 
Obv.+ [A]ELBRED/RE+ Bust r. dividing legend. 
Rev. BIARNV/[L] F MON/ETAv in three lines, the lunettes broken at top and bottom, as BMC  type ia, 
and also broken at corners. 
Die-axis: 90° Wt. 0.39g (fragmentary).  Find no. 6276. (PI., 3.) 
2.BMC  type ib. Moneyer Dudda. 
Obv. XAELBRD/REX Bust of  crude style r. dividing legend. 
Rev. DDVDA/MON/ETA in three lines, MON and ETA contained in lunettes broken at the corners, the 
straight sides of  the lunettes beaded. 
Die-axis:\ 320° Wt. 0.48g (slightly chipped). Find no. 6272. (PI., 4.) 
3.BMC  type ic. Moneyer Diarelm. 
Obv. + [X?]AELBRED X Bust of  very crude style r. 
/?ev.DIAREL/MMON/ETA in three lines, the inscription divided by lines with hooked ends. 
Die-axis: / 230° Wt. 0.59g (fragmentary).  Find no. 6277. (PI., 5.) 

The two coins of  Burgred date from  late in his reign, since both carry in the bottom 
right-hand corner of  their reverse design the inverted pyramid of  six pellets which is one of 
the characteristic features  of  coins struck c. 871-74. No die-duplicate has been traced of 
either coin, but the coin of  Cenred is struck from  dies analogous in style to those of  BMC 
174, and the coin of  Ealdulf  is struck from  an obverse die similar to that of  a coin of  the 
same moneyer in the British Museum from  the 1924 Beeston Tor hoard. 

The three coins of  Alfred  are more unusual and add further  to our knowledge of  an 
obscure area of  Alfred's  coinage already brought to attention in connection with the coins 
found  in the mass-burial excavated at Repton in 1982. 

The evidence of  the Croydon and St Albans hoards shows decisively that in 871-72 coins 
struck in Alfred's  name were all of  BMC  type i, the type of  Alfred  identical in design to 
Burgred's type A. Coins of  Alfred's  BMC  types ia, ib and ic do not seem to have entered 
circulation before  c. 873, despite the fact  that the issue of  corresponding types of  Burgred, 
respectively BMC  types B, C and D, belongs in essence to the 860s and terminated c. 870. 
It has been argued elsewhere that part of  the explanation for  this lies in the fact  that a 
number of  the coins being struck c. 873 were imitative in character,4 and the nature of  the 
coins listed here as of  BMC  type ib, moneyer Dudda, and of  BMC  type ic, moneyer 
Diarelm, adds additional weight to such a suggestion. 

The coin of  Dudda, as it happens, is a die-duplicate of  SCBI  Cambridge  542, a coin long 
ago recognised as irregular by the present writer;5 the appearance of  this new and better 
preserved specimen reveals that the straight sides of  the lunettes on the reverse are 
beaded, a feature  paralleled on some of  Burgred's coins of  the 860s but otherwise unknown 
for  Alfred.  The Diarelm coin of  BMC  type ic presents other irregular features,  most 
notably the obverse bust, which once more echoes Burgred coins of  the 860s, and the 
curious omission of  the word REX from  the obverse inscription. 

The coin of  BMC  ia, or more correctly a variant of  BMC  type ia, is by contrast well 
designed and has carefully  spelled obverse and reverse inscriptions. Its moneyer, 
Biarnwulf,  although not previously recorded for  a coin of  this kind, is a known moneyer in 
BMC  type i, and there seems no reason to question the coin's official  status/1 Indeed, it is 
becoming clearer with every new discovery that whatever view one may take of  BMC  types 
ib and ic, BMC  type ia represents a proper grouping of  officially  struck coins belonging to 
the latter stages of  the lunette coinage. 

The evidence that this group of  coins provides for  the dating of  the grave in which they 

4 'Repton Coins I', 117-19 
5 H. E. Pagan, 'Coinage in the age of  Burgred'. BNJ 34 

(1965), 11-27, at p. 18. 

'' There was a coin of  this moneyer of  BMC  type i in the 
Croydon hoard, and at least one further  coin of  the moneycr 
and type seems to exist. 
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FIG 1. Gold ring from  St Wystan's, Repton, Derbyshire, Grave 529 (Scale 1:1). (Drawn by Judith Dobie.) 

were found  is decisive in one respect in that they point to a date for  the making of  the grave 
no earlier than 873. 

The presence among them of  a coin of  Alfred's  BMC  type ia, which other hoard 
evidence shows was struck late within the lunette coinage, may mean that the burial took 
place in 874 but would also allow the burial to have taken place later in the 870s, for  it is 
uncertain how far  into the 870s the striking of  Alfred's  lunette coinage continued. The 
effect  is to leave it an open question whether the body in the grave was that of  a Mercian 
dignitary buried before  Burgred's deposition, or was that of  a dignitary buried subse-
quently.7 

One may properly indicate at this point the essential difficulty  that confronts 
numismatists in connection with the dating of  coins struck from  874 onwards. This is the 
fact  that all the extant coins of  Burgred's successor Ceolwulf  II, who was installed on the 
Mercian throne by the Viking army in 874, and was still reigning in Mercia in 877, belong 
to a quite distinct period of  coinage during which moneyers were striking coins of  new, 
non-lunette types of  fine  silver and improved weight both for  Ceolwulf  and for  Alfred.8  It is 
not likely that either king could have commenced the manufacture  of  a fine  silver coinage 
of  this character in the months immediately following  Burgred's deposition, and it seems 
probable that if  any coins were struck in England south of  the Humber in 874-75 they were 
still of  lunette design, and most likely those of  BMC  type ia mentioned above. Yet no 
hoards bracket the final  stages of  the lunette coinage and the beginning of  the new fine 
silver coinage, and the date of  the transition from  one to the other cannot be specified,  not 
least because there can be no certainty that Ceolwulf's  fine  silver coins belong to the period 
up to 877 for  which his kingship is documented, rather than to the period from  877 into the 
early 880s during which he might still have been reigning in Mercia.9 

A detailed study of  the lunette coinage of  the 870s must await the forthcoming 
publication by Miss M. M. Archibald of  the 1968 St Albans (Abbey Orchard) hoard, but it 
may be convenient to conclude the present note with a summary listing of  the known coins 
of  BMC  types ia, ib and ic of  Alfred.  (This listing does not take account of  new coins of  the 
type that have come to light since the text of  this note was first  composed). 

7 But on this question, see further  below, pp.25-8. 
8 'Repton Coins I', 119 and n.14. 

9 H. E. Pagan, 'An unpublished fragment  of  a coin of 
Ceolwulf  II', BNJ  41, 1972, 14-20. 
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BMC  type ia 
Biarnmod. Glendining sale 1 May 1985, lot 30. 
Biarnwald. BMC  173, purchased from  E. Morris, 1846. 
Biarnwulf.  Repton excavations 1985, find  no. 6276 (listed above). 
Denemund. National Museum of  Wales (ill NC  (1985), pi. 27, coin no. 101), bt from  Baldwin; probably ex 
G.C. Drabble sale, 1939, lot 383, ex W. T. Ready sale, 1920, lot 82, and perhaps ex Sotheby sale 23 May 1849, 
lot 101, ex Hook Norton hoard. 
Dunn. BMC  174, ex Hook Norton hoard. 
Edvald. Coin published NC  (1897), 248, found  at Shillington, Beds. 
Ethelmund. V.J.E. Ryan sale, 1952, lot 712, perhaps the coin of  this moneyer but of  unspecified  lunette variety 
ex Dunsforth  hoard. 
Ethered. SCBI  West Country Museums 383 (Somerset County Museum, Taunton). 
Sigeric. Gainford  hoard. 
Sigestef.  BMC  175, ex S. Tyssen, 1802, ex Rev. R. Southgate (d. 1795). There was a die-duplicate (or cast?) of 
this in the Clonterbrook Trust sale, 1974, lot 30, ex R. C. Lockett sale, 1960, lot 3630, ex Lord Grantley sale, 
1944, lot 998, ex H. Montagu sale, 1895, lot 546, ex Ven. A. Pownall sale, 1887, lot 38, perhaps ex Bank of 
England sale, 1877, lot 87, and therefore  ex Robert Austen (d. 1797). 
Tidbearht. BMA 470, ex Beeston Tor hoard. 
Tirulf.  C. E. Blunt collection, bt from  Baldwin. 
Wine, SCBI  Lincolnshire Museums 1946, from  excavations at St Paul in the Bail church, Lincoln, 1978. 

There was a further  coin of  this type by an uncertain moneyer in the Gainford  hoard; the contemporary 
publication of  the hoard records the moneyer's name as ..ildesred (perhaps in reality a name ending -freth). 

BMC  type ib 
Biarnred. BMA 454, ex Beeston Tor hoard. 
Dudda. SCBI  Cambridge 542, and die-duplicate from  Repton excavations 1985, find  no 6272 (listed above). 
Dudwine. Barton-on-Humber excavations. 
Etheleah. NCirc  (1919), no. 70755, ex H. Montagu sale, 1895, lot 547, ex W. Thorburn sale, 1887, lot 52. 
Ethelere. BMA 460, ex Beeston Tor hoard. 
Herebald. Gainford  hoard. 
Manninc. BMC  176, ex Hook Norton hoard. 
Wulfeard.  BMA 475, ex Beeston Tor hoard. 

BMC  type ic 
Cialbred. SCBI  West Country Museums 382 (Somerset County Museum, Taunton). 
Cialulf.  BMC  111 ex S. Tyssen, 1802, perhaps via R. Miles, 1820. 
Diarelm. Repton excavations 1985, find  no. 6277 (listed above). A damaged coin of  this moneyer, exact type 
not specified  but of  lunette design and with the reverse legend DIARED/MMON/ETA, was lot 138 in the 
Alexander Mann sale, 1917, and may have been of  BMC  type ic also. 
Diarulf.  BMA 456 ex Beeston Tor hoard. 
Dvinc (sic). BMC  178. 
Dudwine. Repton excavations 1982, "Repton Coins I', find  no. 3381. 
Ethelulf.  Glendining sale 13 March 1974, lot 80. A similar coin had previously been in the R.M. Murchison 
sale, 1866, lot 182. 
Ethered. SCBI  Glasgow 562 ex T. Coats (d.  1883). 

2. A new variety of  sceat from  Repton related  to series J:  type 36, with the reverse of  type 85 

D. M. METCALF 

A sceat from  c. 725 found  during excavations east of  St Wystan's Church, Repton, in 1985, 
by the left  hand of  the probably male skeleton in Grave 524 (Trench 4, Layer 1161; 
Recorded Find 6282), combines two well-known designs, which have not previously been 
recorded in combination. The obverse is of  type 36 (diademed bust right, cross in front  of 
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face),  while the reverse is of  type 85 (Rigold's B III B) (stylized bird on cross).10 The coin is 
in fresh  condition. Its weight after  cleaning and conservation is only 0.59g, and it is 
apparently very debased - one would guess not better than about half  silver. Its flan  is 
noticeably polygonal. 

Type 36 is a scarce coinage, of  which there are probably fewer  than a dozen specimens in 
existence. It occurs in two main styles, 'fine'  and 'coarse'. The obverse of  the Repton find  is 
in the very distinctive 'coarse' style: the ear is V-shaped, and the eye is enclosed in a similar 
V which depends from  the diadem (pi., 6). There can be very little doubt that it is by the 
same hand as a coin of  type 36 in the British Museum - BMC  164 (pi., 7). The new 
specimen adds to our understanding of  the design, because one can see clearly a double 
boat-shaped curve under the bust, which is obscure or off  the flan  in BMC  164. There is, on 
the other hand, no hand holding the cross on the Repton coin. 

If  the style of  the reverse were equally distinctive and regular, one would have to 
describe the coin as a mule between types. It is not difficult,  however, to decide that the 
reverse is irregular. Although almost all the elements of  the bird-on-cross design are 
present, they are rather untidily disposed. If  one makes comparison with the row of  regular 
coins in pi. 4 of  Rigold's corpus (B IIIB, 1-6), the Repton coin seems to differ  in the 
following  ways. The bird's wing makes a large, fat  V. There are only two tail-feathers 
instead of  three, and the pellets in which they terminate are out of  the horizontal. As 
regards the annulets and groups of  pellets on either side of  the cross, they are out of 
balance: those on the right are distinctly higher than those on the left.  The pellets are in 
groups of  four  whereas they should be in groups of  three. 

The coin, then, is from  the workshop of  BMC  164, but its reverse is a close and quite 
careful  imitation of  type 85. 

If  this were all, it would be puzzling enough, but there is more. The same distinctive 
obverse style, and design, are found  in at least five  specimens of  type 3a (series G) (pi., 
8-10).11 These clearly show stylistic decline, the later specimens being of  careless 
workmanship (and very coppery). But even at its most devolved (pi., 10) the reverse keeps 
to the 'official'  design of  three crosslets and one group of  three dots. Notice that the double 
boat-shaped curve of  pi., 6 recurs on pi., 10, and that the version with a hand holding the 
cross (pi., 9), is from  the same model as pi., 7. The former  variety recurs on a coin (not 
illustrated here) found  at Terouanne.12 The normal obverse style of  type 3a, known from 
numerous specimens, is quite different  - rounded and well-modelled, more Romano - and 
the best examples are of  excellent silver. 

We appear to have discovered, then, a run of  coins by the same die-cutter, beginning 
with specimens imitating two or three different  well-known reverses (the coin chosen in 
BMC  to illustrate type 36 is evidently the imitation, not the original) before  settling down 
to a more regular production of  imitations of  type 3a. The validity of  this conclusion rests 
on the opinion that the coins in question are all by the same workman. The clinching detail 
is perhaps the hand holding the cross (pi., 9). The argument also involves the premises that 
the more careful  coins (types 36/85 and 36) will be the earlier members of  the series, and 

111 For a definition  of  the various series and types, see I. 
Stewart, 'The early English denarial coinage, c. 680 -c. 750', 
in Sceattas  in England  and  on the Continent,  edited by D. 
Hill and D. M. Metcalf  (Oxford,  1984), (hereafter  SEC),  pp. 
5-26. 

1 1 No. 3 is from  the F. Elmore Jones collection, NCirc  78 
(1970), illus. 99. Nos 4 and 5 are in the Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford,  ex Carter, and no. 4 is ex Lockett 214c (British 
Numismatic Society photographic record). Another spe-

cimen, ex Montagu, is illustrated in BNJ  26 (1949-51), 277 
and pi. 1, 18; and there is one from  Terouanne (see below). 

1 2 A. Hermand, Histoire  monetaire de  la province d'Artois 
(Saint-Omer, 1843), pi. 1.5 and pp. 29, 523. Also a type 72. 
Line-drawings of  both are reproduced in D. M. Metcaif,  'La 
traversee de la Manchc (VIIIe - IXe siecles)' BSFN  34 
(1979), 511-15. The coin is very similar to pi. 5 except that 
the crosslets are aligned differently. 
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that the coins of  type 3a are unlikely to be imitations by another hand in so far  as the 
imitative specimens of  types 85 and 36 are scarce and therefore  unlikely to have attracted 
copying. 

There is an element of  contradiction between the types chosen to imitate, and the alloy 
of  the imitations. Types 85 and 3a belong relatively early in the sceatta series,13 at a time 
when the alloy was still often  better than 85 per cent 'silver' (Ag + Au + Pb). The relative 
dating of  type 36 is less certain (there is no hoard evidence for  it) but the one specimen 
which has been analysed was 67 per cent 'silver', perhaps implying a slightly later date.1 4 In 
contrast, the imitations, particularly those of  type 3a, are very debased. The two Carter 
specimens (pi., 9-10) have been analysed and were found  to contain c. 37 and 22 per cent 
silver respectively, with substantial amounts of  tin (in the range c. 8-15 per cent).15 One 
would expect these imitations to be broadly contemporary with their prototypes; but if  so 
why, one must ask, were coins of  good silver and others with very little silver being made at 
about the same date? Were they fraudulent  copies being put into circulation alongside 
'official'  issues, or were they being produced in another region with a less developed 
currency, where lower standards were acceptable? 

Determining the region of  origin of  an official,  substantive issue of  sceattas is hazardous 
enough, for  there are usually too few  provenances to make a good distribution-map. 
Determining the source of  a group of  imitations is doubly hazardous, unless one has some 
insight into the reasons for  the copying, or at least into the general background. The 
die-cutter was not necessarily located in an obvious commercial centre (he might even have 
been peripatetic), and the imitations may or may not have gained currency in the same 
region as their prototype. 

The only recorded provenances for  the 'coarse' style of  imitations, apparently, are 
Repton, and Terouanne in northern France. The types copied - 85, 36 and 3a - themselves 
remain problematic. In the last couple of  years, specimens of  type 3a have turned up at 
very widely-scattered localities in England, 1 6 and also in excavations at the Benedictine 
abbey at Corbie in northern France,17 and the writer has had to retract his suggested 
attribution to Sussex in favour  of  an attribution to the other side of  the Channel (where 
Quentovic is the obvious possibility).18 On the other hand, the distribution of  type 85 (and 
37) in England is still markedly peripheral,19 with relatively few  specimens from  east Kent 
or Hamwic. There is, of  course, an earlier find  of  type 85 from  Repton.20 A specimen 
recently excavated at Norwich, however, has prompted the comment that the up-dated 
distribution pattern may perhaps, after  all, be more widespread in England, and that if  one 
compares a distribution map of  types 85 and 37 in England with similar maps for  types 
which are certainly continental,21 the differences  are not now as clear-cut as they once 
seemed. There is, indeed, a good number of  finds  of  type 85 from  the Continent.22 The 
Danish provenances of  types 85 and 37 should also be taken into account, even if  the coins 

1 3 They arc associated in the Garton-on-the-Wolds grave-
find,  and both types are known in specimens of  good alloy. 

1 4 D. M. Mctcalf,  'The Coins', in a forthcoming  volume of 
the Hamwic excavation series, cat. no. 95. 15

 D. M. Metcalf,  'Chemical analyses of  English sceattas', 
BNJ  48 (1978) 12-19, analyses 0.201. 202. Also M.8 for  a 
specimen of  'normal' style and very good silver. The Corbie 
find  (below; not in the same style as the imitations discussed 
here) contained c. 30 per ccnt 'silver' and c. 9 per cent tin. 

1 6 e.g. at South Ferriby (Humberside), Aylesbury 
(Bucks.), and at Corbie abbey (Picardy). 

1 7 'Fouilles de sauvetage a Corbie, 1982', undertaken by 
the Association des Amis du Vieux Corbie (publication 

forthcoming).  Analysis by E. A. Fcest, of  AERE Harwell, 
Oxfordshire. 

1 8 Mooted in 'Anglo-Saxon sceattas from  Canterbury', in 
The  Archaeology  of  Canterbury,  vol. 6 (forthcoming). 

1 9 D. M. Metcalf,  'A coinage for  Mercia under Aethel-
bald', Cunobelin  12 (1966), 26-39 and restated most recently 
in SEC  at pp.30-33 and 62. 

2 0 'Repton Coins I', 124-26; SEC,  p. 260. 
2 , D . M. Metcalf,  'Sceat from  excavations at Norwich 

(Fishergate)', East Anglian Archaeology  (forthcoming). 
2 2 W? Op den Velde, W. J. de Boone, and A. Pol, 'A 

survey of  sceatta finds  from  the Low Countries', SEC,  pp. 
117-45, esp. pp. 140-44. 
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in question are imitative. If  such radical reappraisals can be discussed, one should hesitate 
to decide whether the little group of  imitations of  types 85, 36, and 3a is English or 
continental. 

If  the imitations were shown to be north French - which it should be emphasized is still 
very much an open question - the recent find  would not be the only foreign  coin to have 
been carried as far  into the English midlands as Repton: there is also the recent find  of  a 
coin of  Pepin there. Perhaps one should consider whether politically important sites on the 
fringes  of  the main area of  circulation of  sceattas in England tend to produce a higher 
proportion of  coins that have been carried over long distances. Northampton might be a 
parallel, with its two imitations of  type 3a (and nothing else), and one may also note 
specimens, in various styles, from  South Ferriby on Humberside, Binbrook (between 
Caistor and Louth), Lincolnshire, and Wymeswold, Leicestershire. If  type 3a should 
eventually be shown to belong to Quentovic,23 one might even go further,  and envisage 
such inland finds  from  the midlands and the north as reflecting  journeys to and from  the 
Continent via Hamwic or the Wantsum channel - either route from  Quentovic was 
possible, depending on the winds and tides. 

We have not yet asked ourselves whether the reverses of  the type 36 and type 3a 'copies' 
appear to be imitative. If  in one case they were not, the connexion might serve to locate the 
workshop of  the 'coarse' style we are looking at. Even a single pair of  coins, with linked 
reverses, but with obverses in quite different  styles, might be thought to be decisive. We 
should remember Stewart's axiom,24 that whereas congruity of  style may indicate that two 
coins are from  the same mint, disparity of  style certainly does not prove that they are from 
different  places. One would, however, expect coins linked in this way to be congruous in 
their alloy, and as we have seen, the available analyses suggest that the imitative series falls 
to levels of  silver contents far  below those of  the prototypes. 

The reverses of  the imitative version of  type 3a offer  only a simple, geometric design, the 
style of  which is difficult  to differentiate;  but the prototypes have crosses in the margin, at 
the centre of  each side of  the square. The absence of  at least one such cross can be seen 
very clearly at the left-hand  side on pi., 9. The reverse of  the imitative type 36, on the other 
hand, is very similar so far  as one can judge from  the published photograph to SCBI 
Glasgow 79 (type 36 in 'fine'  style) and could be by the same hand. This may be a crucial 
link. Type 36 in 'fine'  style, which is conceivably from  the same workshop as type 37 (two 
facing  profiles/whorl  of  four  birds around cross), is provenanced only from  North Elmham, 
Norfolk25  (misidentified  until now, but cf.  SCBI  Glasgow 79 for  the obverse and 80 for  the 
reverse) and from  Hamwic (Southampton).26 If  types 85, 37, 36, and (apparently) the 
imitative series as well are all related, and from  one region of  England, provenances make 
it difficult  to see where that region could be other than Mercia or Middle Anglia, since we 
can rather confidently  exclude Kent, Wessex, and East Anglia, and probably also Essex. 
Against this English evidence, however, we must set the finds  of  type 3a from  Etaples, 
Terouanne, and Corbie, and from  Sussex - and the virtual absence of  the type from 
Hamwic. On the whole, a continental origin for  type 3a now appears more plausible. 

The fact  that so many of  the overlapping groupings of  sceattas under discussion are 
subject to imitation and/or are debased or plated, even though they would seem to be of 
intermediate date, may eventually be seen to be connected with their fringe  distribution, 
e.g. in Mercia, away from  the main concentration of  finds  in south-eastern England. In 

2 3 Note an imitative specimen from  Etaples, illustrated in 
Roach Smith, Collectanea  Antiqua, ii (1852), pi. 44, no. 5. 

2 4 I. Stewart, 'Style in medieval coinage', NC  7th ser. 9 
(1969), 269-89. 

2 5 S. E. Rigold and D. M. Metcalf  in BNJ  47 (1977), 43 
and pi. 2, 20. 

2 6 See above, note 14. 
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places where plenty of  good quality coins were available, debased varieties may have failed 
to gain currency. There may in that sense be something deceptive about their geographical 
pattern in England. For the present, one can only record the new material, with its 
parallels, and pose some of  the difficult  questions it raises. 

3. A single penny of  Alfred  from  Rep ton 

HUGH PAGAN 

This broken and incomplete penny was found  in August 1986 in Grave 651 in the cemetery 
immediately east of  the burial mound in the vicarage garden, in an area which formed  the 
westernmost part of  the graveyard in the later Anglo-Saxon period (Trench 10, Layer 448; 
Recorded Find 6886). The coin lay beneath the right knee of  the ?female  skeleton. It 
should probably be regarded as a casual loss or as a residual find  disturbed from  an earlier 
layer, rather than as a deliberate deposit.27 

The small fragment  shows on one side the letter G followed  by what can only be the 
left-hand  limb of  the letter V, with traces of  horizontal lines above the G and below both 
letters. This would therefore  be part of  the moneyer's name that occupies the central line 
of  a coin of  lunette type and, if  this fragment  is in fact  part of  the same coin as the major 
fragment,  and it does appear just to fit  to it, we get D MON/ G V [ ]VN/[ETA], the G V 
fragment  belonging at the left-hand  side of  the reverse. The obvious supplement would be 
G V[-DM]VN, giving the name of  a moneyer Guthmund, known for  the late coins of  Burgred, 
although not as yet published as a moneyer for  Alfred. 

The other side of  the small fragment  should therefore  show the RE of  AELB [RED], or a 
portion of  these letters. The R is indeed clear, but only a very small part of  the upright and 
top of  the next letter can be seen before  the fragment  breaks off.  It is impossible to be 
certain that this is an E, but it could be. 

It also remains a difficulty  that the letter before  the VN of  the moneyer's name is only 
partly preserved. There is a clear upright and part of  a return to the left  at the top. By 
comparison with the M of  MON immediately above, this could be the letter M, which it 
should be if  the moneyer was Guthmund, but it is impossible to be certain. 

If,  however, these conjectures are correct, the description of  the coin should be: 

BMC  type i a. Moneyer uncertain (Guthmund?) 
Obv. AELBR[ED]/[RE] X Bust r., dividing legend. 
Rev. G [V.M] VN/D MON/[ETA] in three lines, MON and [ETA] contained in lunettes broken at the top [and 
bottom]. 
Die-axis: | 0° Wt. 0.34g (fragmentary).  Find no. 6886. (PI., 11.) 

4. Two  more late Saxon pence from  Repton 

CHRISTOPHER BLUNT 

These two coins were both found  in graves. The Harold I penny of  Jewel Cross type was 
found  east of  St Wystan's Church in male Grave 245 (Trench 4, Layer 2152; Recorded Find 
7053), lying flat  on the floor  of  the grave by or below the upper part of  the body. It may 
have been within the coffin  originally and should probably be regarded as a deliberate 
burial deposit. The cut farthing  of  Edward the Confessor's  small flan  type was found  in the 

2 7 This paragraph by Martin Biddle and Birthe Kjwlbye- Biddle; see further  below, pp. 28-31 
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vicarage garden, west of  the church, in unsexed child Grave 4 (Trench 10, Layer 000; 
Recorded Find 5865) in the area of  the knees. It is unclear whether this coin should be 
regarded as a casual loss, as a residual find  disturbed from  an earlier burial, or as deliberate 
deposit.28 

Harold I. Jewel Cross type. BMC  I, Hildebrand A, North 802. The issue may be dated 1036-37. Stamford 
mint, moneyer Thurulf. 

Obv. Diademed bust left.  +HARO/LDRf[X 
Rev. 'Jewel-cross' type. +-DVRVLFONNSTANFO 
Die-axis: | 0° Wt. 0.91g Find no. 7053. (PI., 12.) 

A very fine  coin, 'unpecked', from  the same dies as SCBI  Copenhagen 532, but a later 
striking. The O of  ONN on the reverse has, on the new coin, become blocked out so as to 
become like a much enlarged stop. 

Stamford  was an active mint for  Harold. It ranked fourth,  after  London, Lincoln and 
York, in Hildebrand's catalogue of  the coins at Stockholm and in those at Copenhagen, 
but has been poorly represented in this country. In the British Museum Catalogue  of  1893 
(with of  course a smaller total than either of  the other cabinets) Stamford  ranks tenth. 

Edward the Confessor.  Small flan  type. BMC  II, Hildebrand B, North 818. The issue may be dated c. 1048-50. 
Cut farthing. 

Obv. Diademed bust left  EDP 
Rev. Short cross voided. +LEC . Pellet under E. 
Die-axis: / 225° Wt. 0.17g (cut farthing).  Find no. 5865. (PL, 13.) 

The moneyer's name begins LEO- but unfortunately  the prototheme LEOF- is found 
on a number of  names such as Leofnoth,  Leofwic,  Leofwine,  etc., and also at a number of 
mints. A check with the coins of  this type beginning LEO- in the British Museum and at 
Stockholm29 has failed  to establish a die link and, unless one can be found,  it will not be 
possible to identify  the mint that produced this coin. Pennies cut into halves and quarters 
to provide small change are a well known feature  of  Edward's reign. 

5. The  Repton coin finds:  archaeological  and  historical  significance 

MARTIN BIDDLE AND BIRTHE KJ0LBYE-BIDDLE 

The  1982 and  1985 finds  of  parcels of  three-line  pennies 
The five  three-line pennies from  Grave 529 provide an immediate parallel for  the 
suggestion made by us in 'Repton Coins I' that the five  similar pennies recovered from  the 
mass-burial in the mound in the vicarage garden were originally deposited in the coffin  of 
the now vanished individual burial at the centre of  that complex.3" 

The 1985 season saw the completion of  the excavation of  the mound and other features 
associated with the mass-burial, as well as the continuing study of  the bones of  the 249 or 
more persons it contained. The view that the now vanished central burial was Viking seems 
confirmed  by the non-Christian practices involved in the preparation of  the site for  burial 
and in the construction and subsequent treatment of  the mound, but the origin of  the 
bodies comprised in the mass-burial packed around the central grave remains elusive. 
Pending completion of  the study of  the physical anthropology of  the bones, we can only say 
that the hypothesis which currently best fits  the available information  is that the 

2 8 This paragraph by Martin Biddle and Birthe Kj0lbye-
Biddle; see further  below, pp. 28-31. 

2 9 The latter carried out very kindly by Dr F. Colman. 
3 0 'Repton Coins I', 114. 
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mass-burial represents the remains, not of  a monastic population, but rather of  those of  the 
Viking Great Army who died of  disease during the period of  the winter camp at Repton in 
873-74. After  temporary burial elsewhere, presumably in individual graves but possibly in 
communal 'winter graves',31 their remains seem to have been disinterred and packed 
charnel-fashion  around the cist burial of  an important individual, the mound then being 
thrown up to seal the whole complex. 

Coins in graves: small  parcels and  larger  deposits 
The Viking character of  the mound burial in the vicarage garden at Repton raises the 

possibility that the deposits of  silver pennies there and in Grave 529 east of  the church 
might reflect  Scandinavian practice. With few  exceptions, the deposition of  grave goods, 
including coins, had been abandoned by the Anglo-Saxons in the earlier part of  the eighth 
century. The re-appearance of  this practice one and a half  centuries later in two separate 
burials on the same site, at precisely the moment when a Viking presence there is reliably 
documented, must raise the possibility that this was a Scandinavian trait. The custom does 
indeed appear in the North, for  example at Birka, Sweden, where between the mid to late 
sighth and mid tenth centuries about 10 per cent of  the eleven hundred burials were 
accompanied by one or two coins, and where five  graves contained small parcels of  coins.33 

The gold ring from  Grave 529 (Layer 1804; Recorded Find 6270; Wt. 2.71g.; fig.  1) may 
support this interpretation, for  it is of  a type known not only from  Thetford  (Norfolk)34  but 
also from  Birka,35 while its presence in a grave is highly unusual in terms of  known 

3 1 Anne-Sofie  Graslund, Birka,  iv. The  Burial Customs 
Stockholm, 1980), 75, discusses the difficulties  of  burying in 
he winter in the frozen  soil near Birka and suggests possible 
diking solutions to this as well as more recent ethnographic 
:xamples of  storing bodies for  final  burial in the spring. 
\lthough such conditions would be very unlikely to obtain in 
England, necessity might have given rise to a custom which 
vas observed whatever the circumstances. 

3 2 S. E. Rigold, 'The Two Primary Series of  Sceattas', BNJ 
iO (1960), 6-53, esp. 6-8, 46-51; idem, 'Addenda and 
Corrigenda', BNJ  35 (1966), 1-6; 'Coins found  in Anglo-
Saxon Burials', in Coins and  the Archaeologist  edited by J. 
Casey and R. Reece (BAR 4 Oxford,  1974), pp. 201-5. 

3 3 The most convenient summary of  the Birka coins is 
;iven by Anne-Sofie  Graslund, 'Charonsmynt i vikingatida-
•ravar?', Tor  11 (1965-66), 168-97. For detailed descrip-
ions of  the individual graves, see H. Arbman, Birka,  i. Die 
jraber (Uppsala, 1943). Of  the c. 1100 graves, 107 
:ontained a coin or coins. Of  these 107, fifteen  contained 
>nly coins which had been converted to jewellery (smycke-
nynt). Of  the remaining ninety-two graves, twenty-two were 
:remations and seventy were inhumations. Only five  graves 
)ut of  the ninety-two (5.43 per cent) had more than two 
'.oins, if  the coins used as jewellery are excluded: Grave 524. 
i male chamber-grave, had three dirhams with an end date 
>f  909-10, found  together at the waist on the left  side, with 
to trace of  a purse; Grave 737B, a male inhumation, had 
our dirhams with an end date of  883-87, found  at the middle 
the grave also contained an axe); Grave 750, a double male 
md female  chamber-grave, had a Roman coin and four 
lirhams with an end date of  906-7 or 911-12, found  in two 
curses which could have belonged to either body; Grave 
S34, another double male and female  chamber-grave, had 
even dirhams with the woman, one of  which was worn as 
ewellery, with the other six in a leather purse placed in a 

box and with an end date of'913-32;  and Grave 1057, a male 
inhumation, had three dirhams with an end date of  870-92, 
found  in a purse by the head. Graslund (184-89) mentions 
other Swedish and Norwegian Viking graves with several 
coins, but points out that they are rare by comparison with 
graves with only one coin. For Viking graves in Norway with 
up to seven coins, see Jan Petersen, British Antiquities of  the 
Viking  Period  Found  in Norway,  Viking  Antiquities in Great 
Britain and  Ireland,  v, edited by H. Shetelig (Oslo, 1940), pp 
146-52, and KolbjOrn Skaare, Mynt  i Norge  (Oslo, 1978), pp 
116-17. The only Viking graves in Denmark with more than 
one coin (again excluding those converted to jewellery) are 
the rider grave from  Brandstrup (Jytte Lavrsen, Kuml 
(1960), 90-105; cf.  Kuml  (1970), 99-107) and Grave CC in 
the Stengade II cemetery which contained fifteen  coins 
struck between 905 and ?932: Anne Kromann, 'Stengade 
gravpladsens m0nter', in J0rgen Skaarup, Stengade  II.  En 
langelandsk  gravplads  met grave fra  romersk  jernalder  og 
vikingetid  (Langelands Museum, Rudk0bing, 1976). pp 
192-9. 

3 4 Andrew Rogerson and Carolyn Dallas, Excavations in 
Thetford,  1948-59 and  1973-80, East Anglian Archaeology 
22 (Gressenhall, 1984). pp 68-69. fig.  110, nos 12 and 13. 

3 5 H. Arbman, Birka,  i. Die Grdber  (Uppsala, 1943): six 
graves had a ring very like that from  Repton, five  of  silver 
and one of  copper-alloy, the latter from  a female  cremation, 
Grave 902. Of  the five  silver rings, one came from  an 
unsexed cremation. Grave 352; one from  the fill  of  a male 
chamber-grave. Grave 727; one from  an unknown position 
in a chamber-grave with both male and female  burials, 
Grave 731; one from  a female  chamber-grave, Grave 968; 
and one which is probably like the Repton ring from  a 
female  inhumation, Grave 1037. All but the last also 
contained a coin or coin fragment,  in the case of  Grave 731 
with an end date of  901-24. 
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A n g l o - S a x o n p rac t i ce in t h e n in th a n d t e n t h c e n t u r i e s . 3 6 

T h e r e a r e at leas t six o t h e r d i scover ies in E n g l a n d w h e r e co ins of  t h e n i n t h a n d t e n t h 
c e n t u r i e s a r e r e c o r d e d as h a v i n g b e e n found  in specific  g raves ; a n d in four  cases , as in 
R e p t o n G r a v e 529, t h e co ins w e r e found  n e a r o r u n d e r t h e s k u l l . 3 7 T h r e e of  t h e s e finds 
b e l o n g t o t h e la te n in th c e n t u r y : 

St  Mary's  Churchyard,  Reading,  Berks.  11 (?) coins, deposited c. 870-71, 'in a coffin'.38 

Hook  Norton,  Oxon. 13 coins, deposited c. 873, 'found  under the bones of  a human body'.3 9 

3 6 There is no survey, but to take one example, of  the 743 
graves of  the late seventh to eleventh centuries excavated 
around the Old Minster at Winchester between 1962 and 
1970, only two contained objects (a silver pin in one case and 
a pair of  garter hooks in the other) apart from  the remains of 
clothing such as gold thread from  textiles: Martin Biddle and 
Birthe Kj0lbye-Biddle, The  Anglo-Saxon  Minsters  at 
Winchester,  Winchester Studies 4.i (Oxford,  forthcoming). 
At Exeter, in Grave OB2 (in a Middle Saxon cemetery with 
many charcoal burials) a gold ring of  eighth or ninth century 
date lay on the floor  of  the grave close beside the upper right 
arm, in a position comparable to that of  the ring in the 
Repton grave and presumably also deliberately placed: 
James Graham-Campbell, 'A Middle Saxon Gold Finger-
Ring from  the Cathedral Close, Exeter', Antiquaries Journal 
62 (1982), 366-7, PI. lxii. At Repton itself  only two or three 
other graves have produced objects (other than clothing) 
which were certainly deposited with the burial. Immediately 
south of  Grave 529. an iron knife,  its handle bound with 
silver wire, was found  by the right thigh in Grave 203; to the 
south of  the crypt and chancel. Grave 83, one of  a pair in a 
double grave of  chamber-grave proportions, had a simple 
copper-alloy ring on the second finger  of  the left  hand; and 
in 1923, in digging at the re-entrant angle between the crypt 
and south aisle of  the church, a Viking axe of  Petersen Type 
E (a 'bearded' axe) was found:  H. Vassal, 'Discovery of  a 
Viking Axe at Repton', Antiquaries Journal  4 (1924), 270. 
The 1974-78 excavations in this same area indicated that the 
axe had originally probably been deposited in Grave 68. If 
so, it is an example of  the practice of  placing weapons in 
graves known from  other midland and northern churchyards 
and regarded as a Scandinavian trait: H. Shetelig, Viking 
Antiquities in Great Britain and  Ireland,  vi (Oslo, 1954), esp. 
p. 95; D. M. Wilson, 'The Vikings' Relationship with 
Christianity in Northern England', Journal  of  the British 
Archaeological  Association, 3rd ser. 30 (1967), 37-46, at pp. 
43-5; D. M. Wilson, 'Archaeological Evidence for  the 
Viking Settlements and Raids in England', Frhmittelalterli-
che Studien  2 (1968), 291-304; D. M. Wilson, 'The 
Scandinavians in England', in The  Archaeology  of  Anglo-
Saxon England  edited by D. M. Wilson (London, 1976), pp 
393-403; James Graham-Campbell, 'The Scandinavian 
Viking-Age Burials of  England — Some Problems of  Inter-
pretation', in Anglo-Saxon  Cemeteries  1979 edited by P. A. 
Rahtz et a! (BAR 82 Oxford,  1980), pp 379-82. 

3 7 Paul Robinson, 'Saxon Coins of  Edward the Elder from 
St Mary's Churchyard, Amesbury', NC  144 (1984), 198-201. 
The Amesbury find  must be excluded from  the present 
discussion for  there is no evidence to say whether or not it 
was directly associated with any one burial, and if  it was, in 
what way. No other cases of  'hoards' of  ninth or tenth-
century coins specifically  associated with individual graves 
are at present known to us from  England. The only Scottish 
example, three stycas from  a Viking grave at Kiloran Bay, 

Colonsay, is excluded here because the two surviving coins 
are pierced: Elizabeth J. E. Pirie, 'Finds of  "Sceattas" and 
"Stycas" of  Northumbria', in Anglo-Saxon  Monetary  History 
edited by M. A. S. Blackburn (Leicester, 1986), pp 67-90, at 
p. 83. Two possible cases from  Ireland have both been 
dismissed: J. A. Graham-Campbell, 'The Viking-age Silver 
Hoards from  Ireland', in Proceedings  of  the Seventh  Viking 
Congress,  Dublin, edited by B. Almqvist and D. Greene 
(Dublin and London, 1976), pp 39-74, at p. 61 with further 
references.  There are two possible cases from  the Isle of 
Man: The Kella in Kirk Christ Lezayre parish and a lintel 
grave at Keeill Pherick, Ballakilpheric, but the first  has been 
dismissed by D. M. Wilson, The  Viking  Age in the Isle  of 
Man:  the Archaeological  Evidence  (C. C. Rafn  Lecture, 
Odense, 1974), pp 18, 44, 46, and nothing specific  is known 
about the latter: see James Graham-Campbell, 'The Viking-
age Silver Hoards of  the Isle of  Man', in The  Viking  Age in 
the Isle  of  Man,  edited by Christine Fell et al. (London, 
1983), pp 53-80, at pp. 56-57, 74. It may be that several of 
these possibilities should be re-examined in the light of  the 
evidence presented in the present paper. 

3 8 Robert J. Sherlock, 'A Nineteenth-century Manuscript 
Book on Coins', BNJ  28 (1955-57), 394-99, at pp. 395-96. 

3 9 BM, Department of  Coins and Medals, Accessions 
Book, 26 July 1848. The surviving records of  this discovery 
are contained on this page of  the Accessions Book and in a 
series of  letters and minutes copied into the Department's 
Minutes. The statement on the circumstances of  the find  in 
C. E. Blunt and R. H. M. Dolley, 'The Hoard Evidence for 
the Coins of  Alfred',  BNJ  29 (1959), 220-47, at p. 221. is a 
paraphrase of  only one of  these records, copies of  which 
were very kindly sent to us by Miss Marion Archibald. The 
primary record appears to have been a letter (now lost) of  21 
July 1848 from  a Mr William Colegrave to Edward Hawkins 
of  the Medal Room which was laid before  the Trustees of  the 
Museum on 22 July 1848 when they decided to purchase the 
five  coins then before  them for  £8 5s. 'and as many more of 
them discovered as at reasonable prices could be had for  £11 
15s.' (Hawkins was directed by the Board a fortnight  later to 
note that 'purchases had already exceeded the funds  at the 
disposal of  the Trustees down to next Christmas.' No more 
coins from  the Hook Norton hoard were in the event 
bought.) It was presumably from  Colegrave's letter, which 
the Museum had asked, in a letter sent the day before 
requesting the dispatch of  the rest of  the coins, should 
include 'an account of  the exact place and circumstances in 
which the coins were found',  that the details given in the 
entry for  26 July 1848 in the Accessions Book were taken. 
Since it was from  William Colegrave that the Museum 
purchased the coins, it is probable that he was the finder. 
This seems to be clear from  a letter of  19 July 1848 from 
Samuel Davis of  Swerford  Park, Oxon., one of  the principal 
proprietors in the village of  Hook Norton, which introduced 
Colegrave to the Museum as 'a person" who 'digging a 
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Leigh-on-Sea,  Essex. 23+(?27+) coins, deposited c. 893, 'in a hollow of  the left  shoulder of  a skeleton which 
had been buried with horse and sword'.40 

The Reading and Leigh-on-Sea finds  have both independently been associated with 
Viking activity, namely the Viking wintering at Reading in 870-71 and the campaigning 
bases in Essex in 892-95, but not specifically  with Scandinavian rather than English 
practice. The Leigh-on-Sea burial, however, if  correctly reported by Brooke, can only be 
Viking. Since, moreover, burials of  this date in excavated churchyards outside the 
principal areas of  Viking activity, such as the Old Minster at Winchester, have not 
produced burials associated with coins, there must be a reasonable presumption that the 
Reading and Leigh-on-Sea finds  at least are actual Viking burials. The Repton and Birka 
finds  support this view. 

The other three finds  of  coin 'hoards' in burials belong to the mid tenth century: 

Bath, Avon. 42 coins, deposited c. 950-55, 'in a box under the occiput of  a skeleton and possibly within a 
coffin'.41 

Honedon,  Suffolk.  200-300 coins, deposited c. 953, 'in a grave, near a skull'.42 

Kintbury,  Berks.  'Some hundreds' of  coins, deposited c. 957-60, 'under a skull in a churchyard'.43 

These three finds  form  a tight chronological group and it is striking that all three are said to 

cottage garden ... found  two human skeletons of  very large 
size — also several coins — wishing to dispose of  them, he 
has been recommended to send them to the British 
Museum.' Davis enclosed two of  the coins and requested 
that the Museum should reply direct to Colegrave care of 
himself  at Swerford  Park. The Museum did so the next day, 
as we have seen. Colegrave replied on 21 July, sending at 
least three more coins (making the five  purchased by the 
Museum) and probably the remaining eight, for  a note in the 
Minute Book says 'many coins were found  but there appears 
to be a slight difference  in all of  them', suggesting that they 
had all been seen in the Department, although only five  were 
shown to the Trustees. The Accession Book is quite specific 
in noting that '8 others' were found  in addition to the five 
purchased. 

The location of  the find  is given more precisely by a paper 
in the Manning MSS in the Department of  Antiquities of  the 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.  Based on 'Information  from 
Hook Norton. 1895', this records that 'about the year 1841 
(sic)  a quantity of  skeletons together with some coins were 
found  in a garden in Southrop, a hamlet of  Hook Norton. 
Some of  the coins are described as being large silver ones, 
with raised  heads,  and therefore  presumably Roman (sic). 
The garden in question is situate on the east side of  the road 
from  Southrop into Hook Norton, close to the bridge over 
the stream which separates the two parts of  the village'. This 
account was paraphrased by Miss M. V. Taylor in her 
account of  Roman Oxfordshire  in VCH  Oxon. i (1939), 338, 
but must refer  to the Anglo-Saxon coins. The Manning 
description would place the find  at approximately National 
Grid Reference  SP 35713298. 

From the coins the Museum acquired, the date of  the 
deposit has been put at c. 873. One of  the remaining eight 
coins may be the penny of  Alfred  sold in 1849 as 'From the 
Oxford  trouvaille  of  1848' (Sale Catalogue: Sotheby 23 May 
1849, lot 101). There were possibly other objects in the 
hoard: Mr James Graham-Campbell has shown that a 
remarkably fine,  elaborately stamped, Hiberno-Viking arm-
ring with a false  Cuerdale provenance was in fact  found  near 

Oxford  in or before  1857, and will suggest in his forthcoming 
volume with Mr Christoper Blunt on the Cuerdale hoard 
that the ring might have formed  part of  the dispersed 1848 
Hook Norton find.  He points out that there is no other 
recorded Viking-age hoard from  the Oxford  region found  in 
the 1840s or 1850s to which the ring might otherwise belong. 

The significance  of  Hook Norton as the location of  such a 
hoard c. 873 is perhaps suggested by 'Florence of  Wor-
cester's' description of  the place as a villa  regia when in 913 
the Danes of  Northampton and Leicester slew many men 
there in the course of  plundering Oxfordshire:  Chronicon ex 
Chronicis,  edited by B. Thorpe (London, 1848), i, 122; Two 
of  the Saxon Chronicles  Parallel  edited by Charles Plummer 
(Oxford,  1892), i, 98-9, s.a. 914 (D), 917 (A); The  Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle,  edited by Dorothy Whitelock (London, 
1961), pp. 62-3 (s.a. 913)). 

We are much indebted to Miss Marion Archibald, Mr 
James Graham-Campbell, and Mr Ival Hornbrook, of  the 
Oxford  County Museum, for  their help in establishing these 
details of  the Hook Norton hoard. The site now has the 
Primary Record Number 1616 in the Oxfordshire  Sites and 
Monuments Record. 

4 0 Blunt and Dolley, pp 235-38 (including Ingatestone, 
Essex, 1895, as part of  the same find).  For the description of 
the discovery quoted above, which seems not previously to 
have been taken into account, see G.C. Brooke, 'Treasure 
Trove', BNJ  20 (1930), 279-87, at p. 283, note 1. 

4 1 C. E. Blunt and H. E. Pagan, 'Three Tenth-century 
Hoards: Bath (1755), Kintbury (1761), Threadneedle Street 
(before  1924)', BNJ  45 (1975), 19-32, at pp. 19-24; see also 
Robinson, p. 199. 

4 2 Blunt and Pagan, p. 28; J.S. Strudwick, 'An Account of 
Some Saxon Coins Found at Honedon near Clare, Suffolk. 
1687', BNJ  28 (1955-57), 180-2. Although consistently 
referred  to in the numismatic literature as 'Honedon', the 
place-name is now normally 'Hundon'. 

4 3 Blunt and Pagan, pp. 25-8. Pace Robinson, p. 199, the 
probable date of  deposition must be c. 957-60, as Blunt and 
Pagan show. 
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have been found  under or near a skull in an existing or former  churchyard, although these 
records were all made in the seventeenth or eighteenth century and must therefore  be 
viewed with some reserve. All three are also allegedly large or very large deposits by 
comparison with the ninth-century finds: 

Late ninth-century  deposits  Tenth-century  deposits 

Hook Norton 13(?) Bath 42 
Leigh-on-Sea 23+ or ?27+ Honedon 200-300 
Reading 11(?) Kintbury Some hundreds 
Repton 1982 5 
Repton 1985 5 

Two classes of  deposit seem to be involved: type A, mid to late ninth century, with 
relatively few  coins (five  and multiples thereof?),  and type B, mid tenth century, with large 
or very large numbers of  coins. The type A deposits have plausible links with Viking 
activity and in date and number of  coins are perhaps comparable to some of  the coin finds 
in graves at Birka and elsewhere in Scandinavia.44 Type B deposits belong to the period of 
peace which marked the middle decades of  the tenth century and have no obvious Viking 
associations. The circumstances behind their deposit in such widely differing  places but 
over a very short space of  time remain obscure, as do the reasons for  such large deposits in 
consecrated ground. But type B deposits are striking by their similarity in date, size of 
deposit, and burial in graves. Their exceptional character becomes even more noticeable as 
controlled excavations in contemporary churchyards fail  to produce parallels to them. As a 
pointer to further  discussion, it may be worth noting that all three contained a significant 
element of  coins minted in the midlands and the north. This may reflect  no more than 'a 
reasonable cross-section of  the currency circulating respectively on the southern borders of 
Mercia and in East Anglia around the middle of  the tenth century',45 but the exceptional 
nature of  the deposits might equally suggest that their composition reflects  rather the 
area(s) in which they were put together. If  this view were maintained, the implication 
would be that the burials might have been those of  persons of  Danelaw origin who died 
while travelling and were buried, for  some reason which still eludes us, with a deposit of 
coins in much the same way (if  more lavishly) as some of  their forebears  had been buried 
with coins in both England and Scandinavia two or three generations earlier. Whatever the 
conclusion of  this debate, it is surely necessary to draw a clear distinction between hoards 
concealed in churchyards with a view to subsequent recovery (see below, p.31) and 
'hoards' deposited in graves in such close association with the body that subsequent 
recovery can scarcely have been contemplated.46 

Single  coins in graves 
Of  the nine single finds  of  coins of  the pre-conquest period from  Repton, (a)  four  were 

4 4 See above, note 33. 
4 5 Blunt and Pagan, pp. 28-32, esp. p. 32. We are greatly 

indebted to Christopher Blunt, who has advised on ail 
aspects of  the numismatic discoveries at Repton since the 
beginning of  the work there in 1974, for  pointing out to us 
the importance of  the midlands and northern element in 
these three deposits. 

4 6 These words were written before  we had the 
opportunity, through the kindness of  Mark Blackburn, of 

seeing in proof  the conclusions reached on these 'type B' 
deposits by D. M. Metcalf,  'The Monetary History of 
England in the Tenth Century in the Perspective of  the 
Eleventh Century', in Anglo-Saxon  Monetary  History  edited 
by M. A. S. Blackburn (Leicester, 1986), pp. 133-57, at p. 
155. We have come independently to virtually identical 
conclusions and we are much indebted to Michael Metcalf 
for  allowing us to refer  to his paper in advance of  publi-
cation. 
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found  in graves, (b)  two came from  layers over the cemeteries, and (c)  three were found  in 
soil layers which were probably not of  graveyard origin: 

a. Sceat, cf.  series J, Grave 524, ? male Above, pp. 19-23 
Alfred,  penny, Grave 651, ? female  Above, p.23 
Harold I, penny, Grave 245, ? female  Above, pp.23^4 
Edward the Confessor,  cut farthing,  Grave 427, child Above, pp.23—4 

b. /Ethelred II, cut half-penny  'Repton Coins I', 130 
Edward the Confessor,  broken half-penny  'Repton Coins I', 131-32 

c. Sceat, series J 'Repton Coins I', 124-26 
Sceat, series L 'Repton Coins I', 126-27 
Pepin the Short, denier 'Repton Coins I', 127-30 

None of  the coins in group a, although found  actually in a grave, was certainly a 
deliberate grave deposit. This emphasises the difficulty  of  the problem: any or all of  them 
could have been in the soil dug out to form  the grave and subsequently filled  back into it. 
Finds of  this kind are called by archaeologists 'residual' and are a very common occurrence 
with finds  of  every kind, to the extent that residual material may account for  the greater 
part of  the finds  in any given deposit, a circumstance which is not perhaps always given 
sufficient  weight in the interpretation of  numismatic discoveries. Examples of  such residual 
finds  are provided here by several of  the coins in groups b and c, such as the sceat of  series 
L, the denier of  Pepin the Short, and the ^Ethelred II half-penny. 

Even so, the sceat in Grave 524, which was found  among the bones of  the left  hand, must 
seem a probable deliberate deposit; while the Harold I penny lying flat  on the floor  of 
Grave 245 must seem another. But among the late ninth to eleventh-century coins of 
groups a and b, the sceat from  Grave 524 falls  uneasily. No burials of  eighth-century date 
have yet been identified  in this area of  the cemetery north-east of  St Wystan's Church, 
although the burials there are cut down into what are probably layers of  that date. In these 
circumstances, the possibility cannot be ignored that the sceat in Grave 524, even though it 
was found  among the bones of  the left  hand, may be derived from  earlier layers on the spot 
and be a residual inclusion in the fill  of  the grave rather than a deliberate contemporary 
deposit. 

The penny of  Alfred  lay in fragments,  with a considerable part missing, below the right 
knee of  the ?woman in Grave 651. It was in position when found,  i.e. it was not accidently 
disturbed in excavation, but although a careful  search was made the other fragment(s) 
were not found.  Since the penny was not cut, it was probably already broken and 
incomplete when it reached this position. This may therefore  be an example of  the placing 
of  a coin fragment  in a grave, as has been noticed at Birka, but it is equally possible that it 
is a residual find,  broken in the course of  redeposition. The dating of  the graves in this part 
of  the cemetery has not yet been worked out, but it seems at present rather unlikely that 
burial began here as early as the later ninth century. On balance, therefore,  the penny was 
probably not a deliberate deposit in the grave. 

The cut farthing  of  Edward the Confessor  found  lying near the knees of  the child in 
Grave 427 is also best regarded as a residual inclusion in the fill  of  the grave, derived from 
the contemporary topsoil or from  the soil into which the grave was dug. If  so, it is striking 
that a farthing  and two half-pennies,  one cut and the other broken and folded,  should have 
been found  in layers in or over the cemeteries. What kind of  activity led to the loss of  this 
small change? Unfortunately  it is impossible yet to be sure whether we see here the result 
of  two processes - the deliberate deposition of  single coins in graves and  the casual loss of 
coins in the cemetery area - or of  one process, for  it must be clear that casual losses could 
be incorporated in graves just as easily as coins in graves could be distributed throughout 
the soil by the subsequent cutting of  graves into earlier burials. 

These considerations show something of  the problems involved in the interpretation of 
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coin finds  from  even a carefully  excavated cemetery. At Repton there may be at least three 
different  processes at work: the deposition in graves of  small parcels of  coin (see above, 
pp.25-8), the deposition of  single coins, and casual losses. There is no sign so far  at Repton 
of  a fourth  process, the deliberate concealment for  subsequent recovery of  hoards of  coin 
buried close to readily identifiable  features  of  the cemetery such as grave-markers, crosses, 
or boundary walls, or beside specific  parts of  the church such as the tower or chancel.47 Nor 
is it possible to say whether any of  the coins represented 'valedictory offerings  thrown into 
the burial shaft',  as suggested by Paul Robinson as a possible explanation for  some of  the 
coins found  in cemeteries.48 Such offerings  would in fact  be very difficult  if  not impossible 
to distinguish from  casual losses, except perhaps where many examples occurred in one 
cemetery and the pattern of  their distribution in the graves and grave shafts  was consistent, 
or where more than one coin was found  in each shaft  in combinations which might appear 
unlikely to result from  the chance inclusion of  casual losses or of  coins disturbed from 
earlier graves. It must indeed be emphasised that there is as yet (known to us) no certain 
evidence that individual coins found  in late Saxon graves were ever deliberate deposits, 
either with the body4 9 or as 'valedictory offerings'.  Nor is there known to us any reasonable 
explanation of  the practice at this period of  depositing single coins with burials or of 
throwing valedictory offerings  into graves.50 The discoveries at Birka have suggested that a 
single coin or a fragment  of  a coin in a grave might be interpreted as Charon's obol.51 This 
would perhaps be an attractive explanation of  the discovery of  single coins and coin 
fragments  in English graves, but the rarity of  the practice and the apparent absence as yet 
of  any consistency in the position in which such coins are placed may argue against the 
adoption of  such an interpretation, at least in England. 

A more likely explanation for  the presence of  individual coins in cemeteries, and 
especially for  the loss of  half-pennies  and farthings,  might be the holding of  markets in and 
around churchyards on either a regular or occasional basis. As late as the thirteenth 
century some markets were held in churchyards and 'Sunday trading appears to have been 
normal in pre-conquest England' since both Athelstan and /Ethelred tried unsuccessfully 
to suppress i t .5 2 There is in fact  widespread evidence for  trading congregationes  not only on 
Sundays but also at festivals,  and much of  the evidence relates to hundredal centres with 
early monasteries or churches, and not least to places where such markets 'were defended 
by the power of  saints'.53 'The pilgrim was often  also a trader. '54 

Repton qualifies  on all these grounds55 and stands naturally beside places like Lichfield 

4 7 Robinson, p. 200. 
4 8 Robinson, p. 200. 
4 9 Although we regard the penny of  Harold I in Grave 245 

at Repton as very likely to be a deliberate deposit. 
5 0 For a suggested interpretation of  the finds  of  sceattas in 

graves, see Rigold, Two Primary Series', p. 8. 
5 1 Graslund, 'Charonsmynt', provides the essential 

information  on the Birka finds.  Taking only the ninety-two 
graves with coins which had not been converted into jewel-
lery (see above, note 33), and dealing first  with the seventy 
inhumations: in twenty-two instances the coins were in 
partially surviving leather purses, eighteen of  which 
contained only a single coin or a fragment  of  a coin. In 
sixty-three of  the seventy inhumation graves the find-spot  of 
the coin is known: in fifty-five  cases (87.3 per cent) the coin 
was found  at the middle of  the body or above the middle. 
Partly because in seventy-five  of  the ninety-two graves with 
coins there was only one coin (six graves) or less than one 
coin (sixty-nine graves), and because only five  graves (5.43 
per cent) had more than two coins, Dr Graslund suggests 
that the coins may be Charon's obols. She also points out 
that coins are not in general uncommon in graves of  the 

Viking period in Scandinavia. For some further  aspects of 
this discussion, see Ola Kyhlberg, 'De Arabiska Silvermyn-
ten, Stratigrafi',  in Birka,  svarta jordens  Hamnomr&de, 
edited by Bj0rn Ambrosiani et al, Riksantikvarieambetet 
Rapport Cl (Stockholm, 1973), pp. 200-5, at pp. 204-5, and 
Brita Maimer, Nordiska  Mynt  fore  Ar 1000, Acta Archae-
ologica Lundensia, 8° ser. 4 (Bonn and Lund, 1966), pp. 
174-75, 183-86, 201-19, Tab. 33 and 34. 

5 2 Peter H. Sawyer, 'Fairs and Markets in Early Medieval 
England', in Danish Medieval  History:  New  Currents,  edited 
by Niels Skyum-Nielsen and Niels Lund (Copenhagen, 
1981), pp. 153-68, at pp. 160-5. 

5 3 Sawyer, p. 161. 
5 4 Quoted by Florence E. Harmer, 'Chipping  and Market: 

a Lexicographical Investigation', in The  Early  Cultures  of 
North-West  Europe edited by Cyril Fox and Bruce Dickins 
(Cambridge, 1950), pp. 333-60, at p. 356, and cf.  pp. 
355-60. 

5 5 For an outline of  the pre-conquest history of  Repton, 
see Martin Biddle and Birthe Kj0lbye-Biddle, 'The Repton 
Stone', Anglo-Saxon  England  14 (1985), 233-92, at pp. 
233-36. 
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in Staffordshire  only twenty miles away where there is early evidence for  a market held on 
Sundays.56 By 1330 Repton's market was held on a Wednesday and was claimed on the 
grounds that it had been held from  time immemorial,57 but by this date it may have been 
moved to a weekday as a result of  the preaching of  reformers  against the abuse of  trading 
on Sundays.58 There was also an annual fair  held on 1 July and both market and fair  were 
presumably held in the open space immediately south of  the churchyard where the market 
cross has stood since the middle ages.59 

If  finds  of  single coins, halves and quarters in churchyards can be interpreted as a 
reflection  of  marketing, they will take on an added importance (and increased problems of 
interpretation) as evidence for  the circulation and use of  coinage in the pre-conquest 
period. 

Coin finds  in churchyards:  a suggested  typology 
As an aid to precision in the discussion of  coin finds  from  churchyards (we do not attempt 
here to deal with the question of  coin finds  from  inside churches), it may be helpful  to set 
out a simple typology of  the different  kinds of  finds  discussed here, beginning with types A 
and B already defined: 

Type A Small or relatively small purses of  between five  and thirty coins deposited with the body, usually(?) 
close to the head. There seem to be two quite distinct groups: (i), graves with sceattas dating to the 
late seventh and early eighth centuries (not discussed here); and (ii), graves of  the mid to late ninth 
century which have here been interpreted as distinctively Viking. 

Type B Large 'hoards' of  up to several hundred coins deposited with the body, usually close to the head. 
Those so far  recognised belong to the mid tenth century and have been tentatively interpreted here as 
Danelaw-related, if  not actually Viking. 

Type C Hoards concealed in churchyards for  subsequent recovery and usually therefore  deposited close to 
some obvious feature  of  the church or churchyard. These hoards need careful  listing and critical 
analysis. It may be significant  that they are notably present on the Isle of  Man61 and in other Viking 
areas, but in any study a strict distinction will have to be paid to the date of  deposition, since 
post-conquest hoards of  this type may have been deposited under quite different  stimuli. 

Type D Single coins in graves (and perhaps pairs). These also demand careful  listing and critical analysis. It 
may be possible, at least with discoveries made under controlled archaeological conditions, to 
distinguish at least tentatively between (i) those probably deposited with the body, (ii) those possibly 
thrown into the grave as offerings,  and (iii) those which are residual inclusions. 

The  parcel of  pennies from  Grave 529 and  the date  of  the north porticus of  St  Wystan's 
Church 
The dating of  the coins in Grave 529 to the period between 873 and c. 877 is of  crucial 
significance  in relation to the date of  the north porticus of  St Wystan's Church, and thus for 
the date of  the extension of  a pre-existing church eastwards to incorporate the originally 
detached mausoleum as a crypt below the new east porticus (chancel). Grave 529 was cut 
down against the foundations  of  the east wall of  the north porticus. These foundations 
were therefore  already in existence by c. 873-77. The wall of  huge 'waterstone' blocks 
which sits on these foundations  is probably of  the same build with them and was also 
therefore  in existence by c. 873-77. The date of  the wall of  smaller Bunter sandstone 

5 6 Sawyer, p. 162. 
5 7 Bryan E. Coates, "The Origin and Distribution of 

Markets and Fairs in Medieval Derbyshire', Derbyshire 
Archaeological  Journal  85 (1965), 92-111, at pp. 99 and 109. 

5 8 Sawyer, p. 162; cf.  Harmer, p. 357, note 3, for  such a 
change at Blandford  Forum (Dorset) in 1217-18. 

5 9 Robert Bigsby, Historical  and  Topographical  Descrip-
tion of  Repton ... (London, 1854), pp. 261-62 

6 0 See above, note 32. 
6 1 Graham-Campbell, 'Viking-age Silver Hoards of  the 

Isle of  Man', pp. 56-61 and note 9; cf.  A. M. Cubbon and M. 
Dolley, 'The 1972 Kirk Michael Viking Treasure Trove', 
Journal  of  the Manx  Museum  8.89 (1980), 5-20, at p. 10. We 
arc most grateful  to James Graham-Campbell for  bringing 
some of  these references  to our attention and for  discussing 
the problem generally. 
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blocks (part of  the so-called 'brownstone' church) which sits on the Keuper megaliths has 
usually been regarded as secondary, but recent work suggests that its distinctive character 
is due to the reuse of  stone from  a pre-existing church to the west which was partly 
demolished in the course of  this rebuilding and extension to incorporate the previously 
detached mausoleum.62 

The evidence of  the coins in Grave 529 shows that this extension eastwards, with the 
addition of  the north and presumably the south porticus, is to be dated before  the Viking 
wintering at Repton in 873-74. This conclusion has long been urged because the defences 
of  what is interpreted as the Viking winter camp of  873-74 incorporate the extended 
church in their line and would be pointless without it. The coins in Grave 529 confirm  this 
conclusion and render untenable the hypothesis recently advanced by Eric Fernie, without 
reference  to the archaeological evidence, that the extension of  the church eastwards should 
be dated to the tenth century, after  the Viking episode.63 

APPENDIX 

A third  find  of  a denier  of  Pepin the Short  from  England 

MARTIN BIDDLE 

When Professor  Philip Grierson published a denier of  Pepin the Short (751-68) from 
Repton in 1986,64 only one other coin of  the first  Carolingian ruler was then generally 
known to have been found  in England, at Richborough in Kent in or before  1880. A third 
example had in fact  been found  in 1982 near Bere Regis in Dorset, and promptly published 
in the Proceedings  of  the Dorset Natural  History  and  Archaeological  Society  by Mr 
Laurence Keen, the County Archaeological Officer.66  Since his note is not mentioned in 
the contents of  the volume, nor indexed, the information  was all too easily overlooked, as 
indeed happened. With Mr Keen's help, Professor  Grierson's encouragement, and M. 
Lafaurie's  interpretation of  the mint monogram, the opportunity is taken here to place the 
Bere Regis find  on fuller  record and to complete the statement on these finds  made in 
'Repton Coins F. 

The denier was found  by Mr K. R. Farnham of  Bournemouth, Dorset, in 1982, while 
using a metal detector at National Grid Reference  SY 83459664, in a field  north of  the Bere 
Regis bypass, then under construction, just north of  the line of  the Roman road from 
Dorchester to Badbury Rings. The discovery was reported by Mr Farnham and was the 
subject of  an inquest before  the East Dorset County Coroner at Bournemouth on 30 
November 1982 (Item R) when it was declared not Treasure Trove. It was subsequently 
shown to the Department of  Coins and Medals at the British Museum and identified  by 
Miss Marion Archibald. Mr Farnham later generously gave the coin to the Dorset County 
Museum.67 

6 2 Martin Biddle and Birthe Kj0lbye-Biddle, 'Repton 
1985', Bulletin  of  the CBA Churches  Committee  22 (Summer 
1985), 1-8, at p. 2. 

6 3 Eric Fernie, The  Architecture  of  the Anglo-Saxons 
(London, 1983), pp. 116-21. For dissenting reviews, see H. 
M. Taylor in Antiquaries Journal  64 (1984), 477-79, and 
Warwick Rodwell in Medieval  Archaeology  29 (1985), 
237-38. 

6 4 'Repton Coins I', 127-30. 
6 5 D. M. Metcalf,  'A coin of  Pepin from  Richborough, 

Kent, struck at (?) Utrecht', Hamburger  Beitrage  zur 
Numismatik  6 (1966), 384-87; P. Grierson and M. Black-
burn, Medieval  European Coinage  1 (1986), no. 719. 

66 Proceedings  105 (1983), 151. 
6 7 Acc. no. 1987.77. Mr R. N. R. Peers, the Curator of  the 

Museum, kindly arranged for  the coin to be photographed 
and provided information  on it and on its discovery. Miss 
Archibald's identification  formed  the basis of  Mr Keen's 
original note. 
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The coin may be described as follows: 
Obv. Monogram RP filling  the field,  with contraction mark above and pellet to right. Pearl border. 
Rev. Monogram reading ANDE, filling  the field,  with cross to left. 
A semi-circle of  pellets encloses the curve of  the D. The pearl border is mostly off  the flan,  being present in 
part only in the upper right quadrant. 
Wt. 0.99g Die-axis / 230°. Diam. 16mm. (PL, 14.) 
Refs,68  Gariel II, PI. 1.1 var.; Prou 922 var.; Morrison and Grunthal 42 var. (= PI.II, No. 47). 

The coin is intact and little worn. The obverse differs  from  those illustrated by Gariel, 
Prou, and Morrison and Grunthal in having no pellet between the R and P. The reverse 
differs  from  those illustrated by Gariel and by Morrison and Grunthal in having no pellet 
or other mark inside the A and no pellet below the cross. The coin is closest in style to Prou 
922, and the reverse is the same although not a die-duplicate. The reverse is also the same 
as those on coins of  Carloman (768-71)69 and Charlemagne (768-814),70 to which Gariel 
drew attention in asserting that his specimen of  the Pepin coin was false,  while accepting 
with a query the view of  earlier numismatists that the monogram referred  to Andegavis 
civitas (Angers).71 This view was not shared by Prou or Morrison and Grunthal, but 
Professor  Grierson has kindly informed  me that M. Lafaurie  interprets the monogram as 
reading ANDE and accepts the earlier attribution to Angers. Other examples of  the type 
have been found  at the Great St Bernard (now in the museum of  St Maurice d'Agaune) 
and near Tours. 

The discovery of  a mid eighth-century coin beside the now abandoned line of  the Roman 
road from  Dorchester to Badbury Rings is of  considerable interest because it may suggest 
that the road was still in use at this time. This view is strengthened by the discovery only 
300m away at National Grid Reference  SY 83279654 of  a second eighth-century coin, a 
penny of  Offa,  which like the Pepin lay no more than 150m from  the road.72 The possibility 
that the road remained in use into the Anglo-Saxon period is,supported both by the 
field-name  'Kingsway' on the line of  the road further  east, just north of  Mapperton, and by 
the observation that the road near Ashley Barn, to the west of  the area in which the coins 
were found,  is accompanied by hollow ways to north and south which, if  experience 
elsewhere is any guide, are likely to have formed  after  the Roman period.73 

When in the time of  King Brihtric of  Wessex (786-802) the northmen first  landed on the 
south coast, at Portland, the king's reeve rode out from  Dorchester to compel them to go 
to the king's residence under the mistaken and in the event fatal  impression that they were 
traders rather than enemies.74 The reeve's expectation and the discovery of  these coins on 
another road leading out of  Dorchester may suggest that traders had been seen before  in 
these parts and were perhaps a not infrequent  sight on the roads about the royal vill. 

6 8 These are: E. Gariel, Les mommies royales de  France 
sous la race carolingienne,  2 vols. (Strasbourg, 1883-85); M. 
Prou, Les monnaies carolingiennes  (Catalogue des monnaies 
franchises  de la Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 1896); K. F. 
Morrison and H. Grunthal, Carolingian  Coinage 
(Numismatic Notes and Monographs 158, New York, 1967). 

m Gariel II, pi. IV.2; Morrison and Grunthal, p. 83. 
7 0 Gariel II, pi. V.6; Morrison and Grunthal, p. 228. 
7 1 Gariel II, pp. 40-41. 
7 2 Identified  by Miss Archibald as Blunt Group II. of  the 

Canterbury moneyer Dud. Wt. 0.95 g (fragment),  and 
published by Mr Keen, above, n.64. 

7 3 Ivan D. Margery. Roman Roads  in Britain, i. South  of 
the Foss  Way  — Bristol  Channel  (London, 1955), pp. 99-100 
(Route 4e). 

74 The  Chronicle  of  /Ethelweard,  edited by A. Campbell 
(London, 1962), p. 27; cf.  Two  of  the Saxon Chronicles 
Parallel,  edited by Charles Plummer (Oxford,  1892, 1896), i, 
54-55 (s.a. 787). ii, 59-60. 
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I N T E R P R E T I N G T H E A L L O Y 
O F T H E L A T E R A N G L O - S A X O N C O I N A G E 

D. M. METCALF and J. P. NORTHOVER 

THE alloy of  the later Anglo-Saxon coinage, from  Edgar's reform  to the Norman Conquest 
(c. 973-1066) has never been thoroughly studied, although exploratory work has been 
published by J. S. Forbes and D. B. Dalladay,1 E. J. Harris,2 and H. McKerrell and R. B. K. 
Stevenson.3 In all, about sixty chemical analyses are available, mostly of  coins of  Edward 
the Confessor.  They were made by a number of  different  analytical methods — the 
touchstone, cupellation, wet chemical analysis, x-ray fluorescence  analysis, and neutron 
activation analysis. The determination of  trace elements in several of  these batches of 
results is probably not sufficiently  accurate for  the results to be used in the historical 
interpretation of  the coinage. Most of  the analyses were published without a photograph or 
a record of  the coin's weight. This omission, which would in any case be serious, leaves the 
student puzzled by several figures  for  silver contents as low as 51-53 per cent. Whether 
such coins were unofficial  imitations cannot now, in the absence of  photographs, be 
discovered. Several other results were in the range 81-90 per cent, and these raise 
historical questions about the intrinsic reliability of  the Anglo-Saxon coinage. They led one 
of  the writers to wonder whether the alloy, like the weight of  the coins, might have been 
deliberately varied within the period of  issue of  a type for  fiscal  reasons.4 Again, without 
any record of  weights, and without a much larger number of  accurate analyses, this 
hypothesis could not be tested. 

The availability in the University of  Oxford's  Department of  Metallurgy and Science of 
Materials of  facilities  for  electron-probe micro-analysis (EPMA) has allowed us to study a 
large sample of  coins, obtaining percentage figures  for  eleven chemical elements. EPMA 
as used in Oxford  with wave-length dispersive spectrometry offers  significantly  better limits 
of  detection and spectral resolution than XRF analysis as customarily used for  numismatic 
analyses with energy-dispersive spectrometry. It also permits the selection of  a corrosion-
free  sampling area on the edge of  the coin, and where appropriate it permits the analysis of 
segregations. The limits of  detection are recorded in the Table of  Analyses below. 

Analysis of  silver contents 
With the kind cooperation of  Mr G. C. Boon, Keeper of  Archaeology and Numismatics at 
the National Museum of  Wales, it was possible for  one of  us to analyse more than sixty 
coins from  the recently discovered Bryn Maelgwyn hoard, concealed in the middle years of 
the reign of  Cnut. Nearly all the coins are of  the Quatrefoil  type and of  the Chester mint.5 

The analyses revealed that they were struck to a uniformly  very high standard of  c. 95 per 

1 J. S. Forbes and D. B. Dalladay, 'Composition of 
English silver coins (870-1300)' BNJ  30 (1960-1). 82-7. 

2 Eight analyses of  coins of  /Ethelred II, three of  Cnut and 
Harold, and twenty-seven of  Edward the Confessor  pub-
lished in 1961-2 and reprinted in Methods  of  Chemical  and 
Metallurgical  Investigation  of  Ancient Coinage,  edited by 
E. T. Hall and D. M. Metcalf  (1972), pp. 432-4. 

3 H. McKerrell and R. B. K. Stevenson, 'Some analyses 
of  Anglo-Saxon and associated Oriental coinage', in Hall 

and Metcalf,  pp. 195-209 (eight coins of  /Ethelred II). 
4 D. M. Metcalf,  'Analyses of  the metal contents of 

medieval coins', in Hall and Metcalf,  pp. 383-434, at pp. 
410f. 

5 P. J. Northover with G. C. Boon (communication to the 
British Numismatic Society, January 1984). The hoard has 
now been published, in G. C. Boon, Welsh  hoards  1979-
1981, (Cardiff,  1986), pp. 1-35. 
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cent 'silver'. By 'silver' we mean silver plus its associated trace elements and lead. 
Microscopic examination indicates that these silver values (and others even purer from  the 
preceding and following  reigns) are realistic and in no way an artefact  of  corrosion. 

For purposes of  interpretation, the traces of  gold in the coins may be assumed to have 
entered the alloy with the silver. Bismuth might be regarded in the same way, but we have 
chosen not to count it as 'silver' in tabulating our results. The mint workers would have 
been unaware of  the presence of  these traces of  gold and bismuth, and would have 
reckoned them in with the weight of  the silver. Some lead, too, inevitably remained in the 
silver after  cupellation. If  the mint-workers weighed purified  silver, they would weigh this 
lead. The combined percentage for  the chemical elements Ag, Au, and Pb seems therefore 
to be a sensible approximation to what would at the time have been perceived as 'silver'. 
We have calculated 'silver', in inverted commas, as Ag + Au + Pb. 

The Bryn Maelgwyn results yield a compact normal distribution with only a small 'tail' of 
negative skewness (fig.  1). They are thus in sharp conflict  with the general tendency of  the 
previously published analyses, which included, however, only one Quatrefoil  coin (with 88 
per cent 'silver'). 

l—i 

— , H I • 
i ' 

i T , 
88 90 92 94 96 98 % 'silver-

FIG. 1. Distribution of  'silver' contents of  coins in the Bryn Maelgwyn hoard (Cnut, Quatrefoil,  Chester 
mint). 

We have now analysed, by the same EPMA procedures and using the same equipment, a 
further  170 specimens almost all dating from  Edgar's reform  to ^Ethelred II's Helmet type 
(c. 1003-9), and from  a short period in the reign of  Edward the Confessor.  By 
concentrating on four  short periods, strategically spaced out within the period c. 973-1066, 
namely (1) the Reform/First  Small Cross and Hand types (c. 973-91), (2) the Long Cross 
and Helmet types (c. 997-1009), (3) Quatrefoil  (c. 1017-24), and (4) Expanding Cross and 
Pointed Helmet (c. 1050-6), we hoped to derive the maximum benefit  from  the work, by 
being able to detect any long-term trends in the alloy, by comparing the four  periods, while 
at the same time acquiring for  each of  them a large enough sample to give us a good idea of 
the variation that was tolerated at any particular moment. 

The results taken as a whole (fig.  2) show a broader band of  values around the mode, 
and rather greater negative skewness. If  Bryn Maelgwyn illustrates the accuracy of  which 
the late Saxon moneyers were capable, our new analyses might be supposed to show that 
types other than Quatrefoil  were less closely controlled, or in some other way different. 
This conclusion would be inaccurate. It would be nearer the truth to say that fig.  2 is a 
multi-modal distribution. 
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FlG. 2. Distribution of  'silver' contents of  late Anglo-Saxon coins (Edgar - /Ethelred II; Edward the 
Confessor) 

The key to a correct understanding of  the evidence turns out to be something quite 
unexpected, namely that different  mint-towns were producing slightly different  alloys. The 
phenomenon is rather strikingly illustrated by the 'silver' contents of  ̂ thelred II's Long 
Cross coins of  Exeter, Oxford,  and Wallingford  (fig.  3). The three distributions appear to 
be different  and separate. 

FIG. 3. Distribution of  'silver' contents of  Long Cross pennies of  /Ethelred II, minted at Exeter (marked x), 
Oxford  (marked o), and Wallingford  (shaded). The values for  Oxford  and Wallingford  overlap between 94.5 
and 97.0 per cent. (NB  the vertical axis is calibrated in coins, not percentages as in the other diagrams.) 

In order to establish that this is a persistent feature  of  the evidence, let us look at the 
silver contents of  the coins issue by issue in more detail, beginning with the Reform/First 
Small Cross type, minted under Edgar, Edward the Martyr, and /Ethelred II (c. 973-9). 
We had wondered whether we should find,  in this and in later types, systematic differences 
in the silver contents or in the trace elements between coins minted early and late in the 
type-period, i.e. between on the one hand the existing English stock of  bullion recycled by 
the recoinage when a new type was introduced, and on the other the inflows  of  foreign 
money converted into English money during the remainder of  the type-period.6 There 
are, of  course, clear differences  in the weight-standards used early and late in each issue in 
itthelred's reign, so that the correlation between weight and alloy can easily be examined. 
The correlation between weight and date is generally accepted, but cannot be conclusively 
proved as regards individual coins. The Reform/First  Small Cross type is a good test case, 
as the correct dating of  the coins within the type-period is made absolutely certain by the 
three kings' names on the obverses. The dozen specimens available to us for  analysis gave 
no reason to think that the fineness  was reduced or drifted  downwards with time. Rather, it 

6 Metcalf,  "Analyses', p.412. 
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FIG. 4. Distribution of  'silver' contents for  the Reform/First  Small Cross type (c.973-9). Northern mints 
cross-hatched. 

seems that the coins from  southern mints are of  an exceptionally high standard of  purity, 
whereas those from  Lincoln and York are IV2 or 2 per cent lower. There was no overlap 
between the northern and southern groupings (fig.  4). 

In the First Hand type (c. 979-85) the pattern is less clear. Two northern coins are again 
at the bottom of  the table (fig.  5 upper diagram) and their evidence can be supplemented 

88 90 92 94 96 98 % 'silver' 

FIG. 5. Distribution of  'silver' contents for  the First Hand and Second Hand types (c.979-85, c.985-91). 
Northern mints cross-hatched; O = Oxford. 
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by three more specimens from  the York mint analysed by McKerrell (dotted lines). Two 
Oxford  coins are at the top end of  the table. But three Canterbury pennies are quite widely 
separated, even though two of  them are die-linked. Two die-linked Ipswich coins, on the 
other hand, have closely similar silver contents, and the London and Winchester specimens 
are consistent. 

Second Hand (c. 985-91) appears to be 1 or 2 per cent inferior  to First Hand but 
otherwise follows  a similar pattern: two Oxford  coins again have the highest silver contents 
— although not as high as in First Hand. 

We have deliberately not analysed any Crux coins (c. 991-7) but we note, from  earlier 
publications, a York coin with, again, very low 'silver' contents (87.9) and two from  Exeter 
with intermediate values (90.0 and 93.3).7 

In the Long Cross issue (c. 997-1003) we initially chose to analyse a good number of 
coins of  a single mint (London) including both heavy and light specimens, in order to test 
whether there was any correlation between weight and alloy, while excluding any 
differences  that there might be between mints. We found  no clear correlation. If  anything, 
the heavy coins seemed to be the more variable in their alloy. Next, we were able to 
examine a usefully  large sample of  Oxford  coins (almost all heavy) which yielded a 
compact distribution with a modal value close to 95 per cent. The coins of  the nearby 
Wallingford  mint (less than 20 km away) were even purer. One of  the two York coins was 
again at the bottom of  the scale, and another analysed by McKerrell was still lower (84.6 
per cent) (fig.6). 

% Coins -
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% 'silver' 90 92 94 96 

FIG. 6. Distribution of  'silver' contents for  the Long Cross type (c. 997-1003) (cf.  fig.  3). 

The low silver values at Exeter, already mentioned, are matched on the one coin that we 
were able to analyse from  the neighbouring mint of  Totnes (about 30 km to the south-west 
of  Exeter). This raises the interesting question whether the Totnes moneyers followed  the 
same idiosyncratic local rule of  thumb in their methods of  refining  as their colleagues at 
Exeter, and more generally whether it was fully  appreciated that the Devon coins were 
below the national average. 

Lydford,  again in Devon, but inland, on the western edge of  Dartmoor, mints to a much 
higher average alloy. It was once suggested by Michael Dolley that the moneyers at that 
tiny burh were converting locally-mined silver8 (or perhaps Cornish silver?) and indeed it is 
puzzling to know why so many coins were minted there otherwise. We found  nothing 

7 Forbes and Dalladay. 8 In R. H. M. Dolley, 'The last coins of  the mint of 
Lydford',  NCirc  66 (1958), 161-2. 
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FIG. 7. The 'silver' contents of  Oxford  Long Cross coins analysed by individual moneyers. Die-linked coins 
are joined by horizontal lines. 

distinctive in the pattern of  trace-elements of  the three available Lydford  coins. There 
were clear differences,  then, between the Long Cross coins at different  mints. A 
breakdown of  the Oxford  specimens by moneyer hints that there may even have been 
systematic differences  between individual moneyers (fig.  7). Wulfwine's  coins are of 
particularly pure silver. ^Ethelwine's coins (which are not on a lower weight-standard) are 
lower than all the rest in their alloy. Die-links among the coins of  /Elfwine,  ^Ethelmaer, 
and Goding show silver contents tightly clustered, with the odd outlier. There are only one 
or two pairs of  specimens among these groups of  die-linked coins where the trace element 
values are such as to make it seem probable that the coins are from  the same melt. The 
variation between moneyers might perhaps be seen as evidence that they worked in 
separate establishments or small groups and that they each made their own arrangements 
for  refining  and preparing the coinage-metal 

^Ethelred's next issue, the Helmet type (c. 1003-9) shows a range of  silver contents that 
is probably little different  from  Long Cross (fig.  8), although the vagaries of  our small 
sample were such that we could not discover whether Exeter coins, for  example, were 
again on a lower standard. Oxford  coins are as usual at the top of  the range, with the 
exception of  one very sub-standard specimen (SCBI  603), from  dies in the most 
accomplished and polished style. 

% Coins -
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FIG. 8. Distribution of  'silver' contents for  the Helmet type (c. 1003-9). O = Oxford. 

Dr S. Pearce, Keeper at the Exeter Museum, kindly allowed us to analyse a number of 
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coins of  the Exeter mint from  the collection there. They include one Helmet coin, for 
which our result may unfortunately  be unreliable because of  corrosion, and also specimens 
of  Cnut's Quatrefoil,  Helmet, and Short Cross types, Harold I's Fleur-de-Lis type, and 
Edward the Confessor's  Radiate Small Cross, and Trefoil  Quadrilateral types. These fall  in 
the period up to c. 1050 which we have not otherwise studied. The Quatrefoil  coin proved 
to be only 83 per cent 'silver', and the Pointed Helmet only 90 per cent, but the later coins 
(and other Exeter issues from  after  c. 1056) are of  excellent quality (e.g. over 95 per cent 
'silver'). 

The high and uniform  'silver' contents at Chester in the reign of  Cnut have already been 
referred  to (fig.  1). Two Lincoln coins in the Bryn Maelgwyn hoard are of  lower 'silver', 
while five  of  Winchester are of  excellent quality. The Bryn Maelgwyn analyses offer 
another very good opportunity to compare the alloy of  the coins of  different  moneyers. 
There are small differences,  the statistical validity of  which it is difficult  to judge. The 
moneyer ^Ethelric works to a high standard, with a cluster of  values around 94.8 - 95.0 per 
cent. yEthelwine's coins are more scattered in their silver contents. Those of  Godwine are 
less clustered than /Ethelric's, while Sveinn's show the lowest average value, (fig.  9). 
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FIG. 9. The 'silver' contents of  Chester Quatrefoil  coins analysed by individual moneyers. (cf.  figs.  1 and 7). 
Die-linked coins are joined by horizontal lines. 

We selected Edward the Confessor's  Expanding Cross type (c. 1050-3) for  detailed 
study because of  the sharp increase in weight which occurred during the issue of  the type -
in connexion, it has been supposed, with the abolition of  the heregeld  in 1051. The available 
sample of  light-weight Expanding Cross coins was not very large, but so far  as we can judge 
there was no change of  alloy with the introduction of  the heavy coins. Throughout the 
Expanding Cross issue and the Pointed Helmet issue which followed  it, the differences 
which have been observed between mints are repeated. The coins of  Lincoln and York are 
still usually, although not invariably, anything from  2 to 5 per cent lower in their 'silver' 
contents than those of,  for  example, Oxford  and Wallingford.  And Wallingford's  coins are 
again a little purer than those of  Oxford  (fig.  10). 

Summing up on silver contents, we have analysed four  tranches of  coinage, from  the 
years c. 973-91, c. 997-1009, c. 1017-24, and c. 1050-6, and have found  that variations in 
the alloy can consistently be explained in terms of  differences  between mint-towns. There 
is no encouragement whatever from  our analyses to think that the alloy was altered or 
drifted  down during the period of  issue of  each type. Certain standards seem to have been 
traditional at certain mint-towns: low silver contents at York and Lincoln, originally low at 
Exeter, but high at Lydford,  high at Oxford,  very high at Wallingford,  high at Chester 
under Cnut. As the coins of  all mints were indistinguishable to illiterate users, and as they 
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FIG. 10. Distribution of  'silver' contents for  the Expanding Cross and Helmet types (c. 1050-6). Northern 
mints cross-hatched, Oxford  marked o, and Wallingford  shaded. 

circulated freely  and rapidly throughout the country, one must assume that they had either 
the same face  value, or the same value by weight, even though their alloy varied by up to c. 
7 per cent. 

It is puzzling to know how such differences  arose. Cupellation would, we believe, 
inevitably have produced silver which was purer and more free  from  copper than the 
coinage-metal is. If  that is the case, the moneyers must have added measured amounts of 
copper or brass to the purified  silver. Did they add copper according to a different 
prescription in different  boroughs? It is known that, in the thirteenth century, coinage 
metal to which officially  only six pennyweights of  copper to the pound had been added in 
fact  contained approximately eighteen, and it has been assumed that the difference  can be 
accounted for  as the residual copper left  in the 'refined1  silver. We think it unlikely, 
however, that 5 per cent copper contents could survive the refining  process. 

It seems equally unlikely that Edgar, when he introduced a uniform  coinage throughout 
England, would knowingly have countenanced lower standards at some boroughs than 
others. Perhaps the instructions given to the moneyers were simply that they should make 
the coins of  fine  silver of  the traditional standard of  purity used for  silversmith's work. A 
small amount of  copper is, of  course, of  practical importance to harden the silver and make 
it hard-wearing. The English sterling standard (92.5 per cent), whose origins are lost in the 
mists of  time, presumably arose out of  such practical considerations. It is easy to believe 
that in the tenth century there were local traditions of  silversmithing at centres such as 
York, Lincoln, and Exeter, and that the standard of  fine  silver varied a little from  place to 
place. The larger boroughs in the more distant parts of  the kingdom would perhaps be 
likely to be important places for  the production of  silver plate - although clearly this is a 
topic about which little can be known - whereas it may be that most of  the fifty  or sixty 
mint-places in southern England had few  if  any resident silversmiths, except for  men 
exercising a moneyer's role. 

The variability of  the London coins is more of  a puzzle. We asked ourselves whether 
coins with relatively low 'silver' contents might, for  example, be the work of  moneyers with 
Old Norse or Old German names, but this is certainly not a viable explanation. The 
moneyers of  London no doubt worked independently or in little groups, each with their 
own forge,  yet it seems unlikely that they would have had different  ideas about the 
traditional quality of  fine  silver. No doubt they reminted a great deal of  coin from  the Low 
Countries and the Rhinelands: perhaps the issues of  well-known continental mints were 
remelted without refining.  Unfortunately  the minor constituents and trace elements do not 
correlate in any useful  way with the low 'silver' contents. We think that it would be prudent 
to attack this difficult  problem using a large group of  London coins from  a single hoard, 
and accumulating at least eight or ten analyses of  particular moneyers. 

Our work so far  has concentrated on only a few  mints - London, Oxford,  Wallingford, 
Chester, Exeter, Lincoln, and York - and we have generalized our conclusions from  them. 
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Obviously, if  a borough such a Wallingford  could be following  its own traditional alloy 
standard independently even from  nearby Oxford  over a period of  sixty years or more, it is 
essential to study the composition of  the coinage in the context of  particular mints. The 
selection of  mints studied needs next to be extended, but it remains desirable to 
concentrate the available effort  and expenditure by analysing a large enough group of  coins 
from  each selected borough to discover whether its work was consistent. The analysis of 
more die-linked specimens would be welcome. 

Some provisional work which was undertaken in 1974 by Dr H. McKerrell with one of  us 
but which was never published, suggested that a significant  proportion of  London coins 
were only of  about 90 per cent 'silver' {SCBI  Ashm. 645, 686, 688, 765), and that a similar 
low alloy was used at Hastings, Norwich, and Southampton {SCBI  712, 739, 768). 

For future  work, we note that the few  results we obtained from  Canterbury were very 
scattered, and we would consider that city, and also somewhere in East Anglia, such as 
Norwich or Thetford,  as suitable places to be studied next. 

Analysis of  gold traces 

We turn now to the gold contents of  the coins, and to what they can tell us about silver 
sources. We know from  the evidence of  English hoards that the whole stock of  the English 
currency was very efficiently  recycled every six years or so in ^Ethelred's reign. This 
process might be expected to have homogenized the gold traces. If  old coins were melted 
down in even quite small batches, which would necessarily associate them randomly in 
respect of  their gold contents, then even if  the dispersal of  the gold in the molten silver was 
imperfect,  the trace levels would certainly tend to become more uniform.  (Where 
individual coins have been sampled at different  points on the flan,  the gold levels have 
generally seemed to be consistent within the limits of  experimental error.) In so far  as 
regular periodic renewal of  the currency did not tend to produce a progressively tighter 
distribution of  gold traces, the reason may well be that there were large inflows  of  silver 
from  the Continent, and large outflows  to Scandinavia, so that the overall composition of 
England's stock of  silver was changing quite rapidly. We doubt whether metal newly mined 
in England played a significant  part in the changes. 

(The fact  that different  'silver' standards persisted, and did not tend to become 
homogenized, is in principle an argument showing that the coinage metal was refined,  and 
that copper and brass was freshly  added, at each recoinage. More data are needed to put 
this conclusion on a firm  basis, but the Wallingford  evidence is already quite strong.) 

Our strategy for  the interpretation of  gold contents was to compare the patterns from 
our four  separate tranches of  coinage in order to see what, if  any, long-term trends could be 
discerned. 

The first  tranche appears to offer  a multi-modal distribution mostly in the range 0.15 -
0.75 per cent Au (fig.  11). An outlier with 1.31 per cent from  the Bath mint is perhaps a 
starting-point for  future  enquiry. Our most valuable clue is that three Oxford  coins of  the 
Reform  type have significantly  higher gold traces than four  Oxford  coins of  the First and 
Second Hand types. This difference  is borne out by analyses of  five  pre-reform  coins of 
Edgar from  Oxford  and Wallingford  (below, 408-413) which also have high gold. The five 
coins are of  base silver (55 to 68 per cent), but if  we make the assumption that the gold 
entered the alloy with the silver, their gold levels (Au in 100 parts Ag) are 0.56, 0.63, 0.71, 
0.92, and 0.39 - that is, even higher than the Oxford  coins in fig.  11. The experience of  one 
of  us in analysing copper artefacts  from  the British Isles is that he has never had reason to 
suspect the existence of  copper sources containing more than a minute trace of  gold. This is 
confirmed  locally, for  the north of  England, by the analysis of  ninth-century stycas, in 
which the gold/silver ratio remains steady in spite of  progressive and heavy dilution with 
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copper. A similar conclusion can be drawn from  forthcoming  analyses of  the very debased 
southern English coins of  the 'Lunettes' type (c. 860-75). 

The Oxford  and Wallingford  evidence from  the late tenth century, therefore,  seems to 
point to substantial changes in the stock of  coinage metal in southern England at a date 
soon after  Edgar's reform.  This is in line with the results published by McKerrell and 
Stevenson, who found  high gold/silver ratios in the tenth-century coinage, particularly in 
the reigns of  Edmund and Eadred, and lower ratios (matching our results) for  /Ethelred II. 

The second tranche shows much the same pattern as the first  (fig.  12). The standard 
deviation is not greatly reduced, almost certainly not as much as if  an unchanging national 
stock of  currency had been homogenized three or four  times. The outlier this time is an 
Oxford  coin with 3.46 per cent Au, die-linked to a normal coin. The gold content is clearly 
adventitious, and may be the result of  melting a piece of  silver-gilt plate. The very few 
northern coins available to us were right at the bottom of  the range, while the Exeter coins 
were slightly above average. This points to regional tendencies in the stock of  bullion, a 
phenomenon which must be judged against what is known of  the very rapid circulation and 
mingling of  coins from  different  mint-places. Northumbria was an exception, where most 
of  the coins in circulation tended to be from  the local mint of  York. Devon, similarly, may 
have been to some extent isolated from  the rest of  southern England. Clearly, a 
comparison of  the gold trace levels in the more outlying regions of  England (e.g. again, 
East Anglia) is a promising research topic. 

The Bryn Maelgwyn hoard gives us an excellent yardstick from  fifteen  or so years later. 
A large number of  Quatrefoil  coins, all of  the same mint (Chester), yield a more or less 
normal distribution, rather more compact than our results for  c. 997-1009, and at the 
higher end of  the range - mostly 0.35 to 0.55 per cent (fig.  13). 

Edward the Confessor's  coins show an extremely compact distribution of  gold trace 
levels, falling  mainly between 0.3 and 0.4 per cent (fig.  14). The average is marginally 
lower than in the first  and second tranches. The northern mints account for  two-thirds of 
the values below 0.3 per cent, but less than one-third of  those over 0.3 per cent. By the 
1050s, then, England's stock of  bullion had become noticeably more uniform,  partly no 
doubt by recycling, but also possibly by the import of  silver of  a uniform  character. 

The results from  analysing gold contents can be summed up as follows.  There is, on the 
limited evidence of  the Oxford  and Wallingford  mints, a drop in the levels of  gold traces in 
the last quarter of  the tenth century. Thereafter,  allowing for  the uncertainty created by 
the persistence of  small regional differences  in the stock of  silver (mainly in the north?), 
there is little change. Over a period of  fifty  years, the high-gold silver characteristic of  the 
tenth century disappears from  sight, either by recycling or by export, and in Edward the 
Confessors  reign the range of  gold values becomes remarkably compact. 

FIG. 11. Distribution of  gold per 100 parts silver, in coins minted c. 973-91. Solid circles = Oxford  coins of  the 
Reform  type; open circles = Oxford  coins of  the First and Second Hand types. 
FIG. 12. Distribution of  gold per 100 parts silver, in coins minted c.997-1009. Northern coins cross-hatched. 
Exeter marked x. 
FIG. 13. Distribution of  gold per 100 parts silver, in coins minted c.  1017-24. Chester mint. 
FIG. 14. Distribution of  gold per 100 parts silver, in coins minted c. 1050-6. Northern mints cross-hatched. 
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FIG. 15. Distribution of  bismuth per 100 parts silver, in coins minted c.973-91. 
FIG. 16. Distribution of  bismuth per 100 parts silver, in coins minted c.997-1009. Exeter and Totnes coins are 
marked x (cf.  fig.  12). 
FIG. 17. Distribution of  bismuth per 100 parts silver, in coins minted c. 1017-24. 
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Rammelsberg silver 
This brings us to a topic of  lively historical interest, namely, the conjectural diffusion 
through Europe of  silver from  the very rich mines at Rammelsberg, near Goslar in the 
Harz mountains, which first  attracted mention just before  970. Kraume and Hatz9 have 
identified  the characteristic silver of  Rammelsberg as containing 0.2-0.73 per cent Au and 
0.2-0.52 per cent Bi. The gold contents match well enough with what is found  in English 
post-reform  coinage, whereas before  c. 975 many English coins had higher gold traces. The 
quoted range is nevertheless quite a wide one, and not particularly unusual or distinctive. 
We would not wish to go further  than to suggest that if  Rammelsberg silver was reaching 
England in large quantities the date at which it began to do so would appear to be between 
975 and 980 - very quickly after  the first  mention of  the mines. There is no obvious change 
in the gold trace patterns in the next half-century.  But the historical problem remains 
unfocussed,  and much more analytical work is needed - particularly, it may be suggested, 
replicate analyses by EPMA on the Otto-Adelheid series, and new analyses on the early 
coins of  Cologne, together with lead isotope analysis of  both German and English 
material.10 

Analysis of  bismuth traces 
Bismuth could to some extent, like gold, be a diagnostic element for  silver sources. High 
bismuth traces are said to be removed by cupellation down to a 'floor'  level, below which 
they remain in the silver.11 Silver with very low bismuth levels, the argument runs, cannot 
therefore  derive from  an original high-bismuth source. Knowledge of  the behaviour of 
bismuth in silver is limited; we found  that because of  segregation, the accurate measure-
ment of  bismuth contents by EPMA was difficult,  and in drawing conclusions from 
contrasting patterns one should rely only on clear differences. 

Our first  tranche of  coins (fig.  15) shows some low values (0-0.1 per cent) and a scatter of 
higher values up to as much as 1.3 per cent. In the second tranche (fig.  16) the average 
bismuth contents are lower. One might conclude that cupellation had removed some 
bismuth (but not very efficiently?),  tending towards a floor  level of  approximately 0.2 per 
cent. The Exeter and Totnes coins in the second tranche are above average, as they are also 
in their gold traces (see above). 

The Chester Quatrefoil  coins show a higher proportion of  specimens with low bismuth or 
in which bismuth was not detected at all (fig.  17) - 37 per cent., cf.  18 per cent among the 
coins from  c. 997-1009. 

Because of  an instrumental error, the bismuth contents of  the coins of  Edward the 
Confessor  were not measured. 

Analysis of  zinc and tin contents 

Virtually all the coins struck following  Edgar's reform  contain a small proportion of  zinc, 
but no measurable amounts of  tin. Presumably brass, or a mixture of  brass and copper 
scrap, was added to the silver. Our analyses of  five  pre-reform  coins show that the debased 
coins of  Edgar type 3 were alloyed with a high-zinc brass, commonly containing over 20 per 

9 E. Kraume and V. Hatz, 'Die Otto-Adelheid-Pfcnnige 
und ihre Nachpragungen', Hamburger  Beitrage  zur 
Numismatik  15 (1961), 13-23 and other publications listed 
and discussed in Metcalf,  'Analyses', at pp. 413-16. 

1 0 The monetary aspects of  the regional transfer  of  silver 
stocks from  the Harz region are discussed briefly  in D. M. 
Metcalf,  'Some twentieth-century runes. Statistical analysis 

of  the Viking-age coin hoards and the interpretation of 
wastage rates', in Viking-age  Coinage  in the Northern  Lands. 
The  Sixth  Oxford  Symposium on Coinage  and  Monetary 
History,  edited by M. A. S. Blackburn and D. M. Metcalf 
(Oxford,  1981), pp. 329-82 at p. 335; and, for  coins of 
Cologne, p.359. 

1 1 McKerrell and Stevenson, at p. 198. 
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FlG. 18. Distribution of  zinc measured as a proportion of  copper plus zinc (i.e. zinc in brass) in coins minted 
c.973-91. (Small amounts of  zinc may be associated with silver: values below 3 per cent shown by dotted lines.) 
FIG. 19. Distribution of  zinc measured as a proportion of  copper plus zinc (i.e. zinc in brass), in coins minted 
c.997-1009. Exeter and Totnes coins are marked x (cf.  figs.  12 and 16). 
FIG. 20. Distribution of  zinc measured as a proportion of  copper plus zinc (i.e. zinc in brass), in coins minted 
c. 1017-24. 

FIG. 21. Distribution of  zinc measured as a proportion of  copper plus zinc (i.e. zinc in brass), in coins minted 
c. 1050-6. 
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cent zinc. They also contained very small traces of  tin. The base metal added to the alloy of 
these coins, making up c. 35^-5 per cent of  their composition, will necessarily have been 
brass rather than a mixture of  brass and copper, because the proportion of  zinc is close to 
the maximum obtainable in brass. With the reform,  the composition of  the base metal was 
changed, evidently as a deliberate policy. Thereafter  it was equivalent to a brass containing 
on average only 5-6 per cent zinc (figs.  18, 19), but varying widely. Small amounts of  this 
zinc could have entered the alloy with the silver, and the parts of  the histograms 
representing brass with less than 3 per cent zinc have accordingly been shown by dotted 
lines. The Exeter and Totnes mints apparently tended to use a better quality of  base metal 
than some other mints, with around 10-12 per cent zinc. There are other hints in the data 
of  regional variation. (Note two Canterbury coins, 825 and 826, with high-zinc brass.) 

The Bryn Maelgwyn hoard again provides an excellent test case. The proportions of  zinc 
in brass range from  0 to over 20 per cent, with most values lying between 4 and 11 per cent 
(fig.  20). If  the work of  different  moneyers is assessed separately, no pattern emerges. In 
other reigns, one can find  die-linked coins which vary widely in their zinc-in-brass ratios, 
e.g. 878 and 879. It looks as if  a mixture of  scrap copper and brass may have been added to 
the alloy, the proportion and quality of  the brass being a matter of  indifference  within wide 
margins. Occasionally (nos 543, 603) pure brass was still used. There was clearly an 
intention to include at least some brass, for  coins with no or virtually no zinc are extremely 
few.  McKerrell suggested that a small admixture of  zinc improved the workability of  the 
alloy, meaning that the coins took a sharper impression from  the dies. 

The pattern is essentially the same for  the coins of  Edward the Confessor  (fig.  21). 

Analysis of  lead contents 
The small amounts of  lead which are found  in the coins no doubt derive mostly from  the 
cupellation of  the silver. Under /Ethelred II the figures  are mostly in the range 0.5-0.75 per 

% Ag 
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FIG. 22. Correlation of lead and silver contents in coins of Edward the Confessor. 
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cent. Particularly low values are found  in Edgar's Reform  type, presumably because extra 
care was taken in the refining  of  the metal when the new coinage was launched. From the 
early eleventh century the lead contents tend to increase, occasionally exceeding 1.0 per 
cent. Under Edward the Confessor  they rise still further,  to between 1.0 and 2.0 per cent. 
There is a clear negative correlation between Ag and Pb under Edward (fig.  22), which 
goes some way to demonstrate that what was measured by the moneyers was an aggregate. 
(Similarly the distribution of  'silver' values under Cnut produces a sharper peak than Ag 
alone.) 

Analysis of  iron, antimony, cobalt, and nickel contents 
The remaining trace elements that were measured yielded nothing of  obvious interest. 
Iron, antimony, cobalt, and nickel each rarely exceed 0.03 per cent, and are usually close 
to, if  not below, our limits of  detection. 

We did not observe any correlations with other elements. 

Conclusions 
If  we look at the analytical results as a whole, the overriding impression must be of  the 
precision and reliability with which the moneyers worked. There were significant  differen-
ces between boroughs, particularly between the north-eastern mint-towns of  York and 
Lincoln and the rest of  those that have been studied. But where a number of  coins by a 
single moneyer have been analysed, they are normally very consistent. We have no 
independent historical evidence to suggest how such high quality was maintained. If  there 
was any central control, it can hardly have been more administratively elaborate than the 
supply of  trial-plates to individual moneyers, accompanied by the threat of  severe 
penalties for  fraud. 

Although the amount of  zinc in the coins varies erratically, with very rare exceptions 
some is present. As cupellation would remove most if  not all of  the zinc contents, we think 
that they must have been newly added at each recycling, in the form  of  a mixture of  brass 
and copper. 

It is remarkable that all the moneyers, working independently in many different 
boroughs, should have conformed  so consistently to the policy of  adding some brass. 
Equally, it is surprising that traces of  tin, such as might be expected to occur from  the use 
of  scrap bronze, are very rarely found  in the coins. This seems to suggest, inter alia, that 
metal workers were perfectly  familiar  with the difference  between brass and bronze, and 
also that brass, at least in small amounts, was very widely available, in every borough. 

The sources of  the silver can best be judged from  a study of  the traces of  gold, which 
presumably entered the alloy with the silver. There seem to have been substantial changes 
in the composition of  the stock of  coinage metal in southern England at a date soon after 
Edgar's reform,  but little change thereafter.  Any correlation with inflows  of  silver from  the 
Rammelsberg mines in the Harz mountains will remain problematic until more work has 
been done on the German coins. A systematic programme of  lead-isotope analysis is 
needed, to 'finger-print'  the types of  silver found  in the English pre- and post-973 coinage 
and in the north German coinage. This is probably the only way to remove the speculative 
element from  our ideas about the diffusion  of  Rammelsberg silver to England. 

We can, however, say that the recycling of  the English coinage every few  years by type 
changes did not result in homogenization (as might have been expected), at least until the 
1050s, and that this can perhaps be explained in terms of  inflows  of  coinage from  the 
Continent and outflows  to Scandinavia. 

Edgar's reform  swept away his coins of  type 3, which contained only 50-70 per cent 
silver, alloyed with a high-zinc brass, and replaced them with coins of  exceptionally pure 
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silver (96-97 per cent), containing unusually small amounts of  lead, and no tin, but a little 
zinc. The reform  changed several aspects of  the coinage, and we can now see that it was 
concerned also - and perhaps most importantly - with the alloy. After  a few  years the coins 
were made not quite so carefully,  but still they were on average 90-95 per cent silver. 

The major discovery from  the project was that different  mint-towns were producing 
slightly different  alloys. 

Aethelred II, Long Cross (DMM). Aethelred II, Helmet (206 bis). 
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TABLE OF ANALYSES 

All the coins arc published and their dies illustrated either in SCBI  Oxford,  or SCBI  West Country (prefix  Ex), 
or in the publication of  the Bryn Maelgwyn hoard by the National Museum of  Wales (prefix  NMW), other than 
one of  Lydford  in a private collection (DMM), and 602 bis. These two are illustrated above (p.51). Moneyers' 
names have been normalized in accordance with SCBI  vol. 28. 

tr = trace * indicates irregular distribution of  element 
— = not detected; nm = not measured f  indicates that the sample area was corroded, or 

was perhaps corroded 

No.  Mint  Moneyer  [Dies  I  Fe  Co Ni  Cu 
Edgar  BMC  type Hi  (Circular) 

408 Oxford /Ethelwine 0.04 0.02 0.03 35.21 
409 Oxford Leofsige 0.03 0.03 — 31.67 
411 Oxford Wynhelm 0.06 tr 0.01 34.83 
412 Wallingford Heremod 0.04 0.01 0.02 28.19 
413 Wallingford Heremod 0.01 — 0.01 24.88 

BMC  type vi (Reformed) 
418 Oxford /Ethelwine — — tr 3.47 
419 Oxford Seleweald 0.05 0.03 0.01 2.99 
421 Oxford Wulfred — 0.01 0.02 2.55 
422 Shrewsbury iEthelsige 0.02 0.02 0.03 3.71 
423 Wallingford Wulfstan 0.02 tr 0.04 3.07 

Edward  Martyr  BMC  type i (Bust/Small  Cross) 
426 Bedford Bealdic 0.01 tr 0.02 2.82 
427 ?Lincoln Adalaver tr tr tr 6.37 
428 Lincoln Leofwig 0.03 0.02 0.02 4.90 
429 Stamford Wacer 0.01 0.02 0.02 3.29 
430 York Beolan tr tr 0.02 5.15 
431 York Isulf — 0.01 0.02 5.01 

/Ethelred  II BMC  type i (First  Small  Cross) 
432 Lincoln Grimr 0.02 tr — 4.15 

BMC  type iia (First  Hand) 
433 Canterbury Boga 0.02 tr 0.02 7.22 
434 Canterbury Boga 0.02 0.02 0.01 3.82 
435 Canterbury Eadweald tr 0.01 — 5.17 
436 Cricklade God — — 0.02 4.28 
Ex 436 Exeter /Elfstan — — 0.02 2.89 
437 Ipswich Waltferth — — — 3.64 
438 Ipswich Waltferth — tr 0.02 4.25 
440 London >Ethelrad 0.02 0.02 0.02 4.87 
441 London Brunsige 0.01 0.03 — 5.52 
442 London Godwine — — 0.02 3.52 
443 Northampton L,eofsigc 0.02 0.02 0.03 4.21 
444 Oxford ? (!/2d) tr 0.02 0.02 1.48 
445 Oxford Coding 0.02 tr tr 3.12 
446 Rochester Siduwine 0.03 tr tr 5.36 
448 Stamford Grimr — — 0.03 3.16 
449 Winchester Beorhtnoth 0.02 0.02 0.02 3.84 
450 Winchester Eadsigc 0.02 tr — 3.00 
451 York Oba(n) 0.02 — — 6.80 
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On each coin, data were collected by scanning three separate 50/j.m  squares visually chosen on the same 
small polished area, and the three sets of  data were then averaged. 

Limits of  detection (values in weight %) 
Fe 0.01% Cu 0 01% Sb 0.02% Pb 0.04% 
Co 0.01% Zn 0.03% Sn 0.02% Au 0.04% 
Ni 0.01% Bi - 0.15% (where analysed) Ag 0.02% 

Zn Bi Sb Sn Pb Au Zn *silver' No. 
Cu  +  Zn 

9.35 0.78 0.02 0.04 53.45 0.77 0.30 21.0 54.52 408 
9.45 0.33 — — 57.36 0.77 0.36 23.0 58.49 409 
9.27 0.44 0.05 0.03 53.87 0.71 0.38 21.0 54.96 411 
6.51 0.73 tr 0.03 62.96 0.13 0.58 18.8 63.67 412 
6.41 0.19 tr 0.02 67.17 0.93 0.26 20.5 68.36 413 

0.17 0.26 95.09 0.50 0.51 4.6 96,10 418 
0.09 — — — 96.06 0.13 0.58 2.9 96.77 419 
0.13 0.68 0.02 — 95.71 0.19 0.71 4.9 96.61 421 
0.18 0.27 0.02 — 95.07 0.07 0.68 4.6 95.82 422 
0.17 — — — 96.09 0.03 0.54 5.2 96.66 423 

0.10 0.24 tr 95.94 0.42 0.38 3.4 96.74 426 
0.45 0.15 0.02 — 92.15 0.38 0.44 6.6 92.97 427 
0.05 0.51 — — 93.75 0.56 0.17 1.0 94.48 428 
0.13 0.59 0.01 — 95.14 0.44 0.46 3.8 96.04 429 
0.11 — — 94.13 0.39 0.19 2.1 94.71 430 
0.19 0.18 tr — 93.66 0.57 0.32 3.7 94.55 431 

0.25 — 0.03 — 94.75 0.40 0.35 5.7 95.50 432 

0.55 0.52 90.57 0.79 0.30 7.1 91.66 433 
0.35 0.01 — 94.83 0.47 0.48 8.4 95.78 434 
0.40 0.59 — 92.44 0.89 0.50 7.2 93.83 435 
0.30 0.01 — 94.46 0.58 0.35 6.6 95.39 436 
0.13 0.33 95.67 0.41 0.55 4,3 96.63 Ex  436 
0.35 0.01 94.98 0.81 0.19 8.8 95.98 437 
0.06 .— 94.95 0.51 0.18 1.4 95.64 438 
0.55 — 93.60 0.77 0.23 10.1 94.60 440 
0.13 0.19 tr 93.15 0.72 0.20 2.3 94.07 441 
0.05 0.47 95.04 0.56 0.33 1.4 95.93 442 
0.18 0.65 — — 93.98 0.34 0.51 4.1 94.83 443 
0.03 0.22 97.13 0.63 0.35 2.0 98.11 444 
0.07 0.55 95.34 0,50 0.35 2.2 96.19 445 
0.06 0.48 0.02 — 93.06 0.67 0.09 1.1 93.82 446 
0.30 0.18 0.01 — 95.60 0.51 0.30 8.7 96.41 448. 
0.21 0.49 0.01 94.64 0.42 0.33 5.2 95.39 449 

450 0.03 96.36 0.37 0.16 1.0 96.89 
449 
450 

1.02 1.30 tr — 90.12 0.44 0.28 13.0 90.84 451 
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Mint  Moneyer  /Dies/  Fe  Co Ni Cu 

BMC  type iicl (Second  Hand) 
454 Bath /Ethelric 0.02 0.03 tr 3.36 
456 Gloucester Wihtsige 0.02 0.02 — 6.68 
457 London Eadmund 0.01 tr 0.01 5.74 
458 London Leofwine 0.01 — — 6.58 
459 London Asfr0thr — 0.02 0.04 9.11 
460 London Sweting 0.03 tr 0.05 7.60 
461 London Wulfric 0.05 0.02 0.08 6.14 
462 Oxford Goding tr tr 0.05 3.93 
463 Oxford Goding — tr — 3.78 
464 Watchet Sigeric 0.02 0.03 0.03 6.48 

BMC  type iva (Long  Cross) 
518 Dover God wine 0.02 0.01 0.03 3.85 
519 Dover Leofhyse 0.02 0.02 tr 4.92 
520 Exeter Carla 0.01 0.01 0.02 8.05 
521 Exeter Dunstan 0.01 0.01 0.03 1.44 
522 Exeter Dunstan 0.01 — tr 8.84 
523 Exeter Mangod 0.02 0.01 0.03 8.77 
524 Exeter Manna 0.01 — 0.02 8.24 
525 Exeter Wulfstan 0.01 tr 0.01 7.99 
534 London /Elfwine tr tr — 3.25 
535 London /Elfwine 0.07 — — 4.27 
536 London /Ethelweard 0.03 — 0.02 9.92 
537 London Eadwine tr 0.01 0.08 4.90 
538 London Eadweald 0.02 tr 0.05 3.86 
539 London Eadsige — 0.02 0.03 6.54 
540 London Godwine 0.03 0.02 0.05 7.82 
541 London Godwine tr 0.02 0.03 8.73 
542 London Heahwulf 0.05 — 0.01 4.88 
543 London Leofnoth 0.02 tr 0.05 5.81 
544 London Leofned 0.03 0.02 0.02 6.32 
545 London Leot'ric — 0.02 0.02 6.55 
546 London Leofstan 0.05 — 0.05 4.59 
547 London Leofwine 0.03 0.01 — 6.28 
548 London Leofwine 0.02 0.03 • — 4.55 
549 London Sweting — 0.03 0.02 3.90 
550 London Wulfwine 0.01 0.03 0.02 4.09 
551 Lydford Goda 0.01 — — 5.17 
552 Lydford God a 0.02 — 0.03 5.91 
DMM Lydford Goda 0.02 0.07 0.02 5.31 
553 Oxford /Elftruer 0.03 0.02 — 4.80 
554 Oxford /Elfwine tr 0.01 — 4.93 
555 Oxford /Elfwine 0.01 tr • — 5.31 
556 Oxford /Elfwine 0.01 0.02 0.01 4.42 
557 Oxford /Elfwine — 0.02 0.01 4.96 
558 Oxford /Ethelmter — • 0.01 tr 4.12 
559 Oxford jEthelmaer 0.01 tr 0.02 4.47 
560 Oxford /Ethelmier 0.01 tr tr 4.17 
561 Oxford /Ethelmasr — tr 0.01 4.68 
562 Oxford /Ethelmasr tr — 0.02 6.08 
563 Oxford ^Ethelwine 0.02 — 0.01 6.28 
564 Oxford /Ethelwine 0.03 0.02 tr 6.14 
565 Oxford Goding 0.02 0.03 0.02 4.96 
567 Oxford Goding tr — 0.01 4.83 
568 Oxford Goding 0.03 0.01 — 5.21 
569 Oxford Goding 0.04 0.01 — 4.58 
570 Oxford Goding — tr — 4.04 
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Zn Bi Sb Sn Ag Pb Au Zn 'silver' No. Ag 
Cu + Zn 

0.14 0.07 94.67 0.37 1.31 4.0 96.35 454 
0.91 0.40 0.02 - — 90.95 0.68 0.31 12.0 91.94 456 
0.25 — — •— 92.88 0.69 0.42 4.2 93.99 457 
0.69 1.12 tr .— 90.51 1.00 — 9.5 91.51 458 
0.30 0.49 0.04 .— 89.00 0.65 0.33 3.2 89.98 459 
0.72 0.18 — — 90.23 0.75 0.43 8.7 91.41 460 
0.97 0.28 0.02 — 91.49 0.61 0.33 13.6 92.43 461 
0.18 0.85 — — 94.16 0.53 0.30 4.4 94.99 462 
0.10 — — •— 94.97 0.70 0.37 2.6 96.04 463 
1.05 0.25 — — 90.77 0.47 0.49 13.9 91.73 464 

0.43 0.11 94.42 0.79 0.52 10.0 95.73 518 
0.16 0.12 tr — 93.84 0.61 0.29 3.1 94.74 519 
0.92 0.43 0.01 — 89.25 0.80 0.50 10.3 90.55 520 
0.03 0.29 tr — 97.40t 0.12 0.67 2.0 98.19 521 
1.37 0.31 — — 88.34 0.79 0.34 13.4 89.47 522 
0.83 0.28 0.01 — 89.01 0.58 0.40 8.6 89.99 523 
0.83 0.81 tr — 88.86 0.84 0.34 9.2 90.04 524 
1.37 0.41 — — 89.37 0.70 0.84 14.6 90.91 525 
0.11 0.19 — — 95.55 0.59 0.30 3.3 96.44 534 
1.15 tr — 92.25 1.71 0.48 21.2 94.44 535 
0.55 0.15 — 88.39 0.72 0.18 5.3 89.29 536 
0.91 0.30 0.01 — 92.23 1.16 0.39 15.7 93.78 537 
0.07 0.28 — — 94.84 0.57 0.27 1.8 95.68 538 
0.38 0.67 0.02 — 90.93 0.99 0.43 5.5 92.35 539 
1.19 0.63 — 88.10 1.05 0.46 13.2 89.61 540 
0.57 — — 89.51 0.86 0.26 6.1 90.63 541 
0.39 0.50 0.04 — 93.10 0.74 0.31 7.4 94.15 542 
1.68 0.26 0.02 — 90.32 1.36 0.47 22.4 92.15 543 
0.86 0.11 91.31 1.07 0.25 12.0 92.63 544 
0.16 0.30 — 92.24 0.60 0.18 2.4 93.02 545 
0.34 0.29 0.01 — 93.71 0.66 0.30 6.9 94.67 546 
0.73 0.44 — — 91.24 0.74 0.52 10.4 92.50 547 
0.57 0.19 tr — 93.11 0.68 0.84 11.1 94.63 548 
0.72 0.64 — 93.52 0.78 0.46 15.6 94.76 549 
0.16 0.13 0.02 — 94.09 1.11 0.36 3.8 95.56 550 
0.15 0.56 92.93 0.70 0.49 2.8 94.12 551 
0.21 0.47 0.02 92.96 0.62 0.44 3.4 94.02 552 
0.12 0.02 — 93.77 0.31 0.44 2.2 94.52 DMM 
0.24 0.27 tr 93.58 0.64 0.41 4.8 94.63 553 
0.21 0.19 — 93.14 0.97 0.53 4.1 94.64 554 
0.19 0.15 — 90.53 0.35 3.46 3.5 94.34 555 
0.31 0.61 — 93.61 0.67 0.34 6.6 94.62 556 
0.18 0.15 0.04 — 93.80 0.52 0.45 3.5 94.77 557 
0.23 0.29 0.01 — 94.01 0.79 0.54 5.3 95.34 558 
0.20 0.05 94.32 0.50 0.43 4.3 95.25 559 
0.11 0.16 0.06 — 94.27 0.85 0.37 2.6 95.49 560 
0.13 0.33 — 93.89 0.54 0.44 2.7 94.87 561 
0.25 0.20 92.42 0.74 0.31 3.9 93.47 562 
1.15 91.35 0.68 0.50 15.5 92.53 563 
0.34 0.45 92.10 0.70 0.33 5.2 93.13 564 
0.41 0.13 0.03 — 93.34 0.61 0.41 7.6 94.36 565 
0.26 0.38 95.53 0.50 0.49 5.1 96.52 567 
0.30 0.72 tr — 92.70 0.60 0.43 5.4 93.73 568 
0.28 0.16 0.01 92.55 0.75 0.62 5.8 93.92 569 
0.23 0.28 0.02 — 94.37 0.66 0.38 5.4 95.41 570 



56 THE ALLOY OF THE LATER ANGLO-SAXON COINAGE 

No. Mint Moneyer /Dies/ Fe Co Ni Cu 

571 Oxford Wulfwine 0.02 0.04 3.87 
572 Oxford Wulfwine — 0.04 0.03 3.24 
573 Oxford Wulfwine tr — tr 3.19 
577 Totnes Wulfmasr 0.03 tr 0.01 7.83 
578 Wallingford /Elfmaer 0.03 0.01 0.01 4.33 
579 Wallingford /Elfric — — — 4.33 
580 Wallingford /Elfwi 0.03 0.02 0.03 3.54 
581 Wallingford /Elfwold 0.02 0.04 — 2.16 
582 Wallingford Eadric — — 0.02 3.44 
583 Wallingford Mann 0.03 — 0.01 4.20 
584 Wallingford Oda — 0.02 0.02 4.37 
585 Wallingford Wulfwine — tr — 2.66 
586 Wilton Saewine 0.02 — 0.02 4.03 
587 Winchester Beorhtsige — 0.02 0.02 4.53 
588 York Ketill — 0.03 0.04 10.75 
589 York Sumarlithr 0.04 — tr 3.98 

BMC  type viii (Helmet) 
Ex 572 Exeter Carla 0.10 0.01 0.01 4.13 
595 London Leofric — — 0.03 4.57 
596 London Leofweald 0.01 0.02 — 5.65 
597 London Sweting — — 0.01 5.34 
598 London Wulfstan — — 0.03 6.62 
599 Oxford /Elfwine 0.02 0.03 — 3.53 
600 Oxford /Ethelric — tr 0.03 4.76 
601 Oxford /Ethelric — — 0.02 1.85 
602 Oxford Beorthtwine 0.02 0.03 — 4.86 
602bis Oxford Leofman — — 0.02 4.43 
603 Oxford Leofwine 0.01 0.03 0.01 9.11 
604 Shaftesbury /Ethelric — 0.01 — 3.98 
605 Stamford Goddceg 0.03 — 0.01 3.66 
606 Stamford Svartgeirr — 0.01 0.02 6.75 
607 Thetford Manna — 0.02 — 4.79 
608 Thetford Osbern — — 0.01 3.82 

Cnut BMC  type viii and  varieties (Quatrefoil) 
NMW24 Chester /Ethelric A/1 0.04 — 0.03 4.17 
NMW25 Chester /Ethelric A/2 0.02 0.03 0.03 4.64 
NMW26 Chester /Ethelric A/3 0.03 0.02 0.02 3.34 
NMW27 Chester /Ethelric A/3 — 0.04 tr 3.51 
NMW28 Chester /Ethelric AA/4 — 0.02 0.03 3.48 
NMW29 Chester /Ethelric B/5 — 0.01 0.01 4.22 
NMW30 Chester /Ethelric B/5 0.01 0.01 0.02 3.78 
NMW31 Chester /Ethelric C/6 0.01 0.03 0.01 3.37 
NMW32 Chester /Ethelric D/7 tr 0.02 — 4.27 
NMW33 Chester /Ethelric D/8 — 0.02 0.04 6.77 
NMW34 Chester /Ethelric D/9 — 0.02 0.01 1.19 
NMW64 Chester /Ethelwine A/2 0.02 0.02 0.02 4.19 
NMW65 Chester /Ethelwine A/2 0.03 — 0.02 3.80 
NMW66 Chester /Ethelwine A/2 0.02 0.01 0.01 4.24 
NMW67 Chester /Ethelwine A/2 0.01 0.03 — 6.03 
NMW68 Chester /Ethelwine B/3 tr — 0.06 4.98 
NMW69 Chester Godwine A/1 — 0.05 0.01 4.46 
NMW70 Chester Godwine A/1 tr — — 3.81 
NMW71 Chester Godwine A/1 0.03 0.02 — 3.45 
NMW72 Chester Godwine A/1 — — 0.01 5.63 
NMW73 Chester Godwine A/1 0.02 0.02 0.02 4.71 



THE ALLOY OF THE LATER ANGLO-SAXON COINAGE 

Zn Bi Sb Sn Pb An Zn 'silver No. 
Cn + Zn 

0.58 0.21 tr 94.21 0.52 0.53 13.0 95.26 571 
0.05 — — — 95.74 0.64 0.25 1.5 96.63 572 
0.07 0.23 tr — 95.57 0.44 0.45 2.1 96.46 573 
0.82 0.63 — — 89.40 0.86 0.42 9.5 90.68 577 
0.30 0.35 — — 94.05 0.62 0.27 6.5 94.94 578 
0.20 0.29 tr — 94.27 0.49 0.39 4.4 95.15 579 
0.19 — — — 95.15 0.64 0.37 5.1 96.16 580 
0.12 0.27 — — 96.52 0.52 0.35 5.1 97.39 581 
0.19 — — — 95.40 0.57 0.33 5.2 96.30 582 
0.19 0.17 — — 95.45 0.47 0.45 4.3 96.37 583 
0.09 0.99 tr — 94.16 0.45 0.29 2.0 94.90 584 
0.09 0.18 — — 96.25 0.39 0.41 3.3 97.05 585 
0.35 — — — 95.12 0.41 0.39 8.0 95.92 586 
0.28 — — — 94.24 0.67 0.34 5.8 95.25 587 
1.35 0.36 0.02 — 86.05 0.86 0.18 11.2 87.09 588 
0.21 — — — 94.24 1.31 0.20 5.0 95.75 589 

0.28 tr 94.59f 0.53 0.25 6.3 95.37 Ex 572 
0.24 0.52 — — 93.97 0.90 0.27 5.0 95.14 595 
0.48 1.04 0.01 — 91.87 0.71 0.32 7.8 92.90 596 
0.22 — — — 92.95 1.13 0.27 4.0 94.35 597 
0.43 0.37 — — 91.81 0.48 0.26 6.1 92.55 598 
0.25 0.19 — — 95.07 0.65 0.30 6.6 96.02 599 
0.41 — tr — 93.66 0.83 0.28 7.9 94.77 600 
0.10 0.58 — — 96.88 0.17 0.39 5.1 97.44 601 
0.49 0.36 — — 93.00 0.93 0.30 9.2 94.23 602 
0.29 — — — 94.20 0.75 0.23 6.1 • 95.18 602bis 
2.83 0.14 — — 85.84 1.12 0.25 23.7 87.21 603 
0.05 tr — 95.56 — 0.31 1.2 95.87 604 
0.17 0.41 0.02 — 94.75 0.55 0.33 4.4 95.63 605 
0.57 0.03 — 91.47 0.83 0.23 7.8 92.53 606 
0.40 — — 93.67 0.71 0.34 7.7 94.72 607 
0.20 0.20 0.03 — 94.99 0.48 0.26 5.0 95.73 608 

0.21 0.03 93.95 0.83 0.41 4.8 95.19 NMW24 
0.30 0.27 0.01 — 93.79 0.69 0.37 6.1 94.85 NMW25 
0.20 0.49* 0.02 — 93.48 0.96 0.40 5.6 94.84 NMW26 
0.27 0.78 — 93.85 0.70 0.36 7.1 94.91 NMW27 
0.06 tr 95.42 0.45 0.36 1.7 96.23 NMW28 
0.43 0.82 tr — 93.24 0.67 0.53 9.2 94.44 NMW29 
0.23 0.28 93.12 0.80 0.92 5.7 94.84 NMW30 
0.10* — 95.44 0.33 0.41 2.9 96.18 NMW31 
0.52* 93.55 0.96 0.41 10.9 94.92 NMW32 
1.16 1.33* 0.03 — 89.16 0.95 0.40 14.6 90.51 NMW33 
0.13 0.40 96.61 0.20 1.06 9.8 97.87 NMW34 
0.18 0.03 94.33 0.68 0.49 4.1 95.50 NMW64 
0.41 94.31 0.68 0.36 9.7 95.35 NMW65 
0.16 0.15* — 93.42 0.56 0.52 3.6 94.50 NMW66 
1.06 0.86 90.58 0.79 0.37 15.0 91.74 NMW67 
1.12 1.01* 0.01 — 92.42 0.50 0.39 18.4 93.31 NMW68 
0.68* 0.41* 0.01 93.57 0.35 0.19 13.2 94.11 NMW69 
0.70* 94.27 0.64 0.52 15.5 95.43 NMW70 
0.18 0.02 94.58 0.71 0.52 5.0 95.81 NMW71 
1.41 0.82* 90.84 0.80 0.39 20.0 92.03 NMW72 
0.49 0.81 — — 93.04 0.62 0.35 9.4 94.01 NMW73 



58 THE ALLOY OF THE LATER ANGLO-SAXON COINAGE 

No. Mint Moneyer [Dies! Fe Co Ni Cu 

NMW74 Chester Godwine A/1 tr 0.01 0.02 4.17 
NMW75 Chester Godwine A/1 — 0.02 tr 3.47 
NMW76 Chester Godwine A/1 0.03 0.01 0.01 3.93 
NMW77 Chester Godwine AA/1 0.01 — — 3.76 
NMW78 Chester Godwine B/l 0.01 — — 4.44 
NMW79 Chester Godwine C/l 0.01 0.01 — 3.61 
NMW80 Chester Godwine C/l tr 0.02 0.02 4.43 
NMW81 Chester Godwine C/l — tr 0.08 3.91 
NMW82 Chester Godwine C/l — — — 3.99 
NMW83 Chester Godwine CC/1 0.01 tr — 4.71 
NMW84 Chester Godwine C/l 0.01 — — 3.13 
NMW85 Chester Godwine C/l tr 0.01 0.03 3.51 
NMW86 Chester Godwine C/l 0.01 — 0.01 3.40 
NMW87 Chester Godwine C/l 0.02 — — 3.62 
NMW88 Chester Godwine CC/1 0.03 0.01 — 4.02 
NMW89 Chester Godwine C/l — — 0.01 3.62 
NMW90 Chester Godwine C/l 0.01 0.04 — 3.81 
NMW91 Chester Godwine C/l 0.01 — 0.05* 4.69 
NMW92 Chester Gunnleifr A/1 0.01 — — 3.47 
NMW149 Chester Sveinn A/1 0.05 tr 0.02 4.50 
NMW150 Chester Sveinn A/11 — 0.01 — 3.89 
NMW151 Chester Sveinn A/1 - 0.01 — 4.11 
NMW152 Chester Sveinn A/1 0.05 0.01 0.04 3.85 
NMW153 Chester Sveinn A/1 — 0.03 — 2.84 
NMW154 Chester Sveinn A/1 0.02 0.04 — 3.62 
NMW155 Chester Sveinn A/1 — 0.01 0.04 5.63 
NMW156 Chester Sveinn AA/11 — 0.02 — 4.06 
NMW157 Chester Sveinn A/1 — tr 0.02 4.17 
NMW158 Chester Sveinn A/11 0.01 0.01 0.01 4.25 
NMW159 Chester Sveinn AA/11 0.02 — 0.02 4.70 
NMW160 Chester Sveinn AA/11 0.02 — 0.01 4.96 
NMW161 Chester Sveinn A/1 — 0.04 — 4.56 
NMW162 Chester Sveinn A/1 0.01 — — 5.15 
NMW163 Chester Sveinn A/1 0.02 tr 0.01 4.43 
Ex 604 Exeter God — 0.01 0.01 0.01 14.63 
NMW180 Lincoln Matathan 0.01 0.01 0.03 9.37 
NMW181 Lincoln Ulfbjorn tr — tr 5.66 
NMW191 Stamford Cawelin tr tr 0.02 4.26 
NMW194 Winchester /Elfstan tr — — 3.31 
NMW195 Winchester Beorhtnoth tr 0.01 tr 3.65 
NMW196 Winchester Brunstan 0.04 0.02 — 4.44 
NMW197 Winchester Leofweald tr tr 0.02 5.09 
NMW198 Winchester Sigeboda 0.02 0.02 0.03 3.30 

BMC  type xiv (Pointed  Helmet) 
NMW201 Chester Leofing 0.01 — 0.03 4.18 
Ex 625 Exeter Wulfstan tr 0.01 0.01 7.84 
NMW202 Shrewsbury Eadsige 0.01 0.01 tr 4.30 

BMC  type xvi (Short  Cross) 
Ex 634 Exeter Eadwine 0.03 0.01 tr 5.28 

Harold  / BMC  type v and  varieties (Fleur  de  Lis) 
Ex 658 Exeter Eadmaer 0.01 tr — 1.67 

Edward  the Confessor BMC  type i (Radiate!Small  Cross) 
Ex 670 Exeter /Elfwine 0.02 0.01 tr 3.78 



THE ALLOY OF THE LATER 

Zn Bi Sb Sn Ag 

0.42 0.01 94.35 
0.40 0.23* 0.03 — 94.35 
0.51 0.36* — — 93.70 
0.31 1.30 0.01 — 93.50 
0.66 — — — 93.80 
0.28 0.52 — — 94.36 
0.50 0.46 0.02 — 92.92 
0.41 — 0.03 — 94.77 
0.55 0.37 — — 94.21 
0.49 0.88 — — 92.80 
0.23 — 0.02 — 95.21 
0.19 1.19 0.06 — 93.92 
0.30 1.42 — — 94.01 
0.28 0.35* — — 94.13 
0.33 — — — 94.25 
0.12 0.40* 0.02 — 94.69 
0.20 — 0.03 — 94.70 
0.34 1.08 — — 92.55 
0.36 — — — 94.07 
0.45 0.70* 0.03 — 93.45 
0.28 0.68 — — 93.90 
0.26 — — — 94.04 
0.60 0.32* — — 93.46 
— 1.17 — — 94.91 
0.29 — 0.01 — 94.30 
1.19 0.55 0.03 — 91.60 
0.28 0.31 — — 93.84 
0.24 0.31 0.01 — 93.62 
0.26 0.29 — — 93.80 
0.28 — — - 93.28 
0.69 0.66* 0.01 - 92.22 

0.43* 0.02 — 94.24 
0.23 — — — 92.89 
0.25 0.73* 0.01 — 93.66 
2.75 — — — 80.89 
1.72 — 0.04 — 87.11 
0.20 1.64 0.02 — 91.58 
0.33 0.85 — — 93.06 
0.18 — — — 95.00 
0.33 — 0.02 — 94.81 
0.37 — — . - — 94.07 
0.39 0.30* — — 92.17 
0.26 0.65 0.02 — 94.08 

0.36 0.02 93.98 
1.68 — — — 88.77 
0.26 0.60* 0.04 — 93.78 

0.50 — — — 92.62 

— — — — 97.61 

0.11 nm 95.31 

ANGLO-SAXON COINAGE 

Pb Au Zn 'silver' No. 
Cu + Zn 

0.61 0.35 9.2 95.31 NMW74 
0.71 0.51 10.4 95.57 NMW75 
0.71 0.54 11.5 94.95 NMW76 
0.51 0.31 7.6 94.32 NMW77 
0.69 0.40 12.9 94.89 NMW78 
0.68 0.51 7.2 95.55 NMW79 
0.60 0.58 10.1 94.10 NMW80 
0.54 0.42 9.5 95.73 NMW81 
0.65 0.49 12.1 95.35 NMW82 
0.62 0.32 9.4 93.74 NMW83 
0.54 0.45 6.8 96.20 NMW84 
0.80 0.74 5.1 95.46 NMW85 
0.74 0.36 8.1 95.11 NMW86 
0.68 0.42 7.2 95.23 NMW87 
0.73 0.33 7.6 95.31 NMW88 
0.65 0.46 3.2 95.80 NMW89 
0.72 0.47 5.0 95.89 NMW90 
0.79 0.43 6.8 93.77 NMW91 
0.82 0.34 9.4 95.23 NMW92 
0.65 0.45 9.1 94.55 NMW149 
0.45 0.49 6.7 94.84 NMW150 
0.55 0.33 5.9 94.92 NMW151 
0.75 0.41 13.5 94.62 NMW152 
0.53 0.41 — 95.85 NMW153 
0.66 0.53 7.4 95.49 NMW154 
0.62 0.34 17.4 92.56 NMW155 
0.57 0.38 6.5 94.79 NMW156 
0.75 0.43 5.4. 94.80 NMW157 
0.52 0.49 5.8 94.81 NMW158 
0.69 0.34 5.6 94.31 NMW159 
0.79 0.36 12.2 93.37 NMW160 
0.58 0.09 — 94.91 NMW161 
0.68 0.46 4.3 94.03 NMW162 
0.33 0.36 5.3 94.35 NMW 163 
1.38 0.31 15.8 82.58 Ex 604 
0.71 0.37 15.5 88.19 NMW180 
0.72 0.26 3.4 92.56 NMW181 
0.81 0.17 7.2 94.04 NMW191 
0.42 0.47 5.2 95.89 NMW194 
0.47 0.52 8.3 95.80 NMW195 
0.56 0.54 7.7 95.17 NMW196 
0.91 0.69 7.1 93.77 NMW197 
0.56 0.47 7.3 95.11 NMW198 

0.59 0.18 7.9 95.05 NMW201 
1.37 0.29 17.6 90.43 Ex 625 
0.95 0.37 5.7 95.10 NMW202 

1.23 0.33 8.7 94.18 Ex 634 

0.38 0.32 — 98.31 Ex 658 

0.49 0.28 2.8 96.08 Ex 670 



60 

No. 

Ex 

825 
826 
Ex ( 
828 
842 
856 
858 
861 

832 
833 
834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
845 
846 
848 
850 
852 
853 
859 
860 

868 
869 
870 
871 
878 
879 
880 
881 
882 
883 
891 
892 
893 
894 
900 
901 
902 
903 
904 
905 
906 

Ex 

T H E A L L O Y O F T H E L A T E R A N G L O - S A X O N C O I N A G E 

Mint Moneyer  /Dies/ Fe Co 

BMC  type Hi  (Trefoil!Quadrilateral) 
Exeter /Elfwine — 0.01 

BMC  type v (Expanding  Cross).  Light 
Canterbury Gyldwine — tr 
Canterbury Leofwine 0.02 — 

Exeter Eadsige tr — 

Hereford Eadwig 0.01 0.02 
Oxford /Ethelwig 0.01 — 

Warwick Leofing 0.01* — 

York Skuli tr tr 
York Vetrfugl — tr 

BMC  type v (Expanding  Cross).  Heavy 
Lincoln Beorhtric 0.02 — 

Lincoln Godric tr tr 
London Ealdroed 0.03 0.01 
London /Elfwine 0.01 0.01 
London /Elfwine 0.01 tr 
London Eadraed — 0.01 
London Godwine — 0.01 
London Leofwine tr — 

Oxford /Elfwi — 0.01 
Oxford /Ethelwig — tr 
Oxford /Ethelwig 0.09* — 

Oxford Beorhtwold — — 

Oxford Swetman 0.01 — 

Oxford Swetman — 0.02 
York Styrkollr tr tr 
York Styrkollr 0.01 0.02' 

BMC  type vii (Pointed  Helmet) 
Lincoln Auti tr tr 
Lincoln Godric — — 

Lincoln Manna tr — 

Lincoln Authgrimr tr tr 
Oxford /Ethelwig tr tr 
Oxford /Ethelwig 0.01 — 

Oxford /Ethelwig tr 0.01 
Oxford /Ethelwine 0.02 0.01 
Oxford Eadwine tr — 

Oxford Svetman 0.02 0.01 
Wallingford Brand 0.01 — 

Wallingford Beorhtric 0.01 0.03 
Wallingford Beorhtwine tr tr 
Wallingford Brunwine — 0.01 
York Arrgrimr tr — 

York Iol 0.02 tr 
York Leofnoth 0.03 tr 
York Styrkollr 0.02 0.02 
York Ulfketillr tr — 

York Ulfketillr tr — 

York Ulfketillr tr 0.01 

BMC  type ix (Sovereign) 
Exeter Leofing 0.03 0.03 



THE ALLOY OF THE LATER ANGLO-SAXON COINAGE 

Zn Bi Sb 

0.26 nm tr 

3.41 nm 
0.95 nm tr 
0.09 nm 
0.31 nm 
0.22 nm — 
0.11 nm — 
0.12 nm tr 
1.39 nm 0.01 

0.03 nm 0.03 
— nm — 
1.99 nm 0.01* 
0.34 nm — 
0.40 nm — 
0.44 nm tr 
0.26 nm 
0.24 nm — 
0.25 nm 0.01* 
0.55 nm tr 
0.36 nm tr 
0.33 nm 
0.28 nm — 
0.29 nm 
0.49 nm tr 
0.33 nm 

0.31 nm — 
1.17 nm tr 
0.44 nm — 
0.74 nm — 
0.81 nm — 
0.14 nm 
0.63 nm tr 
0.71 nm — 
0.65 nm tr 
0.25 nm tr 
0.20 nm tr 
0.14 nm 
0.25 nm 
0.20 nm 0.01 
0.30 nm tr 
0.39 nm — 
1.34 nm 
0.68 nm — 
1.44 nm 0.02* 
0.53 nm 0.02* 
1.14 nm 0.06* 

0.46 nm — 

Sn Ag Pb An 

— 96.02 0.45 0.27 

80.01 1.76 0.31 
— 92.95 1.83 0.30 
— 96.36 0.64 0.30 
— 95.03 0.79 0.37 
— 94.54 1.34 0.31 
— 93.81 1.27 0.32 
— 92.96 1.84 0.33 
— 86.47 1.89 0.46 

96.33+ 0.98 0.35 
— 90.39 3.19 0.27 
— 91.05 1.64 0.41 
— 93.72 1.66 0.29 
— 94.52 1.27 0.33 
— 94.57 1.15 0.32 
— 93.83 1.18 0.29 
— 94.61 1.23 0.32 
— 94.86 0.99 0.36 
— 93.61 1.64 0.34 
— 94.11 1.24 0.31 
— 93.60 1.45 0.34 
— 94.40 1.01 0.31 
— 94.45 0.96 0.37 
— 91.02 1.76 0.30 
— 92.89 1.64 0.25 

92.53 2.03 0.37 
— 90.37 1.86 0.25 
— 91.00 2.55 0.32 
— 90.23 1.47 0.33 
— 91.95 1.38 0.42 
— 93.39 0.31 0.35 
— 92.72 1.07 0.36 
— 91.94 1.26 0.36 
— 93.76 0.91 0.40 
— 96.12t 0.62 0.42 

95.25 1.20 0.28 
— 95.75 0.95 0.33 

0.15 95.31 1.23 0.35 
— 95.75 1.10 0.38 
— 91.59 1.66 0.23 
— 90.13 2.33 0.38 
— 88.89 1.66 0.35 
— 87.98 2.27 0.22 
— 87.17 1.54 0.35 
— 90.65 1.52 0.31 
— 88.99 1.63 0.22 

93.82 0.93 0.33 

Zn 'silver'  No. 
Cu + Zn 

8.4 96.74 Ex 672 

19.2 82.08 825 
19.4 95.08 82(i 
3.4 97.30 Ex 684 
8.2 96.19 828 
6.0 96.19 842 
2.4 95.40 856 
2.5 95.13 858 

12.5 88.82 861 

1.3 97.66 832 
— 93.85 833 

29.2 93.10 834 
7.9 95.67 835 

11.5 96.12 836 
11.3 96.04 837 
5.5 95.30 838 
6.3 96.16 839 
6.6 96.21 845 

12.1 95.59 846 
8.6 95.66 848 
7.2 95.39 850 
0.7 95.72 852 
7.0 ' 95.78 853 
7.1 93.08 859 
6.3 94.78 860 

6.2 94.93 868 
15.6 92.48 869 
8.8 93.87 870 
9.3 92.03 871 

12.6 93.75 878 
2.4 94.05 879 

10.9 94.15 880 
11.3 93.56 881 
13.2 95.07 882 
9.1 97.16 883 
6.2 96.73 891 
4.8 97.03 892 
8.3 96.89 893 
7.3 97.23 894 
4.6 93.48 900 
5.5 92.84 901 

14.8 90.90 902 
7.4 90.47 903 

13.2 89.06 904 
7.1 92.48 905 

12.6 90.74 906 

9.5 95.08 Ex 701 



62 THE ALLOY OF THE LATER ANGLO-SAXON COINAGE 

No.  Mint  Moneyer  /Dies/  Fe  Co Ni  Cu 

BMC  type xi (Hammer  Cross) 
Ex 712 Exeter /Elfwi  — — — 2.40 

Harold  II 
Ex 742 Exeter 

BMC  type i (Pax) 
Beorhtric 0.01 4.71 
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Zn Bi Sb Sn Ag Pb An Zn  'silver'  No. 
Cu + Zn 

0.35 nm 0.02 — 96.05 0.83 0.37 12.7 97.25 Ex 712 

0.48 nm — — 92.91 1.51 0.34 9.2 94.76 Ex 742 
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M. A. S. BLACKBURN AND M. J. BONSER 

THIS third article in the series is divided into two parts. The first  discusses the finds  from  an 
exceptionally prolific  site near Royston, while the second reports finds  from  a variety of 
British sites that have been notified  to us during 1986. The autumn and winter of  1985 
proved to be particularly fruitful  seasons for  the users of  metal detectors. It is thought that 
the dry weather conditions resulted in the ploughs and cultivators lifting  soil from  a greater 
depth than usual, whole clods being pulled to the surface  rather than broken in the ground. 
The finds  this season, following  the 1986 harvest, have not been nearly as plentiful,  yet the 
number of  coins that we have been able to record has remained similar to last year due to 
our widening circle of  contacts. While this is gratifying,  it is also evident that a significant 
proportion of  single finds  is still going unrecorded. More needs to be done by way of 
co-ordinating coin finds  of  all periods reported to museums and county archaeological 
services, and in making contacts with local metal-detecting clubs. 

The finds  are numbered in sequence, and those in the second part of  this article are 
arranged by site alphabetically. The issues or issuers represented are as follows: 

Sceattas 3-47, 87, 93-100, Edmund 62 
103-4, 125-26, Eric Bloodaxe 138 
130, 134, 136 Edgar 63 

Eadbert of  Northumbria 67-68, 117 Edward the Martyr 80, 133 
Archbishop Egbert of /Ethelred II 64, 84, 86, 105, 
York 69-70 121 
Beonna of  East Anglia 48 Cnut 89, 112, 128 
Offa  of  Mercia 88 Harold I 90 
Archbishop ^Ethelheard 49 Edward the Confessor 79, 108, 114, 
Coenwulf  of  Mercia 50-52, 55-56, 85, 119, 129, 131 

110 William I 116, 132 
Cuthred of  Kent 53-54 William II 81 
/Ethelstan of  East Anglia 57 Henry I 83, 92, 109, 115, 
Archbishop Ceolnoth 58 120, 135 
Eanred of  Northumbria 71, 118 Stephen 65, 78, 91, 106-
/Ethelred 11 of  North-

Stephen 
7, 111, 123 

umbria 72-75 Henry II 66, 102, 139 
Irregular stycas 76-77? Merovingian 1-2 
St Edmund Memorial 59-60 Carolingian 122 
St Peter 113 German empire 82, 127 
Edward the Elder 61 Arabic gold dinar 124 
Athelstan 101 Arabic silver dirhem 137 
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The coins illustrated on the accompanying plates are indicated by an asterisk before  the 
number. These have been obtained from  a number of  sources, and unfortunately  the 
quality is not always as good as we would wish. A pellet beneath a letter in an inscription 
indicates that it is somewhat uncertain. Unless otherwise indicated, the coins remain with 
the finders  or have been disposed of  through the trade.1 

PART I 

FINDS FROM A MIDDLE ANGLIAN SITE NEAR ROYSTON, HERTS. 

The following  sixty-five  coins have been found  over a period of  some seven years, 
c. 1979-86, on a single field  in southern Cambridgeshire within a few  miles of  Royston. It is 
the third largest group of  single finds  of  Anglo-Saxon coins to have been discovered, after 
Hamwic and 'Sancton', and the site is the only one in the region of  Mercia known as 
Middle Anglia to have produced coins of  the eighth and early ninth centuries on a 
substantial scale. We understand that the field  is not a known archaeological site and that it 
is regularly ploughed. The finders  have permission to use metal detectors there, and the 
coins have been reported to the coroner. 

Progressively the finders  became aware that their site was an unusually rich one, and 
they were presented with a dilemma often  faced  by metal-detector users who have 
discovered a relatively prolific  site that they are investigating lawfully  with all the relevant 
permissions. While on the one hand they wished to share the knowledge of  their finds  and 
to see them recorded for  posterity, they did not want other detector users or archaeologists 
to deprive them of  their site and the chance of  making further  finds.  In 1985 they decided 
to offer  us their coins to study and record, providing us with as much information  as we 
wished, including a sketch plan showing where in the field  each coin had been found,  but 
without revealing the specific  location of  the site. To this we readily agreed, for  we took the 
view that although it was regrettable that an immediate archaeological investigation of  the 
site might not be possible (funds  might in any event not have been available), it was highly 
desirable that the finds  that had already been made should be fully  recorded. We were told 
that they had only been taken from  the plough soil, so any archaeological stratigraphy that 
might exist was not being further  disturbed except by deeper ploughing. Moreover the 
proposed arrangement would protect the site from  vandalism and provide an opportunity 
to record any further  finds  made by the same people. We hope that in the fullness  of  time 
the location will be made known to us. Needless to say, if  we had had reason to think that 
the site was a scheduled one or that the finds  derived from  a hoard that was subject to the 
law of  treasure trove our attitude would have been quite different. 

The field  has produced a range of  coinage spanning two thousand years from  the first 
century AD to modern times. All but a few  of  the Anglo-Saxon coins had been retained by 

1 The following  abbreviations have been used in this 
article: Belfort  = A. dc Belfort,  Description generate  ties 
monnaies merovingiennes, 5 vols. (Paris, 1892-95); 
BLS = C. E. Blunt. C. S. S. Lyon, and B. H. I. H. Stewart. 
'The coinage of  southern England. 796-840". BNJ  32(1963), 
1-74; Blunt = C. E. Blunt, 'The coinage of  Offa',  in Anglo-
Saxon Coins, edited by R. H. M. Dolley (London, 1961), 
pp. 39-62; Booth = J. Booth, 'Sceattas in Northumbria', in 
Sceattas  in England  and  on the Continent,  edited by D. Hill 
and D. M. Metcalf  (BAR British ser. 128, 1984), pp. 71-111: 
Dannenberg = H. Dannenberg. Die deutschen  Miinzen,  4 
vols. (Berlin, 1876-1905): Havernick = W. Havernick. Die 
Miinzen  von Koln  I (Cologne, 1935); Hild. = B. E. Hil-

debrand. Anglosachsiska  Mynt,  second edition (Stockholm. 
1881); Mack = R. P. Mack,''Stephen and the anarchy 1135-
1154'. BNJ  35 (1966), 38-112: Metcalf  (in classification  of 
'porcupine" sceattas) = D. M. Metcalf,  'A stylistic analysis 
of  the "porcupine" sceattas'. NC  1966, 179-205; 
Mossop - H. R. Mossop, The  Lincoln Mint  c. 896-1279 
(Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1970); North = J. J. North, English 
Hammered  Coinage,  second edition, 2 vols. (London. 1980 
and 1975); Prou = M. Prou, Les monnaies merovingiennes 
(Paris. 1892); Rigold = S. E. Rigold, 'The two primary 
series of  sceattas". BNJ  30 (1960). 6-53. The two previous 
articles in this series arc citcd as 'Single finds  -1 ' (BNJ  54 
(1984), 63-73) and 'Single finds  - 2' (BNJ  55 (1985), 55-78). 
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the finders,  but most of  the Roman, later medieval and post medieval coins had been 
disposed of.  Based on their meticulous notes and on the coins that we saw, we are able to 
give the following  summary of  the finds: 

Ancient British 4 
2 identified  (photos in Oxford Stephen 1 
Celtic find  Index): Short Cross 1 

Tasciovanus 1 AE (Mack 167) Long Cross 1 
Cunobeiine 1 AR (Mack 240) Alphonse X of  Castille 

(1252-84) 1 
Roman c.100 Edward I—II 5 
39 identified  (rest small AE) Herstal sterling, John of 

Nerva 1 AE (dupondius, very worn) Louvain (1285-1309) 1 (Mayhew 82) 
Commodus 1 AR Edward III 3 
Septemius Severus 1 AR Richard II 1 
Geta 1 AR Edward IV 2 
Caracalla 1 AR Henry VI 3 
Victorinus 2 AE Henry VII 1 
Tetricus II 2 AE Henry VIII 2 
Claudius II Gothicus 1 AE Elizabeth 1 6 
Probus 1 AE Charles I (AR) 2 
Carausius 4 AE James I/Charles I 
Maximinanus 2 AE (AE 'Ad) 17 
Constantine I 12 AE Charles II 5 (inc. 4 AE) 
Crispus 3 AE William III 3 
Constantine II 1 AE William and Mary 2 
Constans 1 AE George I 2 
Constantius II 1 AE George II 10 
Magnentius 1 AE George III 26 (inc. 2 Irish AE) 
Julian II 1 AE Modern coins not recorded 
Valens 1 AE 
Gratian 1 AE Tokens  and  jettons 43 
Arcadius 1 AR (siliqua) Medieval jettons 3 

Nuremburg jettons 27 
Anglo-Saxon 64 17th-century tokens 10 

8th century 49 18th-century tokens 3 
9th century 9 

10th century 6 TOTAL c.300 
11th century 

In addition there were a number of  metal artifacts,  including Anglo-Saxon pins, strap-ends 
and other decorative pieces that we hope may be published elsewhere. 

The Anglo-Saxon coins were found  distributed over a wide area c.400 x 400 metres, 
equivalent to about twelve football  pitches. Two coins (nos 20 and 21) were found  actually 
adhering to one another, and significantly  they were both of  the same scarce type. 
Otherwise the finds  were distributed fairly  evenly over the entire area without any 
significant  groupings of  coins of  similar date. The Roman and later medieval coins were 
found  over broadly the same if  a slightly larger area, and some medieval pieces were 
discovered in an adjoining field.  It is clear that we are dealing with individual losses from  a 
settlement or market site, even in the case of  the forty-seven  sceattas, given their 
chronological spread, their varying condition, and the wide area over which they occurred. 
It is impossible, for  example, that the Intermediate sceattas of  fine  silver and good weight 
could have circulated alongside the light base Secondary sceattas that were also present. 
The general range of  coins is typical of  stray finds  from  a number of  sites, and the relatively 
high proportion of  sceattas compared with late eighth-/early ninth-century coins and the 
still smaller number of  later pennies have parallels in the finds  from  Richborough, 
Southampton, Barham, Burrow Hill, Caistor St Edmunds, and Alford.  The exceptional 
features  of  the Royston site are the scale of  the finds  and the remarkable continuity in 
earlier and later periods. 

Two Roman coins among those retained by the finders  had been pierced (p.97 below, 
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pi. 1, A and B), probably for  use as ornaments by the early Anglo-Saxon settlers. The large 
bronze of  the first  or second century was extremely worn and the smaller one probably of 
the fourth  century less so, but both have suffered  from  heavy corrosion. Roman coins that 
have been pierced or cut in some other way are often  found  in graves of  the later fifth  and 
sixth centuries, but they have also been found  on settlement sites, e.g. West Stow, Suffolk, 
and Middle Harling, Norfolk.2  It is possible that some of  the smaller Roman coins without 
piercings are eighth-century losses, as at Southampton,3 but in the absence of  a clear 
stratigraphy this cannot possibly be demonstrated for  the Royston site. 

There was virtually no coinage circulating as currency in Britain during the later fifth  and 
sixth centuries, and the absence from  the site of  seventh-century coins - gold tremisses and 
Primary sceattas - may be explained by the slow development of  the monetary economy in 
regions outside the south east and East Anglia. The earliest coins from  the site are two 
Merovingian deniers (nos 1-2) and eleven Intermediate sceattas (nos 3-13), eight of 
which are Continental. They belong to the first  decade of  the eighth century and reflect  an 
influx  of  coinage from  the Lower Rhineland entering Britain probably via the Thames 
Estuary and the east coast. These coins provided the impetus for  an expansion of  coin 
circulation and in due course an extension of  minting outside Kent and the Thames Valley. 
There are about seventeen sceattas of  early or mid Secondary date, c.710-20, (nos 14-21, 
33-35, 41-45, 47?), and the remaining seventeen belong to the latter part of  the Secondary 
phase, c.720-50. 

It is instructive to consider the varieties of  sceattas represented in the finds  (Table 1). 
Among the Intermediate coins the ratio of  1:1 for  series D:E is more representative of 
single finds  generally than the 3:1 ratio in the Aston Rowant hoard. The number of 
Secondary 'porcupines' (series E) is at first  sight surprising, but it is becoming increasingly 
apparent that these are not as scarce among English single finds  as was once thought, so 
that the importation of  coins from  Frisia and the Rhine mouths seems,to have continued on 
a substantial scale well into the Secondary phase, until at least c.720 and perhaps later. The 
number of  Merovingian deniers is broadly in line with those from  the major Kentish sites 
(three out of  an aggregate seventy-eight finds  from  Canterbury, Richborough, and 
Reculver) and somewhat higher than at Southampton (two out of  127 finds). 

TABLE 1 

Summary  of  the sceattas from  the Royston site 

Merovingian 2 Series N 3 
Series B (derivative) 1 Series S 5 
Series C 1 Series T 1 
Series D 4 Series X 2 
Series E: Intermediate 4 Series Z/K (derivative) 1 

Secondary 6 Series - 3 
Series F 1 — 

Series J 2 47 
Series K 5 — 

Series L 6 

In the Secondary phase, series with London or Kentish connections (series J, K, L, and 
N) predominate as one would expect. The large number of  coins of  series S happily 
supports Metcalf  s attribution of  them to Essex, while the coin of  series T is consistent with 

2 P. Curnow, 'The Roman coins', in S. West, West  Stow.  of  Bconna in the light of  the Middle Harling hoard". BNJ  55 
The  Anglo-Saxon  Village  1 (East Anglian Archaeology (1985), 10-54, at p. 17. 
Reports 24, 1985), pp. 76-81; M. M. Archibald, 'The coinage 3 See the forthcoming  report by D. M. Metcalf. 
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his suggestion of  an East Midlands origin. One can begin to recognize the locality of  find 
groups from  the types represented, thus series K, L, and S also dominated the group of 
sceattas from  neighbouring north Essex published by Metcalf  above. 

It can be equally instructive to consider which series are not represented among the 
finds.  The absence of  series H (Southampton) and Y (York) occasions no surprise, for 
their circulations were essentially local. More significant  is the lack of  series M, O, U, and 
V which are well represented among the finds  from  Kent; many of  their types are likely to 
be Kentish in origin, though they would have circulated fairly  widely and could well occur 
among future  finds  from  the site. There is doubt whether series Q comes from  East Anglia 
or the East Midlands, and its absence here perhaps favours  the former. 

The most notable type lacking from  the finds  is the East Anglian series R, which clearly 
brands the site as Mercian rather than East Anglian in character. There is a marked 
contrast with the finds  from  a major site near Cambridge (probably Wilbraham),4 where 
one third of  the identified  coins (three out of  nine) belong to series R, and the proportion 
may well be higher overall. The sites are only some fifteen  miles apart, but their 
topography is very different.  In the eighth century Cambridge lay in a geographical 
corridor bounded on the north by the Fens and on the south by dense forest  (fig.  1). It 

FIG. 1 Map of  southern Cambridgeshire showing earthworks protecting route into East Anglia. 

4 M. A. S. Blackburn and D. Sorenson, 'Sceattas from  an number of  sceattas varying from  50 to 200, although the 
unidentilied site near Cambridge', in Sceattas  in England,  latter figure  is probably an exaggeration. We have reason to 
pp. 223-27. We still lack direct information  about this site, believe that the site is in the neighbourhood of  Great and 
bul the tinder is known to have shown and discussed his finds  Little Wilbraham. some live miles cast of  Cambridge, 
with other metal-detector users. They give estimates of  the 
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provided the main routeway to East Anglia and also the location of  its most vulnerable 
boundary. A series of  earthworks and ditches defend  the corridor against attack from 
the west, and at least some of  these were built by the Anglo-Saxons to protect the 
kingdom of  East Anglia. Where exactly the border lay in the first  half  of  the eighth century 
is uncertain, but the coin finds  offer  some useful  pointers. The circulation of  East Anglian 
runic sceattas (series R) was very largely confined  to that kingdom,-"' and it may be no 
coincidence that their distribution is similar to that of  Ipswich ware pottery.6 The political 
boundary between East Anglia and Mercia was also a strong cultural and economic one. 
The contrast in the finds  from  the 'Cambridge' and 'Royston' sites suggests that it lay 
somewhere between them, though we really need to know their exact locations and should 
like to have details of  a larger proportion of  the 'Cambridge' finds  than we have at present. 
After  the Mercian conquest of  East Anglia in the third quarter of  the eighth century this 
boundary was progressively eroded, and so we find  East Anglian coins occurring at 
'Royston' of  Beonna of  c. 760 (no. 48) and of  Athelstan (c. 825-45) (no. 57), while by the 
tenth century they are the norm (nos 59, 60, 62, and 63). 

Metcalf  has spoken of  a collapse of  the currency in the mid eighth century followed  by a 
slow restoration during the second half  of  the century.7 Conditions must have varied from 
place to place, but at this site the decline was particularly dramatic, with only one coin (no. 
48) from  the period c. 750-90 to compare with forty-seven  from  c. 700-50. The paucity of 
coins of  Offa  (757-96) is surprising - only one from  the end of  his reign is recorded (no. 
49), for  although another is rumoured to have been found  there we have no details of  it. By 
the start of  the ninth century the currency had expanded considerably, and this is reflected  by 
seven finds  of  the period c. 796-810 (nos 50-56). Despite their close dating, the condition 
of  these coins and their wide'distribution over the field  (up to 300 metres apart) show that 
like the sceattas they were isolated losses and not part of  a scattered hoard. Thereafter  the 
site seems to have gone into a gradual decline with two coins from  th,e 820s and 830s, then 
none until the end of  the century. Two St Edmund Memorial pieces mark the period that it 
belonged to the Danelaw, and there are four  finds  from  the remainder of  the century. The 
use of  the site may have changed or even ceased during the eleventh and twelfth  centuries, 
picking up again towards the end of  the thirteenth. However, commercial activity there 
was probably never so great as it has been during the Middle Saxon period. 

There follows  a list of  the finds  made down to 7 January 1987: 

Roman coins pierced  probably for  use in the early Anglo-Saxon  period 
*A /£  as or dupondius  of  the first  or second century AD? 

Weight: 5.33g, pierced. Diameter: 27mm. The designs have been completely obliterated though wear and 
corrosion, which has been cleaned back to the metal. 

*B /E  of  the fourth  century AD? 
Weight: 1.19g, pierced. Diameter: 15mm. Also worn, corroded and cleaned, but a right facing  diademed 
or laureate bust is visible on the obverse. 

There may have been other coins of  this nature from  the site that have not been retained by the finders. 

? 'Single finds  - 2'. pp. 61-62. 
" S. Dunmore and others. 'The origin and development of 

Ipswich: an interim report'. East Anglian Archaeology  I 
(1975), 57-67, at p. 60. The pottery spans a longer period 
(seventh - ninth century) and the distribution may include 
imitations of  Ipswich ware produced elsewhere (a comment 

that applies equally to the distribution of  sceattas). 
7 D. M. Metcalf,  'Monetary expansion and recession: 

interpreting the distribution patterns of  seventh- and eighth-
century coins', in Coins and  the Archaeologist  edited by J. 
Casey and R. Recce (BAR British series 4. 1974). pp. 
206-23. 
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Merovingian  deniers 
*1. Limoges region?, ecclesiastical coinage (Prou-; Belfort-).  Late seventh/early eighth century. 

Obv. ER. with a cross below and five  pellets visible in the field. 
Rev. Cross ancree, with two pellets in upper quarters and E | D in lower quarters; contained within an 
inner circle, and an inscription in the outer border, of  which only a retrograde N is visible on the right. 
Weight: 0.98g (15.12gr.). Die-axis: 270°. Wedge shaped nick in edge. 
This coin belongs to a group of  deniers with ER (for  Ecclesiae racio) which are generally attributed to the 
church of  Limoges struck at mints in the city or the neighbouring region.8 Several deniers of  this type have 
on the reverse a cross ancree with pellets in the lower quarters (Saint-Pierre-les-Etieux hoard9 54; Bais 
hoard10 139; Cimiez hoard11 97; Prou 822-3; Belfort  3563-4), and there is a gold tremissis with EC in the 
lower quarters (Belfort  1314). This coin, however, seems to be the first  denier recorded with letters in the 
lower quarters, although their meaning is obscure. One might guess that they were the initials of  a bishop, 
but we have found  none with a suitable name at Limoges or elsewhere. While the ED is fairly  clear, it 
could be an error for  Episcopus, although this is usually abbreviated as EPS in coin designs. Nothing useful 
can be made of  the reverse legend, which may be the name of  a moneyer or mint. 

The small cut in the edge of  the coin is also found  on several from  the Plassac hoard and on more than 
eighty per cent of  the coins in the Bais hoard, but it has only been noted  on one other English  find,  a 
'porcupine' sceat from  near Telscombe, Sussex.12 This was presumably  a Fnwkish  practice for  testing 
against plated forgeries.  The hoard provenances cited  above suggest  that this design  was used  over a fairly 
long period during the late seventh and early eighth centuries and  possibly later. 

*2. Uncertain mint (?Sens) (cf.  Prou - ; Belfort  5714). Late seventh/ear/y eighth  century. 
Obv. jA/LTVS (last letter s retrograde or an o?), horse left,  with two lines springing from  its back, the upper 
one terminating in a branch?, and three pellets under the horse by its genitals. 
Rev. ] x T o [ ]A[ . stylized device derived from  a chalice below a large cover with curled up ends and 
surmounted by a cross; in an inner circle of  pellets. 
Weight: 1.03g (15.9gr.). Die-axis: 320°. 
The obverse inscription is clearer on the coin than in the photograph, but the reverse inscription is 
uncertain on both. Coins of  similar type occurred in the Saint-Pierre-les-Etieux hoard13 and the Bais 
hoard.14 Prou tentatively attributed the Bais coins to Sens (dep. Yonne) based on the similarity of  the 
reverse design to that of  a chalice and cover depicted on a denier inscribed with the name of  the church of 
Sens (Prou 557; Belfort  4059). Although the attribution is followed  by Lafaurie  in his introduction to the 
reprint of  the Bais report, it must be regarded as somewhat uncertain as this element of  the design may 
have been copied by other mints, not necessarily in the Sens region. 

The Royston specimen seems to stand stylistically between Bais 64 and Saint-Pierre-les-Etieux 89 (Bais 
65 is not illustrated). On Bais 64 the horse is facing  left  and the reverse is nearer to the chalice and cover 
design, but the workmanship is similar to the Royston coin and elements of  the obverse legend appear to 
be related although they defy  interpretation. The Saint-Pierre-les-Etieux coin is in a freer  style and the 
reverse device has developed into something nearer to a monogram. A date of  c. 700 or a little earlier is 
suggested by the hoard provenances. 

Intermediate  sceattas (c.  700-10) 
*3. Series B ('bird on cross' type), imitation (derivative of  Rigold bii). Origin uncertain, c. 700-20? 

Obv. uncertain design, a twisted bar surrounded by dots (body of  an animal?); in a pelleted circle with 
traces of  an inscription in outer border. 
Rev.  bird left  on a cross, with two annulets and a small cross in field;  in a pelleted circle with traces of  an 
inscription in outer border. 
Weight: 0.85g (13.1 gr.). Struck off-centre. 
This is a crude light-weight imitation for  which we have found  no close parallels. The reverse is a copy of 
Rigold's variety BII laterally reversed (cf.  BNJ  30 (1960-61), pi. Ill, BII. 4-11). The large design and inner 

8 M. Prou and S. Bougenot, 'Catalogue des deniers 
merovingiens de la trouvaille de Bais', RN  4th ser. 11 (1907), 
184-228, 362-96, 481-514, at nos 133-39 (the attributoin is 
endorsed by J. Lafaurie  in his introduction to the 1981 
reprint); J. Lafaurie,  'Monnaies d'argent merovingiennes 
des Vile et VHIe siecles: les tresors de Saint-Picrre-les-
Etieux (Cher), Plassac (Gironde) et Nohanent (Puy-dc-
Dorae)', RN  6th ser. 11 (1969), 98-219, at pp. 196-7; MEC 
1, pp. 145 and 500. 

9 Lafaurie,  p. 170. 
111 Prou and Bougenot, no. 139. 
" A. Chabouillet, Catalogue  raisonne de  la collection  des 

deniers  merovingiens des  Vile  et VHIe  siecles de  la trouvaille 
de  Cimiez  (Paris, 1890), no. 97, pi. 11, no. 228. 

1 2 Published by D. M. Metcalf,  p. 9 above. 
1 3 Lafaurie,  p. 178, no. 89 (as uncertain mint). 
1 4 Prou and Bougenot, nos 64-65. 
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circle almost filling  the flan  is typical of  certain BII coins. The obverse is puzzling: one cannot discern the 
diademed head that should accompany this reverse, BII. a late phase of  series B, was represented in the 
Aston Rowant hoard (dep. c. 710) and an imitation such as this is unlikely to be much later. 

4. Series C, type 2 'runic' (Rigold Rly). Kent?, moneyer /Epa,  c. 700-10. 
Obv.[  ]pa (in runes), radiate bust right, prominent diadem ties, ornamental annulet and A behind head, 
annulet and three pellets below bust. 
Rev. 'standard' with TT/o/H, border of  +T+T+ etc. 
Weight: 1.03g (15.9gr.). Die-axis: 270°. 
This is a die-duplicate of  the find  from  Sudbury published below (no. 130). They are very similar to a coin 
in the Dutch national collection illustrated by Rigold (BNJ  30 (1960), pi. 4). Rigold ascribed variety Rly 
to Series C which we now regard as Kentish, but the dividing line between series C and R is uncertain and 
it is just possible that this is an early East Anglian issue. 

5. Series D ('Continental runic' type), type 2c. On or south of  the Lower Rhine, c. 700-10. 
Obv. degraded bust right with radiate crown, pseudo-runic inscription off  flan  in front  and OA behind. 
Rev. cross and four  pellets, with cross above, O below and VAV design to right and left. 
Weight: 1.12g (17.3gr.). 

6. As last. 
Weight: 0.88g (13.6gr.). Die-axis: 0°. 
The degraded bust and light weight suggests that this coin belongs towards the end of  the series, c. 710. 

7. As last,  but with bust left  and retrograde runic inscription 'pp'. 
Weight: 0.98g (15.1gr.). Die-axis: 270°. 

8. Series D, type 8. On or south of  Lower Rhine, c. 700-10. 
Obv. 'standard' decorated with To[T]/--, in border ] • +• o V [ . 
Rev. cross and two (?) pellets, VAV pattern in border. 
Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr.). Chipped. 

9. Series E ('porcupine' type), VICO variety. Lower Rhineland, c. 700-10. 
Obv. 'porcupine' design, with four  bars below curve, two of  them joined by thin line, and triangle (partly 
off  flan). 
Rev. 'standard' decorated with vico and three pellets. 
Weight: 1.24g (19.1gr.). 

10 As last. 
Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr.). 
The reverse design is a lateral reversal of  that of  the last. 

11. Series E, Metcalf  class D. Lower Rhineland, c. 700-10. 
Obv. cross and three pellets below curve, two pellets in field  right. 
Rev. annulet and four  pellets in 'standard', - v v v in border. 
Weight: 0.96g (14.8gr.). 

12. Series E, 'plumed bird' variety, Metcalf  class J. Lower Rhineland, c. 700-10. 
Obv. three groups of  three pellets below bird. 
Rev. two groups of  three pellets, four  bars, and annulet in 'standard'; square outer border? 
Weight: 1.24g. (19.1gr.). 

13. Series F, type 24b. English, region uncertain, c. 700-10? 
Obv. ]VION/N| (the o lozenge shaped and NS retrograde), helmeted bust right (partly off  flan). 
Rev. +NHO (square)/(triangle) EOTR, cross on two steps, TT/OO/OO in field. 
Weight: 1.10g (17.0gr.). Die-axis: 45°. 
Same reverse die as SCBI  Glasgow 60. Although the obverse appears to be of  anomalous style, this is 
probably due to damage on the coin and its being struck off  centre. An English attribution for  this type, 
suggested by Metcalf  in 1978,15 has been strengthened by recent finds,  but the locality remains uncertain 

1 5 D. M. Metcalf,  'Chemical analyses of  English sceattas', BNJ  48 (1978), 12-19, at p. 17. 
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given the present distribution: Aston Rowant hoard and single finds  from  Wareham (Dorset), London, 
Thwing (N. Humberside), and near Royston. 

Secondary  sceattas  (c.  710-50) 
*14. Series E ('porcupine' type), 'plumed bird' variety, Metcalf  class L. Lower Rhineland/Frisia, c.  710-20. 

Obv.  annulet below beak and two pellets in field. 
Rev.  five  pelleted annulets and four  groups of  three pellets in 'standard'; cross on each side in outer 
border. 
Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr.). 
This is a slightly later variety of  'plumed bird' than no. 12. It was represented in the Hallum and Cimiez ' 
hoards (dep. c.  720), but not in earlier ones. 

*15, Series E. 'plumed bird" variety, Metcalf  class L var. Lower Rhineland/Frisia, c.  710-20. 
Obv.  annulet below beak and two groups of  three pellets in field. 
Rev.  five  pelleted annulets, groups of  three pellets above and below, and single pellets to left  and right in 
'standard'; border of  inclined lines. 
Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr.). 

*16. Series E, derivative of  Metcalf  classes E and A. Frisia, c.  710-30? 
Obv.  five  pellets below curve; a pelleted line and a zig-zag to the right. 
Rev.  TT/o/— in 'standard'; cross in outer border at centre of  upper side. 
Weight: 0.80g (12.3gr.). Die-axis: 290°. 

*17. Series E. derivative of  Metcalf  classes F and A. Frisia, c.  710-30? 
Obv.  curve surrounded by fine  pelleted line, with XI1 below it. 
Rev.  ToT/11 (the Is inclined) in "standard". 
Weight: 0.98g (15.1gr.). Die-axis: 300°. 
Cf.  a coin in the Hallum hoard (Dirks, RBN  5th ser. 2 (1870), pi. C, no. 2). 

*18. Series E, derivative of  Metcalf  classes F and C. Frisia, c.  710-30? 
Obv.  curve surrounded by fine  pelleted line, with nx below it. 
Rev.  TV x v in corners of  'standard'; H- symbol in outer border at one side. 
Weight: 0.87g (13.4gr.). 
Cf.  a coin in the Hallum hoard (Dirks. RBN  5th ser. 2 (1870), pi. C, no. 4), and a Thanet find  (Metcalf, 
NC  (1966), 194, fig.  3c). 

*19. Contemporary plated forgery,  series E. Origin uncertain, c.  710-30? 
Obv.  in within curve. 
Rev.  'standard' composed of  a double square with an annulet at the centre; in outer border, crosses at 
sides and rays at corners. 
Plated silver on base core. Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr.). 
This appears to copy a group of  coins with a double border to the 'standard' and usually a pellet in each 
corner (cf.  Metcalf,  NC  (1966), pi. 16, nos. 34-36 and 38). The variety was present in the Cimiez hoard 
(Le Gentillehomme. RN  5th ser. 2 (1938), pi. 4, no. 51). 

*20. Series J. type 27a; Rigold Bill A. Origin uncertain, c. 705-20. 
Obv.  diademed head right, with seriffed  cross before  face. 
Rev.  stvlized bird right on cross, with two annulets and three pellets in field. 
Weight' 1.09g (16.8gr.). Die-axis: 230°. 

*21. Series J, type 27a var.; Rigold BII IA. Origin uncertain, c.  705-20. 
Obv.  diademed head left  with plain cross and a pellet before  face. 
Rev.  stylized bird left  on cross, with two annulets and four  pellets in field. 
Weight': 1.04g (16.0gr.). Die-axis: 220°. 
When found  nos 20 and 21 were attached to each other. Both coins are of  similar style, although one is a 
lateral reversal of  the other and there are differences  in the obverse cross and the numbers of  pellets in 
the field.  They are close to BMC  125 and its die-duplicate SCBI  Cambridge 253 (  =  MEC  1:694), which 
have the head left  and bird right. Variety BII IA shows considerable variation in style, and some 
specimens were apparently present in the Aston Rowant hoard. 
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*22. Series K, type 20. 'Hwiccian' style? Kent or Thames Valley?, c. 720-30. 
Obv.  knot-bust right, with highly modelled neck and face,  the drapery in loops formed  of  alternating 
plain and pearled lines, and holding a cup with a cross above it. 
Rev.  figure  standing with head turned right, on a curved surface  (boat?), holding a cross and a falcon. 
Weight: 0.88g (13.6gr.). Die-axis: 0°. 
The treatment of  the bust and of  the figure  on the reverse, without feet  and its legs ending at the 'boat', is 
similar to that of  the type 18 coin from  Chedworth. Glos. (BMC  103; illus. NC  (1976), pi. 12. no. 8). 
which Metcalf  has tentatively associated with his so-called 'Hwiccian' group.Both have affinities  with a 
coin of  type 33 (a wolf  type) from  the Thames hoard (BMC  160; illus. BNJ  36 (1967), pi. 7. no. 30). 
demonstrating the close connections that exist between series K and L. 

*23. Series K, type 20. Kent or Thames Valley, c. 720-30. 
Obv.  similar to last, but no cross above cup, neck and face  less modelled, and drapery hanging lower 
over chest. 
Rev.  as last, but double line to bottom of  'boat'. 
Weight: 0.95g (14.7gr.). Die-axis: 310°. 
The style of  the bust and the reverse design relates this coin to SCBI  Glasgow 89-90 and to BMC  106, 
with its probable die-duplicate from  north Essex published by Metcalf  above. 

24. Series K, type 20. Kent or Thames Valley, c.  720-30. 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 
Further details unknown. The coin had been disposed of  before  1985. 

*25. Series K, type 32a. Kent or Thames Valley?, c. 720-30. 
Obv.  knot-bust right holding cross. 
Rev.  wolf  headed serpent with thin beaded body. 
Weight: l.Olg (15.6gr.). Die-axis: 110°. 
This coin is of  Metcalf  and Walker's style CD,1' which has been tentatively attributed to southern Mercia 
(Abingdon?).18 

*26. Series K, type 42 var. Kent or Thames Valley, c.  720-30. 
Obv.  knot-bust right holding lily. 
Rev.  canine looking backwards, standing in front  of  a tree. 
Weight: 0.79g (12.2gr.). Die-axis: 270°. 
This is similar to SCBI  Copenhagen i 44 and one, a Southampton find,  in the BM (ex Barnett; NC  (1953), 
101, no. b). These belong to Metcalf  and Walker's other main style, AB. which has tentatively been 
attributed to Canterbury. 

*27. Series L. type 12. Kent or Thames Valley?, c.  730-50. 
Obv.  T11 h , diademed bust right. 
Rev.  figure  holding two long crosses and standing on a straight line (no feet). 
Weight: 0.89g (13.8gr.). Die-axis: 0°. 
The style is unusual and the inscription appears to be meaningless. We have been unable to find  any 
parallels. 

*28. Series L. type 12, 'Hwiccian' style. Thames Valley?, c. 730-50. 
Obv.  bust right, with small head and wide shoulders, surrounded by a blundered inscription. 
Rev.  figure  looking right holding two long crosses, with a straight line joining the bases of  the crosses and 
cutting his legs. 
Weight: 0.91g (14. lgr.), corroded. Die-axis: not recorded. 
This coin is struck from  the same reverse die as BMC  91 and the finds  from  Badsey'1' and near 
Cambridge' (= Wilbraham?),2" and it is probably from  the same obverse die as the 'near Cambridge" 
find.  These coins are central to the so-called 'Hwiccian' group. 

l h D. M. Mctcalf,  'Sceattas from  the territory of  the 
Hwicce' NC (1976). 64-74. 

1 7 D. M. Metcalf  and D. R. Walker. 'The "wolf"  sceattas". 
BNJ  36 (1967), 11-28. 

D. M. Metcalf,  'Monetary circulation in southern Eng-

land in the first  half  of  the eighth century", in Sceallas  in 
England,  pp. 27-69, at p. 38. 

Metcalf.  'Hwicce'. pi. 12. no. 10. 
Blackburn and Sorenson. pi. 13. no. 3. 
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*29. Series L, type 16, 'Hwiccian' style. Thames Valley?, c.  730-50. 
Obv.  diademed bust right, plant with berries before  face. 
Rev.  figure  facing,  with rounded shoulders, tunic divided at the front,  and holding two long crosses. 
Weight: 0.85g (13.1gr.). Die-axis: 180°. 
This has the second of  the two characteristic 'Hwiccian' forms  of  the figure  with two long crosses on the 
reverse. It is very similar to that of  SCBI  Glasgow 87, and it is clearly related to BMC  96 and 98, and to 
the Portishead find  (illus. NC  (1976), pi. 12, nos. 6, 2, 3 and 4). The treatment of  the obverse bust is also 
similar to the Portishead find,  but it introduces a third arrangement of  drapery into the 'Hwiccian' group. 
The die-cutter appears to have been experimenting with both the obverse and reverse designs. 

The 'Royston' site has yielded two and possibly three coins that are in the 'Hwiccian' style (nos 22, 28 
and 29). Coins in this style dominate the few  finds  from  the extreme south east of  Mercia, leading ten 
years ago to the very reasonable suggestion that they might have been manufactured  locally.21 Although 
there were a number of  unprovenanced specimens, only one was known to have been found  outside the 
region, in London. However, the distribution has since been widened by subsequent finds  at Alvechurch 
(Worcs.), near Cambridge and these from  near Royston, while the style has also been traced back into 
types of  series K extending the group considerably. The London (Thames) hoard of  c.  1860 is now 
thought to have contained six or eight coins of  'Hwiccian' style.22 Given the very restricted circulation of 
the locally minted coinages of  Wessex (series H), East Anglia (series R) and Northumbria (series Y), 
one might expect a similar pattern for  a coinage that was minted in south west Mercia. However, the 
distribution that is now developing seems more consistent with an origin in the south east or Thames 
Valley from  where coinage seems to have flowed  in quantity outwards to other parts of  the country. The 
coins of  series L in the 'Hwiccian' style are particularly base and are presumably among the latest 
sceattas produced south of  the Humber. Could their predominance among the west Mercian finds  be due 
to a relatively late extension of  coin circulation into that region? The only other finds  recorded from 
there are a fairly  early 'porcupine' and a type 23e which is probably mid or late Secondary in date. A 
thorough stylistic analysis of  all types comprised in series K and L is needed in order to establish their 
relative chronology and to divide them into groups of  geographical significance. 

*30. Series L, type 22. Kent or Thames Valley?, c. 720-35? 
Obv.  winged Victory right holding wreath, with pseudo runic inscription fP  M 
Rev.  standing figure  with head right, holding two long crosses; no boat-shaped curve and no feet. 
Weight: 0.95g (14.6gr.). Die-axis: 270°. Struck off-centre  on irregular shaped flan. 
Two other specimens of  this type are known, BMC  no. 110 and one from  the Southampton excavations 
to be published by Metcalf.  Another coin with this winged Victory type, but a reverse showing a figure 
within three curv js which extend round to the shoulders giving the perhaps unintended impression of 
outstretched wings, has recently passed through the sale room (Sotheby, 19 July, 1984, lot 113; from  a 
west Norfolk  site, details to be published; pi. 1, no. 30A). This reverse seems to be quite new and 
unrelated to the Facing Victory/Celtic Cross type in Leeds City Museum23 and SCBI  Mack 344. 

The type was originally assigned to series U, but Metcalf  in his Southampton report suggests that series 
L is more appropriate in view of  its style and 'silver' content (c. 50 per cent). All the recorded specimens 
are from  different  dies. 

*31. Series L?, type? (12, 15, 16, 17, 22, etc.). Kent or Thames Valley?, c. 730-50? 
Obv.  indistinct design, within a border of  pellets between two lines. 
Rev.  figure  standing on 'boat', with head right, cross hatching on tunic, and holding two long crosses. 
Weight: 0.82g (12.7gr.), corroded and battered. 
The reverse design occurs on a number of  types of  series U and L, but the style and weight of  this coin 
would favour  the latter. Although corroded, it seems to be of  moderately good silver. 

*32. Series L or U?, type ? (12, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, etc.), contemporary forgery?  Kent or Thames Valley?, 
c. 730-50. 
Obv.  indistinct. 
Rev.  standing figure  with head right and holding two long crosses. 
Brass. Weight: l.Olg (15.6gr.), chipped and corroded. 
The style of  the figure  is crude, and the base metal suggests that it is a contemporary forgery. 

2 1 Metcalf,  'Hwicce'. at p. 254. 
2 2 S. E. Rigold and D. M. Metcalf,'A  revised check-list of  2 3 P. V. Hill, 'An unpublished sceatta in the Leeds 

English finds  of  sceattas', in Sceattas  in England,  pp. 245-68, Museum', NC  (1962), 161-62. 
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*33. Series N, type 41b. Kent or Thames Valley?, c.  715-20. 

Obv.  two figures  (facing  viewer), holding a long cross between them and one on either side. 
Rev.  dragon left,  looking backwards. 
Weight: 1.02g (15.7gr.). Die-axis: 290°. 
This coin belongs to the main stylistic group of  type 41b distinguished by Metcalf  (cf.  BNJ  44 (1974), pi. 
1, nos 1-7). 

*34. Series N, type 41b var. Kent or Thames Valley?, c.  715-20. 
Obv.  as last, but figures  standing on straight line and drapery divided between tunic and skirt. 
Rev.  as last, but dragon right. 
Weight: 0.94g (14.5gr.). Die-axis: 270°. 
This should probably be regarded as an imitation or derivative of  the main group of  type 41b. It is 
perhaps by the same hand as the type 41b/a from  Reculver (SCBI  Cambridge 26A=MEC  1:705; BNJ  44 
(1974), pi. l.D), which has the heads of  the figures  facing  one another. 

*35. Series N?, type 41b? Kent or Thames Valley?, c. 715-20. 
Obv.  indistinct. 
Rev.  dragon left,  looking backwards. 
Weight: 0.88g (13.6gr.). Struck off  centre. 
The reverse design is somewhat unclear, but it appears to be the dragon of  type 41b rather than that of 
type 40 (series O). 

*36. Series S, type 47. Essex or Middle Anglia?, c. 730—40? 
Obv.  winged female  centaur left,  looking backwards, with tail between legs formed  of  a line of  pellets. 
Rev.  whorl of  four  wolves heads, their tongues meeting at the centre. 
Weight: 1.12g (17.3gr.). 

*37. Series S, type 47. Essex or Middle Anglia?, c. 730-40? 
Obv.  and rev.  as last. 
Weight: 0.91g (14.1gr.). 

*38. Series S, type 47. Essex or Middle Anglia?, c. 730-40 
Obv.  and rev.  as last. 
Weight: 0.87g (13.4gr.). 
This coin was offered  for  sale by Spink (NCirc  (1986), no. 994). 

*39. Series S, type 47. Essex or Middle Anglia?, c. 730-40? 
Obv.  and rev.  as last. 
Weight: 0.87g (13.4gr.), some corrosion. 

*40. Series S, type 47. Essex or Middle Anglia?, c. 730-40? 
Obv.  as last, but different  style, with lines radiating from  head, front  leg bent, and tail as solid line 
terminating in a trefoil. 
Rev.  as last, but different  style, with less pronounced jaws and no teeth. 
Weight: 0.97g (14.9gr.). 
The obverse is very similar to Locket 265 and an unpublished specimen in D. M. Metcalfs  collection 
(1.13g pi. 1, 40A), both of  which have a rosette of  pellets in the centre of  the reverse. The characteristics 
of  this group are a bent front  leg, a solid tail terminating in a trefoil,  hind legs sweeping back at an 
impossible angle and a globular head. On the reverse the wolves have no teeth. The group is either the 
work of  a different  die-cutter from  that of  the main style, possibly operating at a separate establishment, 
or it represents a later phase of  the series. 

The distribution of  series S finds  is plotted and reconsidered by Metcalf  above. The finding  of  no less 
than five  specimens at the Royston site is of  considerable significance  and is consistent with his view that 
they were minted in Essex, although a Middle Anglian origin would also be possible on the finds 
recorded to date. 

*41. Series T, type 9. East Midlands?, c. 715-20? 
Obv.  +LEL (outwardly) , d iademed bust right, with crest. 
Rev.  'porcupine' reversed, with line of  dots and four  bars under curve. 
Weight: 1.03g (15.9gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
The obverse and reverse dies are very similar, though not in fact  the same, as those of  BMC  no. 85 and a 
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coin in the Ashmolean (0.45). The reading on the new coin is clearly LEL, whereas other specimens are 
more ambiguous. The findspots  of  series T show a bias towards the Midlands: Stamford.  Lines.; 
Breedon-on-the-Hill, Leics.; Eastcote, Northants.; St Albans, Herts.; near Royston; London (2); and 
Wrotham, Kent. These suggest an East Mercian or Middle Anglian origin for  the series - Metcalf  has 
suggested Stamford24  - but the design may have been initiated at London with the DE LONDONIM 
inscribed pieces which are shown by the Hallum hoard to pre-date the other more extensive London 
inscribed issues (types 12-14). 

*42. Series X, type 31 ('Woden/monster' type), insular style. English, c.  710-20? 
Obv.  facing  head in fine  style, with a moustache, a beard formed  of  a w-symbol, and two pelleted crosses 
by face;  in a border of  pellets between two thin lines. 
Rev.  dragon in fine  style right, looking backwards, with fern-like  feet  and both its lappet (pigtail) and tail 
terminating in a trefoil;  in a border of  pellets between two thin lines. 
Weight: 1.05g (16.2gr.). Die-axis: 100°. 
This coin is struck from  dies that are among the most detailed and carefully  executed in all the 
'Woden/monster' series. There are parallels to be cited, though they are slightly less refined,  such as no. 
43 below, the West Stow find25  and a BM coin from  the Barnett bequest (NC  (1953), 99, type 31, no. c). 
This group appears to be English and is possibly the prototype for  the large Continental issue. The form 
of  the facing  head with the notable w-shaped beard is reproduced on the rare coins of  type 30a, which 
combines the 'Woden' obverse with two standing figures  on the reverse; cf.  BMC  no. 145, SCBI 
Copenhagen i 41, and SCBI  Mack 360. These are in turn associated with other types that are discussed 
under no. 44 below. 

*43. As last,  but dragon left. 
Weight: 0.94g (14.5gr.). Die-axis: 0°. 
The design is similar to the last coin, with a w-shaped beard and a Latin cross in pellets either side of  the 
face,  but the style is inferior  and its metal appears baser. It is much closer to the West Stow find,  also said 
to be somewhat base and light (0.86g), and quite different  from  the stylized Continental issue of  type 31. 
It should also be distinguished from  another insular group of  'Woden' coins of  quite different  style 
represented by BMC  no. 146 and the North Ferriby find. 

*44. Series - , type 51. English?, c. 710-20? 
Obv.  'standard' with double pelleted square border, decorated with a saltire of  pellets and three pellets 
in each quarter. 
Rev.  two figures:  one facing  the viewer and one facing  left,  holding a staff  with an ornate pelleted head 
between them and one either side of  them. 
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr.). 
This coin is struck from  the same dies as BMC  no. 197 and a recent find  from  near Alford,  Lines., to be 
published by J. Bispham. The only other recorded specimens of  type 51 are in the BM, ex Barnett, ex 
Carlyon-Britton 173b (1.26g), in a simpler style with no staff  between the figures,  and in the Ashmolean 
Museum from  Lewknor (information  D. M. Metcalf).  The two standing figures  design (here designated 
the reverse) is related to that of  type 41 (series N), though there are small differences  that distinguish it 
such as one of  the figures  looking left,  the bent staff,  the absence of  a base line, and the feet  turned to the 
centre. In fact  the Royston type 51 is struck from  the same reverse die as a coin of  type 30a ('Woden/two 
figures')  in the Lockett collection (lot 240a; pi. 1, 44A). The 'Woden' obverse of  type 30a is derived not 
from  the plentiful  Continental version of  type 31 ('Woden/monster'), but from  the more refined  English 
version (see no. 42 above). Indeed it is possible that the mint that produced the English coins of  type 31 
in fine  style also made those of  type 30a and type 51, and possibly type 43 too (see no. 45 below). 

The saltire 'standard' design of  the other face  (the obverse?) occurs on a handful  of  rare types, some 
variants of  the East Anglian runic issue (e.g. SCBI  Glasgow 13-14), a mule with the obverse (animal) 
design of  Series N (NC  (1953), pi. 6. 17; pi. 1. 44B), and others with a 'standard' on both sides (type 70). 
It is also found  with an inscription in the 'Fitur' group (type 3b) discussed below (no. 98). These, like the 
early 'Woden/monster' coins and series N, appear to belong to the early or mid Secondary phase, c. 
710-20, and it is to this period that we should also attribute type 51. 

2 4 Metcalf.  'Monetary circulation', pp. 39-40. weight in S. West, West  Stow.  The  Anglo-Saxon  Village  I, p. 
2 5 Illus. BNJ  47 (1977), pi. 3, no. 50. Rigold comments on 156. 

its fine  style but also on its somewhat base metal and light 
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*45. Series - , type 43. English?, c.  710-20?? 
Obv.  dragon with twisted body left,  looking backwards, long hair on back, tail ending in four  pellets and 
lappet ending in one pellet. 
Rev.  interlace design in a 'standard', within a border of  pellets between two thin lines. 
Weight: 1.12g (17.3gr.). 
Two other specimens of  this type are known; BMC  no. 182 which is struck from  the same dies as this, and 
one from  different  dies recently in Spink's stock (NCirc  (1985), no. 8622 (not illus.), 0.81g, pl.l, no. 
45A). Rigold regarded this type as Continental, presumably because of  the interlace reverse design, 
however it is far  removed from  that of  the Frisian 'Interlace' type. The dragon is conceptually similar to 
that of  type 40 (series O), but its exceptionally fine  style with jaws terminating in points rather than 
pellets suggests that it is either the work of  another die-cutter or produced at a slightly different  period. 
Indeed one wonders if  it is not by the same hand as the type 31 ('Woden/monster') discussed above (no. 
42). 

*46. Series Z/K, unpublished type (cf.  types 59/20), contemporary forgery.  Kent or Thames Valley?, c. 
720-30? 
Obv.  facing  head, with rounded forehead,  large eyes, drooping moustache, and a pellet in a circle of 
small pellets to the right and presumably the left  (indistinct). 
Rev.  figure  with head right, standing on a curved surface,  holding a long cross and a falcon,  his tunic 
decorated with hatched lines. 
Weight: 0.88g (13.6gr.). Die-axis: 180°. Very base metal, corroded. 
This coin is now in the collection of  Mr David Sorenson. It appears to be a base imitation or contemporary 
forgery  combining the obverse design of  type 59 (series Z) with the reverse of  type 20 (series K). Coins of 
type 59 are scarce (see Metcalfs  corpus above), and the exact prototype for  this piece may yet be 
discovered, but it combines the usual curly bonnet with the pelleted annulets of,  for  example, one of  the 
Domburg specimens (TMP  1895, pi. 1, no. 13). There are also resemblances with the obverse of  type 56 
where the facing  head takes on canine features,  but the condition of  the published specimen (NC  (1953), 
pi. 7, no. 9) is too poor to make a close comparison. 

*47. Series - , unpublished type. Origin uncertain, c. 700-40? 
Obv.  parallel lines and four  bars at right angles, with three pellets below, and a cross and four  pellets 
above. 
Rev.  crude long cross, with a pellet in the centre and three pellets in each angle; all within a border of 
pellets. 
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr.). Reasonably good silver. 
This is an unpublished variety of  sceat. The execution is crude, and there are no obvious parallels for 
either the obverse or reverse design. Initially we were inclined to regard it as a 'porcupine' derivative, 
but the obverse is very different.  There is some similarity with the sceat from  Methwold published in 
'Single finds  - 2', no. 47. A die-duplicate of  that coin from  the Aston Rowant hoard was auctioned by 
Sotheby, 17 July 1986, lot 193, and there is a second die-duplicate from  the hoard in the BM weighing 
1.19g. Dr Metcalf  has suggested to us that the obverse design of  these represents a stick-like beast with a 
tail over its back. The Royston find,  besides being much cruder, cannot be seen as representing a beast, 
and any similarity between the types is probably coincidental. The weight and appearance of  the metal 
would suggest that the coin is Intermediate or early Secondary in date, though if  Continental it could be 
later. 

Later  Anglo-Saxon  coins 
*48. Beonna of  East Anglia (749-57 or later), moneyer Efe;  coinage of  c. 760? 

Obv.  +BEOnna REX (mixed runic and Roman letters) 
Rev.  . + •/.-. E .•./.'. F :.!:• E .'. 
Weight: 0.93g (14.3gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
This coin was sold at Spink auction no. 36 (30 May 1984), lot 813 as 'found  in Cambridgeshire, 1983'. It is 
in fact  from  this site. It is cited as no. C27 in Miss Archibald's corpus of  coins of  Beonna,26 where 
die-duplicates and die-linked coins from  the Middle Harling hoard and elsewhere are recorded. 

*49. /Ethelheard, archbishop of  Canterbury, with Offa  of  Mercia, 792-96, Pontifex  Star/Star type (Blunt 133; 
North 226). Canterbury, no moneyer. 
Obv.  [ ]FA REX ME| ], star of  six rays. 

2 6 Archibald, 'Beonna', p.34. 
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Rev.  (rosette of  pellets)AEDLL[ ]PONT (NT ligatured), star of  six rays. 
Weight: 0.92g (14.2gr.), fragment.  Die-axis: c. 180°. 
This is the second specimen of  this type, and it is struck from  the same reverse die, but a different 
obverse, as the other, BMA 190. It is also only the sixth coin known with the title pontifex,  which is 
usually thought to have been used prior to his receipt of  the pallium in 793. 

*50. Coenwulf  of  Mercia, Tribrach type, 798-C.802 (BLS Cn 6; North 342). Canterbury, moneyer Duda. 
Obv.  +'COE NV.VL'F REX, M. 
Rev.D/VD/A  (second D wi thout a back) , doub le t r ibrach with a pellet in each angle and at each te rminal , 
within a circle. 
Weight: 1.38g (21.3 gr.), slight edge chip. Die-axis: c. 300° 
This coin was sold at Spink auction no. 36 (30 May 1984), lot 811 as 'found  in Cambridgeshire, 1983'. 
Although this and the next four  coins are of  the same issue and close in date, their wide distribution over 
the field  (up to 300 metres apart) would seem to preclude their deriving from  a scattered hoard. 

*51. Coenwulf  of  Mercia, Tribrach type, 798-c. 802 (BLS_Cn 9; North 342). Canterbury, moneyer Eoba. 
Obv.  +COENV VLF REX (commencing at 6 o'clock), M 
Rev.  E O/B'/A, triple tribrach. 
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr.), chipped and bent. 
Die-axis: 90°. 

*52. Coenwulf  of  Mercia, Tribrach type, 798-c. 802 (BLS^Cn 12; North 342). Canterbury, moneyer Seberht. 
Obv.  +COENWL:F REX (commencing at 6 o'clock), M. 
Rev.S  E/BE/RHT (HT ligatured), double tribrach. 
Weight: 1.28g (19.7gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 170°. 

*53. Cuthred of  Kent, Tribrach type, c.  802-4 (BLS Cd 2; North 208). Canterbury, moneyer Eaba. 
Obv.  +CV©RED REX, cross and four  pellets. 
Rev.  +E/AB/A, triple tribrach. 
Weight: 1.14g (17.6gr.). Die-axis: 330°. 

*54. Cuthred of  Kent, Tribrach type, c. 802^1 (BLS Cd 1-2; North 208). Canterbury, moneyer Duda or 
Eaba? 
Obv.  +CVDRE[ ], cross and four  pel lets . 
Rev.  +[ ]/-A-, tr iple t r ibrach , with a pellet in first  angle and a wedge in the second and third. 
Weight: 0.91g (14.1gr.), fragment.  Die-axis: 300°. 
No die-links have been found  to establish the identity of  the moneyer. 

*55. Coenwulf  of  Mercia, Portrait/Cross-and-Wedges type, 807-c. 810 (BLS Cn 29; North 344). Canterbury, 
moneyer Sigeberht?, 
Obv.  +CO[ ]/REX M, bust right. 
Rev.  [ ]BERHTI MONET[ ] (HT and NE ligatured), cross and four  wedges. 
Weight: 0.88g (13.6gr.), fragment.  Die-axis: 240°. 
The spacing suggests the moneyer is Sigeberht rather than Seberht. 

*56. Coenwulf  of  Mercia, Portrait/Cross-and-Wedges type, 807-c. 810 (BLS Cn 30; North 344). Canterbury, 
moneyer Wearheard. _ 
Obv.  +COENWLF/REX M, bust right. 
Rev.  +VERHEARDI MONETA (HE and NE ligatured), cross and four  wedges. 
Weight: 1.23g (19.0gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 45° 

*57. /Ethelstan of  East Anglia (c. 825-45), Cross-and-Wedges/Cross-and-Wedges type (Pagan,27 p.57, II. 1; 
North 445). East Anglian mint, moneyer Ethilhelm. 
Obv.  +AEB1LSTAN RE (L inverted, S on its face),  cross and four  wedges. 
Rev.  EBIL'HE'L'M MON, cross with pellet in centre and four  wedges. 
Weight: 0.92g (14.2gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 180°. 

2 7 H. E. Pagan, 'The coinage of  the East Anglian kingdom from  825 to 870', BNJ  52 (1982), 41-83. 
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*58. Ceolnoth, archbishop of  Canterbury, DORB C Monogram type, 833-39 (North 241). Canterbury, 

Biornmod. 
Obv.  [+CIAL] NOD/ [ARCES], facing  tonsured bust. 
Rev.  [+]BLO[RNMOD MONETA], monogram of  DORB C. 
Fragment Weight: 0.47g (7.3gr.). Die-axis: 180°. 

*59. St Edmund Memorial coinage, post-Cuerdale type, c. 905-15 (cf.  BMC  no. 311; North 483). East Anglia 
or Five Boroughs, moneyer 'Coinnoi'. 
Obv.  +SCEAID (s on its face),  A. 
Rev.  +| JOINNOI, cross. 
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 250°. 
The reverse inscription is probably to be completed by an initial letter C, by comparison with BMC  no. 
311 which reads +C0NN10I. The name appears to be somewhat blundered and it is not clear what form 
lies behind it. It is not one that Smart ventured to explain.28 

*60. St Edmund Memorial coinage, c. 895-915 (North 485). East Anglia or Five Boroughs, moneyer 
uncertain (,..F(E)RED...). 
Obv.  +s| ] (s on its face),  A. Rev.  + [ ]FRED, cross. 
Halfpenny.  Weight: 0.42g (6.5gr.), fragment. 
Blunt records twenty-one halfpennies,  of  which seventeen are probably from  the Cuerdale hoard, two 
from  the Thetford  excavations, one from  near York, and one without provenance.29 The poor condition 
of  this specimen makes it difficult  to read. The letters on the reverse seem to be F or E followed  by R E D 
and what may be part of  the initial cross. This does not correspond with the inscriptions on any of  the 
known halfpennies,  but there are several moneyers in the penny series with FRED as an element of  their 
name: Fredemund, Gislefred,  Wandefred,  and Elfred  (this possibly reproducing the name of  King 
Alfred).  Moreover, we find  it hard to judge from  the style of  this small piece whether it belongs to the 
pre-Cuerdale or post-Cuerdale series. 

*61. Edward the Elder, king of  Wessex, Two-line type, late phase, c.  918-24 (BMC  ii; North 649). Five 
Boroughs, moneyer Adalbert. 
Obv.  +EADVVEARD REX, CTOSS. 
Rev.  .'./ADAL/+ + +/BERT/'.' 
Weight: 1.45g (22.3gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 270°. 
This belongs to Lyon's second stylistic group of  coins from  mints in the reconquered Danelaw, the one 
which leads into Athelstan's NE I group. He attributes it to the Five Boroughs, possibly Stamford.3" 

*62. Edmund, Crowned Bust type, 939^16 (BMC  vi; North 698). Norwich, moneyer Hrodgar. 
Obv.  +EADMVND RE+ Rev.  +HRODGAR MO NORPI 
Weight: 1.47g (22.7gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 270°. 

*63. Edgar, Crowned Bust type, East Anglian style (BMC  v; North 750). Uncertain East Anglian mint, 
moneyer Bruninc. 
Obv.  +EADGARI ]+ Rev.  +BRVN1NC MON[ ]TAE 
Weight: 1.29g (19.9gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 40°. 

*64. /Ethelred II, Second Hand type, c.  985-91 (Hild. B2; North 768). London, moneyer Leofwine. 
Obv.  [ ]R//ED REX AI[ ] Rev.  +LEOPINE [ ] 
Cut-halfpenny.  Weight: 0.57g (8.8gr.). Die-axis: 90°. 
From the same reverse die as SCBI  Copenhagen ii 896. 

*65. Stephen, Watford  type, c. 1135-41? (BMC  i var.; North 874). Lincoln, moneyer Raulf. 
Obv.  1 ]E[ ]N, no inner circle. 
Rev.  I JA[ ]F:ON LlN| ] 
Weight: 1.17g (18.1gr.). Die axis: 180°. 
For coins of  this scarce variety without an inner circle on the obverse by the moneyer Raulf  see Mossop, 
pi. 86. 20-2 (from  different  dies). This coin has been acquired by David Sorenson. 

2 S V. J. Smart, 'The moneyers of  St. Edmund', Hikuin  11 
(1985), 83-90. 

2 9 C. E. Blunt, 'The St Edmund memorial coinage', Proc. 

Suffolk  Institute  of  Archaeology  31 (1969), 234-55. 
3 0 C. E. Blunt, C. S. S. Lyon, and B. H. I. H. Stewart, 

Coinage  in Tenth-Century  England  (forthcoming). 
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The following  coin was found  in an adjoining field  some 200 yards from  the main site. 
*66. Henry II, Tealby type, bust E?, c.  1168-70? (North 960). Uncertain mint and moneyer. 

Obv.  | JRE Rev.[  ]N[ ] 
Weight: 1.28g (19.7gr.). 
This coin has been acquired by David Sorenson. 

P A R T II 

FINDS F R O M O T H E R SITES IN B R I T A I N 

BARMBY MOOR?, near, E. Yorks. (N. Humberside) 
The following  eleven coins are reported to have been found  between 1982 and 1985 near Barmby Moor, twelve 
miles east of  York. Nine of  them were shown to James Booth by the finder  in May 1985 and these were sold 
subsequently in Spink's auction no. 50 (6 March 1986), lots 908-12 (some described as found  'near Barnby 
Moor' (sic)).  Peter Preston-Morley kindly put us in contact with the finder,  who showed us two further  pieces 
(nos 72 and 74) and confirmed  that all eleven coins and certain artifacts  that he had shown to James Booth 
were from  a single site 'near Barmby Moor'. These artifacts  consist of  eleven pins with ornamental heads, two 
strap ends, and a small ornamental duck, all thought by Dr James Graham-Campbell to be eighth or ninth 
century; photographs by James Booth have been deposited at the British Museum's Department of  Medieval 
and Later Antiquities and at Hull Museum. 

The finds  are similar in range to those reported to have come from  'Sancton', which is about ten miles to the 
south-east of  Barmby Moor. This remarkably prolific  site produced at least sixty-nine coin finds  consisting of 
twenty-eight Northumbrian sceattas, forty  stycas, and one denier of  Charlemagne, with no coins from  south of 
the Humber and no later coins.31 The exact location of  the site is still unknown; indeed there is considerable 
uncertainty as to whether it is actually close to Sancton or whether this was one of  several false  locations given 
to conceal its identity. We have little doubt, however, that it lies in the same general region, west of  Hull and 
south-east of  York. Relations between the finders  themselves, and with the landowners, are reputed to have 
become strained, and James Booth and Ian Blowers think that further  discoveries may have been made that 
have not been reported to them. 

We suspect that the parcel of  coins and artifacts  reputedly from  'near Barmby Moor' in fact  comes from  the 
'Sancton' site, though we are unable to establish this positively. 

*67. Eadbert of  Northumbria (738-58), sceat (Booth class Bi; North 178). York, no moneyer. 
Obv.  EOTBEREhTVS• (square O, and s as inverted L), cross. 
Rev.  animal left  without tongue. 
Weight: 0.79g (12.2gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
Dies not recorded by Booth. Sold Spink auction no. 50, lot 909. 

*68. Eadbert of  Northumbria, sceat (Booth class Bi; North 177). York, no moneyer. 
Obv.  EOTBERTVS (retrograde, square O, and s as inverted L), cross. 
Rev.  animal right, with triquetra below and cross under tail. 
Weight: 0.89g (13.7gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
Same dies as 'Sancton' find  no. 9; same obverse die as BMC  no. 11. Sold Spink auction no. 50, lot 908. 

*69. Egbert, archbishop of  York, with Eadbert of  Northumbria, sceat, c. 738-58 (Booth class i; North 192). 
York, no moneyer. 
Obv.  EOTBEREhTVS (square O, and S as inverted L), cross. 
Rev.  ECGBERhT/AR, figure  right holding long cross and crozier. 
Weight: 0.90g (13.9gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
Dies not recorded by Booth. Sold Spink auction no. 50, lot 911. 

3 1 J. Booth and I. Blowers, 'Finds of  sceattas and stycas from 
Sancton', NC  (1983), 139-45. Five further  sceattas were 
published in 1984; Booth, 'Sceattas in Northumbria'. We are 
grateful  to the authors for  discussing the finds  with us, and 

particularly to James Booth for  supplying us with inform-
ation about the 'Barmby Moor' finds  and inviting us to 
publish them here. 
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*70. Egbert, archbishop of  York, with Eadbert, sceat (Booth class v; North 192). York, no moneyer. 
Obv.  EOTBERETVS- (square O and s as inverted L), cross circle of  pellets. 
Rev.  ECGBERhT, figure  with flexed  knees, holding two long crosses. 
Weight: 0.90g (13.9gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
Same dies as Booth no. 19, from  'Sancton' but not in the 1983 report. Sold Spink auction no. 50, lot 912. 

*71. Eanred of  Northumbria (c.  810 - c. 840?), styca, earlier phase (North 186). York, moneyer Cunwulf. 
Obv.  +EANRED+R (NR ligatured), cross with pellet in centre. 
Rev.  +CYNWLF (second v as inverted A), cross with pellet in centre. 
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
Sold Spink auction no. 50, lot 910. 

*72. ^Ethelred II of  Northumbria (c. 840-44, c. 844-48?), styca (North 188). York, moneyer Fordred. 
Obv.  +EDILRED RE ( l inverted), cross. 
Rev.  +FOR[ J, rosette of  six pellets. 
Weight: 0.75g (11.5gr.). Die-axis: 270°. 

*73. As last, moneyer Leofthegn. 
Obv.  +EDELRED REX, a r o u n d A. 
Rev.  +LEOFDEGN (N retrograde), voided 'Celtic' cross. 
Weight: 0.90g (14.0gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
A rare variety, cf.  Bolton Percy32 no. 497. Sold Spink auction no. 50, lot 910. 

*74. As last, moneyer Monne. 
06V.+EDLIRED REX, cross. Rev.  +MONNE (first  N retrograde), rosette. 
Weight: 0.61g (9.4gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 180°. 

*75. As last, moneyer Monne. 
Obv.  +EDILRED REX ( re t rograde , Rs inver ted) , cross and four  pellets. 
Rev.  +MONNE (outward ly) , rose t te . 
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
Sold Spink auction no. 50, lot 910. 

*76. Irregular Northumbrian styca, mid 9th century. (North p. 47). Blundered inscriptions. 
Obv.  +EIVDDVN (N retrograde), pellet in circle of  pellets. 
Rev.  XVRFL ], pellet (?) in circle of  pellets. 
Weight: 0.58g (9.0gr.). 
Sold Spink auction no. 50, lot 910. 

*77. Unidentified  Northumbrian styca, mid 9th century. 
Obv.  [  ]VVLFRE[ ], rosette. Rev.  [ ]NE[ ], cross. 
Weight: 0.66g (10.2gr.). 
Possibly a coin of  King Redwulf,  or of  the moneyer Wulfred,  or an irregular issue. Sold Spink auction 
no. 50, lot 910. 

BAWSEY, near, Norfolk 
This coin, found  before  December 1986 near Bawsey, a few  miles east of  King's Lynn (site recorded 
confidentially),  was reported to us through the good offices  of  Tony Gregory of  the Norfolk  Archaeological 
Unit. 

*78 Stephen, Watford  type, c  1135-41? (BMC  i var.; North 874). Mint and moneyer uncertain. 
Obv.  [ ]EFN[ ], no inner circle. Rev.  illegible. 
Fragment. Weight: 0.40g (6.1gr.). 

BAWTRY, near, Yorks. (S. Yorks.) 
Found in August 1986 near Bawtry. 
*79. Edward the Confessor,  Small Flan type, c. 1048-50 (Hild. B; North 818). Lincoln, moneyer Osferth. 

3 2 H. E. Pagan, 'The Bolton Percy hoard of  1967', BNJ  43 (1973). 1-44, at pp. 23-24. 
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Obv.  +EDPA/RD R- Rev.  +OSFERD ON UN-
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 

Struck from  the same dies as a coin in Stavanger Museum (=Mossop pi. 72.23). 

BERE REGIS, near, Dorset 
Found 24 May 1986 by Mr D. Cobb near Bere Regis (findspot  recorded confidentially).  The finder  kindly lent 
us the coin for  study. 
*80. Edward the Martyr, Small Cross type, 975-78 (Hild. A; BMC  i; North 763). Mint uncertain, moneyer 

uncertain (..wain..). 
Obv.  + EADPEJ ]ANGOX Rev.  +[..]PALN[ I 
Fragment. Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr.). Die-axis: 270°. 
Frustratingly, the identity of  the moneyer has defeated  us. The first  two letters are unclear; the first  has a 
vertical stroke on the left.  The third letter is a little uncertain, though probably a wynn.  The ALN is certain 
and it could be followed  by ER though this is unclear and unlikely. Nothing of  the mint-signature can be 
read. We have been unable to find  a name which includes an element -aln-,  and it is likely that the name 
has either been contracted, or two letters transposed or both. We considered the Southampton moneyer 
Leofelm,  whose name occurs in that form  on a coin of  Edward the Martyr from  the Chester 1914 hoard, 
but a postulated 'Leofaln'  would be far  from  the West Saxon form  Leofhelm.  We also considered 
'Cawaln' as a form  of  Cawelin, but the one coin of  Edgar with that name (SCBI  Copenhagen i 795) is of 
North-Eastern style and the connection is unlikely for  a Dorset find.  The moneyer and mint thus remain 
an enigma. 

BISHOPSTEIGNTON, Devon 
This coin was found  on 26 May 1984 on a building site at Bishopsteignton, three miles up-stream from 
Teignmouth. It was first  identified  by Norman Shiel. 
*81. William II, Cross Voided type, c. 1092-95 (BMC  iii; North 853). Uncertain mint (London?), moneyer 

...lword. 
Obv.  +PILLEL[ ] Rev.[  ]LPORDONI[ ] 
Weight: not recorded, fragment.  Die-axis: 270°. 

Probably iEglword of  London, and possibly of  the variety without stars by the face  on the obverse. 

BLANDFORD FORUM, near, Dorset 
Found in April 1986 by Mr M. Rogers near Blandford  Forum (findspot  recorded confidentially). 
*82. Imitation of  Cologne Pfennig  of  Otto III as emperor (Dannenberg 342c; Havernick 850d). Westphalian 

mint (possibly Soest), c. 1040-50? 
Obv.  +OODD+I1IIPINIIG (retrograde; a blundering of  +Oddo  imp  aug),  cross and 4 pellets, a bar attached 
to pellet in 3rd quarter. 
7?ev.5/OLONl[l]/A 
Weight: 1.37g (21.1gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
Dr Peter Ilisch has kindly identified  the coin and provided notes on which the following  comments are 
based. It belongs to a group of  imitations of  Cologne Pfennige  of  Emperor Otto III (996-1002) that are 
distinctive for  having a comet-like bar springing from  the pellet in one of  the obverse quarters. This mark 
derives probably from  a die fault  on the coin originally copied, but it subsequently attained an 
importance of  its own. Coins of  the eleventh and twelfth  centuries with this mark are usually attributed 
to the Westphalian mint of  Soest because of  an early thirteenth-century type with this design and a Soest 
mint-signature. Although there can be no doubt that the earlier issues are Westphalian, Dr Ilisch is not 
certain that they are all from  the mint of  Soest. 

The Blandford  Forum type is represented in Scandinavian hoards with t.p.q.  from  1040 onwards. If 
the type is from  Soest and its types were issued in sequence, it should not have been struck much later 
than c.  1050 since then a new variety appears in the hoards. However, the coin may have remained in 
circulation in Germany for  a further  twenty-five  years or so before  being taken to England. 

CAISTOR-ON-THE-WOLDS, near, Lines. (S. Humberside) 
Found on 7 September 1986 a few  miles to the east of  Caistor-on-the-Wolds (site recorded confidentially).  The 
coin was reported to us by the finder,  but it was kindly lent to us for  study by Stephen Mitchell of  B. A. Seaby 
Limited, which company had since acquired the coin. ' 
*83. Henry I, Pax type, c. 1104-7? (BMC  iii; North 859). Uncertain mint and moneyer. 

Obv.  +HENRI R[ ] 
Rev.  +ClNH EMOl[ J, PAX with two lines above and below, four  annulets in field. 
Weight: 1.19g (18.4gr.). Die-axis: 180°. 
This coin provides a new, though unidentified,  moneyer for  the type. The reverse legend appears to start 
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at 6 o'clock with an initial cross (although it could possibly be part of  an F), followed  by a clear C and five 
uprights. There is a faint  bar between the second and third upright suggesting +CIN..., though this may be 
a die flaw  in which case the legend could begin with +CA... or +cv... The last of  these uprights seems to 
form  part of  an H, M, or p, followed  by EM or EP. The last letters that are visible are Ol presumably part of 
on.  Nothing of  the mint name can be discerned. 

Breaking the name down into its elements, the most likely protothemes are Cniht-  (CINT... or 
CNIHT...), Cyne-  (CVN(E)... orciN(E).. .) , or Ketill-  (CITEL..., CHITEL..., CVTEL..., etc.). The second element 

• may be ....Pi for  -wig  or -wine,  or ...HEM for  -helm. 
No moneyer's name combining these elements is recorded in Henry I's early issues. The nearest, as Dr 
Eric Harris has pointed out (pers. comm., and in SCMB  (1987), 7 referring  in error to Salisbury), is 
Cnihtwine known at Shaftesbury  in William I's coinage, types v-viii. However, apart from  the difference 
of  some twenty years since his last recorded coin, it is improbable that a product of  a small south-western 
mint should occur as a single find  in north east Lincolnshire. A moneyer Ketill is recorded at Leicester 
and Norwich later in Henry's reign, but the name is too short unless it were latinized as CHITELVS, a 
practice that is thought to have been introduced at a slightly later date. 

The variety here with two lines above and below the PAX is commonly found  at eastern mints 
(Colchester, Ipswich, Norwich, Sudbury), though it is also known from  a coin of  Bristol (SCBI  Mack 
1507). 

CAISTOR-ON-THE-WOLDS, near, Lines. (S. Humberside) 
Found in August 1986 at an undisclosed site near Caistor. 
*84. /Ethelred II. Long Cross type, c. 997-1003 (Hild. D; North 774). Lincoln, moneyer Reinald. 

O b v . +/EDELR/ED RX ANGL' Rev. +REI/NAL:/D MO/LINC 
Weight reported as 1.18g (18.2gr.). Die-axis reported as 270°. 
The moneyer was previously unrecorded for  the type, although he was known for  the succeeding Helmet 
and Last Small Cross issues. 

CIRENCESTER, near, Glos. 
This coin, found  near Cirencester, was shown to Christopher Blunt in August 1986. He very kindly supplied us 
with details and invited us to publish it here. 
*85. Coenwulf  of  Mercia, late issue, Portrait/Cross-and-Crescents type,-c. 820 (BLS 79; North 357). 

Rochester, moneyer Ealhstan. 
Obv.  +COENVVLF REX M, bust right. 
Rev.  +EALH-TAN MONETA, cross with wedges at ends of  limbs and a crescent in each angle. 
Weight: not recorded, pierced in centre. 
Probably from  the same obverse die as the coin in the Assheton collection, ex Devonshire 22, but a new 
reverse die. 

CLEETHORPES, Lines. (S. Humberside) 
This coin is reported to have been found  on the foreshore  at Cleethorpes before  1983. It was shown to Mr Paul 
Crookes, who identified  it as a coin of  /Ethelred II's Long Cross type, but no details of  its mint or moneyer were 
noted. 
86. /Ethelred II, Long Cross type, c.  997-1003 (Hild. D; North 774). Mint and moneyer unknown. 

COLCHESTER, near, Essex 
Found in 1985 about three miles west of  Colchester. 
*87. 'Porcupine' sceat (series E), variant of  Metcalf  class G, c.  700-10 or a little later. Lower Rhineland or 

Frisia? 
Obv.  ' po rcup ine ' with t r iangular 'face'  containing two pellets, in front  a pseudo-inscript ion (?) , pe rhaps 
runic, taking the approx imate form  +MZG. 
Rev.  'standard' decorated with a pelleted annulet and four  bars, a cross on one side of  the outer border. 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 
This coin is similar to the find  from  Cambridgeshire published in 'Single finds  - 2' (no. 19) and a 
nineteenth-century find  from  Domburg. The fact  that this specimen is from  different  dies indicates that 
we have here a small but distinctive variety of  'porcupine', possibly a sub-group within Metcalf  s class G. 

DERBY, near 
Found in February 1982 a few  miles east of  Derby (findspot  recorded confidentially).  The coin was reported in 
Treasure  Hunting  (July 1982), 12. 
*88. Offa  of  Mercia, Portrait type, light coinage, c.  7657-792 (Blunt 42; North 318). Canterbury or London, 
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inoneyer Ealhmund. 
Obv.  - + :0'FFA R:EX+-, bust right. 
Rev.  AL-H/MVN/- d within a double headed torque. 
Weight: not recorded; chipped. Die-axis: 180°. 
No die-links have been found.  The coin differs  from  other specimens of  this type in having a row of 
pellets between the first  and second lines of  the reverse inscription. 

ELY, near, Cambs. 
Three coins found  by the Rev. R. Dyer on ploughed fields  at two locations in a village near Ely (sites recorded 
confidentially). 

Site  A 
No. 89 found  on 18 February 1983, and no. 90 in December 1982. 
*89. Cnut, Short Cross type, c.  1030-36 (Hild. H; North 790). London, moneyer Wynsige. 

Obv.  [+CNV]/T RE[CX] Rev.  | + PY]NSIGE ON [LVNj 
Cut-halfpenny.  Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: 0°. 
From the same dies as SCBI  Copenhagen iiib 3054. 

*90. Harold I. Fleur-de-Lis type, c. 1038-40 (Hild. B; 803). Lincoln, moneyer Colgrim. 
Obv.  +HAROL/DRED RE+ Rev.  + CO/LGR/1M OI/LNC (N retrograde) 
Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: 270°. 
Struck from  the same obverse die as Hild. 379 and SCBI  Berlin 804 (=Mossop, pi. 60.22 and 25), but a 
new reverse die. 

Site  B 
Found in March 1984. 
*91. Stephen, Watford  type, c.  1135^11? (BMC  i; North 873). Norwich or Northampton, moneyer uncertain. 

Obv.  +STI[ ] Rev.I  ]ON:NOR[ ] 
Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: 180°. 

FARNBOROUGH, Kent 
Found on 11 October 1983 at Farnborough, Kent. 
*92. Henry I, Star-in-Lozenge-Fleury type, c. 1128-31? (BMC  xiii; North 869). Wareham, Warwick, or 

possibly Wallingford,  moneyer ...ei. 
Obv.  [  ]VS R: 
Rev.  [  ]Ei:ON;PA[ ] (the preceding letter possibly D or p, and the succeeding one possibly R) 
Cut half-penny.  Weight and die-axis not recorded. 
The mint is probably Wareham (WARH) or Warwick (WARW), but possibly Wallingford  (WAL). The only 
recorded moneyer whose name might fit  the reading on this coin is Essuwi, a Wareham or Warwick 
moneyer in type xiv (Carlyon-Britton 1942). 

GREAT BIRCHAM, Norfolk 
This group of  ten coins of  exceptional interest were found  over a period of  twelve years by a metal-detector user 
at three separate locations at or near Great Bircham, in north-west Norfolk  (findspots  recorded confidentially). 
The coins had been retained by the finder,  who kindly made them available to us for  study. 

Site  A 
Six sceattas found  between 1973 and 1976. 
*93. Sceat, BMC  8 var. (series D). On or south of  the Lower Rhine, c.  700-f0. 

Obv.  degraded 'standard', consisting of  large pelleted annulet in centre surrounded by four  bars; within a 
circular border of  pellets. 
Rev.  Cross with a bar to the left,  in a crude pelleted circle. 
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr.). 
This minor variant of  type 8 appears to be unpublished though there is a very similar specimen in the 
Dutch Royal Coin Cabinet at Leiden, ex Marie de Man (no. 245), found  at Domburg (wt. 1.02g). The 
'standard' side has similarities to the reverse of  a 'porcupine' derivative from  Domburg (pi. 3, no. 93A; 
from  Dirks, RBN  5th ser. 2 (1870), pi. F, no. 14) or a type 8 derivative of  very different  style from  Aston 
Rowant (pi. 3, no. 93B; BM, weight 1.24g). Both of  these have similar bars around the central annulet 
but they are within a conventional square 'standard'. Here the 'standard' is rounded. The reverse is a 
crude version of  the usual cross with a pellet in each angle. 
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*94. 'Porcupine' sceat (series E), vico variety. Lower Rhineland, c.  700-10. 
Obv.  'porcupine' design, with four  bars below the curve, the last two joined by a thin oblique line, 
triangle partly off  flan. 
Rev.  ' s t anda rd ' with VICO and three pellets. 
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr.). 

*95. 'Porcupine' sceat (series E), 'sethilirsed' variety (BMC  Mercia 4; North 155). English?, c.  700-15? 
Obv.'porcupine'  design with three bars below curve, a zig-zag and a fine  pelleted line to right. 
Rev.  'aethili|raed' (in runes) boustrophedon in two lines divided by a bar, within a triple border of  pellets. 
In 1965 Page noted nine specimens of  the 'aethiliraed' variety of  'porcupine':33 1. Oxford  (042);34 

2. Oxford,  found  Canterbury (043); 3. KPK Leiden, ex de Man, found  Domburg (TMP  (1895), pi. 
2, 17 = TMP  (1899), pi. 6, 4; 1.09g; pi. 5, no. 95D) Domburg find  {TMP  1895, pi. 2.17); 4. Grantley 
749; 5. SCBI  Mack 312, ex Grantley 750; 6. SCBI  Glasgow 49; 7. BMC  4, found  Reculver; 
8. BMC  5 (pi. 3, no. 95A); 9. BMC  6. 
A further  seven specimens have since come to light: 10. SCBI  Berlin 27; 11. SCBI  Berlin 28; 
12. Southampton (no. 20 in Metcalf's  forthcoming  report); 13. Stone-next-Faversham. Kent (BNJ  47 
(1977), pi. 1, no. 16; rev. only illus.; same rev. die as the Mack coin); 14. Spink, unprovenanced (NCirc 
May 1986, no. 3209; same dies as the Mack coin;pl. 3, no. 95B); 15 Leiden University collection,? found 
Domburg (inf.  W. Op den Velde; 0.95g, corroded; pi. 5, no. 95C); 16. Great Bircham find. 

Stylistically they form  a fairly  compact group, save for  the Canterbury find  (no. 2) and BMC  6 (no. 9), 
both of  which have retrograde inscriptions, and BMC  5 (no. 8) which has reversed quiljs and only a single 
border of  pellets on the reverse. These may perhaps be imitations of  the main series. The Great Bircham 
find  is closest in style to the one from  Southampton and Grantley 749. Its weight (1.17g) is virtually the 
same as the average of  nine specimens of  good style (1.18g), which have a range of  1.06—1.31g. 

Considerable uncertainty still surrounds the dating and attribution of  these 'asthilirsd' coins. The 
nineteenth-century attribution to /Ethelred, king of  Mercia (674—704) - which had subsequently been 
regarded as untenable on chronological grounds - may once again be considered a possibility, since a 
date of  c.  700 or a little earlier has recently been proposed for  the inception of  the 'porcupine' type on the 
Continent.35 Moreover, the coins reading ALDFRIDVS have recently been restored to Aldfrith  (685-704), 
/Ethelred's contemporary in Northumbria, thus providing a contemporary parallel for  a coin inscribed 
with a king's name. The critical question is whether this is an early or 9 later variety of  'porcupine'. 
Unfortunately,  there is no relevant hoard evidence and stylistic arguments seem to us equivocal; the best 
coins appear to be influenced  by Metcalf's  later class A and the imitation from  Canterbury by class E, 
both dating from  the 710s or 720s but it is not impossible that the models were the earlier VICO type and 
classes G or D of  c. 700-10. The high weights and fine  silver content (one specimen (042) c. 97 per cent 
'silver'; an imitation (043) 93-97 per cent 'silver')36 argue for  a date before  c.  710/15 if  English.37 

The find  provenances are widely spread (Kent 3, Hampshire 1, Norfolk  1, Domburg 1), but based on 
known circulation patterns they suggest an origin in Kent or the Thames Valley, or perhaps even on the 
Continent. 

The current evidence would thus permit an attribution to King /Ethelred at a mint in southern Mercia, 
but it must be borne in mind that when personal names occur on coins of  this period from  southern 
England they are mostly thought to be those of  moneyers. Thus ^Ethilired is quite likely to have been a 
moneyer following  in the Kentish tradition of  Witmen, Pada, and JEpa. 

*96. Sceat, BMC  type 41b (series N). East or Middle Anglian variety?, c.  715-25. 
Obv.  two figures  facing,  holding three short staffs  with trefoil  heads. The feet  of  the men are turned 
outwards and not resting on the usual straight line. 
Rev.  thin monster left  looking backwards, with lappet or 'pigtail'. There are three short bands of  pellets 
in the field,  but not surrounding the body as they normally do in this type. 
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr.). Die-axis: 90°. 
The obverse is a die-duplicate of  a coin in the British Museum (ex Barnett, ex Carlyon-Britton 173; 
illus. BNJ  44 (1974), pi. 2.22), which as on the reverse a somewhat cruder monster laterally reversed, 

3 3 R. I. Page, 'Ralph Thorsby's runic coins', BNJ  34 
(1965), 28-31. 

3 4 'O ' numbers refer  to D. M. Metcalf,  J. M. Merrick, and 
L. K. Hamblin, Studies  in the Composition  of  Early  Medieval 
Coins (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1968). 

3 5 M. Blackburn, A chronology for  the sceattas', in 

Sceattas  in England,  pp. 165-74; MEC  1, pp. 153, 188. 
3 6 Metcalf,  Merrick, and Hamblin, pp. 22, 42-43. 
3 7 The reservations expressed by Metcalf  about the 

unusually high tin content mainly relate to the Canterbury 
find  and may perhaps be discounted if,  as we believe, it is an 
imitation; Mctcalf,  'Chemical analyses', p. 15. 
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with its lappet terminating in four  dots and pellets randomly scattered throughout the field.  It is salutary 
to find  two dies of  such different  style combined with the one obverse! Metcalf,  in his seminal study of 
this type, described the British Museum coin as an imitation of  'East Anglian style',38 and the discovery 
of  this die-linked specimen at Great Bircham brings happy support for  his intuitive attribution. 

*97. Sceat, unpublished type, cf.  types 64-65 (series Q). East or Middle Anglian, c.  725-35? 
Obv.  bird walking right, pellets in field;  within pelleted border. 
Rev.  as obv., but bird left. 
Weight: l.OSg (16.7gr.). Die-axis: c. 300°. 
This combination of  a bird left  and a bird right is otherwise unrecorded. It is plainly related to the 
bird/beast issues of  series Q. BMC!Hill  type 64 combines a bird walking right with a beast left,  while type 
65 has the bird left  and the beast right. There is considerable variation in designs of  the specimens of  each 
type. Most have a profusion  of  pellets in the field,  as here, and some also have a cross or crosses. Rather 
than regarding the new coin as a mule between types 64 and 65, it seems preferable  to see it as a new type 
in this somewhat diverse group. An origin in the kingdom of  Lindsey has been mooted for  series Q,3 8 

though in the light of  the find  distribution as it presently stands, and especially the coins from  the 
Brandon, Norfolk,  excavations where series Q is prominent, we would favour  an East or Middle Anglian 
attribution. 

*98. Sceat, type 3b, -FITVR' group (series -). English?, c.  710-20. 
Obv.  bust right with long hair, a grotesque triangular eye and nose, conical neck overlaid with cigar-shaped 
collar, a cross above forehead,  and an annulet and pellet by chin. 
Rev.  'standard' enclosing a saltire with three pellets in each angle, and a border inscription: 
A A I L'VCT A 0 I OX CO 
Weight: 1.19g (18.4gr.). Die-axis: 270°. 
This coin belongs to a small coherent group of  sceattas that has not been the subject of  detailed comment. 
It is very similar in composition and style to BMC  no. 53, classified  as type 3b, although the other coin in 
BMC  of  that type, no. 52, belongs to the quite different  VER' group. In both groups the form  of  the bust 
developed under the influence  of  the 'porcupine' type, but that was not the primary inspiration of  the 
designs. The design of  BMC  no. 53 can be traced back to a coin in the Aston Rowant hoard with FIT/RV on 
the 'standard', and that in turn is probably derived from  a combination of  series B and series C or D for  the 
obverse, while the prototype for  the reverse is the 'standard' developed in the Anglo-Saxon gold coinage 
and early silver series A and C. 

FIG. 2 Coins of  the 'Fitur'  group (nos as below). 

The various stages that we have identified  in this 'FITVR' group may be summarized as follows: 
With  FITVR  in  'standard' 
1. BM, ex Aston Rowant hoard (illus. Oxoniensia  37 (1972), pi. 26.6). Weight: 1.22g. This coin has the best 

style of  bust with heavily marked eyebrows, nose and mouth; + above forehead  and an annulet by nose and 
two pellets by chin; the pelleted diadem ends in a A; and the neck consists of  parallel lines overlaid by a 
cigar-shaped collar. Most of  these elements of  the obverse design subsist throughout the group. The 
reverse has a 'standard' with a fantail  to the left  and FIT/RV, presumably for  fitur  ('is made') a formula  that 
frequently  accompanies the mint name on Merovingian coins. The alternative interpretation of  fit  and a 

3 8 D. M. Metcalf,  'Sceattas found  at the Iron-age hill fort  the east Midlands is open to question (see no. 97 below), 
of  Walbury Camp, Berkshire', BNJ  44 (1974), 1-12, at 11. 3 9 D. M. Metcalf,  'Twenty-five  notes on sceatta finds',  in 
Whether the angular series Q coins with which he was Sceattas  in England,  pp. 193-205, at pp. 200-2. 
presumably drawing a comparison are from  East Anglia or 
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mint-name Ru...  is, we think, unlikely. The inscription in the outer border, partially off  the flan,  is set out 
below. 

With  a saltire  and  four  pellets  in  'standard  (type 11) 
2. BMC  no. 87; ex G. Marshall (Sotheby, 4 March 1852, lot 11). Weight; 1.15g (17.8gr.). Same obverse die 

as 1. Reverse 'standard' has a saltire with a pellet in each angle. 

3. BM, found  Barham, Suffolk.  Weight: 1.19g (18.3gr.) Same dies as 2. (Information  M. M. Archibald.) 

With  degraded  TTIII  in  'standard' 
4. Sotheby, 19 July 1984, lot 111. From a site in west Norfolk;  details to be published. Weight: not recorded. 

Bust left,  coarse style, extra symbol before  nose. Reverse 'standard' has a degraded TT/II, apparently 
copied from  coins of  series E or early series R. This is probably a contemporary imitation rather than a 
stage in the evolution of  the main group. 

With  a saltire  and  twelve  pellets  in  'standard'  (type 3b) 
5. BMC  53; pre 1836 acquisition. Weight: 1.22g (18.8gr.). More stylized bust with pronounced nose; eyebrow 

extending to cheek; dotted outline to conical neck; and diadem as a row of  pellets and one line. Reverse 
'standard' has a saltire with three pellets in each angle. 

6. SCBI  Norweb 56. Weight: 1.17g (18.1gr.). Similar, but no eyebrow on cheek; nose and eye have the 
appearance of  a triangle before  the face;  and three pellets below chin. 

7. Great Bircham find.  Weight: 1.19g (18.4gr.). Similar, but just one pellet below chin. 

8. Ashmolean; found  Selsey, Sussex. Weight: 0.51g (7.9gr.). Similar, though worn and the number of  pellets 
below chin uncertain. Reverse has a large saltire with a central pellet as on no. 9. 

9. BN, ex Cimiez hoard (illus. RN  5th ser. 2 (1938), pi. 3.24, and BNJ  24 (1944), pi. 3.24). Weight: 0.85g 
(13.1gr.). Similar to 5., but in a different  style and with a row of  pellets between two lines for  the diadem. 

The low weight suggests that this is an imitation. 
The reverse inscriptions on these coins are as follows: 
1. AG£ 3 1 V 
2-3. A R C T T L D O + L/) 
4. A r 1 £ 3V + VC0 
5. A A D ^ O V V A O'ri 0 
6. A A V ^ O V C ] 0 T 0 
7. AA 1 LVCTA4 I 0 XW 
8. c 2 - r \ j i c i 
9. A ij-OHOOVt i ox \y\ 

Nos 5-7 and 9 are retrograde; no. 8 is to worn to be read. The most literate form  of  the legend is that on nos 
2-3, while nos 4—9 imitate it with increasing barbarism. The degeneration introduced by repeated copying is 
similar to that seen in series Va and B. Keary in BMC  read that on no. 2 as AROALDOXS, which is reminiscent 
of  the Frankish name Arnoaldus held by moneyers of  the seventh-century gold coinage at Paris and Vienne. 
Alternatively the x may be interpreted as an initial cross giving the reading +SARO[?|LDO, which also has a 
Frankish air to it. If  the inscriptions, including the use of  the term/zfw  on no. 1, suggest Continental influence, 
the designs and the current find  distribution point rather to an English origin. But the question of  the group's 
attribution must for  the present remain uncertain. 

Site  B 
Two coins, no. 99 found  on 4 December 1977 and no. 100 on 8 August 1983. 
*99. Sceat, unpublished type (series K or possibly L). Kent or Thames Valley, c. 720-35. 

Obv.  bird right with head turned back pecking berries from  a branch. 
Rev.  man standing with head turned right, his legs cutting through the curved surface  representing a 
boat(?), and holding a cross and a falcon. 
Weight: 0.89g (13.7gr.). Die-axis: c. 270°. 
The obverse type is otherwise only known on the rare Archer sceat of  which two specimens are known, 
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one discovered in 1975 at Walbury Camp, Berks.,40 and the other in 1983 at Middle Harling, Norfolk, 
100 metres from  the site of  the hoard and so probably an independent find.41  In both issues the bird is in 
the same posture, though that on the Archer type may be modelled in higher relief.  Since the Great 
Birchant coin is rather poorly preserved, we are unable to judge whether it is likely to be the work of  the 
same die-cutter as the Archer sceat or a contemporary copy of  it. There are several bird-in-branch 
designs, but this one is unusual in having the bird's head turned backwards.42 The Archer sceat has been 
classified  as series U by analogy with types 23b-d. However, analysis shows it to be of  slightly poorer 
quality silver than those types (72 per cent 'silver', compared with 80-90 per cent),43 and the evidence of 
the new find  suggests that it is marginally later. 

The reverse of  the Great Bircham coin - a man holding a cross and a falcon  - is a well known one that 
occurs in types 18, 19 and 20. Types 18 and 19 (with a right- or left-facing  bust and cross) belong to series 
L, while type 20 (with a bust having loosely knotted diadem ties and holding a cup), belongs to series K. 
Coins of  series K are in general earlier than those of  series L, but so closely are these three types 
associated stylistically and through apparent mules that there can have been little difference  in their 
dates and places of  production. The Great Bircham coin is probably to be associated with type 20 (series 
K), rather than 18 or 19. The large head, separate hatched tunic and plain skirt are typical of  type 20, 
while 18 often  has a T-symbol to the right of  the standing figure  and 19 is no more than an exceedingly 
rare variant of  18. In any event it may be dated to the 720s or early 730s, and the Archer sceat is unlikely 
to be much earlier than this. Early analyses of  type 20 have yielded results of  66-73 per cent 'silver',44 

which are in line with that of  the Archer sceat. The mints of  types f8-20  are still rather uncertain, though 
they were most probably situated in Kent or the Thames valley. 

*100. Sceat, type 2 'runic', Rigold R2 (series R). East Anglia, c. 730-50. 
Obv.  degraded radiate bust right, annulet before  nose; inscription off  flan. 
Rev.  'standard' with degraded TOT/II; cross on each side. 
Weight 0.36g (5.55gr.), corroded and badly chipped. Die-axis: 90°. 
The coin is evidently fairly  base and belongs to the latter part of  the issue. It may be compared with a 
coin at Oxford  from  the 'Cambridge' hoard (075) and the single find  from  Normanby (Mil), each with 
40-50 per cent 'silver'.4:1 

Site  C 
Two coins, both found  in 1985. 
*101. Athelstan, Crowned Bust type, c.  933-39 (BMC  viii; North 673). Mint uncertain, moneyer Fredard. 

Obv.  +//EBELI ] Rev.  +FREDA[ ] 
Fragment. Weight: 0.64g (9.88gr.). Die-axis: 0°. 
This moneyer struck Crowned Bust coins for  Athelstan, Edmund and Eadred, in each case without a 
mint name. The type was issued at mints in East Anglia and southern England. 

*102. Henry II, Tealby type, bust uncertain, 1158-80 (North 952-61). Mint and moneyer uncertain. 
Obv.  and rev.  inscriptions illegible. 
Cut-farthing,  broken. Weight: 0.41g (6.3gr.). 

GRIMSBY, near. Lines. (S. Humberside) 
A further  three coins (nos 103-5) were found  in January 1986 and one (no. 106) on 26 November 1986 at the 
site near Grimsby from  which nine coins have been published previously.46 

*103. 'Porcupine' sceat (series E), Metcalf  class A, c.  710-30. Frisia. 
Obv.  'porcupine', four  bars within the curve. 
Rev.  'standard' with TT/O/I .1 (the Is inclined); outer border with crosses at centre of  sides. 
Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
The distinction between true coins of  Metcalf's  class A and their derivatives is difficult  to draw, if  such a 

4 0 S. E. Rigold and D. M. Metcalf,  'A check-list of  English 
finds  of  sceattas', BNJ  47 (1977), 31-52, pi. 3, no. 44; D.M. 
Metcalf,  'An eighth century archer'. The  Ashmolean  2 
(1983), 12-13; M. J. Morehart, 'Anglo-Saxon art and the 
'archer' sceat', in Sceattas  in  England,  pp. 181-92. 

4 1 Archibald, 'Coinage of  Beonna', pp. 15, 37, and pi. 2, 
no. 63. 

4 2 D. M. Metcalf,  'The bird and branch' sceattas in the 

light of  a find  from  Abingdon', Oxoniensia  37 (1972), 51-65, 
pi. 6, no. 17. , 

4 3 Metcalf,  'Chemical analyses', p. 18. 
4 4 Metcalf,  Merrick, and Hamblin, p. 44. 
4 5 Metcalf,  'Chemical analyses', pp. 18-19. 
4 6 M. Blackburn and M. Bonser, 'Sceattas, a styca, and 

other coin finds  from  a site in north-east Lincolnshire', in 
Sceattas  in  England,  pp. 233-39; Single finds  - 1', nos. 9-10. 
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distinction is meaningful.  This coin conforms  reasonably well with Metcalf  s criteria. Comparable coins 
were present in the Hallum hoard (dep. c.  720). 

*104. 'Porcupine' sceat (series E), Metcalf  class A, c. 710-30. Frisia. 
Obv.  similar to last, but pellet on curve. 
Rev.  similar to last, but Is horizontal and no pellets in field. 
Broken but complete. Weight: 0.70g (10.8gr.). Die-axis: 0°. 
See comment to last coin. The weight is light. 

*105. /Ethelred II, First Hand type, c.  979-985/91 (Hild. BI; North 766). York, moneyer ...nung (possibly 
Scanung). 
Obv.\  1BELR/ED REX ANGLO Rev.  +[ ]NVNG M~~O EFER (the preceding letter an A or R). 
Fragment missing from  edge. Weight: 1.35g (20.8gr.). Die-axis: 45°. 
There are no York coins of  the First Hand or other types of  this period with a moneyer's name ending 
...NVNG. However, in the Liverpool collection there is a First Hand coin by the moneyer SCANIG, which 
Dr Veronica Smart interprets as the Old Danish name Skaning,  a man from  Skane (SCBI  Merseyside 
Museums, no. 521 and p. 111). We think William Lean is probably right in his suggestion (pers. comm.) 
that the new coin is by the same moneyer and that the legend is to be completed SCANVNG. Dr Smart has 
confirmed  to us that although the suffixes  -ing  and -ung  are separate, they have approximately the 
same meaning ('someone who is...') and were used interchangeably. She comments that the occurrence 
of  both forms  on the York coins suggests that the name had not entered the general stock of  names and 
that the moneyer or a fairly  immediate ancestor really was a man from  Skane. 

*106. Stephen, 'Ornamented' series, Flag type, c. 1135^11? (Mack 217; North 919). York?, no moneyer. 
Obv.  +STIEF/N/E I, crowned bust right, holding banner, with annulet on shoulder and star in field  right. 
Rev.  ^OBTC  IONCIVS 
Weight:1.09g (16.8gr.), slight edge chip. Die-axis: 270°. 
This find  brings the total number of  surviving Flag coins to nineteen. It is from  a new pair of  dies and 
the reverse inscription, though clearly related to others in its letter combinations and ornamental 
devices, is not exactly reproduced on any other coin. The obverse is of  the variety with cross hatching 
on the shaft. 

The 'Ornamented' series of  types has been attributed to York by Andrew, Lawrence, Brooke, and 
most recently Archibald.47 Peter Seaby has, however, rightly drawn attention to their unusual designs 
and legends and to affinities  with the contemporary coinage of  Flanders.48 There seems little doubt that 
the die-cutting was strongly influenced  by Continental issues and may well be the work of  Continental 
craftsmen.  It is much more difficult  to accept Seaby's suggestion that the 'Ornamented' series was 
actually struck in western Flanders for  use in the wool trade with England or in payment of 
mercenaries. The find  distribution alone makes a York attribution much more probable: there are eight 
recorded English provenances (Cattal, Yorks. (3 coins); Yarm, N. Yorks. (Clev.); York (Tanners Row 
excavations); near Grimsby, Lines. (S. Humb.); Peterborough, Northants. (Cambs.); Winterslow, 
Wilts., hoard), but none from  the Continent. 

IMMINGHAM, near. Lines. (S. Humberside) 
Found in 1985/86 a few  miles south west of  Immingham (site recorded confidentially). 
*107. Stephen, Awbridge type, c.  1153-58 (BMC  vii; North 881). Mint uncertain, moneyer Ge... 

Obv.\  ]EF| ] flev.+GE[  ]N| ] 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. Probably the moneyer Geffrei,  who is recorded at London and 
Thetford  in this type. 

KEELBY, near. Lines. 
Found on 10 October 1986 near Keelby (findspot  recorded confidentially). 
"T08. Edward the Confessor,  Pyramids type, c.  1065-66 (Hild. I; North 831). Lincoln, moneyer Ulf. 

4 7 M. M. Archibald, 'Coins', in English  Romanesque  Art 
1066-1200  (exhibition catalogue, Hayward Gallery, 
London, 1984), pp. 320-41, at p. 335-36. " 

4 S In a series of  papers, the most recent being P. Seaby 'Of 
seals and sceptres: King Stephen and the advocate of  St. 

Vaast's', in Numismatics  -  Witness  to  History,  edited by R. 
Margolis and H. Vocgtli (Wetteren. 1986), pp. 141-52; 
idem, 'A quarter penny of  Stephen', Interim  11:3 (1986), 
42-46 [a Flag type found  in excavations at York], 
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Obv.  EADPARD RE'.' Rev.  +VLF ON LINCOLN 
Weight: 1.48g (22.8gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 
From the same dies as Mossop pi. 80.5 (Museum of  London). 

KING'S LYNN, near, Norfolk 
This coin was sold at Sotheby's on 19 July 1984, lot 132, described as 'found  near King's Lynn, 1983'. Lot 130 in 
the same sale, a Bristol coin of  William II's type iv 'found  at Dagenham, Essex, Jan. 1984', is most probably 
from  one of  the spoil heaps from  the Billingsgate site that was dumped at Dagenham and which produced many 
Norman coins. 
*109. Henry I, Pointing Bust and Stars type, c.  1110-13? (BMC  vi; North 862). Wilton, moneyer Bruning. 

Obv.  +hENRI [ | Rev.  +BRVNIG:|ON:PIL]TV 
Fragment. Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: c.  0°. 
The moneyer is otherwise unrecorded for  this type, but he is known at this mint for  the previous type 
(BMC  no. 36). 

LEIGHTON BUZZARD, near, Bedfordshire 
Found early in 1986 near Leighton Buzzard (findspot  recorded confidentially). 
*110. Ceonwulf  of  Mercia, Tribrach type, c. 798 - c. 800 (BLS Cn_16; North 342). London, moneyer Ibba. 

Obv.  +COENWL:F R EX (commencing at 6 o'clock), around M (for  Merciorum). 
Rev.  IB/B/A, triple tribrach, pellets in field. 
Weight: not recorded; badly chipped around edge. Die-axis: 300°. 
From the same obverse die as a coin in the British Museum, ex Lockett 2658 (=BLS Cn 16a), but 
different  reverse. The attribution of  Ibba to the London mint is confirmed  by the recent discovery in 
Kent of  an early coin of  Coenwulf  with a Three-line obverse type to be published in a future  article in 
this series. 

LEWES, near. East Sussex 
Found in 1983 by Mr J. Hancocks on the South Downs between Brighton and Lewes (findspot  recorded 
confidentially). 
"111. Stephen, Watford  type, c. 1135-41? (BMC  i; North 873). Mint and moneyer uncertain. 

Obv.  [ ]FNE[ ] Rev.  [ ]ON( ] 
Cut-halfpenny.  Weight: 0.70g (10.8gr.). 

LITTLE HORWOOD, Bucks. 
Found in June 1985 at Little Horwood, near Buckingham. 
The photograph was taken through a plastic envelope causing reflection  which obscures part of  the reverse. 
* 112. Cnut, Short Cross type, c. 1030-35/36 (Hild. H; North 790). London, moneyer Swan. 

Obv.  +CNV/T RECX Rev.  +SPAN ON LVND 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 

Struck from  the same dies as SCBI  Copenhagen iiib 2919. 

LOUTH, near, Lines. 
The sites, all on the south-eastern scarp of  the Lincolnshire Wolds a few  miles south of  Louth (findspots 
recorded confidentially),  are identified  by the letters given in 'Single finds  - 2'. 
Site  A 
Further finds,  no. 113 discovered in March 1986 and no. 114 in October 1986. 
*113. St Peter coinage, Vikings of  York, Sword/Cross type c.  920-27 (BMC  type 1; North 555). York. 

Obv.  | ]/TRI MO, sword pointing right towards three(?) pellets, with a Thor's hammer below, its shaft 
forming  the I of  the inscript ion. 
Rev.  +E[ ]CEiv, cross and four  pellets. 
Fragment. Weight: 0.56g (8.64 gr.). Die-axis: 190°. 
This coin is similar to BMC  1116 (pi. 30.1) but from  different  dies. It has been broken, rather than cut, 
along the line of  the sword and was probably not intended to serve as a halfpenny.  There is a small peck 
mark on the obverse below the M made while testing the quality of  silver. This is the latest peck-marked 
coin that we know of  from  the English Danelaw. 

* 114. Edward the Confessor,  Pacx type, c. 1042-44 (Hild. D; North 813).'York, moneyer Grimulf. 
Obv.  XEDPER7D RE+ Rev.  [+GR]/INV/[LEO/NEO] 
Fragment broken from  a cut-halfpenny.  Weight: 0.28g (4.3gr.). Die-axis: 0°. 
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Die-duplicate of  Hild. 129; identified  from  photographs by Michael Dolley now in the possession of  one 
of  us (M.A.S.B.). 

Site  D 
This coin was found  in September 1986. The finder  kindly sent it to us for  study. The site (findspot  recorded 
confidentially)  is approximately one mile from  site B referred  to in 'Single finds  - 2', p. 65. 
*115. Henry I, Double Inscription type, c.  1122-24? (BMC  xi; North 867). London, moneyer Raulfus. 

Obv.  hEN[ |, two quatrefoils  to left  of  sceptre. 
/?ev.[ + R]/AV/LF/VS, +ON LVN 
Weight: 1.35g (20.8gr.), bent. Die-axis: 0°. 
This coin provides a new moneyer for  the type. Raulf(us)  was previously recorded for  types iii, v, vii, x, 
and xii-xiv of  Henry I.4 9 The coin has been snicked at the lower right edge. 

Site  E 
From a new site in the Louth region, found  in October 1986. 
* 116. William I, Profile/Cross  and Trefoils  type, c. 1080-83? (BMC  vii; North 847). London, moneyer 

Godwine. 
Obv.  +PILLELIM REX Rev.  +GODPINE ON LIIN 
Weight: 1.31g (20.2gr.). Die-axis: 300°. 
Godwine was a prolific  moneyer in preceding and succeeding types. For type vii he is cited by Brooke 
and by Harris from  Drabble 594, ex Rashleigh 365, which has the form  GODPI and is struck from 
different  dies to this specimen. 

MALTON, near, N. Yorks. 
Two coins found  in the same field  near Malton in April 1986. 
*117. Eadbert of  Northumbria (738-58), Booth class A (North 177). York, moneyer unspecified. 

Obv.  EADBERhTVS' (square A and D; S as inverted L), cross. 
Rev.  animal walking right with protruding tongue. 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 
Possibly from  the same obverse die as York excavation find3"  no. 4 (='Booth no. 6), a corroded coin, 
but from  a new reverse die. 

*118. Eanred of  Northumbria (c.810-c. 840?), earlier phase (North 186). York, moneyer Eadwine. 
Obv.  + EANRED REX. pellet in circle of  pellets. 
Rev.  +EADPIN1, pellet in circle of  pellets. 
Weight reported as 1.02g (15.7gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 

MELTON MOWBRAY, near. Lines. 
Found in September 1985 near Melton Mowbray (findspot  recorded confidentially). 
* 119. Edward the Confessor,  Pyramids type, c.  1065-66 (Hild. I; North 831). Leicester, moneyer Godric. 

Obv.  EADPARD REX Rev.  +GODR1C ON LHRCS. 
Weight: 1.19g (18.4gr.). Die-axis: 0°. 
The moneyer was previously unrecorded at Leicester for  this type, but he was known in the preceding 
seven types. 

MILNTHORPE, near, Westmorland (Cumbria) 
Found early in 1986 near Milnthorpe, south of  Kendal (findspot  recorded confidentially). 
*120. Henry I, Quadrilateral-on-Cross-Fleury type c.  1134-35? (BMC  xv; North 871). London, moneyer 

Dereman R. 
Obv.  h[ ]RI[ ]VS[ 1 Rev.  +DEREMA[ ]LR:ON:LV 
Weight: 1.27g (19.6gr.). Die-axis: 270°'.' 
The omission of  an initial cross on the obverse is unusual in this type. On the reverse the initial cross is 
punched over the D giving the impression of  a letter-B; the second half  of  the legend is rather uncertain. 
Dereman (R) is one of  the most prolific  moneyers of  this type. 

4 9 E. J. Harris, 'The moneyers of  the Norman kings and 511 E. J. E. Pirie, Post-Roman Coins from  York  Excav-
the types they are known to have struck. Part 14', SCMB  ations 1971-81 (The Archaeology of  York 18/1, 1986). 
(1985). 409-12. 
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NORWICH, near, Norfolk 
Found in October 1986 some three miles east of  Norwich. 
* 121. /Ethelred II, Crux type, c. 991-97 (Hild. C; North 770). Cambridge, moneyer ^Elfric. 

Obv.  +/EDELR/ED REX ANGLOX Rev.  + /ELFRIC M~~O GRANT 
Weight: 1.35g (20.8gr.). Die-axis: 90°. 
From the same dies as SCBI  Cambridge 638. 

REPTON, near, Derbyshire 
Found in May 1985 near Repton (findspot  recorded confidentially).  The coin was reported in Treasure  Hunting 
(October 1985), 9. 
*122. Louis the Pious, emperor, Temple type, 822-40 (Morrison and Grunthal51 472; MEC  1:793-808). 

Unspecified  Frankish mint. 
Obv.  +H[LVD0]VICVS IMP, cross and pellets. 
Rev.  +X[PISTIA]NA RELIGIO. temple. 
Fragmentary denier. Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: 180°. 
Louis' Temple type was introduced at Frankish mints in 822 and demonetized in the recoinage of  864. 
This was the coinage then that was current on the Continent during the Viking raids of  the mid ninth 
century and which members of  the Great Army might have brought over with them in 865. It is 
remarkable that so few  Carolingian coins of  this period have been found  in England, or for  that matter 
in Scandinavia.52 They have occurred in a few  English hoards of  the 860s and 870s but in such small 
numbers that they represent only a tiny proportion of  the coins present. And they are equally rare as 
single finds,  the only others known to us being a denier of  Pepin II of  Aquitaine (839-52) from  Culm 
Davey, Dorset33, and a Frisian imitative obol of  Lothar II (855-69) from  Pin's Knoll, also in Dorset.54 

It would seem that the coins received by the Vikings in raids or as tribute on the Continent were 
rapidly converted into ingots or ornaments, just as the English Lunette  coins of  the 860s and 870s were 
soon melted down in the Danelaw and did not survive in circulation there into the 880s and 890s. Nor 
can we be sure that this new find  was a Viking loss occasioned, for  example, by the Viking wintering at 
Repton in 873/4, since a small number of  foreign  coins succeeded in entering circulation in England 
despite prohibitions and even reached central Mercia. Thus a coin of  Pepin the Short (751-68), albeit 
from  the rather different  monetary climate of  the mid eighth century, was recently found  in excavations 
at Repton itself.55 

ROXTON, Beds. 
Found on 22 May 1986 at Roxton, a short distance from  the coin reported in 'Single finds  - 2', no. 54. 
*123. Stephen, Scottish Border issue, variant of  BMC  i, c.  1135-41? (Mack 190; North 908). Newcastle, 

moneyer Wileln. 
Obv.  +STIEFNE RE: 
Rev.  +WI:/LEL:/[N:0]N/[C]A[ST:], long cross voided over cross fleury. 
Weight: f.Olg  (15.6gr.); corroded, brittle and broken into three pieces. Die-axis: not recorded. 
From the same dies as BMC  251. 

ST LEONARDS-ON-SEA, Sussex 
This Arabic gold coin was found  by a metal-detector user on the beach to the west of  St Leonards-on-Sea in 
1986. It was discovered above the high-tide mark opposite Bulverhythe (Grid Ref.  TO 57761084) 20 feet  from 
the foot  of  the cliffs,  which at this point stand some 60 feet  high and are seriously eroding. The coin, which 
shows no sign of  being water worn, had almost certainly fallen  with a clod of  soil from  the cliff  top. Upon the 
cliff  some 200 yards away are the remains of  St Mary's Chapel (a scheduled monument). We are particularly 
grateful  to the finder  for  providing detailed information  about the circumstances of  this important find. 

*124. Anonymous, Fatimid dynasty, temp. al-Mustansir (1036-94) (Spahr56 - ; cf.  p. 122, no. 33). Sicily 
c. 1050-72. 

5 1 K. F. Morrison and H. Grunthal, Carolingian  Coinage 
(New York, 1967). 

5 2 S. Coupland, 'Carolingian coinage and Scandinavian 
silver', NNA  1983/84 (forthcoming). 

5 3 M. Dolley and N. Shiel, 'A Carolingian denarius  with a 
Devonshire provenance', BNJ  50 (1980), 7-11. 

5 4 R. H. M. Dolley and K. F. Morrison, 'Finds of 
Carolingian coins from  Great Britain and Ireland', BNJ  32 

(1963), 75-87, at pp. 75-77. 
5 5 M. Biddle and others, 'Coins of  the Anglo-Saxon period 

from  Repton, Derbyshire', in Anglo-Saxon  Monetary 
History,  edited by M. A. S. Blackburn (Leicester, 1986), pp. 
111-32, at pp. 127-30. 

5 6 R. Spahr, Le monete siciliane dai  bizantini a Carlo  i 
d'Angid  (582-1282)  (Graz, 1976). 
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Obv.  inscription within two circles, with triangles above and below: 

)) 

fiJL^  (for  c Jc jky j J ) 

Marginal inscription (barbarous), within an outer circle: 

. . . . Vcb>ioUi.£ 

Rev.  inscription within two circles, with triangle above: 

Marginal inscription (barbarous) or circle of  small strokes(?): 

. . . •*»illtl i<i 

Quarter dinar (rubai,  'tari'). Weight: reported as 0.9g. Diameter: 13mm. 
Mrs Helen Brown has kindly identified  the coin from  enlarged photographs and provided the transcriptions and 
the following  comments: 

In style it is very closely related to the anonymous Fatimid coins temp. al-Mustansir (1036-94) - described and illustrated 
by Spahr, p. 122, no. 33 and pi. XVI - and I have no doubt that it is Sicilian. A weight of  0.9g, if  correct, makes a plausible 
'/4 dinar (most specimens are in the range 0.95-1.0g). But the end of  the obverse field  inscription is deficient,  and the 
reverse marginal inscription, which should contain the mint/date, is barbarous; and the triangular ornaments above and 
below the field  inscriptions are un-Fatimid. and unfamiliar  to me. So I would attribute it to the period of  confusion  at the 
end of  the Muslim period in Sicily, c. 1050-70. 
Duplessy has identified  two periods during which Arabic gold coins were to be found  in Western Europe.57 

The first,  from  the seventh to the mid ninth century, coincides with the striking of  the famous  dinar of  Offa  and 
a group of  anonymous imitations that may be of  English or French origin.5S There are several Continental finds 
of  Arabic gold of  this period, but the only English one is of  two eighth-century dinars, one of  them said to be a 
cast in gold of  a silver coin, from  the beach at Eastbourne in Sussex,-"19 though this is perhaps a coincidence. The 
second period, from  the late eleventh to the thirteenth century, is marked by a number of  finds  from  France 
and the Low Countries, some of  them substantial hoards, and by the occurrence of  a variety of  names for 
Arabic coins, including the much debated obolus  de  muse',

60
 in contemporary French and English documents. 

The coins are mostly from  north African  or Spanish mints. There were two finds  from  England previously 
recorded. The first  was a pair of  Spanish dinars of  Ali ibm Yusuf  struck at Almeria in AD 1131 that were found 
in London ('within site of  St Pauls cathedral') during the nineteenth century."1 The second, kindly drawn to our 
attention by Mrs Brown, was another dinar of  Abi ibn Yusuf,  struck at Denia in AD 1106, found  in 1825 in 
Oxford  'while digging a sewer in the street opposite Christ Church'. It is recorded in S. Lane-Poole's MS 
Catalogue of  the Oriental Coins in Christ Church, 1886, no. 364. 

This Sicilian tari fits  happily into a West European context, though how it reached St Leonards-on-Sea one 
can only speculate. Taris such as this circulated in Sicily, parts of  southern Italy, and north Africa,  so that they 
could have reached western Europe in company with north African  gold. Mrs Nightingale has shown that 
members of  the London Pepperers' Guild were travelling to the Mediterranean by the twelfth  century, trading 
at the ports of  Montpellier, Genoa, and Alexandria.62 She also suggests that there was a lively trade with 
northern Spain which brought many Spanish Muslim gold coins to England, though this could not account for 
our Sicilian piece. There is a strong possibility that this coin arrived directly or indirectly through trade with the 
Mediterranean. However, it should be remembered that taris continued to circulate and to be struck after  the 

5 7 J. Duplessy, 'La circulation des monnaier arabes en 
Europe occidentale du VIIIc au XHIe siecle', RN  5th ser. 18 
(1956), 101-64. 

5 S N. Lowick, 'A new type of  solidus  mancus',  NC  (1973), 
173-82. 

5 9 Duplessy, p. 124, no. 12. Another dinar, said to have 
been found  in the marches below Arundel Castle. Sussex, 
was identified  by Vaux as of  one of  the Samanid princes and 

thus later ninth or tenth century, but Duplessy doubts this 
attribution; Duplessy, p. 124, no. 37. 

6 0 P. Grierson, 'Oboli  de  muse", EHR  66 (1951), 75-81. 
6 1 Duplessy, p. 133. no. 36. 
6 2 P. Nightingale, 'The London Pepperers' Guild and 

some twelfth-century  English trading links with Spain". Bull, 
of  the Inst,  of  Hist.  Research 58 (1985), 123-32. 
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Norman conquest of  Sicily in 1072, and it is likely that some also found  their way back to Normandy and to 
England through military or official  channels. 

SHARNBROOK, near, Beds. 
Two sceattas found  on a building site near Sharnbrook, north of  Bedford  (site recorded confidentially).  No 125 
was found  on 31 March 1986 at a depth of  18", and no. 126 was found  on 5 October 1986 at a depth of  10-12". The 
site has also produced four  Roman coins. 
*125. Sceat, BMC  27b, Rigold BIIIB (series J; Stewart 85). London?, c. 710-25. 

Obv.  diademed head right. Rev.  bird on cross. 
Weight: 0.84g (13.0gr.V Die-axis: 0°. 
The dies are not recorded by Rigold. This coin has a golden appearance over much of  its surface 
punctuated by the more usual black tarnish of  silver. The coin appears to be struck in good silver, and 
we are inclined to regard this as natural patination, rather than deliberately induced colour. 

*126. Sceat, BMC  37 (series J). London?, c. 715-25. 
Obv.  two confronting  heads. Rev.  array of  four  birds. 
Weight: 0.90g (13.9gr.). 

STANFORD-UPON-SOAR, near, Notts. 
Found in January 1984 near Stanford-upon-Soar,  a few  miles north of  Loughborough. 
*127. Otto III, as king of  Germany, 983-96? (Dannenberg 331?; Havernick 34?). Cologne. 

Obv.  inscription illegible, cross pattee probably with a pellet in each quarter (illegible). 
Rev.  «/[ ]OLON[ ]/A 
Weight: 1.46g (22.5gr.), very worn and pierced twice. There is no sign of  peck-marking. 
Dr Peter Ilisch has kindly examined photographs of  the coin and suggests that the most probable 
identification  is a Pfennig  of  Havernick type 34. He bases his view on the small diameter and the style of 
the lettering on the reverse. He points out that most coins of  this type were struck rather carelessly and 
often  on thick flans  which tend to be more square than round. Havernick attributed this type to Otto I 
(936-62), but Ilisch has recently argued for  a reattribution to Otto III.63 The condition of  the coin 
suggests that it had seen considerable circulation, presumably in Germany, before  being brought to 
England. However, the German hoards indicate that coins did not remain in circulation there for  more 
than about twenty-five  years, so it would probably have been brought to England during the first  half  of 
the eleventh century. The two piercings could have been made by a modern plough. 

STANTON ST QUINTIN, Wilts 
Found in 1985 at Stanton St Quintin (findspot  recorded confidentially). 
*128. Cnut, Quatrefoil  type, c.  1017-24 (Hild. E; North 781). Ilchester, moneyer uncertain. 

Obv.  I  ]T REX ANGL[ ] Rev.  [ ]ON GIFEL 
Cut-halfpenny.  Weight: 0.44g (6.79gr.). 

STOKE MANDEVILLE, Bucks 
Found in January 1986 at Stoke Mandeville. The photograph was kindly taken for  us by the finder,  but with the 
coin in a plastic envelope which has caused lines of  reflection  to appear. 
* 129. Edward the Confessor,  Expanding Cross type, heavy issue, c. 1051-53 (Hild. E. North 823). Lincoln, 

moneyer Manna. 
Obv.  +EDPET/.RD REX: Rev.  +MANNA ON LINCOL 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 
Struck from  the same obverse die as SCBI  Lincolnshire Collections 685 (=Mossop pi. 64.18). The 
reverse die is not recorded. 

SUDBURY, near, Suffolk 
Found on 19 September 1986 to the north of  Sudbury (findspot  recorded confidentially). 
*130. Sceat, type 2 'runic', Rigold Rly (series C), c.  700-10. Kentish?, moneyer /Epa. 

Obv.[  ]pa or [ ]pae (in runes) , radia te bust r ight, p r o m i n e n t d iadem ties, o rnamen ta l annu le t and A 
beh ind . 

6 3 P. Ilisch. 'Zur Chronologie dcr ottonischen Miinzen aus (Munich, 1983), pp. 55-62. 
Koln'. Deutscher Numismatikerlug  Miinchen  1981, Vortritge 
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Rev.  'standard' with TT/o/ll, border of  + T + T etc. 
Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr.). Die-axis: 180°. 

Struck from  the same dies as the find  from  near Royston (no. 4 above). 

SWINDON, near, Wilts. 
This coin, found  near Swindon, was shown to Christopher Blunt in September 1986 by a local metal-detector 
user. Mr Blunt has kindly invited us to include it here. 
131. Edward the Confessor,  Expanding Cross type, c. 1050-53 (Hild. E; North 820/23). London, moneyer 

Spracling. 
Obv.  +EDPE-. / RD REX: Rev.  +SPRAGELINC ON LVND: 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 
The legends are similar to those of  BMC  no. 944. 

THETFORD, Norfolk 
This coin, found  in 1981 to the west of  Fulmerston Road, was listed in 'Single finds  - 1' as no. 28, but we could 
record only the type as it had been mislaid. The coin has since been re-found  and kindly given to one of  us 
(M. J. B.) by the finder,  Mr B. Fisher. 
*132. William I, Two Stars type, c. 1074-7 (BMC  v; North 845). Thetford,  moneyer Cinric. 

Obv.  +PIL| ]LM RE[ ] Rev.  +C[ ]NRIC[ ]BET 
Three fragments.  Weight: 0.85g (13.1 gr.). Die-axis: 180°. 

WEST MERSEA, Essex 
This coin is said to have been found  during 1986 in a garden at West Mersea, on the Island of  Mersea in the 
Blackwater estuary. It was purchased from  Spink & Son Limited by Mr D. S. Chick, who kindly invited us to 
publish it here. He supplied the photographs and the accompanying drawing. 
*133. Edward the Martyr, Small Cross type, 975-78 (Hild. A; North 763). Lympne, moneyer Wine. 

Obv.  +EADPEARD REX ANGLOX Rev.  +PINE M™0 LIMENE 
Weight: 1.17g (18.0gr.). Die-axis: 270°. 
From the same dies as BMC  12. Mr Chick points out that features  of  the obverse suggest that it was 
overstruck on another coin. The bust is modelled in high relief,  but it is not fully  struck up thus allowing 
the under-type to show through. In the centre there is a small cross in relief  and there are incuse marks 
above and below it (fig.  3). This suggests that the under-type was of  a,Two-line design, rather than one 
with a circular inscription in which the field  around the cross would be plain. It also rules out the 
possibility that the coin had merely been struck once and turned in the dies. The weight of  1.17g is low 
for  a coin of  Edward the Martyr, but in line with one of  Edgar's Two-line issue. 

FIG. 3 Overstruck coin of  Edward the Martyr (no. 133) showing traces of  the under-type. 

WOOTTON, Northants. 
This sceat was found  on 14 July 1986 at Wootton, a few  miles south of  Northampton, after  contractors had 
removed top soil during road building operations (Grid ref.  SP754567). 
*134. Sceat, type 2 'runic', Rigold Rla (series C), c.  700-10. Kentish, moneyer /Epa. 

Obv.  radiate bust right, A and annulets behind; runic inscription off  the flan. 
Rev.  'standard' with ToT/n, fantail  above, pseudo-inscription in border. 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 

WRITTLE, Essex 
Found in October 1985 at Writtle, near Chelmsford  (site recorded confidentially). 
*135. Henry I, Star-in-Lozenge-Fleury type, c.  1128-31? (BMCxiii:  North 869). Thetford,  moneyer Aschetil. 
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Obv.  +hE[NRIC]VS R: Rev.  +ASChET[IL]:ON:TETFO 
Weight: 1.30g (20.1gr.). Die-axis: 210°. 
Die-duplicate of  BMC  100. The coin was offered  for  sale in Spink auction no. 55 (8 October 1986), lot 
115 (the date of  finding  given is wrong). 

WYMESWOLD, near, Leics. 
Site  A 
Found during 1985 in the same field  near Wymeswold as the series G sceat recorded in 'Single finds  - 2' (no. 
74). 
*136. 'Porcupine' sceat (series E), derivative of  Metcalf  class A, c. 720-30? Frisia. 

Obv.  'porcupine', with three bars within curve. 
Rev.  'standard', decorated with ToT/TT (the lower Ts on their sides). 
Weight and die-axis not recorded. 

Site  B 
Found on 3 January 1987 at a second site near Wymeswold (recorded confidentially).  It was shown at the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, and Mrs Helen Brown most kindly identified  it from  a polaroid photograph taken by us. 
There were no other associated finds,  though Roman coins have been found  150 metres away. 
*137. 'Abbasid silver dirhem. Caliph al-Mu'tamid (256-79 AH = AD 870-92) (cf.  BMC  i 130.371). Mint of 

Bardha'ah, 277-79 AH (AD 890-92). 
Weight: 2.52g. No evidence of  pecking or other secondary treatment. 
Bardha'ah lay in the Transcaucasian territories of  the Caliph, between the Black Sea and the Caspian.64 

The date, on the very worn part of  the margin, is illegible, but it can be no earlier than 277 (AD 890) 
since until that year the mint-name - rather exceptionally for  silver coins - occurs in the reverse field. 
Indeed it probably belongs to the year 277 and is similar to BMC  i, 130.371 (from  the Cuerdale hoard). 
Mrs Brown further  comments that coins of  this mint are often  heavy and thick, in the high 3g range or 
more, but this specimen has quite a normal weight. 

Coins of  al-Mu'tamid of  this mint commonly occur in Scandinavian hoards of  the late ninth and tenth 
centuries, and there were three, possibly four,  specimens in the Cuerdale hoard.65 Wymeswold lay within 
the Danelaw and this coin would have come via Scandinavia with the Vikings and probably have been 
lost in the very late ninth or earlier tenth century. 

YORKSHIRE WOLDS, E. Yorks. (N. Humberside/N. Yorks.) 
Two coins were found  on 9 November 1986 at an undisclosed upland site on the East Yorkshire Wolds, 
between Malton and Beverley. It is said to be a habitation site that has produced Roman and later medieval 
finds.  With photographs of  these two coins there was included one of  a Henry II short cross penny, class lc, of 
the London moneyer Raul from  the same findspot. 
*138. Eric Bloodaxe, Viking king of  York, first  reign, 947-8, Two-line type (HT1) (North 549). York, 

moneyer Rathulf. 
Obv.  +E.RIC RE'X IO" 7?ev..'./RADVc/+ ++/LFETO/v 
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr.). Die-axis: c. 200°. 
This is the seventh recorded specimen by this moneyer, the others being: 3 British Museum; 1 
Copenhagen; 1 Brekker, ex Ryan 679; 1 Blunt, ex Grantley 961. It is struck from  the same obverse die 
as BMS  v 1261-2, but from  a different  reverse die. 

*139. Henry II, Tealby type, bust uncertain, 1158-80 (North 952-61). Canterbury or Carlisle?, moneyer 
uncertain. 
Obv.I  ]E[ ] Rev.  [ ]:ON:CA[ ] 
Weight: 1.33g (20.5gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. 

6 4 The status of  the mint in the ninth century is discussed in 
N. Lowick, 'The Kufic  coins from  Cuerdale', BNJ  46 (1976), 

19-28, at p. 22. 
6 5 Lowick, pp. 25-26. 
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T H E D E F A C E D P E N N I E S O F S T E P H E N F R O M S U S S E X M I N T S 

PETER SEABY 

IN the Journal  for  1980 I discussed the Cross Moline type pennies of  Stephen struck from 
defaced  dies and suggested that they were issued during the period of  the Interdict of 
1148.' To my mind, these pennies fall  into five  regional or diocesan groups and symbolize 
the authority of  the church being imposed on a recalcitrant monarch. As a result of 
condensing and re-arranging an early draft  with insufficient  care I find  that I transposed 
parts of  the descriptions of  figures  6 & 7 in that paper. Figure 6 shows a wide bar defacing 
the shaft  of  the king's sceptre and it is this coin, Mack 153, which was minted by the 
moneyer Edward of  an uncertain mint. Figure 7 has the sceptre shaft  defaced  by a double 
fleur-de-lis  (a thunderbolt?) and an uncertain object over the king's shoulder (fig.  l,a). 
This coin, Mack 154 (BMC  231), fig  2,a, has a partly legible reverse inscription which was 
given by Mack as ' + ( )BE( )ANE ' , while Brooke had suggested ' + — B E -

(C)A(N)E\After  examining the coin I had expressed the opinion that the mint signature 
was possibly '—TANF' and the mint might be Stamford. 

Recently a die duplicate of  this latter coin came to light which is believed to have been 
found  about 1978 at Lewes, Sussex. It is said to have come from  foundation  spoil at a 
hillside building site on the outskirts of  the town and to have been located by means of  a 
metal detector. I am indebted to Mr Gary Alliss who has kindly made the coin available for 
illustration (fig  2,b). The reverse inscription on Mr Alliss's penny reads 'RO T:ON:-
-A(N)E', but though on this coin the penultimate letter looks more like a V than an N this is 
no doubt due to an aberration in the striking and the reading '—TANE' seems reasonably 
probable. There is just room for  another letter, illegible on both pennies, between the 
colon stop following  the copulative and the T in the mint name. What is beyond doubt is 
that from  the two coins the moneyer's name can be reconstructed as RODBERT. 

FIG. 1. a. Steyning, moneyer Rodbert. 
b. Hastings, moneyer Sawine. 
c. Chichester, moneyer Godwine(?). 
d. 'wihT'. uncertain moneyer. 

Dr Ian Stewart has remarked on the occurrence of  the name Rodbert in the latter part of 
the reign of  Henry I and during the reign of  Stephen, showing that, in addition to a 
Rodbert at Shrewsbury in Stephen type I, the name occurs at London and Canterbury for 

1 P. Seaby, 'King Stephen and the interdict of  1148', BNJ  50 (1980) 50-60. 
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FIG. 2. a. Steyning, moneyer Rodbert (B.M.). 
b. Ditto, die duplicate (G. Alliss) 
c. Chichester, moneyer Godwine(?). 
d. 'wihT' , uncer ta in moneyer . 

each of  Stephen's substantive types, at Castle Rising for  types II and VI, and at the Sussex 
mints of  Hastings in types I, II, VI/VII (mule) and VII, and at Bramber in type VII.2 This, 
he suggests, indicates Rodbert may have been an important official  moving between mints 
in the south-east. More recently a penny of  type VII was published by Michael Sharp which 
has a reverse inscription reading ' E R T : 0 — T E N ' and which he has attributed to the mint 
of  Steyning.3 

Though the mint of  Steyning, first  noted in the Pointed Helmet type of  Cnut, is recorded 
in the Norman period for  four  of  the eight types of  William I and three of  the five  types of 
William II, it seems to have been inactive throughout the reign of  Henry I and, until 
recently, was not known to have been active in the reign of  Stephen. However, as the find 
site of  Mr Alliss's coin is only some fourteen  or fifteen  miles from  Steyning it does not seem 
unreasonable to suggest that the Rodbert of  the (S)tane  defaced  coin may have been the 
same moneyer who worked at the (S)ten  mint and at the adjacent Bramber mint in type 
VII and at the Hastings mint for  much of  the reign of  Stephen. The mint of  Steyning is 
usually rendered as a contracted variant of  S T / C N I G or S T E N I G (the /E  diphthong not being 
used after  William I type II)4 and the form  S T A N E has not been noted. However, the 
borough of  Steyning appears as Staninges  in the Domesday survey. 

In my 1980 paper I had briefly  mentioned the defaced  Cross Moline penny of  Hastings of 
the moneyer Sawine, Mack 153, from  the Nottingham hoard. This is recorded as no. 148 by 
E. W. Danson in his listing of  the hoard5 and it is described by both Mack and Danson as 
having the obverse die 'defaced  by arc of  circle through King's chin and vertical line 
downwards.' However, I had not seen the coin or any illustration of  it and I had somewhat 
dismissively commented that the defacement  might be merely the result of  accidental 
damage. Since then Mr Danson has kindly let me have a sight of  a pencil rubbing of  this 
coin (copied in fig  l,b) and I am now persuaded that it may be of  more significance  than I 
had originally supposed as the defacement  has the form  of  an inverted anchor. 

The third defaced  coin of  Sussex, assuming that the first  is of  Steyning, is a Cross Moline 

2 I. Stewart, 'The Sussex mints and their moneyers'. The 
South  Saxons,  edited by P. Brandon (Chichester. 1978) p. 
126. 

3 M. Sharp, 'A Steyning coin of  Stephen', BNJ  52 (1982), 
241. 

4 H. H. King. 'The coins of  the Sussex mints, II', BNJ  28 

(1958), 260-3. 
5 E. W. Danson, 'The Nottingham find  of  1880: A Stephen 

hoard re-examined', BNJ  37 (1968), 59. Mr Danson informs 
me that this coin was in the collection of  the late Mr W. H. 
Andrew, of  Nottingham, until 1963. 
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penny of  Chichester from  the Prestwich hoard that Miss Archibald has kindly brought to 
my attention. It has a long bar struck across the lower part of  the king's bust extending to 
the sceptre. In addition, there appears to be a minor diagonal defacement  across the 
sceptre shaft  (fig  l,c and fig  2,c). The coin has been struck off-centre  and the moneyer's 
name is illegible, only . . . :ON:CICE being visible. Of  the two Chichester moneyers known 
for  the type, Brand and Godwine, it is Godwine's name that would fit  the space available 
and there appear to be vestiges of  serifs  to the left  of  the first  colon stop. 

The proposition that dies may have been defaced  as a result of  falling  into enemy hands 
or that they were defaced  to prevent their use by Stephen's opponents can hardly be 
tenable as most defaced  coins come from  areas that did not support the Angevin cause 
until 1153-4.6 There is the possibility that at a number of  towns minting privileges could 
have been temporarily withdrawn for  some reason or that certain moneyers had to 
surrender their dies which were then cancelled by defacement,  but it has to be stressed 
that, apart from  the East Anglian variants with roundels on the reverse (Mack 159-68), the 
defacements  are all to the obverse dies, particularly to the king's portrait and to his 
sceptre, and not to the reverses which bore the moneyers' names. There would seem to be 
no obvious occasion when officially  cancelled dies from  widely separated mints would have 
been brought back into use. The more likely alternative is that the defacements  result from 
the imposition of  the Interdict at Michaelmas 1148. 

The only Sussex mints to be mentioned in Domesday are those of  the boroughs of 
Lewes, held by Count William de Warenne, and Pevensey, which was held by the Count of 
Mortain. Stephen was to obtain the Mortain properties by grant from  Henry I and 
Stephen's son, William, was to acquire the Warenne lands by marriage. It is to these two 
mints that the late Cross Moline 'Star' variants have been attributed.7 

Aethelstan's Grateley ordinance of  928 specified  three moneyers at Chichester, two for 
the king and one for  the bishop. The number of  moneyers at Chichester seems to have 
ranged between two and four  in the later Anglo-Saxon period, but from  about 1060 until 
the end of  the eleventh century two moneyers appears to have been the norm. Evidence is 
sketchy for  the earlier types of  the reign of  Henry I but two moneyers, Brand and 
Godwine, were both active in types XIII and XIV and probably earlier. It is possible that, 
at least during the Norman period, both of  the Chichester moneyers coined for  the bishop. 
When the Chichester mint was reopened under John for  the recoinage of  1204—5 the 
cuneator, William Fitz-Otho, was ordered to supply the bishop with one die. However, it 
appears that the bishop was able to substantiate a claim for  further  dies because in 1205 he 
was granted two more dies and the mint with all its liberties for  one year at a rent of  thirty 
marks.8 

The use of  an annulet as a mark of  difference  may give some indication of  the 
ecclesiastical status of  the Chichester mint. Some of  William I Paxs type obverse dies of  the 
Chichester moneyers Brunman and Edwine have an annulet on the king's shoulder in place 
of  the usual trefoil  of  pellets (BMC  606-9 and 614-6); Andrew describes a Henry 1 type VI 
Chichester penny of  Brand from  the J. Verity collection as having an annulet at the centre 
of  the reverse cross;9 the type X penny of  Brand (BMC  58, pi. XLI, 11) has two annulets 
on the king's breast, and the type XII penny of  Godwine (BM, ex H. H. King) has annulets 
in the band of  the king's crown. Further, the name of  Brand appears in the Latin form 
Brandus  on pennies of  type XIII {BMC  89), one of  some twenty-five  moneyers whose 
names are sometimes latinised in this reign, a number of  whom appear to have had an 

6 E. Hawkins, The  Silver  Coins of  England  (London, 
1887) p. 178; and G. C. Brooke, BMC  Norman  Kings 
(London, 1916), I, pp.lxxx-lxxxi. 

7 P. Seaby, 'A Stephen 'Star'  variant of  Pevensey', BNJ  54 

(1984), 291-2. 
8 Close  Rolls,  6 John, m.3. 
9 W. J. Andrew, 'A numismatic history of  the reign of 

Henry I', NC  4th ser. I (1901), 158. 
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ecclesiastical connection. Neither Brand nor Godwine seem to have been active in the final 
type of  Henry I though they both appear again in the first  type of  Stephen's reign. Brand is 
recorded in the 1130 Pipe Roll as owing the Exchequer £20 for  not having been mutilated 
with the other moneyers (ne  esset disfractus  cum aliis monetariis) , 1 0 obviously referring  to 
the inquisition and punishment of  moneyers that took place in 1124. If,  as Mr J. D. Gomm 
has suggested11 there are some grounds for  believing that type XIV may have been in issue 
at this time, and as there appear to have been only a score or so of  moneyers who avoided 
mutilation or were not removed, one may reasonably speculate as to whether most of  those 
owed their escape from  extreme physical punishment to ecclesiastical privilege. 

Bishop Hilary had been appointed to Chichester with the approval of  the pope in 1147 
and he was amongst the small group of  bishops who rallied to the support of  Archbishop 
Theobald in Suffolk  at the time of  the Interdict in 1148.12 If,  on its promulgation, an order 
for  the defacement  of  coinage dies was sent out to all those moneyers under ecclesiastical 
control the defacement  of  Godwine's die is no more than might be expected, and if  Brand 
was still active in 1148 a defaced  coin with his name may yet come to light. 

As far  as I am aware, there is no literary evidence specifically  referring  to ecclesiastical 
minting privileges at either Steyning or Hastings. According to the Annals of  St  Neot's  the 
church of  Steyning is said to have been the burial place of  ^Ethelwulf  of  Wessex, though the 
Anglo-Saxon  Chronicle  states that he was interred at Winchester. The church at Steyning, 
together with its land, was granted by Edward the Confessor  to Fecamp Abbey at some 
time prior to 1048.13 It appears that the borough had fallen  into Earl Harold's hands before 
he became king, but Duke William of  Normandy promised seizin of  Steyning to the abbot 
of  Fecamp if  his invasion of  England should be successful.14  After  his victory at Hastings 
William confirmed  King Edward's grant to Fecamp and gave the abbey all royal liberties in 
Steyning, including jurisdiction over all matters arising in its lands.15 At the time of  the 
Domesday survey the borough of  Steyning, with 123 dwellings, was held by the abbot of 
Fecamp at a revenue of  £121.18s. During the reign of  William II it appears that the rights 
of  the church of  Steyning were encroached upon by the lords' of  Bramber, William de 
Braose and his son Philip,16 but these were largely recovered under a concordat confirmed 
by Henry I in 1103.17 It may well be that the moneyer Rodbert of  Steyning came under 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and if  he was the same man who issued Cross Moline type coins 
at Canterbury, London and Hastings perhaps he travelled between those places on 
important ecclesiastical business. 

The Domesday entries relating to the borough of  Hastings are somewhat obscure. The 
count of  Eu held the major part of  the rape of  Hastings and the entry for  Bexhill states that 
the castelry of  Hastings had been granted to the count. Under the entry for  Bullington it is 
noted that the count had twenty burgesses, which presumably refers  to the borough of 
Hastings, and under Guestling Hundred a Robert is named as holding oneferlang  from  the 
the count, a term that can refer  to a quarter or ward of  a borough.18 The only specific 
reference  to the town of  Hastings occurs under the entry for  the Fecamp Abbey holdings 
which shows that in 1086 the abbot had only four  burgesses and fourteen  smallholders in 
the borough. However, in a charter of  1085 William I had granted the abbot the manor of 

10 Pipe Roll,  31 Henry I, p.42. The entry is not in the 
Sussex section but appears under the Honor of  Arundel 
which was accounted for  by William de Pont de l'Arche, 
sheriff  of  Hampshire. 

1 1 J. D. Gomm, 'Henry I chronology: the case for 
re-appraisal', SCMB  (1985), 105-7 and 365. 

1 2 Gervase of  Canterbury, Gervasii Cantuariensis  Opera 
Historica,  I. Rolls Series (1879), p. 136. 

1 3 J. M. Kemble, Codex  Diplomalicus Aevi Saxonici 

(London, 1839-48) no. 890; and P. H. Sawyer, Anglo-Saxon 
Charters  (London, 1968) no. 1054, dated 1042 x 1047. 

lARegister  Regum Anglo-Normannorum,  I. no. 1 (hereaf-
ter RRAN) 

15 RRAN  no. 253 
16 RRAN  nos 416, 423-4. 
17 RRAN.U,  no. 626. 
18Domesday  Book.  Sussex (Phillimore Press, Chichester, 

1976). pp. 9. 107 and note. Robert, reeve of  Hastings? 
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Bury, near Amberley, Sussex, in consideration of  any claims against him for  the abbey's 
possessions in Hastings held in the time of  King Edward.19 It appears that some time after 
1086 Fecamp recovered a major holding within the borough and that this included the 
parish church of  St Clement's and considerable property around it in the town centre, together 
with other land on the outskirts of  the borough.211 The original church of  St Clement's was 
probably on low ground near the sea for  it was devastated by a storm in the thirteenth century. In 
1286 Alan the cheesemonger and his wife  gave a rood of  land to the abbot of  Fecamp on 
which to rebuild the church.21 If  the defacing  mark on Sawine's die was intended to be an 
inverted anchor it may be pertinent to speculate whether it was merely a symbol of  the 
borough's maritime importance or whether it may have been the anchor symbol that was 
conventionally employed to allude to the martyrdom of  St Clement. 

Fecamp's interests in Sussex may not have been as extensive as those of  the archbis-
hopric of  Canterbury but they were of  substantially greater value than those of  the poorly 
endowed bishopric of  Chichester. Stephen's nephew, Henry de Sully, was appointed to the 
abbacy of  Fecamp in 1139/40. He was confirmed  in his abbey's holdings by Geoffrey  of 
Anjou after  the latter had taken over the duchy of  Normandy in 1144.22 Geoffrey  also 
separately confirmed  the abbey's control of  a group of  seaports along the Normandy 
coast.23 In addition to its holdings in Steyning and Hastings the abbey of  Fecamp also held 
the borough of  Rye2 4 and prior to 1131 it had acquired an interest in the vill of 
Winchelsea.25 The abbey's littoral estates in Normandy and in East and West Sussex must 
have provided a substantial revenue from  tolls on cross-Channel trade. Though in the 
second half  of  the reign of  Stephen Fecamp itself  was in Angevin controlled territory the 
abbey's English interests are likely to have been under archiepiscopal protection. If  the 
defaced  dies of  Steyning, Hastings and Chichester owe their origin to the clash between 
king and church a further  defaced  coin of  Rye may yet materialize. 

Recently Mr Mark Blackburn has kindly drawn my attention to a defaced  penny that I 
had overlooked. This coin (fig.  l,d and fig.  2,d) was sold at Sotheby's on 15 November 
1984 (lot 544) and was catalogued as 'Watford  style, Watchet mint (?) struck from  irregular 
dies with heavy bar extending from  chin across sceptre to edge of  legend.' The coin was 
stated to have been found  by the then owner's father  some twenty years previously at 
Rowland's Castle, on the Sussex/Hampshire border. The obverse reads '-TEPINE R:EX:' 
and the reverse 'IIL(?>—ON:WlhT:\ and comparison was made to an irregular penny in the 
British Museum (BMC  113) with the mint name WACET which has been attributed to 
Watchet. Mr Blackburn remarks that WlhT is not a convincing signature for  Watchet and 
that the only factor  that might support a South Western attribution is its findspot.  The mint 
signature WlhT is otherwise unknown but, though the obverse legend is irregular and the 
lettering somewhat coarse, the king's bust is quite carefully  engraved and the weight, at 
19.5 grs, does not suggest forgery.  The defacement  bar across the king's sceptre is larger 
than on the penny of  uncertain mint by the moneyer Edward (Mack 153) and considerably 
larger than on the coins of  Gladwine of  Lincoln (Mack 150) and Lefsi  of  Stamford  (Mack 
151). In fact,  the length of  the defacement  is closer to that across the bust of  the Chichester 
penny dealt with above. 

There are various places which the name 'WlhT....' might represent, though none would 
seem to be obvious mints. Witham, Essex, was the site of  one of  Edward the Elder's burhs 
but it is not recorded as a mint at a later date. It was a part of  Queen Matilda's honor of 

19 RRAN,I,  no. 206. 
2 0 W. D. Cooper & T. Ross, 'Notices of  Hastings', Sussex 

Arch. Coll.  14 (1862), 67. 
2 1 L. F. Salzman, Hastings  (London, 1921), p.37. 
2 2 RRAN,  III, no. 304. 

2 3 RRAN,  III, no. 303. 
2 4 W. J. Andrew, 'The borough and mint of  Rye in the 

reign of  Stephen', Sussex Notes  and  Queries, 3 (1931), 
165-9. 

2 5 RRAN,  II, no. 1690. 
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Boulogne and was given by her to the Templars about 1147/826 while the church of  Witham 
was granted by the queen to the canons of  St Martin-le-Grand, London.11 Whitby, Yorks., 
Would seem too far  north, the only Yorkshire defaced  coins having two bars cut right 
across the obverse dies.28 Witney (Oxon) might be one possibility and it was in the same 
diocese at this time as the mints of  Lincoln and Stamford.  Henry of  Blois, bishop of 
Winchester, had a palace there but there is no record of  Witney having burghal status prior 
to 1208-9.29 In view of  the find  site one might also consider West Wittering in Sussex, at 
the entrance to Chichester harbour, only eight miles from  Rowland's Castle as the crow 
flies  (and four  miles from  the royal manor of  Bosham). Both East and West Wittering were 
held by the bishops of  Chichester after  1106 and, though so close to Chichester itself,  it is 
just conceivable that, as a possible point of  embarkation for  Normandy, a mint may have 
operated here for  a short time in Stephen's reign. However, in view of  the short moneyer 
and mint names and the amount of  space available in the reverse inscription it may be that 
a mint name of  only four  letters was intended, and perhaps one has only to look south-west 
from  Rowland's Castle across the Solent to a temporary mint on the Isle of  Wight. The 
island appears as Wihtware,  Wihtgare,  Wieht  and Wihtland,  but more usually as Wiht  in the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle;30 it is Wit  in Domesday, Wict  and Wicht  in Archbishop Theobald's 
confirmations  of  grants to Quarr Abbey,31 and Wich  in Henry of  Anjou's grant to the same 
abbey.32 The caput of  the island lordship was traditionally at Carisbrooke, Wihtgarasburh, 
Karesbroc,  etc., but the Domesday entry for  Carisbrooke appears under Alwinestune 
(Alvington in Carisbrooke).33 It is unfortunate  that the moneyer's name on this coin is not 
fully  legible, but even if  the characters TIL—' could be extended to 'Alwin' it would hardly 
warrant a proposition that the inscription omitted a moneyer's name and only contained 
the name of  the mint, Alwin(ston)  on Wiht!  But if  there was a mint on the island the most 
obvious location would seem to be Carisbrooke. 

The Isle of  Wight had been granted to William I's marshal William Fitz-Osbern, passing 
back to the king on Fitz-Osbern's death in 1071. About 1100 the lordship and castle was 
granted to Richard de Redvers and then passed to his son, Baldwin de Redvers, earl of 
Devon. On King Henry's death Baldwin supported the Empress Matilda, and when his 
castle of  Exeter was besieged by Stephen in 1136 Baldwin raised other troops and occupied 
his fortress  in Wight.34 Stephen quickly moved from  Exeter and assembled a large force  at 
Southampton, whereupon Baldwin fled  to Normandy. Baldwin de Redvers had founded 
the abbey of  St Mary's at Quarr, near Ryde, in 1132, and it was from  the quarries at Quarr 
that much of  the material came from  that was used in the construction of  Winchester 
cathedral.35 He also founded  the abbey of  St Helen's, near Bembridge, and is said to have 
founded  the Benedictine priory at Carisbrooke.36 

Further evidence will be needed before  'WlhT' can be definitely  attributed and it would 
certainly be premature to add Wiht  to the list of  Sussex mints. The photograph of  this coin 
is reproduced courtesy of  Messrs. Sotheby, and I would wish to acknowledge the assistance 
provided by the County Records Officer,  East Sussex County Council, Lewes. 
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T H E T R I A L O F N I C H O L A S B R I O T 

DAVID SELLWOOD 

AN attempt had been made by Henry II to introduce machinery to the French mints in 
1550, but this was not wholly successful  and the Mint staff  were able to persuade the 
authorities to retain, for  general use, the old hammer method, just as they did at the Tower 
under Elizabeth. However, at the start of  the next century, fresh  initiatives, particularly 
those of  Briot, raised again the possibility of  the mechanisation of  coin production. A 
series of  tests was ordered to compare the rates of  production by Briot's proposed 
machines and the old manual techniques. A fairly  detailed report was prepared and 
published in 1617. This was subsequently reprinted in F. Mazerolle's magnificent  volume 
Les Medailleurs  Francaises,  (Paris, 1902). 

The report is of  prime importance on two counts. First, it emphasises the ingenuity of 
the early artist-engineers, such as Briot, and shows us their first  fumbling  steps en route to 
the highly automated procedures characteristic of  present-day mints. Secondly, it depicts 
for  us the manner in which, over the centuries, the apparently simple method of  hammer 
striking had evolved its own almost unbelievably complex sequence of  operations. 

In the following  translation of  the report I have not attempted to remove the 
considerable repetitions or syntactical and grammatical infelicities  of  style, because these 
contribute to the period flavour  and indicate the ways of  thought of  the reporter, Henry 
Poullain. On the other hand, I have had to resort on occasion to a modern word or phrase, 
there being no obvious Jacobean equivalent. In cases of  uncertainty or obscurity, the 
original French has been given in parentheses in the text. I record here my gratitude to my 
friends,  Professor  C. H. Cobb, for  assistance in dealing with these abstruse idioms, and to 
Dr C. E. Challis, for  editorial advice. Remaining errors are of  course my responsibility. 
For ease of  reference  the paragraphs have been numbered. 

Some of  the statements in the text seem to be in error or to be ambiguous. It has 
therefore  been thought appropriate to explain the implications in brief  footnotes. 

The general tenor of  the report is understandably unfavourable  to Briot's claims and in 
spite of  support from  the king, Louis XIII, Briot eventually decided to put himself  under 
the protection of  Charles I; as a result, his machinery played a significant  role in Stuart 
numismatics, while in France the definitive  adoption of  modern processes was left  to Jean 
Warin. 

The narration of  M. Henry Poullain, former  Councillor of  the Court of  the Mint, concerning trials on the 
manufacture  of  coins by certain new machines, proposed by Nicholas Briot, engraver general to the Mints of 
France, carried out in the presence of  Messieurs de Boissise and de Marillac, Councillors of  State. 

To My Lord the Chancellor, 
§1 In the year 1617, on Monday morning, 23 January, a Mint Council was held at the house of  M. de 

Chasteauneuf,  where were the said M. de Chasteauneuf,  M. de Pontcarre, M. de Thou, M. de Boissise, M. 
Arnault, M. de Marillac and M. the President de Chevry. 
§2 At this Council I was commanded to be present; and thither (all the gentlemen being gathered) were 

called the workers and moneyers of  the Mint of  Paris, accompanied by their provost, of  the one party; and 
Nicholas Briot, Engraver General of  the Mints of  France, of  the other, who proposed, by means of  a new 

§2 As is made clear later on, the workers were responsible 
for  the preparation of  the flans,  while the moneyers carried 
out only the striking. Adding up all the operations which had 

to be repeated several times, Briot's estimate of  seventeen 
rather understates the total. 
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device, operated by a single man, to turn out more blanks in one day, than twenty ordinary workers using the 
hammer could do; and similarly to coin more pieces in one day than ten hand moneyers could fashion  or strike, 
reducing (by this machine) the seventeen operations which are required in the ordinary production of  coins by 
hammer. 
§3 To these statements, the workers and moneyers, accompanied by their provost, replied that they 

employed no more than seven or eight operations in the working and producing of  coins by the hammer, of 
which they repeated some, to soften,  compress and close up the metals. And by them it was further  maintained 
that Briot could not (on the said machine) work or coin all types of  money more swiftly  than they could by the 
hammer, for  which they offered  to prove themselves, in the presence of  whomever the gentlemen pleased. 
§4 As a result of  this quarrel, it was decreed that Briot should run a trial of  his said new machine in the 

presence of  the workers and moneyers of  the Mint of  Paris and, to this effect  they were ordered to hand over to 
him nine marks of  silver and three marks of  gold for  use on the machine. To watch this trial were commissioned 
M. de Boissise and de Marillac, whom I was directed to accompany. 
§5 Following this decree, on Thursday morning, the twenty-sixth of  the said month, the workers and 

moneyers, accompanied as has been said, and the said Briot, after  consulting with M. de Marillac as to how, for 
their own surety, they should deliver to him the nine marks of  silver and the three marks of  gold, repaired with 
the said Briot to the house of  a smelter, whose name he had given them, living in the street of  Five Diamonds, 
where in their presence he smelted and cast into strips (lames),  the nine marks of  silver and three marks of  gold 
and on this spent from  four  o'clock in the afternoon  to seven o'clock in the evening. 
§6 The next morning, the twenty-seventh of  the said month, the workers and moneyers, accompanied by 

their provost, returned to the dwelling of  the foundryman  to complete the said casting of  strips, where they 
worked from  eight o'clock in the morning to after  ten. 
§7 These strips were cast in sand by the foundryman  in the way which Briot told him and made him carry 

out, 1 Vi inches wide, 15 inches long and of  the thickness of  a piece of  20 sols, more or less, according to the 
quality of  the working of  each piece. These strips of  gold and silver were handed over with their scissel or the 
remnants of  their casting into the hands of  the provost of  the workers and moneyers, who reweighed them; and 
it was found  that the nine marks of  silver were less by one ounce of  weight in the melting. 
§8 On Monday morning, the thirtieth of  the said month of  January, the workers and moneyers, 

accompanied as has been said by their provost, presented themselves at the house of  M. de Marillac, 6, rue 
Quinquempoix, where I also went, M. de Marillac having sent me notice, and soon after  came M. de Boissise 
too. 
§9 From the dwelling of  the said Sieur de Marillac, having sent to know whether Briot was ready to 

undertake his trial, M. de Boissise and de Marillac, I accompanying them and the said workers and moneyers 
following  us, betook ourselves at half  past eight in the morning to the dwelling of  the said Briot, No. 16 in the 
same street; at the door of  which we found  him waiting for  us. He took us up to a small lofty  room, about 2Vi 
fathoms  square or thereabouts; where, having entered, 1 observed four  several instruments for  the making of 
money, to wit, three for  the working of  the flans  and one for  coining them. 
§10 The first  of  these machines, which served for  the working and fabrications  of  flans,  could be called a 

slicing machine (instrument  a ciseau).  It was a sort of  bench grouted (selle  en  piastre)  into the floor,  2 feet  high 
or thereabouts and 5 or 6 feet  long, at the end of  which and above was a chisel (ciseau),  sharply bevelled and 
thick, and beneath (from  what one could guess) was an endless screw (tine  viz  sans  fin),  to the end of  which was 
attached a small ingot of  silver cast in sand in the form  of  an oblong oval. By raising the said chisel, the said 
screw and ingot were advanced and overhung by a small amount the end of  the said bench, and lowering the 
said chisel on to the said ingot of  silver (although it was in the form  of  an oblong oval), cut little scales or 
roundels (rouelles)  of  silver, very thin, which still retained the oval shape, but which were so compressed in 
their height that the breadth of  the oval of  the said ingot became the height of  the oval of  the said scale or 
roundel of  silver; several of  them, nevertheless, were twisted in the cutting and others were not cut completely 
from  the height of  the said ingot; those which were twisted and not cleanly cut remaining useless for  coining. 

§4 At this time the mark was taken as 8 ounces and the 
modern equivalent is approximately 245 grammes. 
§7 In line with the system current until recently in Britain, 
the denominations were 

1 livre (or franc)  = 20 sols 
1 sol = 12 dcniers 

The thickness of  20 sol pieces at this time was somewhat 
variable but at least they were thicker than the 10 sol pieces 
which were to form  part of  Briot's trial striking. 
§9 The fathom  (toise)  is conventionally 6 feet. 

§10 Insufficient  details are given to enable us to gain a very 
clear idea of  the operation of  this machine. Probably a 
ratchet actuated the concealed screw that moved the ingot 
forward  after  each cut. A possible reconstruction is shown in 
fig.  1. 

The description of  the action of  the chisel in sometimes 
producing acceptable oval blanks and at others, crumpled 
shavings, is very convincing. The forces  involved would 
distort the off-cut  in the manner shown in fig.  2. 
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§11 On this slicing machine no test was undertaken on which a judgement could be based, because the 
workers and moneyers, accompanied as has been said, objected that the ingot fixed  to the machine was not of 
their silver and they had not seen it cast; furthermore,  that this slicing machine, according to Briot's own 
statement, could only be used for  the cutting and fabrication  of  small pieces of  money of  the weight of  5 sols or 
less. Nevertheless, Briot made this machine to operate in the presence of  M. de Boissise and de Marillac and 
lowering the chisel on to this ingot of  silver attached to the said screw, beneath the bench, cut 60 or 80 complete 
little scales or roundels of  silver,of  which several were weighed and found  to be of  12 or 13 grains weight. 
§12 The second of  these three machines used for  the working and fabrication  of  flans  was one which Briot 

called a strip roller (laminoir).  This strip roller is like a square box or case of  iron, about l'/2 feet  wide, 2 feet 
high and 1 foot  long, above which were one or two little square knobs (boutons)  of  iron, used to tighten or 
loosen two steel rollers, said to be inside, similar to those used at the Mint of  the Mill for  passing and reducing 
the strips (lames)  to the desired thickness; and in the middle of  this box or case of  iron is a flat  slit where the said 
two steel rollers come together, which serves to admit (passer)  the strips that it is desired to flatten  and 
laminate. This strip roller of  the said height, width and length is mounted on a strong carpenter's bench which is 
grouted in to the floor;  on each of  its sides is a large crank handle of  the type used to turn the screws on wooden 
beds, except that the spanner or crank of  this machine is very big and equipped with a wooden sleeve to hold it 
more easily and move it more uniformly,  having a head similar to the spanners for  the planks on beds, and is 
put on a square knob of  iron, similar to those of  the above-mentioned screws, and is taken off  in the same way 
from  the said square iron knobs, just as one takes away the spanners from  beds after  one has tightened their 
planks. 
§13 The third and last of  these three machines serving for  the working of  the flans  of  the coins and which 

follows  the second, is a punch (coupoir)  of  the sort employed in the Mint of  the Mill, except that the one from 
the Mill is of  round shape and that of  Briot is in the form  of  an oval. This punch is difficult  to describe; there are 
two square blocks of  steel set one above, the other below; the latter is in the form  of  a mortar pierced right 
through of  the size (volume)  required for  the unstruck flan,  having a hole in its upper surface  smaller than that 
at the bottom in order more easily to cut the flan  from  the strip and also to make it fall  more easily after  the 
cutting. The block which is above is in the shape of  a pestle of  the size and bigness of  the opening in the said 
lower block; this upper block remains poised, is attached to a screw and a little sleeve, in the manner of  printing 
presses, except that it is pulled by one hand only. Putting between these two blocks a strip that has been passed 
through the strip roller, and pulling towards oneself  the handle to which the upper block is attached, this block 
is thrust into the lower one, and in so doing cuts out a flan  or blank of  the size and bigness of  the opening that 
the mortar or lower block has in its upper surface,  whence falls  the flan  or cut blank. 

§11 The grain weighs about 0.053 grammes. frame. 
§12 This machine clearly resembles an old fashioned  §13 A possible reconstruction of  this machine is given in 
mangle. The bearings of  the upper roller could be raised or fig.  3. 
lowered by turning screws threaded through the upper 
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§14 This punching machine has no need of  detailed explanation because it is no more new than is the strip 
roller. Both are no more than copies of  the machinery in the Mill and the same machines that they use at 
present in the marking of  their 'doubles' and small 'deniers' of  copper, the fabrication  of  their jettons of  silver 
and other metals. 
§15 The fourth  of  these machines, especially for  marking or coining the flans  not marked, and fabricated  as 

Round Die 

FIG. 4. 

§14 The 'Monnaie du Moulin', the one set up by Henry II, 
was powered by water from  the Seine and gave its name to 
Mill Coinage. 
§15 Briot was effectively  employing the same mechanism 
as on his strip roller except that instead of  complete rollers, 
which would have to be several inches in diameter, and 

therefore  at least 6 inches in circumference,  he saved unused 
space on this circumference  by having quarter rollers, as 
shown in fig.  4. In England, Briot reverted to complete 
rollers, engraving six matching obverse and reverse designs 
around the periphery, as recently demonstrated by Edward 
Besly, in 'The York Mint of  Charles I', BNJ  54 (1984), 213t'f. 
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well on the slicing machine as on the said strip roller and punch, is one which may be called a 'coiner' 
(monnoyoir).  It is also a sort of  square iron box or case and is attached to the said carpenter's bench, like the 
strip roller, and of  about the same height, but wider and longer. In this box or case can be seen in the centre two 
quarter rounds of  steel engraved with the designs of  the type of  coin it is wished to mark; these two quarter 
rounds of  steel are turned in a curve close to one another by means of  two large handles on the two sides of  the 
box, in the manner of  those used in Germany to mark their jettons, except that those of  Germany are furnished 
only with one handle, that of  Briot being furnished  with two, like his strip roller; this results in the fact  that the 
flan  after  it has been coined and passed through the coining machine (instrument  de  deux  quarts  de  ronds 
d'acier)  is much less bent, flatter  and more even than the German jettons which are very bent, half  twisted and 
very inconvenient for  counting through having been marked by a similar machine furnished,  as has been said, 
with a single handle operated by only one man. 
§16 Having thus pointed out all these machines, Briot, without giving any demonstration on the slicing 

machine, began to give one for  the pieces of  10 sols on the strip roller only. First, having annealed (recuit)  in the 
fire  the nine marks of  silver reduced to strips in order to soften  the metal, he passed them through the strip 
roller, driven and turned by two strong men, four  or five  times, one after  the other, just to reduce their size, 
aiming to get them to the thickness that he judged they should have to approach the weight of  a piece of  10 sols; 
then from  one of  the strips he made a trial of  the thickness that he would give to the others, in the following 
way. 

§17 On each occasion that he passed it through the strip roller, in order to flatten  it in the thickness, he cut 
out of  it a flan  (which is an unstruck piece of  money) on the punching machine, and this he weighed on a 
balance to see whether the cut flan  approached the weight it should have for  the said piece of  10 sols, aiming to 
be on the high side; this he repeated as many times as necessary until he found  that the latest flans  cut from  the 
strip and passed, as has been said, through the strip roller, reached the weight of  the standard (deneral)  for  the 
said piece of  10 sols, one or two grains on the heavy side. 
§18 This test completed, all the other strips of  silver intended for  the working and fabrication  of  the said 

pieces of  10 sols, that Briot had initially thinned down, after  having put them in the fire  to anneal them, he 
passed them one after  the other through the said strip roller, fixed  at the space and gap required and found  by 
the said test, and then reduced the strips to flans,  cutting them out on the oval punching machine; subsequently 
weighing the flans  one after  the other, separating the heavy from  the light and putting aside the correct ones; 
those which were heavy he adjusted by a file,  putting them on a small block of  wood, covered with a sheet of 
leather, pierced in an oval of  the cutter size, in which oval he placed the said heavy flans  which he filed  and then 
checked the weight on the scales, and the light ones he rejected as scissel. 
§19 This little block of  wood covered, as has been said, with a leather sheet, is fixed  in a wooden tray, about 

15 inches or so big and more than 2 deep, which serves when he reduces and adjusts the flans  to receive the 
filings  which fall  from  it at each stroke of  the file  that he passes over the flans. 
§20 Briot, after  having weighed, filed  and checked his flans  piece by piece, put them all in an iron pot in 

which there is water and leach (bouture)  (which is a chemical (drogue)  compounded of  the lees of  wine, dry and 
mixed (?) (emyee),  and salt or alum) to blanch them; of  these I weighed a mark and a half.  As flans,  they came 
to 51 pieces, 5 deniers and 4 grains in weight. This blanching and weighing completed, Briot, before  marking or 
striking his flans  on the coining machine, carried out a test with three or four  of  them, to find  the gap or space 
he should leave between the two steel quarter rounds in order to strike or mark them in proportion to their 
thickness, so that the oval of  the flans  should come out round from  this machine without excess or lack of  metal. 
§21 This coining machine has two handles and is operated by two men, as I have said. Briot was one of  the 

two who operated it; with his right hand he grasped the handle and with his left  inserted the oval of  his flan  at 
the start of  the inscription or design of  the coins, so that the two ends of  the length of  the oval were in line with 
(regardoient)  the handles of  the machine; then, the two of  them turning the handles at the same time, the flan 
which was oval comes to be extended at its centre only, taking up a round shape. 
§22 Then, to perform  this test, Briot took a flan  or unmarked piece in the form  of  an oval which he coined on 

the said coining machine; then if  the flan  was coined with an excess border, this showed that the two steel 
quarter rounds were too close for  the thickness of  the flan  and in this case, with a little spanner which he put on 
the square iron knob on top of  the said iron box or case, he loosened (laschoit)  the two steel quarter rounds a 
small amount; then he took another flan  which he tested and coined once more in this enlarged gap; if  on the 
contrary the flan,  on being coined, did not expand completely to the border or fillet  at the circumference  of  the 
design, this showed that the two steel quarter rounds were too slack and, in this case, Briot tightened them up 

§16 The rolling process work-hardens the metal and if  it is 
necessary to deform  it further,  the stresses in it must be 
relieved by raising the temperature above the recrystallis-
ation point so that the deformed  and stressed crystals can 

revert to their unstressed state. This is the process of 
annealing. 
§21 The result of  squeezing the oval flan  between the 
quarter rounds is shown diagrammatically in fig.  5. 
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by means of  the said square iron knob, repeating as many times as necessary this tightening and releasing of  the 
two steel quarter rounds and each time coining and making a check with a flan,  so that the last of  them came out 
of  the machine round and well struck with no excess or lack of  metal. 
§23 After  this test, Briot, between the gap of  the two steel quarter rounds, fixed  as has been said in 

proportion to the thickness of  the flans,  began coining the 51 pieces of  10 sols that he had checked one after  the 
other, all of  which became round in shape, but somewhat bent, several with an excess of  metal, others with 
lack, that is to say the border or fillet  on the circumference  was absent. 
§24 The coining having been completed, I reweighed immediately the said coined pieces of  10 sols, which 

came to the same weight as before.  To explain this deficiency  it must be noted that l'/2 marks of  pieces of  10 
sols should weigh 51 and % of  a piece, the said 3A  of  a piece weighing 4 deniers, 3 grains of  the mark weight 
standard; these deducted from  the 51 pieces, 5 deniers, 4 grains, which is the weight of  a mark and a half  of  the 
said pieces of  10 sols, there remains 25 grains underweight on the mark and a half  of  the said pieces, which is % 
of  a piece under weight on 3 marks; the remedy in weight permitted to the masters and farmers  of  the Mint on 
the said pieces of  10 sols being VA  of  a piece per mark. Thus these pieces of  10 sols worked and coined by Briot 
are within the remedy and underweight only by 3/s of  a piece in 3 marks. 
§25 This trial of  the manufacture  of  a mark and a half  of  pieces of  10 sols lasted from  nine o'clock in the 

morning to past midday. 
§26 Before  leaving Briot's lodging, the workers and moneyers, accompanied by their provost, requested M. 

de Boissise and de Marillac, that they would be pleased to order Briot, over and above the test on the ecus 
that he had to carry out on the strip roller, and for  which there still remained the strips of  gold in the hands of 
their provost, to undertake a test on the slicing machine, in view of  the fact  that in his printed proposals he had 

§24 There is a mistake here somewhere. As it stands 
Briot's pieces appear to be 25 grains (1 denier, 1 grain) 
overweight.  In view of  Briot's anxious protestations later 
when his products clearly were underweight, it may be 

Poullains's error in calculation. On the other hand, Briot 
may have been relying on the fact  that this group fell  within 
the remedy. 
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promised to make on it all manner of  pieces below the weight of  5 sols, which is heavier than the ecus, or 
otherwise he should renounce the use of  this slicing machine in the working and fabrication  of  coins; these 
workers offering  to hand over to him gold at 23 carats (which is the standard for  ecus) to run this test. 
§27 Upon which, Briot excused himself,  saying he did not wish to run this test on the slicing machine, fearing 

lest the workers might give him gold in which there was emery that would harden and make 'bitter' the metal, 
which, on cutting, would spoil the edge of  the chisel. 
§28 And the workers persisted, offering  to hand over to him pure gold which he could himself  reduce to 23 

carats in their presence, putting with it l/24th part of  copper; stipulating that he should cast in their presence 
the oval ingot of  gold, necessary to cut and carry out the said trial of  ecus on this machine. 

§29 It was further  replied by the said Briot, that he could not at present carry out the test for  the said ecus on 
the slicing machine because he had not yet found  the centre of  the oval of  the circumference  for  ecus. 
§30 To which there was no answer from  the workers, nor similarly did I wish to make any rejoinder. 
§31 The Lords of  the Council having ordered me to accompany M. de Boissise and de Marillac to the trials 

that Briot and the said workers and moneyers should undertake, without upsetting anyone, nor showing 
greater favour  to one than the others, which was the reason that on this occasion, as well as before  and 
afterwards,  all that I heard ill done or ill spoken, I kept silent about, holding myself  ready to repeat it verbally 
or in writing if  I were told to do so. 
§32 Coming back to the replies by Briot, which I saw he was continuing to give to the Lords of  the Council, 

who are the judges of  the success of  the trials, it seems, for  this last point, where he said he had not yet found 
the centre of  the circumference  of  the oval of  the ecus, that this answer was incorrect and beyond the sense of 
what he wanted to say; incorrect, since the circumference  of  these ecus is round, and to find  the centre of  the 
oval of  the ecus is to reduce the circumference  of  the oval of  the ecus to the circumference  of  the circle or 
roundness of  the said ecus to the same centre, which is a mathematical proposition. 
§33 Now this is not what Briot did; on the contrary, when cutting the ingot of  gold or silver on the slicing 

machine, the flan  which comes off  the ingot, which is oval, shortens in height by more than half  its dimension 
and then, when coined or marked on the coining machine, it extends in the opposite way by more than a third 
of  its oval dimension. Thus to say that he had not yet found  the centre of  the oval of  the circumference  of  the 
ecus, which is to reduce the circumference  of  the oval of  the ecus to the circumference  of  the circle or roundness 
of  the said ecus to the same centre, is to speak incorrectly, since the flan,  when cut from  the oval ingot, reduces 
in height and, when coined, extends, on the contrary, the breadth of  its oval. 
§34 To have expressed himself  clearly, he should have said that he had not yet found  the height of  the oval 

that he ought to give to the ingot of  gold, in order, when cutting with the slicing machine, it should impart to the 
blanks or flans  that it cut another form  of  oval on the width of  the said ingot, which could then afterwards  be 
marked or coined circular by the coining machine; this he will never do for  all types of  blanks of  differing  alloys 
and finenesses,  because although he might have found  the height necessary for  the ecus, which are of  23 carats, 
this same height of  oval would not have suited other types of  gold, which are of  18 or 20 carats only, gold at 23 
being softer  and extending more than does 18 or 20 carats; and thus it is with silver relative to billon. 
§35 And as for  the first  reply, that he feared  whether the workers might have put emery in the gold they 

handed over to him, which would make it 'bitter' and would damage in cutting the edge of  his chisel, showing to 
confirm  this statement an ingot of  gold of  the weight of  2 marks that he had cast in the shape of  an oblong oval, 
which he said had become 'bitter' in the casting through air vapour (this can happen when one casts gold in a 
place where quicksilver has been), which was the reason he could not carry out the test for  ecus on the said 
slicing machine. 

§36 Hearing this reply, which did not seem to me to be very well founded,  after  having handled and studied 
the gold ingot, which was very porous and as if  scraped where cut by the blade, just like pastry when cut by a 
knife,  I recognised on the contrary that this gold was very 'mild' and soft,  touching it with the end of  a needle; 
this softness  rendered it unsuitable for  cutting cleanly and evenly; which was the only reason why he did not 
want to run a test on this slicing machine, contrary to what he was saying and putting forward. 
§37 On Friday, 3 February following,  M. de Boissise and de Marillac, accompanied by myself,  went to the 

lodging of  the said Briot, where we waited for  the workers and moneyers, accompanied by their provost, to see 
him run another trial for  the quarter-ecus on the strip roller, slicing and coining machines, for  which Briot, on 
the Wednesday previous had cast in their presence and reduced to bars in his ingot moulds (.lingotieres)  4 marks 
of  silver at 11 deniers fine,  with which the provost of  the said workers had supplied him, over and above the 9 
marks of  silver ordered by the Lords of  the Council. These bars the said Briot began first  of  all to pass through 

§34 Poullain's arguments in this and the preceding paragra-
phs arc entirely correct. The differing  hardnesses would 
indeed ensure that only trial and error would give Briot the 
correct initial ovality of  his bar to finish  up eventually with a 

circular coin. 
§36 Too soft  a metal would, as Poullain says, inhibit a 
clean cut. 
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the strip roller three or four  times one after  the other, solely to thin them down, and then took one to make a 
test by weight on the thickness which he would give to the others. This bar he passed and repassed through the 
strip roller several times, on each occasion cutting out a flan  on the punching machine and checking its weight 
on the assay balance, to see whether it was correct, until that bar was of  such a thickness that the flan  cut from  it 
turned out to be just on the heavy side of  the weight that a piece of  16 sols should have. 
§38 This test completed, and after  having annealed the strips of  silver, he passed them one after  the other 

through the strip roller, fixed  at the required space or gap, found  by the said test; on passing these strips, the 
strip roller went wrong in such a way, that at each turn made of  the handle, there was heard the sound of  irons 
rising up and clashing one against the other, so that the strips (at the exit from  the machine) were completely 
split open at several places in the middle, which I pointed out to M. de Boissise, whom I was near. 
§39 From the pierced and split strips, as described, Briot produced flans,  cutting them out on the punching 

machine, without paying any attention to the place on the strip that he found  under the cutter, whether it was 
split or not; with the result that, of  the six score and three flans  that he cut from  the strips, he only found  19 that 
were just overweight, of  which he adjusted 12 by filing  to the standard of  the pieces of  16 sols, the rest 
remaining as scissel. Of  these 12, at the request of  the workers and moneyers, present as has been said, there 
was carried out by me a weighing of  4 ounces; on the side of  the deniers it was found  (lacuna in text). 
§40 After  the weighing, the workers asked yet again that the light flans  should be weighed piece by piece, 

which I did for  two or three at random from  the heap of  the said flans.  The first  was light by 2Vi grains, the 
second by 8 grains and the third by 6 grains or so. 
§41 These bars of  silver for  the quarter-ecus having been passed through the strip roller and reduced to flans, 

Briot, in the same way passed through 2 marks 6 ounces of  bars of  gold of  the fineness  of  ecus, tested them from 
the roller for  weight on the assay balance, then reduced them to flans  on the punching machine, just as he had 
done with the bars for  the quarter-ecus. 
§42 And inasmuch as it was already past midday, and that there still remained the adjusting and blanching of 

the flans  of  the ecus and the coining of  the quarter-ecus and ecus, M. de Boissise and de Marillac, at the request 
of  the workers, accompanied as has been said, continued this test at the first  opportunity, returning into the 
hands of  the said provost the scissel, both of  gold and silver, together with the light flans  of  three quarter-ecus, 
and M. de Marillac took charge of  the six score and three flans  of  ecus and 19 of  quarter-ecus (of  which 12 were 
adjusted) to complete them at the next working session. 
§43 On Thursday, the ninth of  the said month of  February, M. de Chasteauneuf,  de Boissise, de Marillac, 

Lusson and I were at Briot's lodging, where were also the workers and moneyers, accompanied by their 
provost. And there, continuing the above test, after  the flans  of  the said ecus had been weighed, which were 
found  to be heavy, in the weight of  1 mark 6 ounces, there were handed over to Briot the 19 flans  of 
quarter-ecus which had been adjusted and the six score and three flans  of  the ecus,  which he first  adjusted by 
filing;  then annealed and blanched them; and afterwards  coined the 61 flans  of  the adjusted quarter-ecus and 
the six score and three ecu flans,  which he adjusted by filing  and then annealed and blanched them; and 
afterwards  coined the 61 ecu flans  and the 12 of  quarter-ecus, in the presence of  M. de Chasteauneuf,  de 
Boissise and the rest. 
§44 This coining completed, at the request of  the said workers and moneyers and in the said presences, I 

carried out two weighings, the first  of  a mark of  the said ecus. On the side of  the deniers there were 61 coined 
ecus and one flan  with (lacuna in text) and another weighing of  4 ounces of  quarter-ecus. On the side of 
the deniers were 12 pieces and 6 deniers, 22 grains of  weight, for  this reason underweight, outside the remedy 
by 1 denier, 10 grains of  weight for  the said 4 ounces, coming in each mark nearly to 1 of  a piece outside the 
remedy allowed to the masters or farmers  of  the Mint; a deficiency  in weight very far  from  his claims, in which 
he promised to cut from  a mark, the quantity of  blanks that each operation should weigh, such that the cutting 
of  the mark should correspond to the piece and the piece to the mark; the masters, by decree, having only 5 of  a 
piece underweight in each mark of  worked quarter-ecus as a remedy or permitted lightness, Briot having 
exceeded in this test the f,  which is more than half  a piece underweight for  each mark of  quarter-ecus. 

§38 The fact  that it was apparently possible to use the strip 
roller immediately afterwards  (see §41) implies that there 
was not a great deal wrong with the machine. A more likely 
explanation of  the splitting described is an insufficiency  of 
annealing of  the bars between passes. The still work-
hardened metal would tend to crack and the noises referred 
to with such evident schadenfreude  by Poullain are only too 
likely to have ensued. One can imagine Briot's desperation 
at this set-back and he probably carried on in an attempt to 
brazen things out rather than admit to a fault  in his working 
methods (See §61). 

§39 'On the side of  the deniers' seems to mean 'on the scale 
pan for  the weights'. 
§43 There is considerable confusion  here in the numbers of 
each denomination being processed, but the argument is 
unaffected. 
§44 It is not clear what could have been the weight of  the 
'12 pieces' put in the weight scale pan - perhaps they were 
accepted brass standards. In any case Briot's flans  obviously 
were underweight, because he is found  trying to explain the 
fault  subsequently (§45). 
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§45 Before  we left,  Briot, to excuse himself  from  the fact  that the flans  for  the quarter-ecus had been found 
light in weight when coming from  the punching machine, said to M. de Chasteauneuf,  de Boissise and the rest, 
that this had happened because he had cut the strips of  silver on the cutter for  the pieces of  10 sols, which has a 
smaller surface  area (volume)  than that of  the quarter-ecus, his people having inadvertently taken and set up 
one cutter for  the other. 
§46 But this deficiency  in weight, in my opinion, could not have arisen from  this error, for  even if  his people 

had inadvertently taken and set up the cutter for  10 sols instead of  that for  quarter-ecus, nevertheless, having 
previously made a trial of  the thickness of  the strips and weighed the flans  that he cut out on the half-franc 
cutter, according to the standard or weight of  the quarter-ecus, he would have obtained, from  this test, his 
strips thicker than if  he had tested them on the quarter-ecu cutter, which has a surface  area larger and more 
extended than that of  the 10 sol pieces. And this error, arising in this way, could only have been due to himself, 
or otherwise it would have followed  that all the flans  from  this so-called half-franc  cutter would have been 
found  light by more than 2 deniers of  weight per piece, which is the difference  in weight between the weight of 
quarter-ecus and that of  the pieces of  10 sols, and it would have followed  further  that amongst the quarter-ecu 
flans  cut on the 10 sols piece cutter there would have been found  none of  the weight of  16 sols, whereas, 
amongst the six score and three quarter-ecu flans  there were nineteen that Briot adjusted by filing  and weighing 
on the assay balance to the standard, as has been said, of  the piece of  16 sols. This deficiency  in weight coming 
from  the jolts and malfunctioning  of  his strip roller, which had broken and crumpled the said strips of  silver so 
that, when coming out of  the said strip roller, they were completely split in the middle, as I have said; this 
position on the strips meeting the cutter could only result in the flans  which came from  it being and becoming 
light-weight. 
§47 This test was finished  on the same day at half  past four  in the afternoon. 
§48 Thus, Briot, from  three marks of  silver and three marks of  gold, which by order had been handed over 

to him by the workers and moneyers of  the Mint of  Paris, had made, in three sessions, only IV2 marks of  pieces 
of  10 sols, 4 ounces of  quarter-ecus and 1 mark of  ecus, which is, in sum, 2 marks of  silver and 1 mark of  gold; 
having made into scissel, contrary to his statements and promises, 7 marks of  silver and 2 marks of  gold, which 
is more than two-thirds of  his work; and having spent on it, from  the outset, for  casting the bars in sand by the 
smelter, five  hours and more, and on the working and coining of  them, in the three sessions described above, 
nearly nine hours, which is very far  from  the speed he promised to make. 

The continuation of  the narration of  M. Henry Poullain, former  Councillor of  the Court of  the Mint, of  the trial 
of  the manufacture  of  pieces of  money, made by the usual methods of  tSe hammer by the workers and 
moneyers of  the Mint of  Paris in the presence of  M. de Boissise and de Marillac, Councillors of  State. 
§49 On Friday morning, the seventeenth of  the said month of  February following,  M. de Chasteauneuf,  de 

Boissise, and de Marillac, the president Lusson and I, were at nine o'clock at the Hotel of  the Mint of  this city 
of  Paris, where there were, representing the workers and moneyers, the wardens (gardes),  the comptrollers 
(contregardes),  a cutter and assayer, two or three workers and a moneyer of  the said mint; and there, in the 
presences as has been said, was begun, to start with, the cutting of  squares. And nevertheless, since M. de 
Chasteauneuf,  de Boissise and the others asked on the same day to see the casting in grooves (which is to prepare 
the ingots of  gold and silver for  cutting squares, which was only shown to them in the following  session) and 
that, in Briot's trials, I started with this preparation, in order to set out more methodically the sequence of 
manufacture  of  the pieces of  money that Briot had observed in his test, as against the one which the workers 
and moneyers carried out in theirs, I shall start with this preparation of  the metals, in order not to have to speak 
of  it on the day and session following,  as was required and requested by the said Lords Commissioners. 
§50 In order to prepare, therefore,  the metals for  the working and fabrication  of  coins practised from  time 

out of  mind in the Mints, the masters and farmers  of  them first  melt in a crucible their charges of  gold or silver 
and while these are melting, they prepare a mould of  iron, shaped like a table, an inch or more thick, 15 inches 
long and 10 or so wide, and channelled with large furrows  or grooves that they place on the furnace  near the 
crucible in which the gold or silver is being melted, so that the mould is slightly tilted; once the gold or silver has 
melted, and after  they have greased the mould with a little fat,  to make the metal flow  more easily, they grasp 
the crucible with tongs and then pour into the furrows  or channels of  the mould; and the charge poured out 
takes the form  of  little ingots or bars of  gold or silver, of  the length of  the said furrows,  which they use in the 
working and fabrication  of  coins. 

846 Poullain's demolition of  Briot's excuses is quite mas-
terly. Even if  Briot were using an incorrect punch, his weight 
testing on sample flans  would have led to a compensatory 
greater final  thickness for  the strips. 

§50 Inserted here is a woodcut from  the Chronicle,  1577, 
by R. Holinshed, that depicts the stages of  coining by 
hammer (fig.  6). 
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§51 And it should be noted, with respect to the ingots of  gold only, that the said masters, after  they have 
taken them from  the said moulds, and before  they hand them over to the workers, beat the said ingots of  gold 
on an anvil with hammer blows and this is called 'beating hot' (battre  la  chaude).  This is what is casting in 
grooves and the steps undertaken by the masters or farmers  of  the Mint in the preparation of  the metals gold 
and silver, to come to the operations that the workers and moneyers carry out in the working and fabrication  of  coins. 
§52 The first  of  these operations demonstrated on this day before  M. de Chasteauneuf,  de Boissise and de 

Marillac was cutting squares (tailler  quarreaux),  (that some call 'chopping' (escopeler),  which is a common word 
for  cutting, as one would say cutting frequently,  for  the said workers in cutting squares, cut them quickly and 
overweight, without bothering about the correctness of  the weight), which is with large shears to cut the ingots 
of  gold and silver into small squared pieces, which on this account are called squares. 
§53 To permit the understanding of  this first  operation, it should be noted that he who cuts squares stands 

upright, holds in his left  hand his ingot of  gold or silver, and has under his right arm the large shears attached to 
the top of  a wooden column (that the workers call a peg (cheville)  grouted into the floor,  with which he cuts the 
ingots that he holds. Before  him he has a little damped (sourdes)  balance (which is a balance having the two 
ends of  the beam (fleau)  lower than the nail and fork  (chapse)  which supports it) equipped with pans and 
suspended in air by means of  a rod (guindole)  (which the Spanish call guindaletta  and the said workers 
incorrectly guignole),  which is a little bar or flat  baton in the form  of  a lath, pierced at the top through which 
passes the right branch of  the beam of  the balance with its pan, supported by a small block of  wood attached to 
the said baton or lath and fixed  below to a square block of  wood, 5 or 6 inches in diameter, which halts and 
holds steady the said baton or rod. In this pan is a slightly heavy standard weight (deneral),  of  the weight of  the 
coin of  which it is desired to adjust the square (adjuster  le  quarreau)\  the pan opposite the left  hand is empty, 
but as soon as he has cut a square he takes it between the thumb and index finger  of  his left  hand to the empty 
pan (supporting it by his other fingers  beneath, for  fear  that the weight of  the square should upset the balance) 
to see if  it is of  the weight it should be, checking only in this cutting to keep his squares heavy by two or three 
grains of  weight, without stopping to adjust them. 
§54 The second operation is beating or striking squares (battre  ou  frapper  quarreaux).  This operation is 

§52 The lumps roughly chopped off  at this stage must have 
been very considerably deformed  from  the original square 
section of  the bar, although the corners would still have been 
prominent enough. 
§53 The description of  the balance implies that the centre 
of  gravity of  the whole moving system was considerably 
below the suspension point, so that it was stable and 
'damped' in the way that a modern balance is. 'Guindole'  is 

perhaps cognate with the English 'windlass' and emphasises 
the sense of  providing a support for  the balance. Such a 
balance can be seen at the top right of  the woodcut. 
§54 The operation has been misnumbcred as 'third' rather 
than 'second'. No doubt it required great experience and 
skill to ensure that the initial mis-shapen rectangle did finally 
attain the desired circular shape. 
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carried out by the worker and it is considered that the first  hammer blows are the master blows, that is to say 
that they must be given by very expert workers, the flans  or blanks on which the operation is performed,  never 
turning out well when they seat or lie badly and are badly struck. 
§55 To understand more clearly this third operation, it should be noted that the workers have in their 

furnaces  (which is the place that they work) two benches or seats, each four  feet  long, two feet  wide and one 
and a half  feet  high or so, set up in front  of  the mouth of  the furnaces  and grouted into the wall at one end and 
in to the floor  underneath. The first  of  these benches is filled  with gravel and has at one of  its ends a small cross 
plank which can be brought nearer as much or as little as is desired, on which the worker sits astride and at the 
other end and in front  of  him is a square oblong anvil, at a height more or less level with the bench or seat, 
which has a foot  or so of  area, on which the worker beats hot, strikes square and readjusts his flans;  I shall 
speak below at the proper place of  the worker's second bench or seat. 
§56 Now, to beat or strike squares, the worker sits astride on the small plank of  the first  bench, beats and 

strikes each square on the anvil which he has in front  of  him, with three or four  blows of  the flattener  (flattoir) 
(which is a hammer to be described later), sitting upright, which he holds in his right hand and with his left 
passes them one after  the other and takes them off  the anvil, then anneals them in the fire. 
§57 The third operation is annealing (recuire).  The worker, after  having lighted his charcoal at the entrance 

of  his furnace,  puts it in a large iron frying  pan (poesle)  four  or five  feet  long and fitted  with a wooden handle, 
having its basin or spoon round underneath like half  a sphere and about two feet  in diameter. In this pan, with 
the lighted charcoal, the worker puts his squares or flans  that he wants to anneal and with two hands holding the 
pan resting on one of  his thighs, tosses up and down these squares just as winnowers do when they toss the corn 
in the winnowing shed, throwing his charcoal and flans  into the air, first  on one side and then on the other, until 
the squares of  quarter-ecus are white and those of  half-francs  are red only; then he tips them out and empties 
his pan. 
§58 To get them out, the worker first  removes the biggest lumps of  charcoal which are in the pan with green 

twigs (brins  d'un  ballet);  then throwing into the air what remains of  charcoal and the flans,  another worker with 
a bunch of  feathers  (plumeau)  (which are four  or six wings of  partridge or other birds, sewn back to back and 
fitted  with a little wooden handle to keep them together)fans  this 'spray' of  charcoal and flans  so that, when 
falling  back towards the pan, the pieces of  charcoal which are lighter separate from  the flans  and fall  to the 
ground, and the flans  or squares, as the heavier, fall  directly in to the pan. 
§59 The worker and the man who holds the bunch of  feathers  repeat many times this tossing in the air of  the 

charcoal and flans  and this fanning  with the feathers,  until there remains in the pan only the flans,  which the 
worker then tips on to the floor  to let them cool. It requires for  each annealing, half  a bushel of  charcoal for  18 
or 20 marks of  flans,  more for  more and less for  less. And this annealing serve's to soften  the metal, which, the 
finer  it is, the more it resists the fire  and can be annealed and kept longer in the pan, so that the quarter-ecus 
can, as has been said, be annealed until they are completely white and the half-francs  until they are red only, 
which, because they are not of  so fine  a silver, melt more easily in the pan if  they are kept there too long. 
§60 Further, this annealing of  the squares or flans  is usually performed  by the apprentices of  the said 

workers, whom they call annealers (recuitteurs),  just as the apprentices of  the moneyers are called rebounders 
(ricochons);  these, although they are of  the family  and descent and they have rights in the Mint, nevertheless, 
before  being accepted, are obliged to serve for  a year and a day the workers and moneyers without any wages 
nor even the upkeep of  their clothing, the community supplying their food  only. 
§61 The worker, according to the rules, must repeat this operation for  almost everything he does to the 

squares or flans,  always performing  it before  he beats or strikes them on the stock or anvil, in order, as has been 
said, to soften  their metal before  beating or striking; otherwise they would split at the corners, or 'star' as they 
call it. 
§62 The fourth  operation is to adjust the squares, which the workers call 'draw in and reduce' (approcher  et 
rebaiser).  The one who carries out this adjustment or drawing in sits on a seat higher than a stool; in front  of 
him is a little square table on which there is a lantern case (lanterne).  In this case is suspended in air the beam of 
a small delicate balance fitted  with its scale pans; in the pan opposite the right hand and supported by the arm of 
the beam is an exact standard weight, of  the weight of  the square that he wants to adjust. The pan opposite his 
left  hand is empty, just as it was on the balance for  cutting squares. With this hand he takes one of  the cut 

§55 The benches can be seen at the right of  the woodcut. 
§57 This is perhaps the most incredible of  the operations 
and it surely would have been perfectly  possible to empty 
out the flans  and charcoal fragments  without deleterious 
effects  on the former.  However, the distinction made 
between the relatively pure and the more highly alloyed Hans 
in terms of  melting point is again correct. A pan of  the type 
described can be seen in the left  background of  the woodcut. 

§62. The final  adjustment of  the weight was in a sense the 
most important step in the whole sequence; here, too, the 
skill of  the worker in removing the appropriate amount of 
metal either from  the 'vulnerable' corners or from  the sides 
was clearly crucial. In the left  foreground  of  the woodcut this 
operation is being carried out, clcarly by a woman, as 
mentioned in the next paragraph. 
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squares (which he has in front  of  him in a wooden box turned on a lathe) of  which, before  he removes anything 
from  it, he checks the weight of  this square, lifting  it with thumb and forefinger  of  his left  hand to the empty 
pan, opposite the said hand, of  the assay balance, to see how much should be removed; which, if  it is very 
heavy, he removes metal from  the points or angles with the shears that he has under his left  arm and this is 
called 'drawing in' the square; but if  it needs less removed, such as a grain or a half  grain, he cuts off 
correspondingly with the said shears, and this is called 'reducing'; they repeat this 'drawing in' and 'reducing' as 
many times as necessary so that the square comes down exactly to its standard weight. 
§63 This fashion  of  adjusting or 'drawing in' the squares is the special function  of  the daughters of  the said 

workers and moneyers, who are called 'lady-cutters' (tailleresses);  of  their children only the males inherit, their 
daughters having no rights in the Mint, whereas the male children of  the said workers and moneyers have a full 
right because of  their fathers.  ,, 

§64 The fifth  operation is "rounding' ([rechausser)  which is to round off  and beat in the points of  the squares 
with the 'rounder' (rechaussoir)  which some call a small hammer (martelet);  the rounder is a little iron hammer 
of  about two pounds or so, which has the striking side made like a cooper's adze, that is long and tapering from 
its head and curved backwards, and the other side very short and small. 
§65 Before  the rounding, the worker sorts out the flans,  separating the large from  the small and arranging 

them on a rack (rabotier),  which is a wooden tray, squared and oblong, 7 or 8 inches wide, 20 long and 1 thick 
and channelled with grooves or furrows,  in which he puts his sorted squares, to wit the large in one, the 
middling in another and the small in yet another. 

FIG. 7. 

§66 This sorting completed, without annealing his squares, the worker takes about a mark of  them, arranges 
them one against the other, grasps them by the middle of  their faces  with large but very light tongs (that they 
call 'grippers' (estanques)),  lays them down on the anvil with his left  hand, then, twisting and turning them by 
means of  the grippers which he holds, strikes them with the rounder, which he holds in his right hand, on the 
points and angles of  his squares, beating them in, smoothing and rounding them off  in less than five  or six 
movements of  his hand; and this operation, called rounding, the worker, according to the rules, is obliged to 
repeat after  all the other operations carried out on the squares and flans  of  his working. 
§67 The sixth is 'flattening'  (flatir).  Flattening (to describe it correctly) is to beat, extend and true up 
(dresser)  the flan  or coin blank on the stock or anvil to the area (volume)  and circumference,  more or less, that 
it should have. 
§68 Before  speaking of  this sixth operation, I shall describe the structure of  the second bench or worker's 

seat, promised above, on which are undertaken and perfected  the remainder of  the operations carried out 
afterwards  on the blank. 
§69 Now this second bench or worker's seat is of  the same length, breadth and height and is in all other 

§66 The special tongs necessary to grip the stack of  blanks may have had the form  shown in Iig.7. 
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respects similar to the first  one, except that it is not filled  with gravel and is grouted at one end into the wall and 
underneath into the floor;  similarly, like the first  one, it has at one end a small cross plank that can be moved 
nearer or further  away as little as one wants, on which the worker sits and at the other end in front  of  him is a 
stock (tas)  (which is a sort of  round anvil 9 or 10 inches in diameter and raised 17 or 18 inches above ground), 
fitted  with a tang, just like the pile die for  coining, and fixed  in a trunk or log of  timber (which the workers call 
'cepeau'  and comes from  the Latin 'cippus'),  which is fixed  in the floor;  on this stock, which is at the height of 
the said bench, the worker only flattens,  dilates and slugs (flatit,  eslaize  et  boue). 
§70 Thus the worker, to flatten  and commence to true up his squares, sits on the second bench, having 

before  him the stock or round anvil, on which he strikes with the flattener  (flattoir)  (which is a large hammer 
made in the shape of  an ox-horn, large towards the bottom on the side with which one strikes, and pointed at 
the other, weighing about 7 or 8 pounds of  iron) on the face  of  his squares, which he trues up and enlarges to 
about the area and circumference,  that the flan  of  the workpiece should have; these squares take the name of 
'flans'  after  they have been through the sixth operation, 'flan'  being the substantive of  flatten'  and one calls 
'flan'  the piece of  money which has still not been marked or coined with the die and design of  the Prince. 
§71 After  this operation, the worker anneals his flans,  then rounds them and this way of  flattening  must be 

repeated twice on the flans  according to the rules. 
§72 The seventh operation is dilating (eslaizer),  which is almost the same as flattening,  except that the piece 

is not so greatly deformed,  only being trued up after  rounding. This operation is performed  by the worker on 
the same stock or round anvil and with the same flattener;  when it is completed, he anneals and then rounds the 
flans,  being obliged by the rules to repeat this operation twice. 
§73 The eighth is 'slugging' (bouer).  The worker makes a pile or stack of  flans,  about half  a mark or so in 

number, on the stock or anvil; then, seated and holding with both hands a big hammer (which he calls a 
'slugger' (bouart),  weighing 16 or so pounds of  iron, and shaped like the flattener,  except that it is larger and 
shorter, strikes a blow on this stack of  flans  piled one on the other, which is immediately crushed and the blanks 
are made to join, mate up and fit  plate-like together, so that they can be grasped more easily when counting and 
in the hand. The same worker, after  having slugged his flans,  anneals them, then rounds them, being required 
by the rules to do this twice more, and then slugs them a third time without rounding. And this eighth operation 
is the last carried out by the worker; his function  is to true up (dresser)  and bring to perfection  the flan  or blank 
until it is ready to blanch and coin. 
§74 The ninth is 'blanching'. Blanching is to give colour to the flans  according to the natural colour of  their 

metal. The blanching is undertaken by the master or farmer  of  the Mint, putting his pieces of  gold or silver, 
billon and copper in a pot to boil on the fire,  with water and leach (bouture).  With the copper flans  there is 
another step; after  they have been annealed, he puts them in pure water, which makes them shed a certain 
black scale, then he boils them in leach, washes them again, then dries them; and to dry them he puts them in a 
copper vessel which has been pierced and made like a sieve, that he warms up on a charcoal brazier, rubbing 
them and moving them about with a cloth until they are very dry and blanched. 

§75 The tenth and last operation is 'coining', which is to mark the blanks that have been made true and 
fashioned  by the worker and blanched by the master or farmer.  This operation is carried out and completed by 
the moneyer, who has only this one function. 
§76 After  he has received from  the warden of  the Mint his journey (brefve)  (which is the amount of  marks in 

blanks given him to coin), he puts it on an rack (rabotier)  (I have explained above what this is), which is half  the 
size of  that of  the worker, and carries it to the moneyers' shop (monnoyeries)  to mark or coin it on his bench or 
seat. The moneyer's seat is about the length, width and height and is grouted at one end into the wall and 
underneath into the floor  like that of  the worker; and it has at one end, instead of  the small cross plank, a small 
wooden coffer,  locked with a key, on which the moneyer sits. And similarly, instead of  the stock or anvil which 
the worker has in front  of  him, the moneyer has at the middle of  his seat, a trunk or log of  wood fixed  in the 
floor,  at about the same height as the bench; on top and in the centre of  the trunk or log of  wood (that the old 
ordinances call 'cepeau',  as I have said above), there is a hole, in which the moneyer fixes  and sets his pile, 
which is the lower iron or die, 6 or 7 inches long, having below a tang shaped like a big square nail, secured and 
thrust into the trunk up to its shoulder (talon),  which is in the middle of  the said iron; this tapers towards the 
top of  its head, on which is engraved the face  of  the pile or reverse of  the said piece, which is usually the arms of 
the Prince or State striking the said money. 

§77 The trunk or log of  wood they incorrectly call a 'soupeau',  because the moneyer, after  having set up his 
pile and before  starting to coin his flans,  puts a big sheet of  leather with a hole in the middle around the said 
pile, so that the log of  wood lies underneath it, which gives the latter the name of  'underhide' (soupeau), 
remaining while doing this stretched on all sides of  the moneyer's seat, which he uses as follows;  the space from 
the end of  his seat to his irons he employs to put his rack (rabotier),  loaded with his journey of  flans  and pieces 

§70 The further  of  the two hammermen in the woodcut seems to be carrying out this operation. 
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struck, and the space between his irons and himself  to receive the coins that he strikes; these, with his little 
finger  he pushes off  the pile towards himself  as soon as he has struck them. And when there are a number of 
them he picks them up and makes a stack of  them that he lays on his rack, which, as has been said, is beyond his 
irons. 
§78 With the pile fixed  in position and surrounded by the leather skin, as has been said, the moneyer places 

between the two irons the flan  he intends to mark, takes and grasps between thumb and two fingers  of  his left 
hand the trussel (which is the upper die on which is engraved the cross or Prince's portrait), and with his two 
other lower fingers  grips the pile; then, holding the irons one against the other, he strikes two or three blows of 
the mallet (maillet)  (which is a short little heavy iron hammer, flat  on the faces,  and weighing about three 
pounds) on the trussel marking and coining the flan  with the figures  and characters on the irons; which, when it 
is not well struck, to complete it, after  having relocated (rengraine)  it once more in the same irons, the 
moneyer, striking forthwith  on his trussel and holding it against his pile, at the position where it is not properly 
marked, carries on until he has coined it to perfection.  And this operation is the last carried out on the coin. 
§79 Now, in order to refresh  my memory, three workers and a moneyer went through this trial of  the 

fabrication  of  coins by the hammer, with all the operations, but not repeating any of  them. First, the master or 
farmer  of  the Mint, in the presences and as has been said, cast the gold and silver in grooves, which made ingots 
of  them, which they handed over to the worker, who annealed the gold only, then beat it on the anvil. 
Afterwards  the said worker cut squares without annealing; then he rounded them on the anvil with the rounder 
or little hammer, without annealing; then he beat or struck the squares; then he annealed them in the pan; then 
he adjusted them or drew them down to their weight, without annealing; then he flattened  them on the anvil 
and annealed them; then he rounded them to dilate them and annealed them; then he rounded them for 
slugging and annealed them, which was the last operation that the worker performed,  having only once 
flattened,  dilated and slugged, although the ancient laws oblige them to flatten,  dilate and slug twice, with the 
tools that go with these operations, and to slug a third time without annealing. 
§80 M. de Boissise and de Marillac, wishing to see in this trial all the order and ceremony that the workers 

and moneyers were accustomed to bring to it, as much in the handing over of  the journeys as in the delivery of 
the coined flans,  and seeing that one of  the workers had finished  his journey of  quarter-ecus, which he was 
ready to carry to the master of  the Mint for  blanching (while there remained for  the other worker only to dilate 
and slug some marks of  ecus and half-francs  of  his journey), the said gentlemen wished to go to the 
counting-house (comptoir)  of  the said master to see him carry and hand over this journey of  quarter-ecus, 
which the said master weighed; and it was found  that there were 2 marks, 4 ounces, 7 gros of  worked money of 
the said quarter-ecus, and 5 ounces, 2 gros of  scissel, which was the weight of  the journey that the wardens had 
given him; the said worker, having done this, remained discharged. 
§81 This done, the master carried all the worked quarter-ecus to the foundries  (fondreries)  (that are the 

places where are set up in the Mint the furnaces  to melt the materials and billons that come in), in order to 
blanch them and coin them afterwards. 
§82 With this blanching done, after  having handed over to the moneyer, in the form  of  a journey, the said 

batch of  quarter-ecus, M. de Boissise and de Marillac betook themselves to the moneyers' shop (monnoyeries), 
to observe the coining of  the said journey of  quarter-ecus by pile and trussel; this, which was done in their 
presence by a moneyer, which, after  it had been completed by the moneyer, he took his said journey to the 
office  or counting-house of  the wardens of  the said Mint, who reweighed it; and finding  that it came to the same 
weight that he had been given, the moneyer remained discharged. 
§83 Further to demonstrate to the said lords commissioners some idea of  the protocol kept in delivery of 

struck pieces, the said Wardens in their counting-house carried out the weighing in their presence of  this whole 
batch of  quarter-ecus, one piece after  the other, then by the mark, which was found  to be of  exact weight, 
without any shortfall,  the number of  pieces adding up exactly to a mark and the mark to the piece; of  this 
correctness the said wardens made a record and carried out a 'small delivery', that is they handed over and 
delivered to the master of  the said Mint these pieces of  quarter-ecus, thus struck and complete in all operations, 
being of  good weight and fineness,  to be used and made public as he saw fit. 
§84 And since it was midday (although there only remained for  the other worker to blanch and strike the 

flans  of  the said ecus and pieces of  10 sols) the continuation of  this trial was put off  to another day, on which M. 
de Boissise and de Marillac gave orders that they should be shown how were prepared the metals for 
manufacturing  coins by the hammer and what was the casting in grooves of  gold and silver. 
§85 Following this order, on Monday, 20 February, at 8 o'clock in the morning, M. de Boissise and de 

Marillac, with me accompanying them, were at the assay offices  (essayeries)  of  the said Mint, where they saw 

§78 The fitting  back of  the partially struck coin into the double-struck specimens prove. The nearer of  the two 
details of  the dies must have been relatively time-consuming hammermen in the woodcut is a moneyer, his grip on the 
and not always successfully  carried out, as the surviving pair of  dies tallying with Poullain's description. 
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the casting in grooves and the preparation of  the ingots of  gold and silver for  cutting squares. This I have 
described above, at the start of  this narration. 
§86 And from  there the said lords betook themselves to the coineries, where they saw the completion of 

coining by pile and trussel of  a mark or two of  ecus only. During the coining of  these ecus, M. de Boissise asked 
the moneyer; if  he could mark and coin an ecu  with a single blow of  the hammer? This the moneyer did; even 
more, reversing the said struck coin, that is putting the obverse of  the said ecu on the pile and the reverse 
against the trussel, the said moneyer overmarked and overstruck with two or three blows of  the mallet, any 
trace or outline of  the first  striking, which seemed to satisfy  the said Sire de Boissise. This trial was completed 
by 10 o'clock in the morning. 
§87 Thus three workers and one moneyer (taking into account all the time elapsed during the handing over 

of  journeys and the ceremony of  delivery, that M. de Boissise and de Marillac wished to see during this trial and 
that lasted more than two hours) only took five  hours to fabricate,  work and coin 2'/2 marks of  quarter-ecus, 3Vi 
marks of  pieces of  10 sols and 2Vi  marks of  ecus, which is a great deal higher rate of  production than Briot 
managed in his trial; who, in twelve or thirteen hours, including the time of  melting and casting in bars of  his 
metal, he, with two others, only made IV2 marks of  pieces of  10 sols, Vi mark of  quarter-ecus and 1 mark of 
ecus and made three or four  times as much scissel as coined money. 

§87 The comparatively small quantity of  scissel is a conse-
quence of  the method of  cutting off  from  the ingot little 
more in weight than the eventual coin. Time and fuel  saved 
in this way is. of  course, more than expended in the necessity 

of  beating the rectangular lump into a thin round flan  with 
the accompanying annealings. Briot may have lost this battle 
but, in the end, the war was won by machinery. 



'A MINT FOR MEXICO': BOULTON, WATT AND THE 
GUANAJUATO MINT 

R. G. DOTY 

FROM the 1780s to the 1840s, the Soho (Birmingham) firm  of  Boulton, Watt & Company 
was in the vanguard of  coining innovation. One of  its founders,  Matthew Boulton, secured 
a patent for  the first  steam-powered coining press in mid-1790. The company went on to 
produce the first  truly 'modern' coins, created by means of  the new device, in 1797. This 
was the British 'cartwheel' penny, and the form  assumed by the new coin was both a 
reflection  of  the demands of  the new machinery and the convictions of  its inventor as to the 
perfect  function  and appearance of  the coin. Later coinage inventors, their work solidly 
grounded on Boulton's precedent, retained most of  his concepts as to preferable  monetary 
form.  So it is that our coinage since his time has generally stressed low relief,  and has 
usually been struck in a close collar. 

The activities of  Boulton, Watt did not abruptly cease with the securing of  the right to 
strike British copper coins in 1797, even though such a contract had long been a primary 
goal. Instead, having gained acceptance of  a new form  and mode of  production for  coinage 
in one country, the firm  now sought to bring its achievements to others. 

It essentially did so in two ways, broadly demarcated by time. In the first  phase, it 
shipped coinage on the new model to a receptive outer world. Even prior to the British 
issues of  1797, we find  it making coins for  Madras, Bombay, Sierra Leone, and Sumatra, as 
well as halfpenny  tokens for  a dozen concerns in England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. 
These latter were seen by Matthew Boulton as a stopgap measure, providing necessary 
small change prior to Boulton, Watt's obtaining of  the right to strike official  British coin. 
He also saw the tokens as a way of  influencing  official  policy in his direction.1 The company 
intensified  its coining activities after  1797: in the following  year, it undertook to supply the 
new United States Mint at Philadelphia with copper planchets for  cents and half  cents. This 
lucrative business was only interrupted once (by the War of  1812) until the Americans 
finally  cancelled the arrangement in 1837. Boulton, Watt continued to supply finished  coins 
to the outside world as well, and its role in the Bank of  England silver token issues is well 
known. 

The purveyance of  coinage to the world is one of  the best-known activities of  Boulton, 
Watt & Company. But the firm  also supplied entire mints. This formed  the second phase of 
its work, and it is this aspect of  the business which forms  the concern of  this paper. The 
idea was a logical development in Matthew Boulton's thinking. At first,  he determined to 
give a new type of  coin to Britain and the world. But it soon became obvious to him that 
there was also a market for  the machinery which produced that coin. Why not export the 
machinery, and let the world create its own coinage on the new model? 

Boulton, Watt was doing so by the late 1790s. It entered into a contract with the Russian 
Imperial Government in 1796; despite initial difficulties,  a steam-powered mint was in 
operation in St Petersburg by 1805. Additional contracts were soon secured in Europe: the 
Danes were striking coins on Boulton's new presses in 1809, and by that time the company 

1 Matthew Boulton to Jean-Pierre Droz, 7 March 1787, Matthew Boulton Papers (hereafter  BRL), Correspond-
Birmingham Reference  Library, Archives Department, ence, Boulton to Droz, 1787-8. 
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was also supplying new machinery to the Royal Mint itself.  Its presence there would make 
possible the extensive recoinage of  1816 and subsequent years. 

Matthew Boulton died in 1809, his partner, James Watt, in 1819. By the time of  the elder 
Watt's death, the enterprise which he and Boulton had founded  was preparing to export 
coining machinery far  beyond the confines  of  Europe. In effect,  what had begun as a local 
activity, an offshoot  of  the British Industrial Revolution, was about to become global. 

Logically enough, the company's earliest extra-European enterprises centred in India. 
There, mechanized mints were set up in Calcutta and Bombay. India had previously 
received coins on the new model directly from  Birmingham; now, it could strike its own, and 
it began doing so in the early 1820s. 

At first  glance, the area to which Boulton, Watt now turned its attention was by no means 
logical. But it did reflect  British industrial and political concerns of  the period. The company 
undertook to send mint machinery to Mexico in the mid-1820s, and it would remain active 
there until the late 1840s. 

The form  and the very possibility of  such an enterprise were conditioned by events 
taking place in Latin America between 1808 and 1825. The Napoleonic occupation of 
Spain (coupled with an almost immediate revolt against it in the Americas) meant that the 
old, closed Spanish economic system no longer obtained. While trade with the Spanish 
Indies continued to be risky, it was henceforth  far  easier than it had been in the days of  firm 
Spanish colonial control. Trading patterns established at this point would tend to persist 
even after  the return of  peace, especially as British businesses, faced  with a contraction in 
home markets after  Waterloo, became increasingly concerned with gaining contacts abroad. 

In the Americas, most of  the Spanish Empire had turned its rebellion against Napoleon 
into one against continued colonial status, and it had secured its independence by 1825. 
The new nations, suddenly deprived of  their traditional trading connection with Spain, 
were also looking for  new markets or the extension of  old ones. Industrial Britain was a 
logical destination for  their products and object of  their attentions.' 

This was certainly the case in Mexico, which had secured its independence by late 1821. 
Here, however, two other phenomena deserve mention, for  they would both have an effect 
on the numismatic history of  the young nation, and on the economic fortunes  of  Boulton, 
Watt & Company. 

First, when normal internal trading patterns had been disrupted during Mexico's 
struggle for  independence, the Spanish Crown had authorized the establishment of  several 
emergency royalist mints, whose coinage would supplement that of  the main facility  at 
Mexico City. Makeshift  mints were soon functioning  at Chihuahua, Guadalajara, Guan-
ajuato, Durango, and Zacatecas, all located in the silver country of  the centre and north. 
These mints had been found  useful  in colonial days, and they were allowed to remain open 
after  Independence. Indeed, they were a vital necessity at the time: communications were 
no better after  1821 than they had been before,  and continuing internal unrest also 
rendered advisable the existence of  subordinate facilities.  In point of  fact,  it encouraged 
the creation of  still others: at one time or another, the Mexican Republic would have a 
total of  fourteen  federal  mints. 

The large number of  mints was recognized and to a degree encouraged by Mexico's first 
basic law, the Constitution of  1824. Written by men who were all too aware of  the 
centralization which had been at the heart of  Spanish colonial government, the new 
document vested preponderant powers in the states, including a right to coin money. In 
response to the clauses of  the Constitution, Mexico would erect and long maintain a dual 
monetary tier, one state, the other federal,  but both accomplished at the same facilities. 
The decentralization inherent in such an arrangement meant a lack of  firm,  consistent 
control over many of  its aspects. It was this second phenomenon which created the climate 
in which Boulton, Watt & Company was able to do business. 
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The firm's  first  orders for  Mexico were generated in 1825, its last in 1849, at a time when, 
technically, it was no longer even in existence. It would have business connections with five 
mints in all, those of  Mexico City, Chihuahua, Culiacan, Zacatecas, and Guanajuato. 
These ties varied greatly in length and in intensity. Dealings with Mexico City never went 
beyond the preliminary stage. Machinery was shipped to Culiacan, modified  to be worked 
by cattle rather than by steam. Zacatecas received dies and some machinery, Chihuahua 
dies alone. Mexico City was dealt with in the late 1820s, Culiacan in the early 1830s, 
Zacatecas and Chihuahua on scattered occasions in the 1840s. These brief  encounters need 
not detain us here; we are concerned with the heart of  the matter, which was always 
Guanajuato. 

Machinery, dies, parts, technicians and mechanics went back and forth  between Soho 
and the north-central Mexican mining town from  the middle 1820s to the later 1840s. The 
great majority of  the Birmingham archival material on Mexico concerns that mint,2 and, 
despite lapses due to loss of  correspondence, it affords  us a remarkably clear picture of  the 
relationship between the British industrial concern and the Latin American mint. I have 
chosen to report my findings  here for  two additional reasons. First, the volume of  coinage 
(usually silver) from  the Guanajuato facility  was enormous, frequently  outstripping that of 
the capital itself.3  And, secondly, the correspondence has preserved much more than the 
simple record of  the daily operations of  a nineteenth-century mint. The isolation in a 
strange country, with the personality clashes which this inevitably engendered; the 
reconstruction of  machinery intended for  a benign European environment to make it 
functional  in a hostile American one; an increased self-reliance  on the part of  the coiners, 
as they met and overcame their problems - these matters, too, are found  in the 
correspondence. We have, in fact,  a story which goes beyond numismatics, and which 
incorporates in its telling many of  the elements of  the Industrial Revolution itself,  as it 
spread from  its homeland to new, uncharted regions. 

In all of  this, Boulton, Watt rarely dealt directly with the mint which it was supplying. 
Instead, Soho's business was carried on through an intermediary, the Anglo-Mexican Mint 
Association, a subsidiary of  Manning & Marshall. The fact  that an English firm  should be 
entrusted with the operation of  a Mexican mint underscores the close economic ties 
between the two countries at this time. It was followed  by similar contracts between other 
British companies and other Mexican mints. On 31 May 1825, the Association's manager 
in Guanajuato, John William Williamson, concluded an agreement with state authorities in 
Guanajuato, by which the London concern would have the sole right to coin money there 
for  a ten-year period. Later agreements clarified  and extended the original one: that of  7 
May 1827 set 24 April 1828 as the date upon which the contract would begin to operate, 
and a second agreement, concluded on 7 May 1830, gave the Association an additional 
four  years on the life  of  the contract. The state also provided the site for  the mint, which 
was to be extended and improved. 

In return, the Association pledged itself  to bring in the machinery which would turn a 
ramshackle, emergency establishment into an up-to-date mint, of  which the people of  a 
new nation might well be proud. The Association would also build a modern assaying 
facility,  and it would pay the salaries of  the official  assayer and his colleague, the inspector, 
in addition to a thousand pesos a year to the state by way of  rent. At the end of  the 

2 The heart of  the correspondence between Boulton, 
Watt & Company and the Anglo-Mexican Mint Association 
will be found  in BRL, Mexican Mints Box. Unless otherwise 
indicated, all succeeding citations come from  that source. 

3 See Alberto Francisco Pradeau. Historia  numismatica 
de  Mexico,  3 vols. (Mexico City: Sociedad Numismatica de 
Mexico, 1957-61), I, 34 and III, 115 for  comparative figures. 
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arrangement, the new machinery and assaying equipment would be turned over to the 
state at no cost; Guanajuato would then be the proud possessor of  a modern mint.4 

In reality, the state never got its mint. Despite local opposition in the 1840s and later, 
Manning & Marshall and its successors continued to obtain renewals of  their agreements. 
There was a brief  period in the 1870s when the federal  government succeeded in breaking 
the contract, thus gaining control over public property, but desperate financial  affairs 
compelled it to return it to private hands. Not until 1895, after  the iron peace of  Porfirio 
Diaz had improved the financial  climate, did the contract system finally  come to an end. 
The central government rescinded the agreements at Guanajuato and Zacatecas, by virtue 
of  buying out the rights of  the franchise  firms.  The Guanajuato mint lingered on for  a few 
years as a purely federal  facility.  It was finally  closed in mid-1900 and never reopened.5 

The connection of  Boulton, Watt & Company with the Guanajuato mint dates from  the 
summer of  1825. On 18 August, Robert Mushet, who was entrusted with the project by the 
Anglo-Mexican Mint Association (and who was still at his post with the Royal Mint as 
well), requested an estimate for  four  coining presses, to be worked by hand but which 
could be converted to steam or horse power, eight planchet or cutting out presses 'to be 
worked by hand, similar to those formerly  used in the old [Royal] Mint,' two milling 
machines, and a die multiplying press.6 Matthew Robinson Boulton's reply of  the following 
day is partially illegible, but in its course he apparently advised the use of  steam to power 
the equipment7 - in which, of  course, the firm  of  Boulton, Watt & Company was a 
specialist. By the next day, Mushet was amending his request. His letter to Boulton on the 
twentieth inquired about additional expenses if  the coining presses were modified  to be 
worked by either steam or horse power. He added that he was primarily thinking in terms 
of  the latter, as 'the scarcity of  fuel  [in Guanajuato] puts the steam Engine out of  the 
question'.8 Had the Association recalled these words, a great deal of  trouble might have 
been avoided. As it was, it would blithely order steam engines all the same, find  that it had 
no use for  them, and be forced  to sell them back to Boulton, Watt'at a great loss. 

Meanwhile, Boulton went ahead with the affair.  He sent Mushet an estimate on 24 
August, wherein he determined that the cost of  providing four  coining presses, six planchet 
presses, two milling machines, a die multiplying press, and the various shafts,  pulleys, 
wheels, tools, etc. needed to render the machinery operative, all delivered at the port of 
embarkation, would amount to £4,478. The machinery would weigh between twenty-one 
and twenty-two tons, and it would take a minimum of  five  months to complete.9 By the 
time the Association received this estimate, it was leaning in favour  of  the adoption of  steam 
power for  its mint. Early the next month, Mushet authorized Boulton to supply the 
machinery, plus two steam engines, one to be used for  a rolling mill, the other for  the 
coining presses and related machinery. Together with spare boilers and parts, the two 
engines would represent an additional cost of  £3,684, bringing the total investment in the 
mint to a trifle  over eight thousand pounds.10 

4 Mexico, Memoria  presentada  d  la Cdmara  de  Diputados 
en 20 de  Octubre del  presente ano por el Secretario  de  Estado 
y de  Despacho de  Hacienda,  sobre la creacidn  y estado  actual 
de  las Casas de  Moneda  de  la Republica, mandada  imprimir 
por acuerdo  de  la misma Cdmara  (Mexico City: Tipograffa 
de M. Murguia, 1849), p. 33. 

5 For a detailed account of  the friction  between the state 
and federal  authorities and the contractors of  the Guan-
ajuato mint, see Pradcau. III. 113-63. The official  Mexican 
version of  matters down to the late 1840's will be found  in 
the Memoria  cited above, pp. 33-4. 

6 Robert Mushet to Matthew Robinson Boulton. 18 

August 1825. 
7 Matthew Robinson Boulton to Robert Mushet. 19 

August 1825. 
s Robert Mushet to Matthew Robinson Boulton. 20 

August 1825. 
9 Matthew Robinson Boulton to Robert Mushet. 24 

August 1825. 
"' Robert Mushet to Matthew Robinson Boulton. 8 

September 1825. Mushet mentions a letter from  Boulton 
of  27 August, in which Boulton presumably made a deter-
mined argument on behalf  of  steam power for  the mint 
machinery. 
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Work now got under way. A few  days after  the letter of  authorization of  8 September, 
Boulton, Watt set down on paper a list of  articles it was furnishing  the 'Mint for  Mexico.' 
This included two steam engines of  fourteen  and ten horsepower, with extra boilers of 
seventeen and twelve horsepower. (These engines, typical Birmingham products of  the 
day, strike us as being absurdly small for  the purposes for  which they were intended. But 
the early steam engines had very limited power, as well as being very wasteful  of  fuel.  The 
latter characteristic would occur to someone in the Anglo-Mexican Mint Association well 
after  it was too late to do anything about it.) The remainder of  the list is taken up with 
coining presses, connecting shafts,  nuts, bolts, and the other bits of  machinery which, 
unobtainable in Mexico, would have to be made in England." By this time, Boulton, Watt 
had reconsidered charges on the larger of  the two steam engines. The total cost of  the 
apparatus would now amount to £8,281, where it would remain.12 

As the year progressed, details were added to the general picture. Mushet submitted a 
plan for  the arrangement of  the mint machinery, which elicited a reply from  Boulton on 23 
September, counselling modifications.  He was concerned that the fourteen-horse  engine, 
intended for  rolling ingots into strips for  planchets, might not be powerful  enough for  the 
purpose. He suggested running the two engines in tandem to accomplish this aspect of  the 
operation.13 Meanwhile, with an eye to the difficulty  of  obtaining coal in the neighbourhood 
of  Guanajuato, the Association had decided that, regardless of  how its boilers were set up, 
they would have to be powered 'exclusively' by wood.1 4 

The winter of  1825-6 appears to have progressed without incident. By the first  days of 
March, however, Mushet was beginning to ask when the machinery would be completed. 
Could any be sent out now, as 'by recent letters from  Guanaxuato [sic] it is very desirable 
that some parts of  the Machinery . . . should be forwarded  as soon as possible'. This letter 
is also important in that it makes the first  mention of  something which was to be of  great 
significance  in future,  the provision of  dies  for  the Mexican mint. Mushet inquired as to 
whether Boulton, Watt had the means of  multiplying dies at its Soho concern, providing 
that the puncheons for  doing so were sent from  Guanajuato. He estimated that one 
hundred pairs of  eight real dies, fifty  pairs of  four  real dies, and twenty-five  pairs each of 
two and one real dies would be required.15 

Here, Mushet and the firm  he served were crossing onto debatable ground. If  the 
Guanajuato mint were to strike the huge amount of  coinage it was intended to produce 
(and we must bear in mind that the steam technology proposed for  the facility,  while 
accelerating the rate of  production, would also use dies in greater numbers than the old 
technology), where were all those extra dies to come from?  In theory, dies at subsidiary 
Mexican mints such as Guanajuato had to be created from  masters or puncheons done in 
Mexico City, an early attempt at quality control by the central government. In practice, the 
supply of  master dies was frequently  interrupted by poor communication and civil 
disturbance,16 and in any case, official  Mexican dies had been often  found  to be of  poor 
quality, which, as an official  of  the Mint Association would later observe, positively invited 
counterfeiting.17  Since that was the case, why not have the dies made at Soho, along with 
the machinery which would use them to strike coins? As will be seen, this would open up 

1 1 'List of  Articles of  a Coining Apparatus for  Robert 
Mushet to be furnished  by Boulton, Watt & Co., Septr. 
1825.' 

1 2 Undated memorandum in Matthew Robinson Boul-
ton's hand, entitled 'A Mint for  Mexico'; it mentions corre-
spondence of  24 and 27 August and 20 September 1825, and 
it almost certainly dates from  late September 1825. 

1 3 'Remarks on Plan of  Mint transmitted by R. Mushet 

Esqr.', 23 September 1825. 
1 4 Robert Mushet to Matthew Robinson Bouiton, 21 

September 1825. 
1 5 Robert Mushct to Matthew Robinson Boulton, 4 

March 1826. 
1 6 Pradeau, I, 32-3. 
1 7 George B. Lonsdale to Boulton, Watt & Company. 13 

January 1830. 
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an entirely new emphasis in the activities of  Boulton, Watt & Company; it would also 
involve the firm  in a second enterprise - smuggling. 

All of  this lay in the future.  For now, the Association was more concerned with 
obtaining trustworthy personnel for  its mint. In the same letter in which he inquired about 
the state of  the machinery, Mushet asked if  a 'Young Man of  great respectability' who had 
been given the post of  master of  the Guanajuato mint could come to Birmingham to watch 
the machinery being fitted  together. Boulton's partner James Watt, Jr had apparently said 
that he would be welcome. Mushet also asked Boulton to look for  'an experienced 
workman to accompany and erect the Machinery at Guanaxuato'.18 These requests by 
Mushet were mentioned by Boulton a few  days later in a letter to Watt. He observed that 
'the young Mint Master' was most welcome, but that he would do well to wait another two 
or three weeks before  making his visit, by which time the machinery would be nearer 
completion. Boulton was hopeful  about finding  a competent mechanic to go out with the 
machinery, and he was making inquiries in Manchester for  such a person. Mushet would be 
wise to give him some information  as to a maximum salary and other considerations of 
employment.19 

Watt communicated Boulton's thoughts to Robert Mushet, who replied to Boulton in a 
letter of  10 March. The Association would need two mechanics, whose salaries would 
range between £200 and £300 per annum. They should be prepared to go to Mexico for  a 
term of  five  years, their passage paid by the Association. Lodgings would not be 
provided.20 Perhaps in an attempt to secure a liberalization of  the terms which the 
Association (which always drove a hard bargain with its employees) was willing to extend, 
Watt, who had seen Mushet in London, decided to show the latter one of  the contracts 
recently drawn up for  those workers leaving England for  the new Calcutta mint.21 

In the middle of  April, the long-deferred  visit by the aspiring mint master took place. He 
was a Scotsman named G. Cumming Scott, whose accomplishmentswere listed in a letter 
of  the fifteenth  from  Robert Stevenson to Matthew Robinson Boulton.22 The young Scott 
who was introduced to Watt as well as to Boulton, presumably made a favourable 
impression on both and profited  from  his examination of  the machinery. 

The attentions of  the Birmingham firm  were soon turned to matters more immediately 
important to themselves than the education and choice of  employees for  someone else's 
mint: on 19 July, Robert Mushet suddenly informed  Boulton, Watt that the Association 
had decided not to ship the mint machinery to Mexico for  the time being; additional details 
would follow.  Meanwhile, those workmen who had agreed to go to Mexico would have 
half  their salaries during the period of  suspension ('supposing it limited to 12 months'); 
Mushet wished for  Boulton to arrange matters with them on that basis, 'or on one less 
expensive' if  possible.23 

This information  apparently came as a complete surprise to Boulton, Watt. A 
communication from  that company to Mushet observed that the machinery had been 
scheduled for  shipment at the end of  August; what should be done now? How long would it 

l s Robert Mushet to Matthew Robinson Boulton, 4 
March 1826. 

''' Matthew Robinson Boulton to James Watt, Jr. 7 
March 1826. 

211 Robert Mushet to Matthew Robinson Boulton. 10 
March 1826. 

2 1 James Watt, Jr. to Matthew Robinson Boulton. 10 
March 1826. 

2 2 Robert Stevenson to Matthew Robinson Boulton. 15 
April 1826. 

2 3 Robert Mushet to an unnamed correspondent (prob-
ably James Watt, Jr), 19 July 1826. A file  in the Public 

Record Office,  London (Mint 13/200, the record book of  the 
Anglo-Mexican Mint Association from  May 1825 to Octobcr 
1827) gives one reason for  that firm's  decision to refrain  from 
sending steam-powered machinery to Mexico. In a contem-
porary copy of  a letter to Matthew Robinson Boulton dated 
9 April 1827. Robert Mushet observed that the enterprise 
had been abandoned 'in consequence of  a deficiency  of 
Water at Guanaxuato [sic]' — an obvious necessity if  steam 
engines are to operate successfully.  This letter is missing 
from  the files  consulted at Birmingham, and I am most 
indebted to Mr G. P. Dyer of  the Royal Mint, Llantrisant, 
for  bringing it, and Mint 13/200, to my noticc. 
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remain at Soho before  it finally  went to Mexico? As for  the men who were to accompany it, 
Boulton, Watt would attempt to keep them happy and gainfully  occupied during their 
enforced  waiting period; but it made no promises on that point.24 

It soon became obvious that the Anglo-Mexican Mint Association had no definite  plans 
for  its machinery, except to sell it back to Boulton, Watt. It came to this conclusion by 
stages. In April 1827, Matthew Robinson Boulton was preparing a preliminary memoran-
dum on expenses needed to convert the Guanajuato machinery from  steam power to 
horse, adding in the amount the Association would be allowed for  the engines and related 
items taken back by the company. Approximately £3,200 would be credited for  the return 
of  the machinery.2"1 This figure  would change on several occasions, as the Association 
failed  to make up its mind. But a new stage was reached within two months, when Robert 
Mushet asked Matthew Robinson Boulton for  a new estimate for  new machinery for  the 
Guanajuato mint. 

It is at once apparent that the scale of  the proposed operation had been drastically 
reduced. Instead of  four  coining presses, to be worked by steam, Mushet now asked for 
two, 'to be worked by hand'. The order for  six planchet cutters was cut in half,  and the 
machines now requested were to be constructed 'on the plan of  those in former  use in the 
old [Royal] Mint, and to be worked by hand'. Mushet went on to inquire about the likely 
weight of  such machinery, and the time when it could be delivered in London for  shipment 
to Mexico; delivery in London on or prior to 1 October would be desirable. 

The core of  Mushet's letter followed.  In the event of  'a Mint of  this size and 
construction' being substituted for  'the more perfect  one still with you', could the present 
one be sold; if  so, what sort of  loss might the Association expect to sustain?26 

Boulton's reply of  16 July has not been found,  but it is mentioned in Mushet's next 
letter. The former  may have suggested that the machinery already constructed could be 
converted to hand operation more cheaply than the cost of  purchasing new equipment; in 
any case, Mushet authorized him to so convert two of  the coining and three of  the cutting 
out presses. He also asked whether the milling, or edge-marking, machine could be so 
altered; if  so, it should accompany the rebuilt presses, and the die multiplying mechanism 
should also be readied for  shipment. The indication is that, while the mint would 
henceforth  be conceived on a reduced scale, things were moving at last, and machinery and 
employees would soon be sent out to Guanajuato.27 

There remained the question of  the steam engines and other unwanted machinery. 
George B. Lonsdale, who had recently been appointed Secretary of  the Anglo-Mexican 
Mint Association (and who would be the usual correspondent between that firm  and Soho 
from  that time forward),  wrote on 15 October that ' a negociation [sic] is now going on for 
its sale'. Could Soho get drawings made 'as soon as they possibly can', to be forwarded  to 
London? A notation at the bottom of  this letter indicates that it was answered four  days 
later.28 These deliberations do not appear to have come to anything. 

Boulton, Watt agreed to take back the two steam engines, along with the shafts  and 
flywheels  necessary for  their operation, for  the sum of  £2,187; a bill of  exchange for  that 
amount was drawn up and signed on 11 February 1828.29 Four days later, matters took an 
abrupt if  temporary change in direction. Lonsdale wrote that the Directors of  the 

2 4 Boulton, Watt & Company to Robert Mushet, 24 
August 1826. 

2 5 'Estimate with the view to the proposition of 
substituting Horse power for  Steam or working by hand', 13 
April 1827. 

2 6 Robert Mushet to Matthew Robinson Boulton, 12 July 
1827. 

2 1 Robert Mushet to Matthew Robinson Boulton, 20 July 
1827. 

2 8 George B. Lonsdale to John Robinson. 15 October 
1827. 

2y> Boulton, Watt & Company to Anglo-Mexican Mint 
Association, 11 February 1828 (contemporary copy). 
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Association were in contact with the Austrian Government, with 'hopes of  effecting  a sale 
of  the Mint Machinery as originally  constructed'.  That being the case, if  the Austrians 
agreed to purchase the mint, 'the abstracted Machinery must be replaced, as also the 
Steam Engines'; how long would this take? Lonsdale closed by apologizing for  'the trouble 
and inconvenience you have experienced'30 — which was probably the least he could have 
said. The words 'abstracted Machinery' probably refer  to the coining presses and other 
apparatus which had been sent out to Mexico the previous October. 

For a time, the Association was optimistic about the prospects of  selling its mint on the 
Continent. On 16 February, Lonsdale mentioned 'a tracing of  the plan of  the Guano. Mint 
found  in my office'.  As it was the 'intention of  the Directors to send [it] to Germany by 
Tuesday's post', could Boulton guarantee its accuracy?31 There is no other reference  to 
Germany in the entire correspondence; the letter almost certainly pertains to the Austrian 
venture. 

But after  a promising beginning, the scheme collapsed. The reasons are not known, but 
by the following  August, Lonsdale was once again inquiring whether Boulton, Watt was 
disposed 'to purchase the [remaining] Machinery belonging to them [the Association], and 
now lying at your Foundry also, the terms upon which you will take it off  their hands'.32 

Boulton would eventually assess the goods remaining at Soho at £3,824,33 but years of 
dispute over the proper value of  the machinery would still ensue. By the middle 1830s, a 
gentleman named Frederic Grellet was making inquiries about the apparatus, at first  on 
behalf  of  one James Brown;34 by June 1837, we find  him introducing a Dutchman named 
Poelman to Boulton, Watt & Company, with an eye to the sale of  the machinery to the 
Utrecht mint.35 This is the last reference  we have to the problem. Whether the sale was 
concluded, upon whose behalf  Grellet was working, indeed, the very identity of  the owners 
of  the equipment at this time - upon these matters we cannot at present be certain. 

While all of  this was taking place, the Association halfheartedly  debated making a final 
effort  to obtain its original dreams for  the Guanajuato mint. A note made at Soho on 29 
May 1835 refers  to a letter from  Lonsdale on the nineteenth, asking how much it would 
cost 'to restore the Anglo Mex. Mint to its original state'. Boulton, Watt & Company put 
the figure  at £4,286;36 Lonsdale does not appear to have brought up the matter again. The 
Association allowed the project to languish, and the Guanajuato mint would not be 
equipped to work by steam until 1867.37 

Even as it had been decided not to send some of  the mint apparatus to Mexico, other 
parts of  it had been shipped, and with it, British mechanics to set it up. The list of  articles 
to be dispatched included the two coining presses, a die multiplier, a milling machine, and 
a turning lathe.38 The whole occupied seventy-three large boxes, and it was scheduled to 
leave England on 3 October.39 

The more modest requirements of  the mint had resulted in changes in personnel. The 
much-esteemed Mr Scott had been let go, for  an expert on steam coining presses would 
hardly be needed at Guanajuato if  no such presses were being supplied. Instead, two 
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other people had been engaged, each of  whom was to prove a liability to the Association. 
The more important of  the two was Robert McLeish, whom the company, upon 

Boulton's recommendation, agreed to engage on 4 August 1827. The directors wished to 
know whether he could erect a steam engine without assistance.41 Boulton replied that 
McLeish was indeed capable of  such a task, being 'the person upon whom the erection of 
the Engines would have devolved had they been sent out'. He went on to inquire whether 
McLeish should be told to get ready for  the voyage, and when he should expect to 
embark.42 Mushet replied that the mechanic would be required to sail for  Veracruz (the 
Mexican east coast port most commonly involved in commerce with Europe at the time) 'in 
the same ship with your Machinery'. He would be responsible for  its safe  delivery to Welsh 
& Company of  Veracruz, shipping agents for  the Mint Association. 

Once in Guanajuato, McLeish would turn dies for  coinage, as well as performing  any 
other work connected with the coining and cutting out machines which might arise. His 
services might also be required by the Anglo-Mexican Mining  Association, which owned 
several steam engines in the Guanajuato district.43 They must have been used to pump 
water from  silver mines, and we now have an explanation as to the Association's concern 
with McLeish's technical expertise with this type of  machinery. McLeish in fact  accepted 
the position, and he went to Mexico with the first  machinery in the autumn of  1827. 

The other person engaged at this time was a blacksmith named Edward Riley. In the early 
part of  September, Mushet observed that a smith would be needed, and he stressed the fact 
that the Association had in mind someone 'of  unexceptionable character with Sober 
habits'.44 Could Soho supply such a man? 

Soho could, or thought it could. The services of  Edward Riley were arranged for  later 
that month. Boulton, Watt suggested details of  the contract to be drawn up between the 
artisan and the Association, which the latter rejected as overly generous. As it was finally 
written, the contract gave Riley a salary of  £150 for  the first  year, £175 for  the second, and 
£200 for  the third. His expenses out to Guanajuato would be paid by his employer, but 
only at the expiration of  his contract. And he would have to go out alone: the Association 
refused  to pay passage for  his wife  and child.45 Riley agreed to the terms, albeit reluctantly, 
and he was advanced seventy-five  pounds for  his passage. He would also travel with the 
machinery, now set to leave England in the first  week of  October.46 

Some of  the machinery and its keepers sailed on schedule. The shipment included the 
coining and die multiplying presses, planchet cutters, and a turning lathe. It omitted the 
milling machine, because we find  Lonsdale asking that it be sent, along with a second such 
mechanism, from  Soho to Mexico over four  years later, at the request of  the Guanajuato 
coiners.47 Adapted to be worked by hand, the two milling machines were eventually 
shipped from  Birmingham (March 1832).48 

Based on average sailing times current in those days, the vessel, its passengers, and its 
cargo would have reached Veracruz towards the end of  November 1827. There followed 
the arduous trip over the eastern rim of  the mountains. The equipment was carried by 
muleback, and much correspondence has survived as to the optimum weight and size of 
each package carried in this fashion.  The weight would eventually be fixed  at 205 pounds 
gross, with the dimensions of  each crate not to exceed forty-two  by twenty by twenty 
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inches.49 The first  of  the apparatus must have reached Guanajuato in February 1828, along 
with Robert McLeish, the person entrusted with its safe  delivery.50 

But not all of  it arrived at the same instant. In mid-1830, the Anglo-Mexican Mint 
Association received word from  the mint that it was in the process of  adapting one of  the 
planchet cutters for  use as a press for  striking small coins. It was obliged to do so because 
only one of  the Boulton, Watt coining presses had yet arrived at Guanajuato ('which I 
suppose to be so continually employed in striking dollars, that it cannot be spared for  other 
purposes'). The second press was still on the coast, very likely on the Veracruz docks 
where it had been deposited late in 1827. Lonsdale blamed administrative incompetence 
on the part of  the company's agents in Veracruz,51 but the fact  that no one had bothered to 
travel from  Guanajuato to the coast to retrieve it may probably be blamed on the political 
unrest of  the period, soon to be crowned with the first  of  several dictatorships of  the 
durable Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna. The one British press which had arrived had not 
appeared at Guanajuato in February 1828; it was still sitting in Jalapa, on the road between 
Veracruz and Guanajuato, until at least the end of  July. Prior to its arrival, the coiners had 
to make do with a locally manufactured  press which gave rather poor results.52 The 
multiplying press would languish in Jalapa for  nearly a year longer. 

That it did so was the decision of  a Scotsman named Baird. A carpenter by trade, he had 
been appointed by the mint's Acting Director as foreman  of  the operation. When Robert 
McLeish came to Guanajuato early in 1828, he was put under Baird's charge. The two men 
appear to have taken an instant dislike to each other, and McLeish vented his feelings  in a 
letter written to Matthew Robinson Boulton, dated 18 May 1829. 

He said that Baird had not allowed him to get on with his work, that he knew nothing 
about erecting mint machinery, but that he took all credit for  whatever labour McLeish was 
able to accomplish in that regard. Baird had taken it upon himself  to order the multiplying 
press left  at Jalapa, informing  McLeish that it would not be required, and that dies would 
be manufactured  in the time-tested, traditional way, with all of  their elements punched in 
by hand. McLeish wryly observed that, considering the poor quality of  the local cast steel 
being used for  the purpose, it took some three hours to make a die, and rather less time 
than that to break it. 

Despite disagreements with his supervisor, McLeish had succeeded in setting up a rolling 
mill (ordered from  Rennie & Company, another of  the early British machinery manufac-
turers), two planchet cutters, and the single coining press which had arrived thus far.  He 
also mentioned a milling machine, which was almost certainly a local product. 

Happily, Baird left  the Association's employ around the beginning of  April 1829, and 
McLeish was now able to get down to serious work. He had recently dispatched two 
wagons to Jalapa to pick up the multiplying press, and he expected it to arrive in another 
three weeks. It would be set up as soon as it came to Guanajuato. The mint had also 
requested British steel for  dies, so that, it was hoped, operations would soon improve in 
that area. 

But McLeish's spirits remained low. He was being forced  to work overtime by the 
company, and when he asked for  additional wages had been told that he 'ought to be 
content with my Salary, & work any time call'd upon". In addition, Edward Riley had 
proved to be an embarrassment. While the Mint Association may have wanted a worker 
'with Sober habits', Riley did not correspond to anyone's definition  of  the term. During the 
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course of  this residence at Guanajuato, he had been thrown in jail twice for  public 
drunkenness and, in McLeish's quaint turn of  phrase, for  'threating & illtreating 
Englishmen1. He had finally  run away the previous week and had not been seen since.53 

Considering the separation from  his family  and the less than generous terms of  his 
employment (about which he had already complained to Boulton54), Riley might have 
been excused an occasional spree. On the other hand, he does not appear to have returned 
to his family  in England: late in November 1829, his wife  was writing to Boulton, Watt as 
to his whereabouts. She had recently contacted the Association's London office  concerning 
payment of  her allowance from  her husband's salary, only to be informed  that no 
allowance was admissible, in that Riley had broken his contract with it some six months 
previously, and in fact  owed it nearly £40.55 The surviving correspondence does not 
indicate the outcome of  her letter, nor is anything further  known about Riley. 

But he would have to be replaced, and so, in short order, would Robert McLeish. The 
latter's term would end in early September 1830; by 13 August of  that year, Lonsdale was 
writing to Boulton, Watt regarding his successor. A person of  'good temper & docility' was 
required, doubtless a reference  to McLeish's refusal  to work additional hours for  no pay. 
As for  technical accomplishments, the replacement must know how to harden dies. The 
Association had someone in mind for  the position, but, as the person in question had had 
no training in that form  of  work, was it possible that he could learn it at Soho in six or eight 
weeks' time?36 

Apparently, Boulton, Watt & Company did not believe that he could,37 and the firm 
seems to have recommended one of  its own instead. This was James Cottrell, whom the 
Association agreed to hire, providing he would accept lower wages than those McLeish 
had enjoyed (the price of  labour had declined since 1827 and, in any case, McLeish might 
have been overpaid for  his services), providing also that Cottrell would agree to work 
nights if  requested to do so. He would also have to go to Mexico alone, leaving his wife  in 
England.58 After  some hesitation, Cottrell agreed to the terms, and he was scheduled to 
leave for  Mexico about the middle of  January 1831.59 

His appointment was not a happy one. Although well-spoken of  when he first  arrived at 
Guanajuato,60 it developed that Cottrell, like Edward Riley, suffered  from  a drinking 
problem. For this reason, he was reluctantly let go in mid-1834, after  repeated warnings. 
Once again, the Mint Association found  itself  coming to Soho for  advice on employee 
selection.61 

Cottrell's salary had been reasonably decent by the standards of  the day. It had begun at 
£17 per month, a figure  which would increase by a pound per month for  each year's service. 
But Cottrell had had to sign a contract for  five  years in order to secure these terms, and 
there does not seem to have been any provision for  his return to England to see his family 
during the course of  the agreement.62 An arrangement had been made for  Agness Cottrell 
to receive £10 monthly from  her husband's wages, to be paid to her at Soho.63 She 
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encountered great difficulty  in extracting the money from  John Robinson, who acted as the 
Association's paymaster in this instance. This caused acute economic distress each month, 
for  the Cottrells had a large family.  She therefore  took the unusual step of  a direct appeal 
to Matthew Robinson Boulton.64 No more is heard of  the problem, but concern over the 
state of  his wife  and family  may have played a part in James Cottrell's personal difficulties 
in Guanajuato. 

The alcoholism of  an earlier employee may have been a factor  in a momentous decision 
taken at the Guanajuato mint. It was determined that at least some of  the facility's  dies 
would be manufactured  at Soho by Boulton, Watt & Company. This idea had been 
discussed as early as March 1826, when Robert Mushet had asked Boulton whether his firm 
had the means of  multiplying dies, if  the Guanajuato mint sent it the puncheons for  doing 
so.6 5 As Boulton observed to his partner, Soho could certainly produce dies for  the mint in 
this way, but at the expense of  other work being done for  it, i.e., the creation of  mint 
machinery.66 And Mushet soon concluded that there was no great urgency in the matter 
after  all, and that coining dies would not be needed 'before  the Machinery of  the Mint ' .67 

There the matter rested for  the time being. In March 1828, the Association requested a 
shipment of  high-quality steel for  making dies, to be sent to the Guanajuato mint.68 A 
formal  order for  the steel was finally  drawn up in October. In the meantime, Edward 
Riley, who was entrusted with die manufacture  at Guanajuato, would have to use inferior 
local steel for  the purpose. But Riley abruptly left  the mint's service, as we have seen, 
owing in part to his drinking problem. This, poor Mexican steel, and the tardy arrival of 
the English product (Robert McLeish was still awaiting it the following  May), put coining 
operations at Guanajuato in a desperate situation. That being so, 'the Director ask'd me 
whether your Firm would compleat dies for  them, & I gave my opinion yes'. Robert 
McLeish was ordered to 'get dies ready for  Patterns to be sent to Soho', which would 
shortly leave the Mexican mint. In essence, technological difficulties  and personal 
problems were about to lead to a dramatic new chapter in the dealings between Boulton, 
Watt and Mexico.69 

Once the decision had been taken, progress towards implementing it was fairly  rapid. A 
pair of  pattern dies was forged  in Mexico, and it and 'specimens of  a coined dollar [eight 
real piece] and a blank one' were forwarded  to Boulton, Watt at the end of  1829. A request 
was made for  estimates of  costs of  making dies at Soho, and when such dies could be ready 
for  shipment to Guanajuato. The information  would be sent on to the mint in that city. 
Presumably the pattern dies mentioned here were those prepared by McLeish.70 A dated 
memorandum from  Soho added up the charges which would be involved: assuming that 
600 dies were needed, they could be furnished  for  l is . 6d. per die, in an unfinished  or soft 
state.71 The Association formally  requested Boulton, Watt to prepare dies for  its mint on 5 
January 1830.72 

In the instructions he sent with the pattern dies, Robert McLeish stated exactly what 
would be needed, and why. The dies to be sent out must strictly follow  the patterns he sent; 
the quality of  engraving could be improved upon, 'but nothing must be introduced or 
omitted and the shape of  every thing must be preserved'. This included the odd figure  eight 
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(the mark of  denomination: eight reales), which was open at the top, which 'must be 
preserved'. Blank spaces should be left  on the reverse dies, for  'the two letters which are 
the initials of  the Assayers of  the State & Federation, and the last figure  in the date'. 
Further, the dies should not be hardened when they were sent out. McLeish was thinking 
in terms of  300 pairs of  dies and 150 restraining collars. Half  should be shipped as soon as 
they were finished  and the remainder 'by future  opportunity'.73 

In his letter of  5 January 1830, Lonsdale expressed his own concern about the project. 
Those working in Mexico would need to be able to punch in the dates and initials required 
with absolute perfection,  'as any deviation from  their [the Guanajuato state government's] 
rules & regulations would defeat  the whole Scheme of  manufacturing  the Dies &c in 
England'. He also pleaded with the Soho firm  to adhere strictly to the pattern, even to the 
point of  preserving defects  such as the open figure  8, 'which although a deformity  in our 
eyes, is not so in those of  the Mexicans'.74 Lonsdale would next request what was an 
evident impossibility: his asking that Soho conform  'as nearly as possible' to the pattern 
coin did not mean that it was to imitate 'the coarseness of  the workmanship'; one of  the 
reasons the Association wanted English dies was to produce coins which could not be 
counterfeited  in Mexico. Lonsdale then requested a specimen coin as soon as Boulton, 
Watt had finished  a pair of  dies.75 Viewing the resulting impressions early in March 1830, 
he pronounced them 'a perfect  facsimile',  which could not conceivably cause distress to the 
jealous authorities at Guanajuato. Could the dies be ready in fourteen  days, as a vessel was 
leaving London for  Mexico at that time?76 

In so asking, Lonsdale betrayed his ignorance of  the workings of  Boulton, Watt & 
Company, which rarely delivered anything on time. The firm  disabused him of  his hopes 
the following  day, whereupon he attempted to get the dies sent on a later ship, scheduled 
to depart for  Veracruz during the first  week of  April.77 As it happened, Lonsdale was 
obliged to allow Boulton, Watt to create its own timetable, partly because of  delays in 
sailing times, partly because the Soho firm  held all the cards. In a letter of  29 April, 
Lonsdale admitted defeat,  asking simply that Soho forward  'whatever may be ready' for 
shipment to Mexico on 15 May.7 8 

This was done. The first  portion of  the order, consisting of  three cases containing 103 
dies, thirty-seven collars, twelve pairs of  layers-on, and a matrix plate for  creating number 
and letter punches, left  Birmingham on 3 May. Another thirty-six dies followed  a week 
later in a fourth  case.79 They sailed on the Dasher. 

On 31 March 1831, Lonsdale informed  Boulton, Watt that word had been received in 
London of  the arrival in Guanajuato of  the shipment, which seems to have been received 
in late November. Unfortunately,  the six months spent in transit had left  their mark. The 
dies had been packed in Russian tallow, which was then in common use as a protection 
against moisture. When the first  case of  dies was opened, all were found  to be rusty: the 
tallow apparently contained salt. White wax was suggested as an alternative in future:  once 
it had served its purpose, it could be recycled into candles at the mint.80 

Meanwhile, more dies were leaving Soho, and more would soon arrive in Guanajuato. 
On 1 July 1830, Lonsdale told Boulton, Watt that the mint now desired some of  its dies 
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sent out in a hardened state, with all elements punched in — ten pairs dated 1830, another 
fifty  pairs dated 1831.81 This was a distinctly unusual request, and one might conclude that 
the facility  was now so desperate for  dies that it was willing to accept the risk that the 
assayers might leave office  before  the dies arrived, and a new combination of  initials would 
render them useless for  coining. Someone in the Association had second thoughts: two 
days later, Lonsdale rescinded the order.8 2 But a smaller one for  finished  dies was placed 
later that month,8 3 and it probably arrived in the autumn of  1830, at about the same time as 
the four  cases mentioned above. The coiners found  them most satisfactory,  and six more 
pairs, now dated 1831, were ordered on 8 January of  that year.84 

A notebook entry of  31 March 1831 states that the Guanajuato mint's original order had 
finally  been completed. Another six cases of  dies, 329 in all, were now at Soho, awaiting 
shipping instructions from  the Association. Additional collars and layers-on were also in 
readiness.85 

Thus far,  the dies manufactured  had been intended for  silver coinage of  the eight real 
denomination. But Soho would now venture into gold coinage as well. In mid-February 
1831, Lonsdale requested an estimate of  charges for  engraving a set of  master dies and 
taking impressions from  it for  three to six pairs of  working dies.86 The design wanted was 
enclosed in the letter and later lost, but we are safe  in assuming that dies for  the doubloon 
or eight escudo gold piece were under discussion here. Boulton, Watt's reply was 
satisfactory,  and Lonsdale therefore  ordered it to prepare a set of  master dies and to take 
four  pairs of  impressions for  coining doubloons from  the masters. As with the puncheons 
for  the silver piece of  eight, the originals here would incorporate all elements to appear on 
the actual coins except for  the assayers' initials and the final  figure  in the date. The working 
dies would be prepared with these last elements punched in, and hardened so that they 
could be put in service as soon as they arrived at their destination.87 Lonsdale received trial 
impressions from  the new dies on 24 March, pronounced them good, and instructed Soho 
to complete the working dies in time to send them to Mexico on board the April packet.88 

The coining dies in fact  left  Birmingham on their long journey to Mexico on 18 April. The 
masters remained at Soho, retained there for  future  use.89 

While the Guanajuato mint was finding  a solution to its requirements for  dies in one 
area, it was allowing the situation in another to reach a point of  desperation. This was the 
category of  'small money', or subsidiary silver coinage. To a letter of  12 August 1834, 
Lonsdale appended the observations of  Edward Hurry, who had gone out to Guanajuato 
in a senior capacity some years earlier. Hurry said that the current state of  engraving for 
smaller coins was 'so bad that we must be under the necessity of  risking an Importation of 
Dies'. That being the case, Lonsdale directed Boulton, Watt & Company to prepare six 
pairs each of  four,  two, one, and half  real dies as quickly as possible. As with the larger 
dies, the areas for  the assayers' initials and the final  digit of  the date were to be left  blank 
on the smaller; the dies were to be sent out soft,  along with the letter and numeral punches 
which would be necessary to finish  the work.90 
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There ensued extensive correspondence as to the accuracy of  the dies to be sent. The 
four  real dies came in for  the greatest criticism. Writing on 12 September, Lonsdale 
observed that a specimen coin had been received on the ninth, but that it had many 
incorrect elements, such as limited space for  the assayers' initials, the lack of  a dot after  the 
obverse legend, a Liberty cap of  incorrect size, etc., all of  which would generate suspicions 
on the part of  Mexican authorities, who would forbid  the use of  the dies 'if  they differ  in 
any way from  their own'." The half  real and real likewise came in for  criticism, the 
engraving deemed too large for  the modules of  the coins. Lonsdale was uncertain as to the 
justice of  this view, however (as Boulton, Watt must have been unclear as to its meaning), 
and Soho was directed to be the final  judge of  its own work.92 Despite these quibblings 
over designs, the dies were prepared to everyone's satisfaction  at last, and they departed 
Birmingham on 28 February 1835. Significantly,  the original dies for  each denomination 
were shipped as well.93 

The purveyance of  coinage dies to the Guanajuato mint would claim the attentions of 
Boulton, Watt during the final  two decades of  that firm's  existence. What were these dies 
like? Were they faithful  copies of  the Mexican originals, whose products could pass 
unnoticed among the other coins of  the Mexican Republic? Or were they different  enough 
to generate comment and cause suspicion? 

The answer depends on the denomination. For the eight real coin, which was always the 
most important denomination struck at the mint (indeed, at all other Mexican federal 
mints as well), the British dies were fairly  faithful  copies of  the Mexican prototypes. But 
the peculiar long denticles were abandoned for  the borders, and the obverse eagle and 
reverse Liberty cap were both rendered with somewhat greater skill on the British dies 
than they had been on the Mexican ones (pi. 1, no.l). These changes took place on 
1830-dated coins, the 'improved' version evidently representing the first  shipment of 
Birmingham dies. The new dies displayed one additional point of  difference.  Original 
Mexican dies had featured  a single dot after  the date, separating it from  the assayers' 
initials. Writing at the beginning of  1831, Lonsdale complained that the six pairs of  1831-
dated dies sent out the previous July bore three dots in that position (pi. 1, no. 3). He 
requested Boulton, Watt to remove the two extra ones on dies prepared in future.94  In this 
instance, his plea for  consistency between the new and the old was ignored, and the spare 
stops remained on pesos struck by the Guanajuato mint through 1843. Lonsdale had 
greater success with another denomination. Boulton, Watt had initially prepared dies for 
the four  real piece with the same superfluous  dots in the same position, but an irate letter 
persuaded the firm  to abandon them.9 5 They never appeared on smaller silver coins, even 
in the pattern stage. Nor are they found  on gold. 

Pradeau speculated that the triangle formed  by the three dots might have been intended 
as a secret reference  to Freemasonry.96 It is certainly true that the Masonic movement had 
many adherents among the educated minority of  the day — indeed, some of  the earliest 
political battles in the new nation had been fought  between conservative escoseses (Scottish 
Rite Masons) and liberal yorkinos  (York Rite Masons), the former  supported by the 
British minister H. G. Ward, the latter by his American counterpart, Joel R. Poinsett. But 
it is also possible that the triangle formed  by the dots was intended as a privy mark to 
indicate the origin of  the dies. It also appeared on pesos from  the Chihuahua mint, at a 
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time when Boulton, Watt was making dies for  that facility  as well as for  Guanajuato.97 

While Pradeau recorded such extra dots on issues from  San Luis Potosi and Guadalajara,98 

he provided no illustrations. For now, the meaning (if  any) of  the three dots cannot be 
deciphered; but their employment as a secret mark by Soho cannot be discounted. 

For gold, there was little obvious change in dies until the end of  the 1830s. An 
examination of  an 1830 doubloon, struck from  Mexican dies, with an 1832 coin of  the same 
denomination, manufactured  from  dies provided by Boulton, Watt & Company, shows 
only minor differences  in the eagle, the position of  the pole of  the Liberty cap, in the mint 
mark, and in the figures  of  the date. The greatest variation between the two coins lies in the 
use of  long denticles in 1830 and shorter ones in 1832, parallelling a phenomenon already 
seen on pieces of  eight of  the same period (pi. 1, nos 2 and 4). 

For minor coinage, the changes were more obvious. The lament of  Edward Hurry had 
some substance: the quality of  engraving for  subsidiary coins was wretched, as a 
photograph of  two one real pieces attests (pi. 1, no.5). As has been noted, dies for  minor 
coinage were sent to Guanajuato in February 1835; unlike those for  the eight real piece, 
they displayed obvious differences  in style from  their Mexican predecessors. Obverses 
featured  a more naturalistic eagle of  a markedly improved style. Reverses depicted a 
Liberty cap of  an almost perfectly  triangular shape, surrounded by thin, carefully  executed 
rays. The differences  between old and new, Mexican and British, are well suggested by two 
medios,  half  real pieces, one struck in 1833, the other in 1841 (pi. 1, nos 6 and 7). 

Gold would eventually receive a similar treatment. The records at Soho become 
fragmentary  at this point, but John Potts, who served with the Guanajuato mint in the late 
1830s, sent a report to the Anglo-Mexican Mint Association on 20 July 1838, which was 
duly passed on to Matthew Robinson Boulton. Potts observed that 'our gold Dies are very 
bad'. Could a few  doubloon dies be created and sent out to Mexico along with the next 
shipment of  eight real dies? If  so, the doubloon dies ought to be sent in a soft  state, with 
blank spaces left  for  the assayers' initials and for  the final  two digits of  the date.9 9 Soho 
records indicate that six pairs of  dies of  this description were prepared in the early part of 
November.100 But a major reform  appears to have been envisaged. Soho was soon busy 
preparing original dies for  three other gold denominations. They are not named in the 
archives, but they must certainly correspond to the four,  two, and one escudo size, as the 
half  escudo was not struck at Guanajuato until 1845. An artist named Shinff  was engaged 
to engrave the masters, and he was instructed to copy the smaller engravings 'from  his own 
larger one' rather than from  earlier Mexican coins, 'which seem to be but rude 
productions'.101 The Association was eventually charged a total of  £31 for  preparation of 
punches and dies for  the three denominations which had been redesigned.102 

There is a hint here that the eight escudo coin had been reworked, its design changes 
corresponding with those adopted for  the lower denominations. But such dies were not 
immediately placed into service. The doubloons of  1839 were created from  masters of 
1831, and it is not until 1840 that the new masters were put into use. The dies they created 
are distinguished by the realistic eagle already seen on minor silver coinage, as well as by a 
modest improvement in the reverse design (pi. 1, no. 8, pi. 2, no. 9). 

Thus amended, dies continued to travel from  Birmingham to Guanajuato through the 
1830s and into the 1840s. The turn of  the decade necessitated extra work for  Soho on at 
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least one occasion: for  30 November 1840, we have a record of  a charge of  £17. 5s. 'for  30 
new dollar dies altered from  183 to 184' (a cost of  l i s . 6d. per die) .1 0 3 And we have one of 
the coins, by way of  evidence (pi. 2, nos 10 and 11). 

It was one matter to create dies for  a mint in the interior of  a backward country. It was 
quite another to get them there safely.  Throughout the dealings between the Guanajuato 
mint and the Anglo-Mexican Mint Association on the one hand, and Boulton, Watt & 
Company on the other, there was a climate of  fear,  an element of  risk. The viewpoint of 
the Mexican government concerning dies used for  coining was indicated earlier; briefly 
recapitulated, they were to be created from  officially  provided matrices, or they would risk 
confiscation.  Assuming that one believed the risk worthwhile, what was the best way of 
getting dies into the country without penalty? 

There were two possibilities, mutually complementary. One could rely upon an absolute 
conformity  with the native product. Soho came fairly  close to achieving this goal with the 
large silver, which constituted the bulk of  its die production. The piece of  eight enjoyed a 
wide circulation in Mexico, and it was regularly exported to the Far East as well: dies for 
this coin had  to closely resemble Mexican dies. But no such effort  was expended on 
subsidiary coins, which never entered the export trade and which, due to their lower value, 
were less likely to draw attention to themselves. Gold adhered faithfully  to official  models 
for  the first  ten years, then, somewhat inexplicably, it was also allowed to differ  from  the 
products of  other mints, and from  the earlier products of  the Guanajuato mint. But gold 
would have formed  a very small percentage of  the coinage in national circulation; nor did it 
commonly enter the channels of  the oriental trade. 

Another possibility for  avoiding detection was to smuggle dies past the ever-vigilant 
customs officials  at Veracruz. The Birmingham Archives contain two references  to this 
activity, both from  late 1838. 

The longer of  the two is found  in John Potts's 'Report', cited above. Referring  to dies for 
eight real pieces, Potts somewhat breathlessly observed that 'especial care must be taken 
that they be packed in such a manner, as to avoid detection  in the Custom Houses; or they 
will  be seized,'.  He then went on to suggest a way of  doing so. Take iron tubing, of  the size 
of  the base of  an eight real die, put the dies in the tubing, and, to keep them from  rattling 
(and also to give the tubing the weight of  a solid iron cylinder, which is how it was being 
disguised), put granulated lead pellets and mutton suet in the tubing. The lead and the suet 
would both be useful  at the mint, the lead for  assaying and the suet for  die preservation. 
The tubing should be sealed off  on either end with flanges  ('well adapted by a turning 
lathe'), sprung into place by heat. What you would obtain would be something which 
would look like a pillar for  machinery, 'which I think will completely avoide suspicion'.104 

Shorter and more oblique, the second reference  came from  the current Chairman of  the 
Anglo-Mexican Mint Association, John Schneider. In regard to a shipment of  eight dies 
about to leave Birmingham, Schneider advises that 'the Tubes prepared for  the Dies' 
should be called 'Iron rollers for  mint purposes'105 , which suggests that Potts's idea would 
be tried on at least one occasion. 

If  the British felt  they could get the better of  the Mexicans, the latter had other ideas. 
The Memoria  of  1849 relates that 'por los anos de 30 o 31' (around 1830 or 1831) dies were 
prepared in London, using matrices which had been provided to the Guanajuato mint by 
the central facility  in Mexico City. The Anglo-Mexican Mint Association had dies done in 
England either for  reasons of  cost or in the belief  that better quality would be obtained 

1 0 3 BRL, Mint Book, Mint and Coinage Day Book, 1 0 5 John Schneider to Matthew Robinson Bouiton, 2 
1834-1849, p. 80 (emphasis in original). November 1838. 

1 0 4 'Extract [of]  Mr Potts's report 20th July 1838.' 
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there than in Mexico. Whatever the reasons, the dies were duly shipped to Veracruz, 
disguised as machinery. Fortunately, an alert official  named Joaquin Lebrija, who was 
serving as Administrator of  Customs at the time, sensed illegality in the making, gathered 
the suspect crates together, and dispatched them to the proper authorities. Despite this 
success, the Memoria  sadly concluded that, after  repeated remonstrances, the Guanajuato 
mint had never produced dies in conformity  with the masters which had been sent to i t . 1 0 6 

By the late 1830s, the risks inherent in the importation of  dies from  Great Britain was 
leading the Guanajuato coiners in a logical, new direction. While they would continue to 
get some of  their dies from  England, they would make others in Mexico. As they did so, 
they would share in a phenomenon seen in countless other episodes of  the Industrial 
Revolution: attempting to make use of  a new technology, they would actually improve 
upon it. 

The new ways centred on dies for  pieces of  eight, always in heavy use at a Mexican 
mint. Potts's 'Report' of  July 1838 advised that the local stock of  lower or cap dies was 
nearly exhausted, 'but we have taken the precaution to make punches from  them, the 
Eagle [upper or obverse] die also, so as to enable us to make dies from  them ourselves 
when required'. They had made trial dies from  the makeshift  puncheons; these dies 
worked 'as well as any that we have from  England'. In one respect, the Mexican-made dies 
were better than those the British sent over in the early 1830s. The latter had been 
provided with sharp, right-angle edges, because they had originally been intended for  use 
with a collar. (This was due to the fact  that, as originally conceived, the Guanajuato mint 
would receive steam presses from  Boulton, Watt. In the firm's  technology, steam coining 
presses were always used in conjunction with restraining collars. The collars made little 
sense in connection with the hand-powered presses which actually struck Guanajuato's 
money, although collars, and the layers-on which worked with them, were exported to the 
mint all the same.) Under Mexican conditions, the sharp-angled dies tended to break at the 
corners. The new, locally made dies recognized this defect  in the British ones, and they 
were therefore  'left  broader, and the corners rounded by which that defect  is remedied'.107 

The constant worry over clashes with authorities may have been responsible for  another 
chapter in the story of  the Guanajuato mint: after  1842, it made a determined effort  to 
bring its product into full  conformity  with the rest of  the national coinage. 

As archival material is essentially lacking, we must depend on the coins themselves to 
clearly see our way at this point. We are considering two phenomena, a shift  from  'English' 
dies to 'Mexican' ones, and a change in die axis from  medallic (faces  aligned at twelve 
o'clock) to monetary (faces  aligned at six o'clock). Changes in the one always occur at the 
same time as changes in the other. 

For the half  real, these take place in 1842. For the real, coins are lacking in either the 
American Numismatic Society or the Smithsonian Institution to make a precise determi-
nation as to time; but things have definitely  taken place by 1846. The two real coin is struck 
by dies of  the English type through 1842; in the following  year, dies of  the Mexican type 
succeed them, and the six o'clock die axis replaces the twelve o'clock (pi. 2, nos 12 and 13). 
Both dies and die axes for  the four  real coins change in 1843. 

For the heart of  the Mexican monetary system, the piece of  eight, 'English' dies and 
medallic axes were used through 1843. There were minor die changes in 1844 (most 
notably, the removal of  the extra dots after  the date), and the die axis assumed a six o'clock 
orientation at the same time. 

Being rarer than the silver, gold coinage is more difficult  to document. But the most 
important gold denomination, the doubloon, was struck from  both 'English' and 'Mexican' 

106 Mexic0_  Memoriu,  p. 35. 1117 'Extract [of]  Mr Potts' report 20th July 1838. 
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dies in 1843, and both die axes are represented on coins from  that year. Predictably, the 
axis on coins from  'English' dies is always set at twelve o'clock, while that on money struck 
from  'Mexican' dies is consistently at six. 

All of  this should not lead us to conclude that Guanajuato was preparing all of  its own 
dies (and using matrices from  Mexico City to do so) after  1842. Small orders for  dies from 
Birmingham are recorded for  1843,108 much larger ones for  1848. One of  the latter 
involved 205 four  real dies,1 0 9 the other 300 eight real dies;1 1 0 but strict conformity  was 
now the rule, and coins struck for  the 1848 British dies cannot be distinguished from  those 
of  the same date struck from  Mexican ones. 

We may see the design changes of  1842-3 as a local response to a national call for 
numismatic consistency. We can, perhaps, account for  the change in die axis in the same 
fashion.  In the first  few  years after  Independence, Mexico's coins had retained the twelve 
o'clock orientation used for  issues of  the Spanish colony. But the central mint at Mexico 
City broke away from  the past at the beginning of  1827, adopting the six o'clock axis. And 
other mints followed  suit, particularly in the 1840s. Zacatecas abandoned the old way for 
the new in mid-1842, at almost the same instant as Guanajuato. The process would take 
many years to complete, but I think we are safe  in assuming that, in addition to ordering 
mints to prepare their dies in a consistent fashion,  inspired by a single source, the Mexican 
federal  government was now requesting that they orient them in a consistent position in the 
coining press. The object would be a decrease in the incidence of  counterfeiting. 

The changes of  1842-3 may also be connected to local disputes within the state of 
Guanajuato. The Anglo-Mexican Mint Association had not made itself  popular there, and, 
as its concession was coming up for  renewal early in 1842, the Junta  Departmental,  the 
governing body of  the area, sent a communication to the central government on 28 
January, asking that the concession be abrogated.111 In such an atmosphere, the mint's 
personnel may have felt  more inclined to fall  in with a general pattern now being 
encouraged. 

The drive for  consistency did not affect  purely state coinage, and the mints struck 
cuartillas and octavos (quarter and eighth real pieces) for  local consumption on a fairly 
regular basis. Guanajuato did so between 1828 and 1830, would do so again in 1856 and 
1857. The issues of  the first  series featured  a fairly  striking design, whose effectiveness  was 
partially lost due to the primitive conditions under which the coins were manufactured. 
Their metallic composition varied from  something approaching pure copper to something 
resembling brass. In Edward Hurry's opinion, the coins were made of  an alloy in an effort 
to make them impossible to counterfeit.  But the benefit  was lost because of  the 
inconsistency of  the alloy put in use; it would be wiser, he thought, to increase security by 
improving the engraving and the way in which the coins were manufactured112  (pi. 2, no. 
14). 

Inevitably, this would involve Boulton, Watt & Company. Lonsdale sent two of  the 
Guanajuato state coins to Soho on 13 December 1831. The Board of  Directors of  the 
Anglo-Mexican Mint Association would be pleased to learn how much it would cost to 
produce similar but better coins, 'for  the purpose of  being sent out as a sample'; further,  at 
what rate could Boulton, Watt 'supply such coins in a considerable quantity'? Lonsdale 
observed that the quality of  copper to be used for  the pro jected issue would be the same as 

1 0 8 BRL, Mint and Coinage Day Book, 1834-1849, p. 95 
(notations for  8 and 31 July 1843). 

1 0 9 BRL, Mint and Coinage Day Book, 1834-1849, p. 113 
(notation for  20 April 1848; the orders refers  to 'Half  Dollar 
Dies'). 

1111 BRL, Mint and Coinage Day Book, 1834-1849, (entry 

of  30 May 1848). 
1 1 1 Mexico, Mcmoria,  p. 34. 
1 1 2 Edward Hurry's remarks were included in a letter of 

26 December 1831 from  George B. Lonsdale to Matthew 
Robinson Boulton. 
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that employed for  British coinage, but a lower standard was permissible if  it would answer 
the purpose.1 1 3 

Matthew Robinson Boulton replied in an affirmative  manner, and his firm  was 
authorized to prepare original dies for  the cuartilla and strike a dozen specimens from 
them. It was in this letter that Edward Hurry's observations were included for  Soho's 
guidance. Hurry believed that 'the engraver may indulge his talent as to ornament and 
difficulty  of  imitation, [as] it is only necessary to preserve the words and the main figures, 
for  which he may perhaps select a more delicate attitude'. He added that, as the Mexicans 
seemed to like their coins in various colours, 'it might not . . . be amiss to meet their 
prejudices': Boulton, Watt should send out specimens in several alloys, so that the 
authorities in Guanajuato might choose between them and copper for  their coinage.114 

Boulton sent three casts of  possible designs to Lonsdale on 27 December. The latter's 
reply, dated the twenty-ninth, is most revealing. Whatever Mr Hurry might think about 
changing the designs of  the coins, the Association was 'apprehensive that any material 
deviation in the design, would be rejected by the authorities in Mexico'. Lonsdale 
accordingly requested that Boulton return the two Guanajuato state coins, so that they 
could be shown to the Mexican minister in London ('or to some other person who may be 
familiarly  acquainted with the coin of  the Country & whose opinion may be of  value') - an 
obvious attempt to shift  responsibility for  the project to someone else.1 1 5 

The Mexican minister was duly approached, but he shifted  responsibility as well, 
explaining that, as he represented the entire nation, and as the coin under discussion was 
exclusively for  circulation within a state, he could not give the information  required. 
Lonsdale told the diplomat that the seated figure  represented Peace, 'on account of  the 
sprig held in her left  hand, which appears more like an olive branch than any thing else'. 
The diplomat replied that the figure  might equally be intended to represent Liberty. An 
impasse ensued, and the Association would therefore  have to take the risk, have Boulton, 
Watt make the dies, strike the patterns, and hope that they were approved once they 
reached Guanajuato. A 'fac  simile' must be engraved, 'as near as possible to the original, 
due allowance being made for  superior workmanship and a perfect  figure  as far  as the 
imagination can make it out'. The casts and the coins would be returned to Soho-so that the 
work could proceed.1 1 6 

The work did proceed. On 24 January 1832, Lonsdale acknowledged receipt of  two 
specimen cuartillas from  Boulton, Watt. The Association's Board of  Directors judged 
them adequate; could a dozen or so trials be delivered to London by 14 February, for 
shipment on the next packet?1 1 7 

As it happened, they could not, and Boulton quickly wrote Lonsdale to tell him so. The 
latter urged him to do his best: the packet was set to leave Falmouth on the eighteenth, and 
by sending the trial strikes directly from  Soho, they might still arrive there in time to 
intercept the ship.1 1 8 The reason for  Lonsdale's insistence on speed is not preserved in the 
archives, but the Association might have reasonably concluded that, considering the 
speculative nature of  the venture, it would be wisest to provide the Guanajuato authorities 
with an accomplished fact  as quickly as possible. Lonsdale was writing in a similar vein a 
fortnight  later ."9 He eventually did receive the specimens, but not, it appears, in time for 

George B. Lonsdale to Boulton, Watt & Company, 13 
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the all-important Mexican packet.1 2 0 And the project never went beyond the pattern stage. 
But the prototypes themselves still exist. They are masterpieces of  the art of  the engraver, 
and one rather wishes they had seen service in Mexico. They were struck in a collar, and, 
as Boulton had apparently insisted,121 they were struck in copper. They bore the date 1828, 
perhaps Boulton's way of  making a dramatic comparison between his product and the 
miserable Guanajuato coin of  the same date. 

They may have links to a final  coin, a pattern cuartilla of  1836. Buttrey and Hubbard 
tentatively assign this piece to Guanajuato, either struck at that facility  or for  it, but add 
that 'the origin of  the pattern is unknown'.1 2 2 One might note, however, that the reverse is 
a close copy of  the reverse used for  the 1828-dated pattern, while the obverse eagle bears a 
close resemblance to the eagle employed for  subsidiary silver and gold coinage dies made 
in England for  the Guanajuato mint. 

But it does not necessarily follow  that the new patterns were intended for  production at 
Guanajuato. That they were made at Soho is, I think, more than likely. There appears to 
be nothing in surviving correspondence concerning them, but there is a notation in one of 
the Soho Mint Books for  a charge of  £7. 7s. for  the preparation of  '1 Original & 3 Moneying 
dies', intended for  'a Mexn. Copper Coinage'. The entry is dated 31 December 1835.123 

This notation is not connected with correspondence with the Guanajuato mint at that time 
concerning a copper coinage. The idea of  such a coinage for  the state was never mentioned 
in letters or in Mint Books after  1832. But if  the coinage were not intended for 
Guanajuato, could it be the entering wedge in a campaign by Boulton, Watt to strike 
copper coinage for  Mexico itself?  Are we to read the entry literally? 

Perhaps we should. There had been a federal  copper coinage, struck at the Mexico City 
mint, since 1829. It had been dramatically lowered in weight during the first  year of  its 
emission, after  it was found  that its copper content equaled or exceeded its face  value. But 
the new coins, whose intrinsic worth was now much below their stated one, were 
unpopular with the public: they were badly struck on antiquated machinery, and they 
encouraged counterfeiting.  The national government coined them in huge quantities, 
however, because they represented a real profit  to the minting authority. In time, people 
refused  to accept them at face  value or, indeed, at all. The government belatedly awoke to 
the problem, and it finally  enacted a law on 17 January 1837, suspending copper coinage at 
all  mints, providing as well for  a complicated system of  amortization of  the millions of  coins 
in private hands.1 2 4 

Here, probably, is where the 1836 cuartilla ought to be introduced into the discussion. 
While there is no way of  telling for  certain, my view is that Boulton, Watt & Company is 
likely to have been advised by those in Guanajuato of  the problems with federal  coppers, 
and therefore  decided to submit a pattern, carefully  made from  good copper, artistically 
designed, and struck in a collar, to the Mexican federal  authorities for  their consideration. 
The intention would probably have been to mint any resulting coinage order at Soho, as 
with the Guanajuato patterns of  the early 1830s. Pradeau makes brief  mention of  a trial 
for  federal  copper coinage, whose description agrees precisely with the 1836 pattern 
illustrated, adding that it was not approved.125 Here, I believe, is the answer to the identity 
and the origins of  the copper cuartilla pattern of  1836. 

The involvement of  Boulton, Watt & Company with the Guanajuato mint had been 
heavy between 1825 and 1834. There was another burst of  activity in 1838, even as the 
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coiners were informing  Soho that they now needed less help, that coining skills were 
passing from  the Birmingham firm  to themselves. Matthew Robinson Boulton died in 
1842, aged seventy-two. His partner would follow  him six year later, aged eighty.126 The 
firm  entered a decline after  Boulton's death, and, upon Watt's demise, it was decided to 
disband the company and sell its assets. This was done at mid-century. But even at the end, 
there would still be a connection between the British company and the Mexican mint. An 
entry in the Soho records for  18 April 1848 makes reference  to 500 dies to be sent to 
Guanajuato (300 for  eight real coins, 200 for  four  real pieces).127 The larger dies are those 
referred  to elsewhere, while the smaller very likely correspond to the order for  205 'Half 
Dollar Dies' cited above. Preparation of  500 dies would have constituted a large affair  even 
in the heyday of  the connection, in the early 1830s. And the firm  was filling  an order for 
machine parts as late as 30 April 1849, at a time when the walls were coming down around 
i t . 1 2 8 

It must have been an unusual time for  all concerned, especially for  those in Birmingham. 
So much was drawing to a close, and while machinery could be reemployed (and so could 
skilled workers), there must have been a sense of  loss, a perception of  the passing of  an 
era. 

But traces of  that era remain, and its significance  has dimmed but slightly; only we take a 
meaning from  it different  from  that seen by the men of  1850. Our view shows finely  struck 
coins and profits  for  the makers of  the dies which struck those coins; and so did theirs. But 
our perception encompasses other things as well, features  of  a landscape they never saw. 
We see the workings of  an advanced technology, exported to a backward region. We see 
the myriad concessions and compensations made in tardy recognition of  that dichotomy. 
(A coining machine will not work by steam; redesign it to work by hand. Collars are 
impractical here; well, then, abandon them and coin as you can.) We also see a change, a 
shift  from  a complete reliance on foreign  technology to a greater dependence on a local 
one, and a local technology which is beginning to outdo the imported one. In brief,  we are 
able to perceive that the minor activities of  an up-country mint are, in some ways, a 
paradigm and a symbol of  the phases of  a much larger entity, the Industrial Revolution. It 
is this view which was denied to the men of  1850. But we are in their debt, for  they were its 
creators. 

1 2 6 Information  kindly supplied by J. D. Warner-Davies, 
Principal Archivist. City of  Birmingham, 6 May 1986. 
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T H E SLADE GIRLS' 

PHILIP ATTWOOD 

The students of  Alphonse Legros at the University of  London's Slade School of  Art were 
responsible for  a large number of  the cast medals produced during the revival in Britain in 
the 1880s and 1890s. The majority of  these students were women, and, as is the case with 
many women artists, they are now shadowy figures  about whom little is known. Yet in their 
day their work attracted the attention of  the art press, including an article by Charlotte 
Weeks entitled 'Women at Work: the Slade Girls',1 from  which the title of  this paper is 
borrowed. 

We must begin by asking why it was the women students who predominated in the medallic 
field.  First, one has to take into account the slight preponderance of  women at the Slade,2 a 
result of  the enlightened admissions policy of  the School. In her article, Weeks remem-
bered the principles expressed by the first  London Slade Professor,  E. J. Poynter, in his 
inaugural address delivered in the new school in October 1871. 'Here', she wrote, 'for  the 
first  time in England, indeed in Europe, a public Fine Art School was thrown open to male 
and female  students on precisely the same terms, and giving to both sexes fair  and equal 
opportunities.'3 Although some differences  existed in the courses of  study offered  to the 
sexes, women were eligible for  scholarships in the same way as men, they were allowed to 
draw from  the partially draped model along with their male counterparts, and they were 
encouraged to enrol by the provision of  facilities  including their own refreshment  room and 
a female  attendant. The University College calendar of  1871 announced that 'the buildings 
and their approaches have . . . been carefully  designed in such a way as to make due 
provision for  the admission of  Ladies as Students of  the Fine Art School'.4 This is in 
marked contrast to the grudging acceptance of  women in other art schools of  the time,5 and 
yet cannot by itself  explain the large proportion of  women taking up medals, especially as 
sculpture, unlike for  example watercolours, was an area from  which women traditionally 
abstained. It is true that towards the end of  the nineteenth century women were 
increasingly attracted to sculpture (the Princess Louise is probably the best-known British 
example), but one is tempted to speculate whether at the Slade School the more 
career-conscious male students may not have considered medal production a somewhat 
peripheral activity and preferred  to continue painting, whereas the women retained a more 
open mind towards a field  in which the rewards were not so great. Whatever the reason, 
most of  the medals were produced by women, and it was to them that the majority of  the 
competition prizes went.6 

It was Legros who as Slade Professor  was responsible for  the introduction of  medal 
making to the School's syllabus. His arrival at the Slade was stage-managed by Poynter, a 
friend  since their student days in Paris, who had in 1875 secured for  him an etching class at 

1 MOA  6 (1883), 324-9. 
2 Between 1881 and 1886 an average of  58 per cent of  the 
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the National Art-Training Schools in South Kensington.7 The following  year he persuaded 
the Slade Committee to permit Legros to take over temporarily some of  his duties as Slade 
Professor,8  and when he resigned his position later that year Legros was allowed to succeed 
him, despite opposition from  some quarters on the grounds that he was a foreigner  and 
that his command of  English was far  from  good.9 He was to become a British citizen in 
1881, but his English did not improve, and most of  his teaching was of  necessity in the form 
of  demonstration rather than verbal instruction. His skilful  painting of  a head once a term 
before  the entire school became 'a momentous event' in the curriculum.10 This method of 
instruction did not suit all students, and his shrewd estimate of  his pupils' abilities 
combined with his unwillingness to 'compromise with the singleness of  purpose that should 
guide an artist in his career'11 led him to neglect his less gifted  or committed students. One 
of  these wrote ruefully,  'Legros was not a stimulating teacher for  the ordinary, undist-
inguished student'.12 His exacting standards, his blunt manner and his habit of  seizing his 
chalk and drawing his corrections over the students' carefully  prepared work was 
guaranteed to offend  many susceptibilities.13 But others, such as Charles Holroyd14 and 
William Strang,15 who both became his assistants for  a time, responded well to his tuition, 
and with many his personality commanded great respect, as did his ability to stimulate their 
artistic appreciation and to impress on them the seriousness of  their calling. His emphasis 
on the importance of  line and his 'severe observance of  contour and plane'16 (at the 
expense of  colour, it was maintained by some) ensured that many of  his students became 
highly competent draughtsmen. It also ensured a sound foundation  for  their sculptural 
endeavours. 

An experienced painter and etcher, Legros produced his first  sculptures in 1881. His first 
medals were also ready for  casting by October that year.17 And only a few  months later, 
the subject was introduced into the School's curriculum,18 where the enthusiasm with 
which it was taken up demonstrates Legros's ability to fire  the imagination of  at least some 

7 Precis  of  the Board  Minutes  of  the Science and Art 
Department,  II (1869-70), 24. 

8 University College, London. Letter from  Poynter to Mr 
J. Robson, secretary to the council, 17 February 1876. 'I saw 
M. Legros this morning, and asked him to act as my 
substitute for  a few  weeks, as I find  it impossible at this time 
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of  mentioning to him that I had recommended him to the 
Sladc Committee, but, of  course, was careful  to explain to 
him that it did not follow  that he would be elected on that 
account . . . Legros's taking my duties will not absolve me 
from  attending to give the usual lectures on composition &c. 
I felt  only that I could not give the due amount of  class-
teaching  and that it was necessary to provide a substitute in 
that department.' 

9 MOA  4 (1881). 'Art Notes', xiv. 
1 0 W. Rothenstein, 'Recollections 1: the Slade School'. 

Artwork,  V, no. 18 (1929), 78. For a discussion of  Legros's 
years at the Slade, see A. Forge, 'The Slade: I', Motif 
(March 1960), 38-43. 

1 1 A. Thornton. The  Diary of  an Art Student  of  the 
Nineties  (London, 1938), p.4. 

1 2 A. S. Hartrick, A Painter's  Pilgrimage  through  Fifty 
Years  (Cambridge, 1939), p.7. 

1 3 Hartrick, p.9. 
1 4 C. Holroyd, 'Alphonse Legros: some personal remin-

iscences I', Burlington  Magazine,  20 (1912), 273-5. 
1 5 P. Athill, William  Strang  RA (Exhibition Catalogue, 

Sheffield  City Art Galleries, 1980), p. 11. 
16 Illustrated  Memoir  of  Charles  Wellington  Furse,  edited 

by D. S. MacColl (1908), p. 51. 
1 7 See P. Attwood, 'The medals of  Alphonse Legros', The 

Medal,  5 (1984), 7-23. Also in 1881 Alfred  Gilbert, working 
in Italy, produced his first  cast medal (R. Dorment, Alfred 
Gilbert  (New Haven and London 1985), pp. 36-7; Alfred 
Gilbert  (Exhibition Catalogue, Royal Academy, London, 
1986), p. 132, no. 38), but, although the portions of  the 
lectures given by him at the Royal School of  Mines in 1883 
relevant to the medal were printed in the Mint  Report,  his 
influence  on the revival was less significant  than that of 
Legros (Sixteenth  Annual Report  of  the Deputy Master  of  the 
Mint,  1885, pp. 25-27) His cast medals were few  and not 
well-known, and it was his one struck medal, commissioned 
by the London Art-Union for  the 1887 Jubilee, that was to 
be the most influential  among younger medallists. He 
remained largely aloof  from  the numismatic world, and did 
not join the Society of  Medallists which Legros was instru-
mental in founding  in 1885, and unlike Legros he did not 
have a body of  students at hand to take up his ideas. 

1 8 Sculpture and modelling, under a 'qualified  instructor', 
first  appear in the University  College  London Calendar 
1880-1 (1880). In 1883-4, this description is changed to 
modelling in clay taught by the professor  (p. 105). Medals 
are first  specified  in the year 1884-5 (p. 105). but that 
students were making them in early 1882 is proved by the 
medals themselves. Legros may have learned from  the 
unknown 'qualified  instructor' along with his students. See 
Attwood. 'The Medals of  Alphonse Legros', p. 7. 
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of  his students. Whereas the professor's  first  medals display great assuredness, the 
students' medals of  1882 (see below, medals 11, 56, 71) reveal a somewhat tentative 
approach with very low relief  and weak lettering. Most have symbolical reverses, unlike 
Legros's medals of  the 1880s from  which pictorial reverses are absent. As with Legros's 
medals, the models were sent to Paris where they were cast by Liard.19 The results were 
exhibited together in a case at the Grosvenor Gallery's summer show of  1882,20 a move 
made possible by the influence  of  both Legros, who had exhibited there since its 
foundation  in 1877, and the painter Charles Edward Halle, manager of  the Gallery and 
brother of  Elinor Halle (see below, p. 159). 

These medals form  a distinctive group, quite different  from  those produced by the 
students three years later. One cannot detect in them the direct influence  of  Pisanello. By 
1885, this had changed, as is evident from  the medals of  the Casella sisters of  the mid 1880s 
(see below, medals 15, 22). Here, the placing of  the bust and arrangement of  the lettering, 
the lettering itself  with rosettes placed between the words, the OPVS form  of  the 
signature, all reveal the artists' familiarity  with the medals of  Pisanello. It is possible that it 
was during these years that the Slade School acquired the plastercasts of  Italian 
Renaissance medals that are still in its collection, and which include works by Pisanello, 
De' Pasti, Gentile Bellini and Guacialoti.21 Legros is sure to have urged his students to visit 
the display of  medals in the nearby British Museum's King's Library.22 And R. S. Poole 
would have given Pisanello a prominent position in his lectures on medals and the art of 
making them given at University College in 1883 and 1885;23 elsewhere he called Pisanello 
'the father  of  medal work and its most excellent master' .24 

With the proceeds from  his two lectures of  March 1885, Poole offered  the students three 
prizes for  medals, stipulating that 'each competitor was to execute a medal or model in 
plaster of  a medal bearing on one side a portrait, and on the other some design illustrative 
either of  the character, profession,  or life  of  the person portrayed'.25 The works that 
resulted from  this competition were shown in a display held within the 1885 International 
Inventions Exhibition, a display staged under the auspices of  the Society of  Medallists 
which Legros and Poole had been instrumental in founding  earlier that year.26 The prizes 
were all taken by women, and indeed all six entries placed in the Class 1 category were the 
work of  women. The Magazine  of  Art commented: 'the Slade School competition medals 
form  a goodly class alone, though not a few  among them are timid in design and in effect 
somewhat meagre and flat.  The grand style of  the Italian medallists is faintly  reflected  in 
Miss Casella's "Dr Jean Charcot", which shares the third prize with Miss Barker's "Miss 

1 9 Liard is named by Parkes Weber in his annotations to 
the students' medals bought by him from  Legros in 1892 and 
presented to the BM in 1906. Legros did not share Gilbert's 
interest in the casting process, nor did the Slade students and 
nor did the members of  the Society of  Medallists, who all 
sent their models away to be cast. However, Legros was 
concerned that his medals should appear as he wanted them, 
and accordingly, on 30 October 1881, he wrote to Rodin who 
was arranging the casting of  his first  medals: 'vous seriez bien 
aimable de recommander a la personne qui l'era ce travail de 
ne faire  aucune retouche soit ou papier de verre ou autre-
ment ni de regulariser les bords et de ne donner a la Medaille 
qu'une epaisseur convenable. J'ai ete oblige de faire  les 
platres un peu epais pour qu'ils ne cassent pas en route' 
(Musee Rodin - Paris). 

2 0 GG, no. 378. 
2 1 The plastercasts remaining in the Slade collection 

nowadays are of:  G. F. Hill, A Corpus  of  Italian  Medals  of 
the Renaissance before  Cellini  (1930), nos. 20 (o., r.), 22 (r.). 

32 (o.,r.), 35 (r.), 36 (o.), 41 (o.,r.), 44 (o.), 167 (o.), 432 
(o ) 745 (o.). 

2 2 The Italian Renaissance medals on show in the BM in 
the early 1880s are catalogued in C. F. Keary, A Guide  to the 
Italian  Medals  exhibited  in the King's  Library  (1881). 

2 3 University College, London. Letter from  Legros to Mr 
T. Ely, secretary to the council, 23 February 1885. Legros 
discusses arrangements for  Poole's two lectures of  9 and 16 
March 1885, and mentions the two given by him 'with much 
success' in 1883. He continues: 'I consider the subject a very 
important one for  Students of  Art, the making of  Medals 
having been of  late very much taken up by artists in all 
countries'. See also Guide  to the Exhibition  of  the Society  of 
Medallists  (London 1885), p. 14. 

24 Guide  to the Exhibition,  p.5. 
25 Guide  to the Exhibition,  p. 14. 
2 6 See P. Attwood, 'The Society of  Medallists', The 

Medal,  3 (September 1983), 4-11. 
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M. E. T. (sic)  Halle". The prize is taken by Miss Halle, whose profile  head and bust of 
Cardinal Newman is an excellent work in modelling and style'.27 

Not all the students followed  Pisanello as slavishly as the Casellas, and there was a 
tendency to greater originality as the decade progressed. A number of  the students 
continued to produce medals after  leaving the School, choosing their sitters from  friends, 
relatives and eminent figures  of  the time. That the uses to which these medals were put 
varied is suggested by the example of  other contemporary medallists. In 1883 Alfred 
Gilbert had noted their suitability as objects of  personal adornment,28 and W. H. 
Thornycroft  and, in 1890, the Arts and Crafts  designer C. R. Ashbee had mounted their 
medals as cloak clasps.29 Some medals were incorporated into larger works of  art, as was 
the case with Edward Onslow Ford's portrait medal of  the painter S. P. Cockerell, which 
was let into the plinth of  Ford's bust of  Cockerell's daughter, iU and Alfred  Gilbert's 
medallic portrait of  Randolph Caldecott in his memorial to the illustrator in St Paul's.31 

But the majority undoubtedly ended up as drawing room ornaments, sometimes provided 
with wooden frames  with attachments at the back to allow them to be hung on a wall.32 

As word of  the revival filtered  through to non-numismatic circles, public commissions 
began to result, as for  example Halle's medal of  1890 for  the Royal Geographical Society, 
the only cast medal to be issued by that Society; fourteen  years later, with Gilbert Bayes's 
Scott medal, it reverted to its customary practice of  issuing struck medals. Also from  about 
1890, other ex-students were asked to provide designs for  struck medals, such as the 
Grant-Duff  medal of  Berry and Gleichen. 

In 1892 Legros resigned from  the Slade. For some years he had ceased to inspire much 
medal making (the medals of  Rodocanachi and Steele listed below owe more to Lanteri 
than to Legros), and his last years at the School were marked by an increasing 
disillusionment with teaching in general. His visits to his students became less frequent. 
Archibald Hartrick, who arrived at the School in 1888, recalled 'his somewhat rare rounds 
of  the classes',33 and Alfred  Thornton, also at the School towards the end of  the decade, 
remembered that Legros was by now 'a little weary of  teaching'.34 His eventual departure 
was precipitated by a number of  complaints, including that of  an angry father  who claimed 
that his daughter 'appears to me to get hardly any teaching  at all'.3"1 

27 MOA  8 (1885), 'Chronicle of  Art', xlvi. 
2ti Sixteenth  Annual Report  of  the Deputy Master  of  the 

Mint,  1885, p. 26. 
-> For Thornycroft's  medal, see MOA  19 (1896), 236. For 

Ashbee's, see C. R. Ashbee & the Guild  of  Handicraft 
(Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum, 1981), El-2; Alan 
Crawford,  C. R. Ashbee: architect,  designer  and romantic 
socialist  (New Haven and London, 1985), p. 350. 

3 0 An electrotype of  this medal (RA 1891, no. 2019) is in 
the BM. Information  from  Parkes Weber. 

3 1 Dorment, Alfred  Gilbert,  pi. VIII; Alfred  Gilbert 
(Royal Academy), p. 16, fig.  3. 

3 2 As, for  example, Legros's medal of  Tennyson in Truth. 
Beauty and Design  (Exhibition Catalogue, Fischer Fine Art, 
London, 1986), no. 134 (the frame  is not illustrated); 
Goscombe John's medal of  his mother in Fiona Pearson. 
Goscombe John  at the National  Museum  of  Wales  (Exhibi-
tion Catalogue, Cardiff,  1979), p. 21, no. 4 ('carved oak 
frame'). 

3 3 Hartrick A Painter's  Pilgrimage.  p. 7. 
3 4 Thornton, Diary of  an Art Student,  p. 3. Rothenstein 

also records Legros's diminished interest in teaching 
('Recollections 1', p. 88). It should be stressed that this 
disillusionment belongs to the late 1880s, and not. as has 

been claimed by Hilary Taylor ("If  a young painter be not 
fierce  and arrogant God . . . help him": some women art 
students at the Slade, c. 1895-9', Art  History,  9 (1986), 232), 
to the middle of  the decade, a period when, as we have seen. 
Legros was busy with his extended syllabus. 

3 5 University College, London. Letter of  31 May 1892 
from  a Mr Bishop, inscribed 'This letter led to Legros' 
retirement'. That there had been earlier complaints is shown 
by Poynter's letter of  30 March 1892 to Mr J. M. Horsburgh. 
secretary to the council, in which he advised him to ignore 
tales of  Legros's inattention towards his students, adding 'it 
is needless to say that such complaints are generally from  the 
young ladies'; he went on to praise Legros's art historical 
knowledge and his work. The question of  lectures which he 
acknowledged had come up before  was, he wrote, unimport-
ant, so long as class work was going well. A letter of  the 
same date from  Sidney Colvin to Dr J. E. Erichsen, president 
of  the council, suggested that 'as a general rule . . . the 
more serious the student, the better satisfied  he or she is with 
the teaching received, while complaints are apt to comc from 
those who want to dabble . . .', a diagnosis which accords 
with Legros's tendency (discussed above) towards 
brusqucncss with the lazy or inept student. Colvin concluded 
that the College could only lose by a change of  professor. 
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The early 1890s also saw a decline in the activities of  the Society of  Medallists. But in 
1898 it was revived by a group of  young artists, all of  them admirers of  Legros, amongst 
whom were two of  his students of  the 1880s, Halle and Feodora Gleichen (see below, 
p. 157).36 Legros was made president. The new Society's main achievement was the staging 
of  two exhibitions at the Dutch Gallery in Brook Street, Mayfair,  in 1898 and 1901, in 
which struck medals made a negligible appearance, and cast medals and examples of  the 
decorative arts dominated.37 Amongst the exhibitors were several of  Legros's ex-students, 
as well as a number of  students of  Edouard Lanteri from  South Kensington. Many of  the 
medals, including those of  Legros, display a softening  of  the forms,  perhaps influenced  by 
Continental developments. 

This second flowering  was shortlived. The society faded  away in the early years of  the 
new century, and with its demise came that of  the cast medal, many artists turning their 
attention to the more commercially viable struck medal. The heyday of  the cast medal thus 
coincides with that of  the Arts and Crafts  movement, a revivalist trend with which it had 
close affinities.  The decline of  both came from  similar causes. The lack of  patrons willing to 
buy their handmade and therefore  necessarily expensive products caused a good number of 
Arts and Crafts  concerns to founder  in the years running up to the First World War. 
Likewise, Lady Harris, who as Ethel Bower had studied under Lanteri and who continued 
to make medals for  many years, admitted in 1928 that 'the demand for  this form  of 
portraiture (medallic) is, at present, very limited in England'.38 

Of  the Slade students of  the 1880s, some like Alice Donkin (see below, p. 156) reverted to 
painting after  executing only one or two medals. Some branched out into other areas of  the 
arts and crafts  such as enamels (Halle), wax-carving (the Casellas) and decorative reliefs  in 
plaster (Rope). Others concentrated on larger sculpture. Some ceased to exhibit publicly. 
A few  produced occasional models for  struck medals, and one, Lilian Swainson, continued 
producing cast medals into the 1920s. 

Both he and Poynter suggested that the reason for  the falling 
off  in numbers of  students (204 in 1884-5 to 89 in 1891-2) 
was the result of  competition from  the increasing number of 
art schools, and Colvin recommended a reduction in fees. 
This latter course was accepted by the College, but in the 
meantime Legros resigned, writing to Horsburgh on 8 July 
1892: ' . . . it does not seem to me probable that the effect 
of  these steps will make itself  immediately apparent nor do I 
think that, in the short time for  which the Council have so 
kindly reappointed me Slade Professor,  they would cause a 
sufficient  increase in numbers to convince the Slade 
Committee that the former  number of  students can be 
regained. It is after  consideration of  these matters that I now 
send you my resignation which I beg you will convey to the 
Council of  the College'. Legros was wrong in that the 
lowering of  the fees  led to a trebling of  the number of 

students in the academic year 1892-3. 
In later years Legros regretted the time spent at the Slade, 

exclaiming often  'vingt ans perdus!' (T. Okey, 'Alphonse 
Legros: some personal reminiscences II', Burlington  Maga-
zine, 20 (1912), p. 276). He was succeeded by George 
Frampton, and the very different  kind of  medallic work done 
by the students in the later 1890s is suggested by a large oval 
medallion of  Rita Roberts by Grace Heather Mason (studied 
at the Slade 1896-9) now in the BM. 

3 6 Attwood, 'The Society of  Medallists', p. 9. 
37 First  Exhibition  of  the Society  of  Medallists  (Exhibition 

Catalogue, Dutch Gallery, London, 1898); Second  Exhibi-
tion of  the Society  of  Medallists  (Exhibition Catalogue, 
Dutch Gallery, London 1901). 

3 8 Ethel A. C. Harris, Portrait  Medals  of  a Generation 
(London, 1928), p. ix. 
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THE CATALOGUE 

The numbers asterisked are illustrated in the plates. It has not been possible to give detailed descriptions of 
many of  those medals of  which the location is at present unknown. The absence of  a reverse in an entry 
indicates that it is unknown whether the medal is uniface.  Medals that are known to be uniface  are specified  as 
such. 

Exhibitions 
ACES Arts and Crafts  Exhibition Society, London 
GG Grosvenor Gallery, London 
NG New Gallery, London 
NWCS New Water-Colour Society, London 
RA Royal Academy, London 
RIPWC Royal Institute of  Painters in Water-Colours, London 
RSPE Royal Society of  Painter-Etchers, London 
SAF Societe des Artistes Frangais, Paris 
SBA Society of  British Artists, London 
SM Society of  Medallists, London 
SNBA Societe Nationale des Beaux-Arts, Paris 
1910 ANS American Numismatic Society, New York, March 1910 (Catalogue  of  the  International  Exhibition 

of  Contemporary  Medals,  1911) 

Collections 
AM Ashmolean Museum 
BM British Museum 
MO Musee d'Orsay 
SS Slade School 
VAM Victoria and Albert Museum 

References 
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Beattie S. Beattie, The  New  Sculpture  (New Haven and London, 1983) 
F L. Forrer, Biographical  Dictionary  of  Medallists  (London, 1904-30), 8 vols 
G M. H. Grant, 'British Medals since 1760', BNJ  23 (1939-41), 321-62, 449-80. (Dimensions 

for  many of  the medals listed by Grant are given in his manuscript British  Bronze  Medals 
now in the Ashmolean Museum.) 
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S M. H. Spielmann, British  Sculpture  and  Sculptors  of  Today  (London, 1901) 
Thieme-Becker U. Thieme, F. Becker, Allgemeines  Lexikon  der  Bildenden  Kiinstler  (Leipzig, 1907-49), 37 

vols 

May H. BARKER 

No. 1. c. 1885 
Obv:  Elinor Halle, artist and fellow  Slade student 
(see below, p. 159). 
Rev:  Two lighted torches crossed. 
SM (1885), p7 14, class 1, joint 3rd prize. 

No. 2. 1889 
Obv:  William Butler, dean of  Lincoln. 
BM (model, destroyed in the Second World War). 

No. 3. c. 1891 
Obv:  St Martin, etc. 

RA (1891), no. 1992. G (1891), p. 345. F, VII, 49. 

No. 4. c.  1893 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
RA (1893), no. 1693. G (1893), p. 346. 

No. 5. c. 1898 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
Rev:  Unknown. 
SM (1898), no. 57. F, I, 125. 

No. 6. c. 1901 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
G (1901), p. 353. 
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Studied at the Slade 1880-3. 
Exh. SM 1885, 1898. Medals. 

ACES 1890, 1906. Wood- and plaster-work. 
RA 1891-5, 1897, 1907. Medals, plaster relief, 
print, painting. 

Employed by the Delia Robbia Company. See Delia 
Robbia  Pottery  Birkenhead  1894-1906:  an  Interim 
Report  (Williamson Art Gallery and Museum, Wirral, 
n.d.), eh. 12. 

Maude BERRY 

No.7. c. 1885 
Obv:  Maud, daughter of  R. S. Poole, Keeper of 
Coins and Medals, BM. 
RA (1885), no. 1683. 
No. 8.* 1886 
Obv:  'ARTHUR:BERRY:MDCCCXXXVI:' Bust 1., seem-
ingly of  the artist's brother, wearing academic gown. 
(Dated 1836 in error.) 
Rev:  'HYPOTHESES:NON:FINCO\ Protractor and com-
passes. 
Bronze. 87 mm. 
BM. 

No. 9. c. 1886. 
Obv.  -ANNA JULIA GRANT DUFF'. Bus t of  L a d y 
Grant-Duff,  facing  r. 
Rev:  In field  T O THE BEST FEMALE STUDENT THE 
LADY GRANT DUFF MEDAL FOUNDED BY HINDU AND 
MUHAMMADAN LADIES MDCCCLXXXVF. L a u r e l 
wreath. 
Struck silver. 48mm. 
BM (1888 Pinches). G (1886), p. 339 (Madras Medal 
Coll.). 
In collaboration with Gleichen (medal 59). Struck by 
Pinches. 

Probably studied under Legros in the mid 1880s. 
Exh. RA 1885. Medal. 

ACES 1890, 1896, 1899. Design for  reredos, 
frescoes. 

Sarah BIRCH 

No. 10. c. 1885. 
Obv:  Miss Lucy Dorothea Cambridge. 
Rev:  Three children. 
SM (1885), p. 15, class 3. 

Studied at the Slade 1876-83. 
Exh. RA 1884-5,1887-8, 1890-4, 1896,1898. Pain-

tings. 
SM 1885. Medal. 
GG 1888. Painting. 
NG 1891. Painting. 
SBA. 

Alice G. BURD 

No. 11.* 1882.. 
Obv:  Margaret Smith. 

Uniface. 
Bronze. 93mm. 
SS. Also in the Slade is a very similar medal of  Miss 
Smith, which though unsigned would seem to be also 
by Burd. 

No. 12. c. 1885. 
Obv:  Lawrence Arthur Burd. 
Rev:  Eagle on clouds, above sun. 
SM (1885), p. 15, class 3. 

Studied at the Slade 1879-82. 
Exh. SM 1885. Medal. 

Ella CASELLA 

No. 13. c. 1885. 
Obv:  '. SOC. INST. FRANC.FACVL. PARIS. PROF. SOC. REG. 
LOND.MED.CHIR.SOC.DOC. WOREEBVRG.ET.KIEW. 
FACVL.ETC'. In field  IOANNES.M.CHARCOT'. Bust of 
Jean Martin Charcot, neurologist, facing  r., wearing 
tall cap. 
Rev:  'OPVS.E.CASELLAE.' In field  'AESCVLAPIVS'. 
Draped figure  of  Aesculapius, his head irradiated, 
seated, facing  1., in rocky landscape, holding a 
caduceus in 1. hand. Around him, an eagle, goat, dog 
and cock. 
Bronze. 94 mm. 
SM (1885), p. 14, class 1, joint 3rd prize. BM (1887 
Rollin). VAM (1900 electro.). J. Brettauer, Medicina 
in  Nummis  (Vienna, 1937), no. 207. G (1890), p. 343. 
F, I, 357; VII, 162. H. Winter sale (Dusseldorf,  17-19 
May 1984), lot 2474. Sotheby's sale (London, 29 
September 1983), lot 202. 

No. 14. c. 1886. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
RA (1886), no. 1882 (wax to be cast in bronze). F, 
VII, 162. In collaboration with Nelia Casella (medal 
23). 

No. 15." Mid 1880s. 
Obv:  '. IOANNES. HENRICVS. IRVING. ANGL1CVS.MVSIS-
.DILECTO'. Bust of  Henry Irving, actor, facing  1., 
wearing gown. 
Rev:  '.OPVS.E.CASELLAE.' T o 1., in field  'THALIA', 
with draped figure  of  Thalia, seated on rock, holding 
comic mask in r. hand. To r., square column inscribed 
•MELPOMENE', with draped figure  of  Melpomene, 
standing, holding crown and sceptre in r. hand, and 
dagger in 1. 
Bronze. 87 mm. 
BM. 

No. 16. n.d. 
Obv:  J. Forbes Robertson. 
BM (model, destroyed in Second World War). 

No. 17. c. 1887. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
Rev:  Unknown. 
Bronze. 
RA (1887), no. 1939. 
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No. 18. c. 1890. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
1890 ACES, no. 90 (wax model). 

No. 19. 1897. 
Royal Astronomical Society Hannah Jackson (nee 
Gwilt) medal. 
Obv:  '.WILLI AM. HERSCHEL. MDCCXXXVIII. MDCCCXX-
ir Bust of  Herschel, facing  r. 
Rev:  'ROYAL. ASTRONOM1CAL.SOCIETY.JACKSON-
GWILT.G1FT'. Draped figure  of  Urania, standing, 
facing,  on globe, holding armillary sphere. Around 
her, Saturn, crescent moon, stars. Signed below 'ENC 
MDCCCXCVIL'. 
Cast bronze. 76 mm. 
1897 NG, no. 412. 

In collaboration with Nelia Casella (medal 24). 
Awarded every three to seven years, generally in 
recognition of  outstanding observational work or for 
the discovery of  new objects. See History  of  the  RAS 
1820-1920,  edited by J. L. E. Dreyer and H. H. 
Turner (London, 1923), pp. 236-7. 

No. 20. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Dr Nansen. 
NG (1898), no. 503 (wax model). G (1898), p. 351. 

No. 21. c. 1903. 
Obv:  Field-marshal Viscount Wolseley. 
NG (1903), no. 440. 

Studied at the Slade in the mid 1880s. 
Exh. RA 1884-93, 1895-1909. Wax medallions, 

reliefs,  miniatures. 
GG 1884-7, 1889-90. Wax medallions. 
SAF 1884-9, 1892, 1894. Wax medallions, 
reliefs. 
SM 1885. Medal. 
NG 1888-9, 1901, 1903-8. Wax medallions, 
reliefs. 
ACES 1890-9. Enamelled glass, seal, etc. 
International Exhibition of  Fine Arts, Rome, 
1911. Coloured waxes. 

Some of  the many wax medallions exhibited by 
Casella may well have been intended to be cast in 
bronze like medal 14 above. However, from  1887 the 
majority are catalogued as 'coloured wax', suggesting 
this was their final  form.  A coloured example entitled 
'Ioanna Bella' (perhaps similar to the 'Beatrix Bella' 
exh. ACES (1893), no. 301) is in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum (1399-1900); it forms  the lid of  a 
holly wood box. Imitation jewels enrich the low relief 
wax, and the whole is protected by a domed glass 
cover. The intricate modelling is superbly executed. 

These waxes were well received. One reviewer 
wrote of  Casella's 'capital models in Coloured Wax 
. . . which revive a long-neglected art, much prac-
tised in Italy at the end of  the seventeenth century' 
(The  Athenaeum,  27 May 1893, p. 678). Certainly, in 
her waxes as in her medals, Casella looks back to 
earlier Italian prototypes - in the case of  the waxes, to 
the sixteenth century. They have nothing in common 

with early nineteenth century British wax carving, 
such as that of  Samuel Percy. 

Also in the Victoria and Albert Museum is a 
rectangular coloured wax relief  of  St George (1005— 
1897; exh. Victorian Era exhibition, London, 1897). 
This and the 'Ioanna Bella' were purchased by the 
Museum as fine  examples of  contemporary art. 
Another circular wax relief  of  a female  bust, also in 
the Museum (A3-1920), may also be the work of 
Casella. 
Coloured wax miniatures, which appear in the exhibi-
tion catalogues from  1902, suggest an oval format. 
One of  the Casellas may have been involved in the 
production of  the Royal Numismatic Society's jubilee 
medal of  Sir John Evans of  1887 (R. A. G. Carson, A 
History  of  the  RNS  (London, 1986), p. 15). See 
Thieme-Becker, VI (1912), 109. 

Nelia CASELLA 

No. 22.* 1885. 
Obv:  '.HENRY. EDWARD. MANNING. CARDINAL. 
PRESB.MDCCCLXXV'. Bust of  Manning, facing  1., 
wearing skull-cap and ecclesiastical robe. (Dated 1875 
in error.) 
Rev:  -OPVS.N.CASELLAE'. Virgin enthroned, facing, 
with Christ on her lap, and infant  St John. To each 
side, a winged angel. 
Bronze. 93 mm. 
SM (1885), p. 14, class 1. RA (1887), no. 1940. AM 
(1953 Grant). 
BM (1887 Rollin). G (188"/), p. 341. F, VII, 162. 

No. 23. c. 1886. 
In collaboration with Ella Casella 
(medal 14). 
No. 24. c.  1897. 
In collaboration with Ella Casella 
(medal 19). 

Studied at the Slade in the mid 1880s. 
Exh. RA 1884-1910, 1929. Wax medallions and 

miniatures. 
SM 1885. Medal. 
SAF 1885, 1887, 1889, 1891, 1894. Wax 
medallions, wax and plaster reliefs. 
GG 1886-7, 1889-90. Wax medallions. 
NG 1888-99, 1901, 1903-9. Wax medallions, 
reliefs,  (1909) enamelled glass and leather-work. 
ACES 1890-1910, 1916-31. Embroidery, 
enamelled glass, painted gesso, leather-work. 
Also named as an exhibitor in 1941 exh. 
Member of  ACES c. 1906-10. 
International Exhibition of  Fine Arts, Rome, 
1911. 

Her early medals, like her sister Ella's, may have 
been intended for  casting, but from  1886 most are 
specified  as 'coloured wax' in the exhibition 
catalogues. One of  these, showing the profile  bust of  a 
boy in sixteenth-century costume holding a flower,  is 
reproduced in The  Studio,  30 (1903), 257. The techni-
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que and style here, as with her medals, is very similar 
to Ella's. Like her sister, she incorporates jewels into 
the design. Wax miniatures first  appear in the early 
1900s. 

She exhibited enamelled glass first  in 1893; exam-
ples are reproduced in The  Studio,  30 (1903), 255-6, 
and 48 (1910), 301 (also repr. here is a cast bronze 
weight in the form  of  a cat). Her leather-work dates 
from  the late 1890s; examples reproduced in The 
Studio,  18 (1900), 260, and 48 (1910), 300, 302. 

See Thieme-Becker, VI (1912), 110. 
A third sister, Julia, was also a sculptor. 

Alice E. DONKIN 

No. 25. c. 1885. 
Obv:  Mrs Margaret Lindsay Huggins. 
Rev:  Female figure  ascending steps to Paradise. 
SM (1885), p. 15, class 2. 

Studied at the Slade 1883-5. 
Exh. RA 1871-5, 1877, 1885, 1887-8, 1891, 1900, 

1905. Paintings. 
GG 1883. Painting. 
SM 1885. Medal. 
NG 1892. Painting. 
SBA, NWCS. 

An experienced painter living in Oxford  before  going 
to the Slade. Amongst her portraits are copies of 
other artists' works (R. Ormond, Early  Victorian 
Portraits  (London, 1973), pp. 248, 428-9). See 
Thieme-Becker, IX (1913), 444. 

Lydia GAY 
Later Mme Guillet 

No. 26. c. 1885. 
Obv:  Richard Royston. 
Rev:  Horse. 
SM (1885), p. 14, class 1. 

No. 27.* 1886. 
Obv:  '.BRADLEY.HVRT.ALFORD.VICARIVS. 
ECCLESIAE.SANCTI.LVCAE.1886'. 
Bust of  Alford,  facing  1., his head upturned, wearing 
ecclesiastical robe. Signed on truncation 'LG'. 
Rev:  Male figure  of  Virtue, facing  1., nude but for 
cloak, subdues gryphon representing Vice. 
Bronze. 86 mm. 
RA (1887). no. 1934. BM. G (1886), p. 339. F, VII, 
345. 
The artist's inexperience shows itself  in the awkward 
transition between head and shoulders. 

No. 28. c. 1886. 
Obv:  James Leslie. 
RA (1887), no. 1933. G (1888), p. 342. F, VII, 345. 

No. 29. c. 1888. 
Obv:  Mrs Robert Roger. 
RA (1888), no. 2004. G (1888), p. 342. F, VII, 345. 

No. 30. c. 1888. 
Obv:  G.A. Trechman. 

RA (1888), no. 2025. G (1888), p. 342. F, VII, 345. 
No. 31. c. 1889. 
Obv:  Sigurd consulting Brynhilda. 
RA (1889), no. 2094. F, VII, 345. 
No. 32. c.  1889. 
Obv:  Miss Jane Bryett. 
RA (1890), no. 2101. G (1889), p.343. F, VII, 345. 
No. 33. c. 1890. 
Obv.  Miss Lily Hedges. 
RA (1891), no. 1995. G (1890), p. 344. F, VII, 345. 
No. 34. c. 1891. 
Obv:  Mr and Mrs Breffit. 
RA (1891), no. 2084. G (1891), p. 345. F, VII, 345. 
No. 35. c. 1891. 
Obv:  Children of  Robert Roger. (Four medals). 
RA (1892), no. 1889. G (1891), p. 345. F, VII, 345. 
No. 36. c. 1891. 
Obv:  James Leslie. 
Bronze. 
RA (1892), no. 1946. G (1891), p. 345. F, VII, 345. 
No. 37. c. 1892. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Four medals). 
RA (1892), no. 1988. G (1892), p. 346. F, VII, 345. 
No. 38. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Miss N. Baylis. 
RA (1893), no. 1743. F, VII, 345. 
No. 39. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Lord Kelvin. 
Rev:  Industry. 
RA (1894), no. 1830. SM (1898), no. 15. G (1893), p. 
346. F, II, 223; VII, 345. 
No. 40. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Miss E. Craggs. 
RA (1894), no. 1832. G (1893), p. 346. F, VII, 345. 
No. 41. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Four medals). 
RA (1894), no. 1831. G (1893), p. 346. F, VII, 345. 
No. 42. c. 1894. 
Obv:  Thomas Henry Huxley, naturalist. 
SM (1898), no. 16. G (1894), p. 347. F, II, 223. 

No. 43. c. 1894. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Four medals). 
RA (1895), no. 1691. G (1894), p. 347. F, VII, 345 

No. 44. c. 1895. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
Bronze. 
RA (1896), no. 1874. G (1895), p. 347. F, VII, 345. 
No. 45. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Sir Joseph Prestwich. 
RA (1896), no. 1878. G (1896), p. 348. F, VII, 345. 
No. 46. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Unknown number of 
medals). 
RA (1896), no. 1854. F, VII, 345. 
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No. 47. c. 1897. 
Obv:  Miss I. Milligan. 
RA (1897), no. 2019. F, VII, 345. 

No. 48. c. 1897. 
Obv:  Miss Brook. 
RA (1897), no. 2019. F, VII, 345. 

No. 49. c. 1897. 
Obv:  Miss Brooke. 
Bronze. 
RA (1898), no. 1893. G (1897), p. 350. F, VII, 345. 

No. 50. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
SM (1898), no. 14. F, II, 223. 

No. 51. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Unknown portraits. (Two medals). 
Rev:  Unknown. 
SM (1898), nos 17, 18. F, II, 223. 

No. 52. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Unknown portraits. (Two medals). 
SM (1898), no. 19. F, II, 223. 

No. 53. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Miss Lancaster. 
RA (1899), no. 1997. F, VII, 345. 

No. 54. c. 1903. 
Obv:  Mrs Bell. 
RA (1903), no. 1756. G (1903), p. 356. F, VII, 345. 

No. 55. c. 1903. 
Obv:  Mrs Barber. 
RA (1903), no. 1773. G (1903), p. 356. F, VII, 345. 

Studied at the Slade 1882-6. 
Exh. SM 1885, 1898. Medals. 

RA 1887-99, 1903. Medals, (1890, 1898) 
reliefs. 
SAF 1897, 1899. Sculpture. 

Gay was also involved in the production of  the Royal 
Numismatic Society's 1887 jubilee medal of  Sir John 
Evans. See R.A.G. Carson, A History  of  the  RNS 
(London, 1986), p. 15. 
One of  her reliefs  is reproduced in Acad.  Arch. 
(1898), 105. See Thieme-Becker, XIII (1920), 302. 

Feodora Georgina Maud GLEICHEN (1861-1922) 
No. 56* 1882. 
Obv:  'ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET SIR G.F. SEYMOUR. 
GCB.GCH.' Bust of  Seymour, maternal grandfather  of 
the artist, facing  1. 
Rev:  Man-of-war  sailing to r. 
Bronze. 98 mm. 
GG (1882), no. 378. BM (1906 Parkes Weber). G 
(1882), p. 336. F, VII, 369 (the gold version by 
Pinches of  two plates fixed  together is of  medal 61 
below). 
In collaboration with Mary Swainson (see medal 221). 
Cast by Liard, Paris. 

No. 57. c. 1884. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Two medals). 
GG (1884), no. 404. 

No. 58. c.  1885. 
Obv:  Countess Helena Gleichen, painter and sister 
of  the artist. 
Rev:  Child playing with dog. 
SM (1885), p. 15, class 2. 

No. 59. c. 1886. 
In collaboration with Berry (medal 9). 

No. 60.* 1888? 
Obv:  '.ALEXANDRA.WALLIAE.PRINCIPISSA'. Bust of 
Princess Alexandra, facing  1. Signed on truncation 
'FG'. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 79 mm. 
SM (1898), no. 32. SM (1901), no. 4. BM (1981 
Sicilian Gallery). G (1896), p. 348; (1901), p. 352. F, 
II, 278. J, p. 73, 21. 
Possibly intended as a commemoration of  the 1888 
silver jubilee of  her marriage to the Prince of  Wales. 
The uneven lettering suggests a date in the 1880s. 
No. 61. 1889. 
Royal Agricultural Society exhibition, Windsor, 
medal. 
Obv:  "VICTORIA.REGINA.ET.IMPERATRIX.' Bust of 
Queen Victoria, crowned and veiled, facing  1. 
Rev:  -WINDSOR A.D.MDCCCLXXXIX.' Figure of  Ceres, 
draped and veiled, facing-,  seated on bench of  which 
the legs are decorated with goat motifs.  She holds in 
her 1. hand a wreath, and in her r. a sheaf  of  corn. 
Behind her, a cornfield.  Signed below r. 'F.G'. 
Struck gold. 79 mm. 
SM (1898), no. 33. BM (electrotype, 1906 Parkes 
Weber). G (1889), p. 343. F, II, 278. The  Medal,  3 
(1983), 10 (repr.). See University of  Reading, Insti-
tute of  Agricultural History, B III 14, RAS Windsor 
committee minute book 1888-9. 
Parkes Weber notes that the medal was struck by 
Pinches in two pieces of  thin gold, which were then 
fastened  together. 

No. 62. n.d. 
Obv:  'PRINCESS LOUISE MARCHIONESS OF LORNE.' 
Bust of  Princess Louise, facing  r. 
Rev:  Ship sailing to 1. Signed below r. F GLEICHEN'. 
Bronze. 103 mm. 
BM (1920 Wallace). MO (plaster). The  Medal,  3 
(1983), 11 (repr.). 

No. 63. 1897. 
Shropshire Horticultural Society medal. 
Obv:  'D. LLOYD. BARO.KENYON-FLORALIVM. 
SALOPIENSVM.PRAESES.EGREGIO.INTER. 
SALOPIENSES.HORTORVM.CVLTORI.' Shield inscribed 
'VICTORIA LX ANNVM REGNANTE'. Wrea th and 
ribbons. 
Rev:  Nude female  figure  facing  r. To 1.. a vase out of 
which grow roses which surround the figure. 
Bronze. 
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SM (1898), p. 31. The  Studio,  13 (1898), 262 (repr.). 
G (1896), p. 348. F, II, 278. 

No. 64. 1900. 
South Africa  medal. 
Obv:  'VICTORIA.REGINA.ET.IMP'. Bust of  Queen 
Victoria, crowned and veiled, facing  r. 
Rev:  'SOVTH AFRICA MDCCCXCI MDCCC'. L i o n , facing 
r. 
SM (1901), no. 5. MO (plaster, obv. and rev. separ-
ate). G (1901), p. 352. F, II, 278. 

No. 65. c. 1901. 
Obv:  Miss Gladys Palmer. 
NG (1901), no. 445. 

No. 66. c. 1909. 
Society of  Biblical Study medal. 
Obv:  Unknown. 
Silver. 
NG (1909), part 2, no. 202 (AR gilt). ACES (1912), 
no. 393ee. G (1909), p. 362. 
Cast by Enrico Cantoni. 

No. 67.* 1914. 
Obv:  'ADMIRAL.PRINCE.LOVIS OF BATTENBERG.GCB.' 
In field  -MCMXIV AET LX\ Bust of  Battenberg, 
facing  1., wearing uniform.  Signed on truncation 'FG 
1914'. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 95 mm. 
BM (1981 Sicilian Gallery). J, p. 73, 20. 
Sixtieth birthday medal. 

No. 68.* 1914. 
St Thomas's Hospital prize medal. 
Obv:  'LHAVE.TAVGHT.THEE.IN.THE. WAY.OF. WISDOM'. 
In field  'FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE'. Bust of  Miss Night-
ingale, facing  r. 
Rev:  -SCHOLA SCT THOMAE'. Draped and veiled 
female  figure,  facing  r., seated on cushion, holding 
box in 1. hand and spoon in r. Before  her, an 
incense-burner on a tall pedestal. To r., owl perched 
on panel. Signed below 'F. Gleichen 1914'. 
Struck bronze. 45 mm. 
AM (1921 Evans). BM (1917 Minet). 

No. 69. c. 1917. 
Obv:  Minesweepers. 
G(1917), p. 457. 

Daughter of  the sculptor Prince Victor of  Hohenlohe-
Langenburg, sister of  the sculptor Edward Gleichen 
and the painter Helena Gleichen. 
Studied at the Slade 1879-84, and possibly 1893^4. 
Exh. GG 1883-4, 1886, 1888-90. Medals, 

sculptures, drawing. 
SM 1885, 1898, 1901. Medals, (1898) mirror 
and pewter bas relief,  (1901) bust of  Queen 
Victoria, portrait of  Joan of  Arc, silver cup. 
SM member c. 1898-1901. 
NG 1889-1901, 1903-7, 1909. Sculpture, 
reliefs,  (from  1891) silver-work, (1899) Delia 
Robbia medallion, drawings, medal. 

RA 1892, 1894-1906, 1908-11, 1913-4, 
1916-9, 1921-2. Sculptures in marble, bronze, 
ivory, etc., reliefs,  (1897) enamel-work, (1898) 
mosaic, goldsmith's work. 
Dutch Gallery, London, 1899. Exhibition of 
sculpture, designs and drawings for  fountains 
and vases for  the decoration of  gardens, with 
Legros and Lanteri. 
Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1900. 
ACES 1903-16. Silver- and bronze-work, 
medal, reredos. ACES member c.  1906-16. 
SNBA 1914. Sculpture. 

She studied sculpture 'under Professor  Legros at 
the Slade School, and at the studio under my father's 
head-man, Karl Muller' (Helena Gleichen, Contacts 
and  Contrasts  (London, 1940), p. 9). Feodora Glei-
chen gives brief  autobiographical details in a letter to 
Spielmann (Manchester, John Rylands University 
Library, English MS. 1302/274, letter dated 21 July 
1901), and in another letter corrects some assump-
tions in his book of  that year (Rylands, English MS. 
1302/275, 6 December 1901). See L. Swainson 
(below, p. 184). 

Another influence  was Alfred  Gilbert: 'my father 
and my sister, both of  them professional  sculptors, 
had always held him in the greatest possible rever-
ence' (Royal Academy, Spielmann papers SP 10/38, 
unpublished article on Gilbert by Helena Gleichen, p. 
1). This admiration was reciprocated: 'of  her 
Memorial to Lord Kitchener, Gilbert says: "it is the 
best War Memorial I have seen, admirable in concep-
tion, and treatment'" (Isabel McAllister, Alfred  Gil-
bert  (London, 1929), p. 212). The two were evidently 
good friends  (RA, Spielmann SP 10/26/1, 10/30, let-
ters Helena Gleichen to Spielmann, 10 October 1926, 
10 November 1934; Helena Gleichen, unpublished 
article, SP 10/38, p. 1; McAllister, Gilbert,  p. 213; 
Gleichen, Contacts,  pp. 317-24). 

She worked in the studio which Queen Victoria had 
permitted her father  to have built in the garden of  St 
James's Palace. Her family  connections and the posi-
tion of  her studio facilitated  the production of  her 
numerous royal busts and medals. Her work was 
much praised: 'it is highly refined,  with charming 
feeling,  and if  . . . it is a little timid in treatment, we 
do not resent the weakness which savours of  delicacy; 
for  we like a woman's work to be effeminate'  (S, p. 
161); 'die Deutsch-Englanderin Grafin  Feodora Glei-
chen leistet namentlich in der Portratplastik ganz 
Ausgezeichnetes' (A. Hirsch, Die  Bildenden 
Kiinstlerinnen  der  Neuzeit  (Stuttgart, 1905), p. 208); 
'the Countess Feodora Gleichen, one of  our ablest 
women sculptors, was seen at her best in some of  the 
smaller works at the New Dudley Gallery' (AJ  (1907), 
p. 43). And McAllister wrote: 'Countess Feodore, the 
eldest daughter, imbued with exalted aims and 
poetical vision, followed  her father's  profession  with a 
steadfastness  of  purpose that amounted to a passion. 
She was one of  the few  sculptors who worked in 
marble and stone, and who understood the use of  the 
chisel. Confronted  all her life  by the prejudice I have 
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mentioned, her work never received the appreciation 
it deserved. Despite discouragements she produced a 
large number of  works, and it is certain that her name 
will only gain as time measures artistic achievements' 
(Gilbert,  p. 212). 
Examples of  her work, which ranges from  monu-
mental statuary to small scale medals and decorative 
objects are reproduced in Gleichen, Contacts,  pp. 
315, 334; S. A. Strong, Critical  Studies  and  Fragments 
(London, 1905), pi. XXIII; S, p. 160; The  Studio,  13 
(1898), 264; 36 (1905), 86; 66 (1915), 190; Acad. 
Arch.  (1900), 133; (1902), 105; (1904), 83; (1906), 
121; MOA,  6 (1883), 326 (captioned Helena Gleichen 
in error). 
Honorary member of  the Royal Society of  Painter-
Etchers. The first  woman to be elected a member of 
the Royal Society of  British Sculptors (for  the Glei-
chen bequest to the RBS, see The  Studio,  132 (1946), 
83). The Royal Academy Gleichen award is named 
after  her. 
See Thieme-Becker, XIV (1921), 249. 

Mary P. GODSAL 

No. 70. n.d. 
Obv:  'VICTORIA EMPRESS'. Bust of  Queen Victoria, 
crowned and veiled, facing  1. Signed on truncation 
'M.G.' 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 97 mm. 
BM (1887 Rollin). 

Studied at the Slade 1881-4. 
This may be the painter Mary Godsal(l) who exhi-
bited at the SBA from  1872, and at the RA (1879, 
1889, 1896). 

Elinor Jessie Marie HALLE (b. 1856) 

No. 71.* 1882. 
Obv:  -CHARLES HALLE.' Bust of  Halle, musician and 
father  of  the artist, facing  r. 
Rev:  Draped figure  of  Music, winged, facing  r., 
seated, playing organ with decorative side-panel. 
Signed to 1. 'Elinor Halle 1882'. 
Bronze. 109 mm. 
GG (1882), no. 378. NG (1896), no. 456. SM (1898), 
no. 37. BM (1906 Parkes Weber). MO (1900 Halle). 
MOA  6 (1883), 324 (repr.). S. p. 170. The  Medal,  3 
(1983), 7 (repr.). 
Cast by Liard, Paris. 

No. 72. 1885. 
Obv:  'IOHANNES.HENRICVS.MD.S.R.E.NEWMAN'. In 
field  'AD MDCCC.L.XXXV'. Bust of  Newman, facing  1., 
wearing skull-cap, ecclesiastical robe and Cross. 
Rev:  'S.GIORGII.IN.VELABRO.DIAC'. St George on 
horseback, facing  r., wearing armour, and holding 
spear in r. hand. To r., shield bearing three hearts, 
and ribbon inscribed -COR AD COR LOQVETVR'. Rocky 
landscape. Signed below r. 'Elinor Halle'. 
Bronze. 108 mm. 

SM (1885), p. 14, class 1, 1st prize. RA (1887), no. 
1921. SM (1898), no. 38. MO (1900 Halle). S, p. 170. 
G (1896), p. 339. F, VII, 411. The  Medal,  6 (1985). 18 
(repr.). 

No. 73. c. 1885. 
Obv:  In field  'FELIX SLADE.ARTIVM LIBERALIVM 
PATRON VS. MDCCCLXXI' Seated winged female  figure, 
with r. hand upraised. 
Uniface. 
GG (1885), no. 392. Grosvenor  Notes,  edited by H. 
Blackburn (London, 1885), p. 64 (repr.). The  Medal, 
6 (1985), 17 (repr.). 
This medallion, commemorating the founder  of  the 
Slade School, is placed over the school's staircase. 

No. 74. c. 1887. 
Obv:  J. Joachim, musician. 
Bronze. 
RA (1887), no. 1917. SM (1898), no. 39. G (1887), p. 
341. 

No. 75. c. 1887. 
OI>V."HENRICVS.EDVARDVS.S.R.E.CARD.ARCH. 
WESTMONASTRIENSIS.' In field  'M.DC.C.CLXXXVIR. 
Bust of  Cardinal Manning, facing  1., wearing skull-cap 
and ecclesiastical robe, holding book. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 130 mm. 
MO (1900 Halle). F, VII, 411. S, p. 170. The  Medal,  6 
(1985), 18-9 (repr.). 

No. 76. c. 1890. 
Obv.  Mme Charles Gaudry. 
NG (1890), no. 412. 

No. 77. 1890. 
Royal Geographical Society Stanley medal. 
Oftv."HM  STANLEY PRESENTED BY THE ROYAL GEO-
GRAPHICAL SOCIETY'. In field  'MDCCXC.' Bus t of 
Stanley, facing  1. 
Rev:  In field  'CONGO NILE RUWENZORI 1887-1889 ' . 
Figure of  Africa,  seated, facing  r., draped and wear-
ing elephant headdress, holding in each hand an urn 
from  which flow  two rivers. Her foot  rests on a 
crocodile. Behind, reeds, mountain, jungle and 
setting sun. Signed below 'ELINOR HALLE'. 
Gold. 74 mm. Bronze. 124 mm. 
NG (1890), p. 414. H. R. Mill, The  Record  of  the  RGS 
1830-1930  (London, 1930), p. 128 (repr.). The  Medal, 
6 (1985), 18-20 (p. 21, repr.); 8 (1986), 48-9. 
Christie's sale (London, 25 March 1986), lot 2 (gold 
version). Glendining's sale, T. Stainton collection 
(London, 18 February 1987). lot 143 (bronze). S, p. 
170. G (1890), p. 343. F, VII, 411. 

No. 78." c. 1891. 
Obv:  'HENRY.TAYLOR. POET.'. In field  'MDCCC 
MDCCCLXXX'. Bust of  Taylor, facing  r. Signed below 
'Elinor Halle'. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 124 mm. 
NG (1891), no. 368. SM (1898), no. 36. MO (1900 
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Halle). The  Medal,  6 (1985), 18-9 (repr.). G (1891), 
p. 344. 

No, 79. c.  1891. 
Obv:  Master Gerald Wellesley. 
NG (1891), no. 369. 

No. 80. 1891. 
Obv:  'CHARLES STEWART PARNELL.' In field  '1846. 
1891.' Bust of  Parnell, politician, facing  1. Signed 
below 'Elinor Halle'. 
Uniface. 
NG (1892), no. 440. MO. The  Medal,  6 (1985), 18-9 
(repr.). 

No. 81. c. 1892. 
Obv:  Miss Jean Gordon. 
NG (1892), no. 439. 

No. 82. c. 1894. 
Obv:  Poppetty, daughter of  Henry Evans Gordon. 
NG (1894), no. 438. 
No. 83. 1895. 
Obv:  'THOMAS HENRY HVXLEY LLD FRS.' in field 
'MDCCCXXV MDCCCXCV". Bust of  Huxley, naturalist, 
facing  1. 
Rev:  In field  'SCITARE LIBRAM NATVRAE'. D r a p e d 
seated figure,  facing  r., holding a scroll in her 1. hand, 
her chin resting on her r., reads from  a book held by a 
crouching nude figure.  Behind, a central winged 
figure  holds aloft  a light. 
Bronze. 130 mm. 
MO (1900 Halle). The  Medal,  6 (1985), 18,20 (repr.). 

No. 84. c. 1897. 
Obv:  'GEORGE FREDERICK WATTS RA.' B u s t of 
Watts, painter, facing  r., wearing skull-cap. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 94 mm. 
SM (1898), no. 40. MO (1900 Halle). S, p. 170. The 
Medal,  6 (1985), 18, 20 (repr.). 
No. 85. c. 1908. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Unknown number of 
medals). 
NG (1908), no. 330. 
No. 86. c. 1914. 
Obv:  Feodora Gleichen, sculptor and medallist (see 
above, p. 157). 
RA (1914), no. 2219 (wax). F, VII, 411. 

Studied at the Slade 1877-83. 
Exh. GG 1884-7. Sculpture. 

SM 1885, 1898, 1901. Medais. (1901) enamel-
led medallion of  Cardinal Manning. SM 
member c. 1898-1901. 
RA 1886-7, 1914. Reliefs,  medals. 
NG 1888, 1890-2, 1894-8, 1900-1, 1903-5, 
1907-9. Sculpture, medals, (from  1897) 
enamels, (from  f903)  jewellery, drawings. 
ACES 1889, 1896-1910. (1889) design for 
embroidery, (from  1896) jewellery and 
enamels. ACES member c.  1903-12. 

SNBA 1898, 1905. Jewellery, enamel-work. 
Feodora Gleichen wrote to Spielmann: 'Miss 

Halle's medal of  Cardinal Newman is I believe 
considered by French connoisseurs & the authorities 
on medals at the British Museum to be the finest  work 
of  the kind since Pisanello' (Manchester, John 
Rylands University Library, English MS. 1302/275, 6 
December 1901). See also L. Swainson (below, 
p. 164). 

For this artist, see Thieme-Becker, XV (1922), 515, 
and P. Attwood, 'Elinor Halle', The  Medal,  6 (1985), 
16-22. 

Ella K. MARTIN 

No. 87. c. 1885. 
Obv:  Mrs Beavington Atkinson. 
Rev:  Victory with scroll. 
SM (1885), p. 14, class 1. 

Studied at the Slade 1883. 
Exh. SM 1885. Medal. 

Florence NEWMAN 
Later Mrs Callcott. 

No. 88. c. 1889. 
Obv:  Anne Clarke. 
Bronze. 82 mm. 
G (1889), p. 343. 

No. 89. c. 1890. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
RA (1890), no. 2097. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 90. c. 1890. 
Obv:  Miss Bodychan Sparrow. 
Bronze. . 
RA (1891), no. 1985. G (1890), p. 344. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 91. c. 1890. 
Obv:  Mrs Gate. 
RA (1891), no. 2047. G (1890), p. 344. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 92. c. 1891. 
Obv:  Florrie Mary Verrall. 
Bronze. 101 mm. 
RA (1891), no. 1947 (catalogued as a bust). G (1891), 
p. 345. 

No. 93. 1891. 
Obv:  FLORENCE.EDITH.DUNCAN MDCCCXCI'. Bus t 
of  Miss Duncan, facing  1. Signed below -FN' 
(monogram). 
Bronze. 107 mm. 
NG (1891), no. 377. New  Gallery  Notes,  edited by H. 
Blackburn (1891), frontisp.  (repr.). G (1891), p. 345. 

No. 94. c. 1893. 
Obv.  Mrs Frederica L. Bloxham. 
Bronze. 113 mm. 
RA (1893), no. 1733. G (1893), p. 346. F, VIII, 95. 
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No. 95. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Mrs Eileen Wright. 
Bronze. 104 mm. 
RA (1893), no. 1735. G (1893), p. 346. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 96. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Miss Dolly Dyer. 
RA (1893), no. 1755. G (1893), p. 346. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 97. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Bobby. 
Bronze. 76 mm. 
RA (1896), no. 1818 (catalogued as a bust). G (1893), 
p. 346. 

No. 98. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Matilda Gilbert. 
Bronze. 82 mm. 
G (1893), p. 346. 

No. 99. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Emily M. Perks. 
Bronze. 101 mm. 
G (1893), p. 346. 

No. 100. c.  1896. 
Obv:  Rev. Canon Foxley Norris. 
RA (1896), no. 1867. G (1896), p. 348. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 101. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Tabitha A. Bentley. 
Bronze. 88 mm. 
G (1896), p. 348. 

No. 102. c.  1897. 
Obv:  Rev. R. C. Kirkpatrick, vicar of  St 
Augustine's, Kilburn. 
Bronze. 119 mm. 
RA (1898), no. 1862. G (1897), p. 350. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 103. c. 1897. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a child. 
G (1897), p. 350. F, IV, 254. 

No. 104. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Miss Edith Walker. 
Bronze. 76 mm. 
RA (1898), no. 1865. G (1898), p. 351. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 105. c. 1903. 
Obv:  Mrs Robert Newman. 
RA (1903), no. 1754. G (1903), p. 356. F, VIII, 95. 

No. 106. c. 1903. 
Obv:  Kate Somers. 
Bronze. 107 mm. 
G (1903), p. 356. 

No. 107. c. 1903. 
Obv:  Lionel Brough. 
Bronze. 107 mm. 
G (1903), p. 357. 

No. 108. c. 1903. 
Obv:  W. A. Geare. 
Bronze. 105 mm. 
RA (1906), no. 1722. G (1903), p. 357. F, IV, 254. 

No. 109. c. 1904. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a young girl. 
Bronze. 177 x 139 mm. (rectangular). 
G (1904), p. 358. 

No. 110. c. 1906. 
Obv:  Dr W. D. Waterhouse. 
Pewter. 142 mm. 
RA (1907), no. 1794. G (1906), p. 359. F, IV, 254. 

No. 111. c. 1908. 
Obv:  Rev. Charles Taylor, master of  St John's 
College, Cambridge. 
Bronze. 157 mm. 
RA (1908), no. 1677. G (1908), p. 361. F, VIII, 95. 
Medallion to be placed in Cambridge University 
Library. 
No. 112. c. 1908. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a man. 
G (1908), p. 361. F, IV, 254. 

No. 113. c. 1908. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a woman. 
G (1908), p. 361. F, IV, 254. 

Studied at the Slade under Legros and Frampton. 
Exh. RA 1890-1, 1893-4, 1896, 1898, 1903, 

1906-10, 1913—4. Medals, busts, (from  1913) 
coloured waxes. 
NG 1891. Medal. 

Florence REASON 

No. 114. c. 1885. 
Obv:  H. Fletcher Reason. 
Rev:  Figure of  Drawing. 
SM (1885), p. 15, class 3. 

Studied at Bloomsbury Art School in the late 1870s, 
and the Slade. 
1876 won silver medal for  painting (24th  RSAD 
(1877), p. 464). 
Exh. RA 1883, 1890-3, 1896, 1901, 1903, 1908-9, 

1911, 1913^1. Paintings. 
SM 1885. Medal. 
SBA, NWCS, RIPWC 

See Thieme-Becker, XXVIII (1934), 63. 

Hypatia RODOCANACHI 

No. 115. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
SM (1898), no. 72. 

No. 116. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
SAF (1899), no. 3882. 

No. 117. c. 1903. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a lady. 
RA (1904), no. 1712. G (1903), p. 357. F, V, 146. 

Born London of  Greek parents. 
Studied at the Slade 1890-5 under Legros and Fra-
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mpton, then under Lanteri at South Kensington. 
Exh. SM 1898. Medal. 

SAF 1899-1900, 1904-5. Sculptures, med-
allion. 
RA 1904. Medal. 

Praised by Hirsch (Bildenden  Kunstlerinnen,  p. 208). 

Ellen Mary ROPE (1855-1934) 

No. 118. c. 1890. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
RA (1890), no. 2092. 

No. 119. c. 1891. 
Obv:  Boy on dolphin. 
RA (1891), no. 2009. 

No. 120. c. 1892. 
Obv:  Mother and child. 
Bronze. 
RA (1893), no. 1692. G (1892), p. 346. 

No. 121. c. 1895. 
Obv:  Winged guardian angel, haloed, facing  1., 
holding book in both hands. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 51 mm. 
RA (1895), no. 1650. AM (1953 Grant, inscribed on 
rev. 'EMR'). G (1895), p. 347. 
Relief  of  same subject exh. RA 1897, no. 1981 
(Beattie, fig.  196, repr.). 
No. 122. c. 1897. 
Obv:  Sea chariot. 
Bronze. 
ACES (1897), no. 429. RA (1898), no. 1948. MOA 
(1900), 325 (repr.). G (1897), p. 350. 

No. 123. c. 1898. 
Obv:  The Kingdom of  the Child. 
RA (1898), no. 1896. 
No. 124. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Roland. 
Bronze. 
RA (1899), no. 1974. 

No. 125. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Margery. 
Bronze. 
RA (1899), no. 1974. 

No. 126. c.  1898. 
Obv:  Nigel. 
Bronze. 
RA (1899), no. 1974. 

No. 127. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Rosalind. 
Bronze. 
RA (1899), no. 1974. 

Studied at the Slade 1877-84, 1893^4. 
Won 2nd prize in competition for  vases (MOA  6 
(1883), 'Art Notes', xxxiii). 
Exh. RA 1885-6, 1889-91, 1893, 1895, 1897-9, 

1903-5, 1907-12, 1914, 1917-8. Reliefs,  med-
allions. 
ACES 1889-1916, 1926. Reliefs  in bronze and 
plaster, majolica frieze  for  the Delia Robbia 
pottery (1896). ACES member c. 1916-31. 
NG 1892, 1895-9, 1907. Reliefs. 
SAF 1897-8, 1902. Sculpture. 
Fine Art Society, London, Statuettes  (1902), 
nos 71, 72. 

She worked for  the Delia Robbia Pottery (Williamson 
Art Gallery and Museum, Delia  Robbia  Pottery 
Birkenhead  1894—1906:  an  Interim  Report  (Wirral, 
n.d.), ch. 12), and the architects Arnold Mitchell and 
Horace Field. Children feature  prominently in her 
work. In 1886 she shared a studio with Elinor Halle 
(see above, p. 159), and after  the First World War with 
her nieces Dorothy Rope, also a sculptor, and Mar-
garet Aldrich Rope, a stained glass designer (see 
William Morris Art Gallery, Women  Stained  Glass 
Artists  of  the  Arts  and  Crafts  Movement,  Exhibition 
Catalogue (Walthamstow, 1985), p. 24). 

For Rope, see biography and bibliography in 
Beattie, pp. 249-50. Also. Thieme-Becker, XXVI11 
(1934), 586; F, V, 211; S, pp. 162-3, 176; The  Studio, 
18 (1900), 270; 28 (1903), 183; 45 (1909), 300-1; 58 
(1913), 25, 27; 66 (1915), 192; The  Studio  Year  Book 
of  Decorative  Art  (1909), 67-8; (1914), 77. 

Florence Harriet STEELE (b. 1857) 

No. 128. c. 1895. 
Obv:  George Clarke. 
Bronze. 
RA (1896), no. 1888. G (1895), p. 347. F, VIII, 221. 

No. 129. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
ACES (1896), no. 179k. 

No. 130. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
SM (1898), no. 51. 

No. 131. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a gentleman. 
Silver. 
RA (1899), no. 1957. G (1898), p. 351. F, VIII, 221. 

No. 132. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a lady. 
RA (1899), no. 1955. G (1898), p. 351. F, VIII, 221. 

No. 133. c. 1900. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
RA (1901), no. 1751. G (1900), p. 352. F, VIII, 221. 

No. 134. c. 1901. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
SM (1901), no. 67. 

No. 135. c. 1909. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
RA (1909), no. 1753 (design for  a medal). 
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No. 136. c. 1913. 
Women's School of  Medicine. 
Obv:  Unknown. 
RA (1914), no. 2084. ACES (1916), no. 109. G 
(1913), p. 453. 
F, VIII, 220. 

No. 137. c. 1918. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
RA (1918), no. 1600 (design for  a medal). 

Studied at the Slade 1889-90, and at South Kens-
ington under Lanteri 1892-6. 
1894 won gold medal for  a book-cover design (42nd 
RSAD  (1894), p. 225). 
Exh. RA 1896, 1899-1906, 1908-9, 1911-2, 1914, 

1917-8. Metalwork, medals. 
ACES 1896-1916. Metalwork, (1916) medal. 
ACES member c. 1910. 
SM 1898, 1901. Medals, (1901) silver pendant. 
SM honorary member c. 1901. 
NG 1908. Silver-work. 

See S, p. 163 ('her portrait medallions have attracted 
notice for  their delicacy and decision'); Beattie, p. 
250. 

Effie  STILLMAN (d.  1911) 
Later Mrs William Ritchie 
No. 138. c. 1892. 
Obv:  Unknown portraits. (Unknown number of 
medals). 
Clay and bronze. 
NG (1892), no. 441. 

No. 139. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Miss Anna Leigh-Smith. 
NG (1893), no. 411, 1. G (1893), p. 346 (given in 
error to Casella along with medals 140-2, 144-6). 

No. 140. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Master Gerard Hopkins. 
NG (1893), no. 411, 2. 

No. 141. c.  1893. 
Obv:  Mrs Anne Thackeray Ritchie. 
NG (1893), no. 411, 3. G (1893), p. 346. 

No. 142. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Miss Millicent Ludlow. 
NG (1893), no. 411, 4. G (1893), p. 346. 
No. 143. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a lady. 
NG (1893), no. 411, 5. 

No. 144. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Miss Irene Ionides, cousin of  the artist. 
NG (1893), no. 411, 6. G (1893), p. 346. 

No. 145. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Richmond Ritchie, civil servant. 
NG (1893), no. 411, 7. G (1893), p. 346. 

No. 146. c. 1893. 
Obv:  Master Cecil Gardiner Mangles. 

NG (1893), no. 411, 8. G (1893), p. 346. 

No. 147. c. 1895. 
Obv:  The Misses Srimpkins (sic). (Unknown 
number of  medals). 
NG (1895), no. 423. 
No. 148. c. 1895. 
Obv:  Miss Peggie Middleton, niece of  the artist. 
NG (1895), no. 423. 

No. 149. c. 1895. 
Obv:  Mrs Leigh-Smith. 
NG (1895), no. 423. 

No. 150. c. 1895. 
Obv:  Mrs Barratt Wendall. 
NG (1895), no. 423. 

No. 151. c. 1895. 
Obv:  Miss Lisa Stillman, half-sister  of  the artist. 
NG (1895), no. 423. 

No. 152. c. 1895. 
Obv:  Miss Ethel Condor. 
NG (1895), no. 423. 

No. 153. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Mrs Thomas E. Stillman. 
NG (1896), no. 454. 

No. 154. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Edmund Christie. 
NG (1896), no. 457, 1. . 

No. 155. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Miss Emmie Corrodi. 
NG (1896), no. 457, 2. 

No. 156. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Guidino and Gian Ruggiero, sons of  Count 
Suardi. 
NG (1896), no. 457, 3. 

No. 157. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Mr Welbore St Clair. 
NG (1896), no. 460. 

No. 158. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Mrs Welbore St Clair. 
NG (1896), no. 460. 

No. 159. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Mrs J. Bonham Carter. 
RA (1897), no. 2095. G (1896), p. 348. 

No. 160. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Charles Saxton. 
RA (1897), no. 2095. G (1896), p. 348. 

No. 161. 1896. 
Obv:  'GEORGE BIRD M.D. 1896'. Bust of  Bird, facing 
1. Signed to 1. 'S'. 
Uniface. 
Plaster of  Paris. 113mm. 
RA (1897), no. 2095. AJN,  32 (1897), 12, 1141. G 
(1896), p. 348. F, V, 688. 
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No. 162. 1897. 
Obv:  'THOMAS.F. BAYARD. U.S. AMBASSADOR. 
AT.ST.JAMES'S. 1893—97.HONOR.ET.JUSTICIA'. Bus t of 
Bayard, facing  r. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 104 mm. 
RA (1897), no. 2096. BM (1979 Cooper). G (1897), 
p. 350. 

No. 163. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Miss Caroline Warburg. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 1. G (1899), p. 352. 

No. 164. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Master Herbert Lewis. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 2. G (1899), p. 352. 

No. 165. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Miss Grace Moore. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 3. G (1899), p. 352. 
No. 166. c.  1899. 
Obv:  Mrs Maria Eastman. 
Bronze. 139 mm. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 4. G (1899), p. 351. 
No. 167. c. 1899. 
Obv:  A. H. Nichols. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 5. G (1899), p. 352. 
No. 168. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Prof.  Charles Eliot Norton, art historian. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 6. G (1899), p. 352. 
No. 169. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Mrs S. D. Hoppin. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 7. G (1899), p. 352. 
No. 170. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Joseph Clark Hoppin, archaeologist. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 8. G (1899), p. 352. 
No. 171. c. 1899. 
Obv:  'Mr Moody'. 
NG (1899), no. 428, 9. G (1899), p. 352. 

Studied at the Slade 1885-6. 
Exh. NG 1892-1904, 1906-7. Sculpture, medals. 

RA 1897. Medallions. 
Two statuettes by Stillman are reproduced in The 
Studio,  30 (1903), 254-5. 

Lilian SWAINSON (b. 1865) 
Later Mrs Vereker Hamilton 

No. 172.* c. 1885. 
Obv:  'JOHN.HENRY.CARDINAL.NEWMAN.' Bus t of 
Newman, facing  r. wearing skull-cap, ecclesiastical 
robe and chain. 
Rev:  Cross. 
SM (1885), p. 15, class 3. BM (uniface;  1924 Hamil-
ton). G (1902), p. 356. 
As on many of  Swainson's medals, the stops are in the 
form  of  florets. 

No. 173.* c.  1889. 
Slade School medal. 

Obv:  '.FORTES.FORTVNA.IVVAT.' Winged female 
figure,  draped, facing  1., holding wreath in both 
hands. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 92 mm. 
RA (1889), no. 2139 (design for  the medal). BM 
(1894 Spink). VAM (1903). G (1889), p. 343. F, VII, 
414. 

No. 174. c. 1889. 
Obv:  '.RAJA.I.RAJAGAN.RAJA.JAGAT.JIT.SINGH. 
SAHIB.BAHADAR.AHLUWALIA'. Bust Of  the Rajah of 
Kapurthala, facing  r., wearing a turban. Signed on 
truncation 'L Hamilton'. 
Rev:  Elephant, facing  1., bearing howdah. 
Bronze. 128 mm. 
RA (1890), no. 2102. ANS (1910), p. 124, 17 (1890). 
BM (electrotype of  obv., 1981 Lis). MO (2 examples: 
plaster, 1900 Hamilton; bronze). S, pp. 169 (repr.), 
170. G (1889), p. 343. F, II, 409 (repr.); VII, 414. J, 
p. 73, 27. 

No. 175. c. 1892. 
Obv:  Col. Ian Hamilton. 
Bronze. 
RA (1892), no. 1983. SM (1901), no. 62. G (1892), p. 
345. F, II, 409; VII, 414. 

No. 176. c. 1892. 
Obv:  -JOHN DENNISTOVN'. Bus t of  D e n n i s t o u n , 
classical scholar, facing  r. 
Rev:  'OPVS.L.HAMILTONIS'. Child running to 1., 
towards seated draped woman. 
Bronze. 76 mm. 
RA (1892), no. 1983. BM (1979 Betts). G (1892), p. 
345. F, VII, 414. J, p. 73, 24. 

No. 177.* c. 1895. 
Obv:  MAN.HAMILTON'. Bust of  Hamilton, son of  the 
artist, facing  r. Signed on truncation 'L Hamilton'. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 86 mm. 
ANS (1910), p. 123, 8 (1895). BM (1924 Hamilton). 
G (1902), p. 356. F, VII, 414. 

No. 178. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Unknown number of 
medals). 

RA (1896), no. 1827. F, VII, 414. 

No. 179. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Unknown portraits. (Three medals). 
Bronze. 

RA (1897), no. 1992. G (1896), p. 348. 

No. 180* c. 1897. 
Obv:  In field  'FATMA'. Bust of  Fatma, a Bishareen 
girl, facing  1., her hair braided. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 69 mm. 
RA (1897), no. 1992. ANS (1910), p. 123, 4 (1897) 
(repr.). BM (1924 Hamilton). G (1904), p. 357. F, 
VII, p. 414. 
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No. 181.* c. 1897. 
Obv:  '.FIELD. MARSHAL. LORD. ROBERTS.OF. 
KANDAHAR; Bust of  Roberts, facing  r., wearing 
military uniform.  Below, an heraldic lion. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 115 mm. 
RA (1898), no. 1875. SM (1901), no. 60. ANS (1910), 
p. 123, 5 (1900) (repr.). SNBA (1913), no. 1938. BM 
(1924 Hamilton). S, p. 170. G (1897), p. 350. F, II, 
409; VII, 414. 

No. 182. c. 1897. 
Obv:  Bust of  Betty Hamilton, facing  r. Wreath. 
Bronze. 89 mm. 
ANS (1910), p. 123, 1 (1897). G (1904), p. 357. F, 
VII, 414. 

No. 183. 1897. 
Obv:  -.STANDISH.PRENDERGAST.VISCOUNT.GORT.' 
Bust of  Gort, facing  1. 
Rev:  In field  '.MDCCC.XC.VII.' To r., draped and 
helmeted figure,  kneeling and blowing. Behind, rail-
way track and tunnel. Signed below 'LH'. 
Bronze. 113 mm. 
ANS (1910), p. 124, 19 (1899). BM (1980 Cooper). S, 
p. 170. G (1905), p. 358. F, II, 409; VII, 414. J, p. 73, 
25. 

No. 184. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Four medals). 
SM (1898), no. 59. 

No. 185. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Nine medals). 
SM (1898), no. 60. 

No. 186. n.d. 
Obv:  Bust of  Miss Dorothy Swainson, facing  r. 
Signed to 1. 'HL.' (monogram). 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 70 mm. 
SM (1901), no. 57. ANS (1910), p. 124, 14 (repr.). 
BM (1924 Hamilton). G (1905), p. 358. F, II, 409; 
VII. 414. 

No. 187. n.d. 
Obv:  Mrs Swainson. 
SM (1901), no. 58. G (1905), p. 358. F, II, 409. 

No. 188. n.d. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a girl facing  r. 
Bronze. 70 mm. 
ANS (1910), p. 214, 15. F, VII, 414. 

No. 189. n.d. 
Obv:  Bust of  a young man, facing  r. 
Bronze. 85 mm. 
MO (1922 Hamilton). 
No. 190. c. 1899. 
Obv:  Field-Marshal Sir Donald Stewart. 
RA (1899), no. 1985. SM (1901), no. 61. S, p. 170. G 
(1899), p. 351. F, II, 409; VII, 414. 
A drawing of  the same subject exhibited RA (1899), 
no. 1502. 

No. 191. c. 1900. 
Obv:  Bust of  a Breton peasant, facing  1., wearing 
cap. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 58 mm x 58 mm. (square). 
SM (1901), no. 59. ANS (1910), p. 123, 2 (1900). 
VAM (1903). MO (1922 Hamilton). F, II, 409; VII, 
414. 

No. 192.* 1900. 
Society of  Miniature Rifle  Clubs medal. 
Obv:  As medal 181. Signed below 1. 'LH 1900'. 
Rev:  In e x e r g u e -.SOCIETY, OF.MINIATVRE.RIFLE. 
CLVBS'. Winged and draped female  figure,  seated, 
facing,  holding in her r. hand a target to the centre of 
which she points with her 1. hand. Signed below r. 
'LH'. 
Struck bronze. 30 mm. Loop for  suspension. 
AM (two examples, both 1953 Grant, of  which one is 
uniface,  with the above rev. as its obv., and '1916 
SPECIAL CONSTABLES COMPETITION' incised on its 
rev.). BM (four  examples, 1981 Tuffrey,  1983 Spink, 
1984 Spink (two, of  which one is without loop); also 
three uniface  examples, 1922 Lawrence, 1984 Spink 
(two, of  which one has a design in ink on the rev.); 
also trial impressions of  the obv. in lead, 33 m., and of 
the rev. in bronze, 36 mm. (octagonal), both 1984 
spink). NCirc  92 (1984), no. 3851, i-k, o,p). G (1900), 
p. 352. F, VII, 413. J, p. 73, 26. It is evident that the 
reverse of  this medal was later used by the Society as 
the obverse of  a uniface  medal. 

No. 193. n.d. 
Society of  Miniature Rifle  Clubs' Sir Thomas Dewar 
Trophy competition medal. 
Obv:  As rev. of  medal 192. 
Rev:  -.SIR.THOMAS.DEWAR.TROPHY.COMPETITION.' 
In field  '.SEMPER.VIGILANS.ET.FIDELIS'. 
Struck bronze. 30 mm. 
BM (two examples, both 1984 Spink). NCirc  92 
(1984), no. 3851, 1, m. 

No. 194. n.d. 
Society of  Miniature Rifle  Clubs medal. 
Obv:  As rev. of  medal 192. 
Rev:  In field  'ENGLAND SCOTLAND IRELAND WALES'. 
Struck bronze. 30 mm. Loop for  suspension. 
BM (1984 Spink). 

No. 195.* n.d. 
Society of  Miniature Rifle  Clubs' Queen Alexandra's 
Cup medal. 
Obv:  As medal 192. 
Rev:  In field  -SOCIETY.OF.MINIATVRE.RIFLE. CLVBS. 
QVEEN. ALEXANDRA'S.CVP'. 
Draped and winged female  figure,  standing, facing, 

holding target aloft.  Below r., date of  issue within 
circle. 
Struck bronze. 30 mm. Loop for  suspension. 
ANS (1910), p. 124, 16 (cast version of  rev., 140 
mm.). AM (1953 Grant). BM (five  examples, 1983 
Spink, 1984 Spink (four,  of  which one is without date 
of  issue or loop); also lead impression of  rev., 1984 
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Spink). NCirc  92 (1984), no. 3851, c-h. F, VII, 414. 
This design was also used for  the National Small-Bore 
Rifle  Association Queen Alexandra's Cup. 

No. 196. c. 1901. 
Obv:  ".GENERAL.SIR. EVELYN. WOOD. VC.GCB.GCMG.' 
Bust of  Wood, facing  r., wearing military uniform. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 112 mm. 
RA (1903), no. 1759. ANS (1910), p. 123, 6 (1901). 
BM (1924 Hamilton). MO. G (1903), p. 356. F, VII, 
414. 

No. 197. 1903. 
Obv:  WALTER. JOHN.J AMES. MCMIII.AET.XXXIII'. 
Bust of  Lord Northbourne, facing  r. Signed on trunc-
ation 'L.H; 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 115 mm. 
RA (1904), no. 1832. ANS (1910), p. 123, 7 (1903). 
BM (1924 Hamilton). G (1903), p. 356; (1904), p. 
357. F, VII, 414. 

No. 198. 1903. 
Obv:  General Sir H. McDonald. 
G (1903), p. 356. 
Commemorates the death of  the sitter. 

No. 199.* c. 1904. 
Obv:  -DOROTHEA BEALE.LLD'. Bust of  Beale, pri-
ncipal of  the Ladies' College, Cheltenham, facing  1., 
wearing mortar board. Below, wreath. Signed on 
truncation -LH.' 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 127 mm. x 108 mm. (oval). 
RA (1904), no. 1832. ANS (1910), p. 124, 12 (1904). 
BM (1924 Hamilton). MO. G (1904), p. 357. F, VII, 
414. 
No. 200. 1904. 
Ladies' College, Cheltenham, jubilee medal. 
Obv:  As medal 199. 
Rev:  In field  '1854-1904. IN.COMMEMORATION. 
OF.THE.JUBILEE.OF.THE.LADIES.COLLEGE. 
CHELTENHAM. COELESTI.LUCE.CRESCAT'. 
Struck silver and bronze. 30 mm. x 26 mm. (oval). 
Loop for  suspension. 
BM (bronze, 1984 Spink; also a trial impression in 
lead of  the obv., 38 mm. x 34 mm. (oval), 1984 
Spink). NCirc  92  (1984), no. 3851, q, r. G (1904), p. 
358. F, VII. 413. 

No. 201. c. 1904. 
Obv:  Lord Kitchener. 
Rev:  Unknown. 
RA (1906), no. 1695 (rev. only). G (1904), p. 357. F, 
VII, 414. 

No. 202. c. 1904. 
Obv:  Portrait of  a lady. 
G (1904), p. 357. 

No. 203. c. 1904. 
Sir Henry Norman, Sandhurst, medal. 
Obv:  '.FIELD MARSHAL.SIR.HENRY.NORMAN.GCB. 

GCMG.CIE'. Bust of  Norman, facing  1. Signed on 
truncation 'LH'. 
Rev:  In field  'IN MEMORY OF A HERO OF THE INDIAN 
ARMY THIS MEDAL WAS FOUNDED BY HIS FRIENDS AND 
COMRADES FOR PRESENTATION TO THE SENIOR INDIAN 
CADET OF THE TERM'. Laurel wreath. 
Gold. 45 mm. 
National Army Museum (two examples, gold, and 
bronze trial piece). G (1904), p. 358. F, VII, 413. 

No. 204. c. 1904. 
Obv:  Queen Isabella II of  Spain. 
Bronze. 
RA (1905), no. 1773. G (1904), p. 357. F, VII, 414. 

No. 205. 1904. 
Obv:  'ALICE HVTH MCMIV'. Bust of  Mrs Huth , facing 
r. 
Bronze. 127 mm. x 108 mm. (oval). 
RA (1905), no. 1773. ANS (1910), p. 124, 13 (1904). 
G (1904), p. 357. F, VII, 414. 
No. 206.* 1904. 
Obv:  'JEAN.HAMILTON MCMIV' Bust of  Lady Hamil-
ton, facing  1. Wreath. Signed below 'LH\ 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 113 mm. 
RA (1905), no. 1773. ANS (1910), p. 123, 10 (1904). 
BM (1924 Hamilton). G (1904), p. 357. F, VII, 414. 

No. 207. c. 1908. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Four medals). 
Bronze. 
SNBA (1908), no. 1963. 

No. 208. c. 1908. 
Roberts Trophy medal. 
Obv:  '.FIELD. MARSHAL. EARL. ROBERTS. VC. KG. KP. 
GCB.OM.GCSI.GSIE'. Bust of  Roberts, facing  1., wear-
ing plumed helmet and military uniform.  Signed on 
truncation 'LH'. 
Rev:  Winged figure  of  Fame, facing,  standing on 
globe, holding in r. hand a trumpet, and in 1. a palm 
branch. Behind, clouds. 
Struck bronze. BM (1909 Hanson; also lead impres-
sions of  obv., 47 mm. (octagonal), and rev., 48 mm. 
(octagonal), both 1984 Spink). NCirc  92  (1984), no. 
3851, a,b. F, VII, 413. 

No. 209. c.  1909. 
Obv:  Bust of  Miss Marjorie Hamilton, facing  1. 
Bronze. 76 mm x 89 mm. 
RA (1909), no. 1731. ANS (1910), p. 124, 11 (1909). 
G (1904), p. 357. F, VII, 414. 

No. 210. c. 1909. 
Obv:  '.JOHN.C.DAVIS.LIEUTENANT. RN.' Bust of 
Davies, facing  r., wearing military uniform. 
Bronze. 121 mm. 
RA (1909), no. 1731. ANS (1910), p. 123, 9 (1909). G 
(1909), p. 361. F, VII, 414. 

No. 211. c. 1909. 
Obv:  On ribbon 'CASTELL MIDMAR'. View of  the 
castle. 
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Bronze. 121 mm. 

ANS (1910), p. 123, 3 (1909). F, VII, 414. 

No. 212. c.  1909. 
Obv:  Two camels, with riders, moving to 1. 
Bronze. 159 mm. 
SNBA (1909), no. 1857. ANS (1910), p. 124, 18 
(1909). F, VII, 414. 
No. 213. 1909. 
Obv:  Bust of  White, facing  1. Signed on truncation 
'LH'. 
Rev:  In field  -.FIELD MARSHAL.SIR.GEORGE.WHITE 
VC.GCB.OM.GCSL.GCMG.GCIE.GCVO.MCMIX.' 
Bronze. 105 mm. 
BM (1924 Hamilton). G (1902), p. 356. 

No. 214. c. 1910. 
Obv:  On ribbon IAN.HAMILTON'. Bust of  Hamilton, 
general, facing  v., wearing military uniform. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 110 mm x 64 mm. (rectangular). 
SNBA (1910), no. 1840. RA (1912), no. 1856. SNBA 
(1920), no. 1461. BM (1924 Hamilton). 
No. 215. c. 1911. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
Bronze. 
SNBA (1911), no. 1889. 

No. 216. c. 1912. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
Bronze. 
SNBA (1912), no. 1904. F, VII, 414. 

No. 217. c. 1925. 
Obv:  Marcelline. 
Bronze. 
RA (1925), no. 1243. 

No. 218. c. 1926. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Seven medals). 
Bronze. 
RA (1927), no. 1507. G (1926), p. 464. 
No. 219. 
Obv:  Amazon. 
Bronze. 87 mm. 
MO 

No. 220. n.d. 
Obv:  'PRAY.FOR.US'. To r., the Virgin, kneeling, 
praying. To 1., the Christ child raises his 1. hand 
towards her. Behind, a building. 
Uniface. 
Struck bronze. 32 mm. Loop for  suspension. 
BM (1984 Spink). NCirc  92 (1984), no. 3851, s. 

Studied at the Slade 1880-6. 
Exh. GG 1884, 1889. Sculpture. 

SM 1885, 1898, 1901. Medals, (1898) 2 
drawings. 
RA 1889-90, 1892, 1895-9, 1903-6, 1909, 
1912, 1924-5, 1927. Medals, statuettes, pla-
ques, studies. 

ACES 1903. See M. Swainson (below, p. 168). 
SNBA 1908-14, 1920. Medals, plaques. 
ANS 1910. Medals. 
RSPE. 

Late 1880s, married the painter Vereker Hamilton, 
who had also studied at the Slade (1883-5). 

In 1889 she won a prize offered  by the Society of 
Medallists (The  Times,  13 April 1889, p. 11). 

Spielmann praises her work: 'influenced  by her 
master Legros, and following  the bold and apparently 
rugged and lumpy manner of  the French medallist M. 
Charpentier - as opposed to the exquisitely refined 
modern classicism of  M. Roty - she has produced an 
extremely clever series full  of  character' (p. 170). 

On reading Spielmann's book, Gleichen (see 
above, p. 157) wrote to the author: 'it might . . . 
interest you to know that the six very beautiful  medals 
by Miss Halle of  Cardinals Newman & Manning, Mr 
Watts & others, were the ones specifically  invited by 
the Musee du Luxembourg (together with several of 
my own) & that the charming medal of  an Indian by 
Mrs Vereker Hamilton (medal 174) was only added at 
my special request, as there had been no previous 
question of  any others being included in the repre-
sentative set which were chosen & bought. I only 
mention this as from  the fact  of  Mrs Hamilton's medal 
being the only one reproduced in your book, it 
occurred to me that you were not acquainted with the 
facts  of  the case' (Rylands, English MS. 1302/275, 
letter dated 6 December 1901). The medals from  the 
Luxembourg are now hcvused in the Musee d'Orsay. 

See Thieme-Becker, XV (1922), 556, and biblio-
graphy in F, VII, p. 413.10. 

Mary SWAINSON 
No. 221. 1882. 
Obv:  Man-of-war  sailing to r. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 96 mm. 

BM (as rev. of  medal 56, 1906 Parkes Weber). MO 
(1922 Swainson). Parkes Weber bought the medal 
from  Legros in 1892. He was informed  by Legros that 
it was the work of  Gleichen, but as the medal was in a 
frame  and as it was then ten years after  the date of 
production, it is possible that Legros had forgotten 
that the reverse was by a different  hand. Swainson 
presented the uniface  example to the Musee du 
Luxembourg as an example of  her own work, along 
with the following  medal. 

No. 222. 1882? 
Obv:  Sailing ship (three-quarter back view). 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 96 mm. 
MO (1922 Swainson). 
This may have been intended as a reverse for  medal 
221. 

No. 223. c. 1896. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Three medals). 
Bronze. 
1897 RA, no. 2071. G (1896), p. 348. 
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No. 224. c. 1898. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Two medals). 
Rev:  Unknown. 
SM (1898), no. 73. 

No. 225. c. 1904. 
Obv:  Unknown portrait. 
Silver. 
SNBA (1904), no. 2100. 

No. 226. c. 1906. 
Obv:  Mrs E.N. Swainson. 
Bronze. 
RA (1906), no. 1741. G (1906), p. 359. F, V, 717. 

No. 227. c. 1906. 
Obv:  Miss Whitehouse. 
Bronze. 
RA (1906), no. 1741. G (1907), p. 360. F, V, 717. 

No. 228. c. 1906. 
Obv:  Unknown portraits. (Two medals). 
SAF (1906), no. 2109. 
No. 229. c. 1906. 
Obv:  Unknown portraits. (Three medals). 
Bronze. 
SNBA (1906), no. 1952. 

No. 230. c. 1907. 
Obv:  Miss Louisa Chadwick. 
Bronze. 
RA (1907), no. 1771. 

No. 231. c. 1907. 
Obv:  Rev. F. Woolryche-Whitmore. 
Bronze. 
RA (1907), no. 1777. 

No. 232. c. 1907. 
Obv:  Unknown portraits. (Two medals). 
SNBA (1907), no. 2109. 
No. 233. c. 1908. 
Obv:  Miss Susan Draper. 
Bronze. 
RA (1908), no. 1907. F, V, 717. 
No. 234. c. 1908. 
Obv:  Unknown subject. 
SNBA (1908), no. 2109. 

No. 235. c. 1909. 
Obv:  Mine Belloc. 
SNBA (1909), no. 2019. 

No. 236. c. 1910. 
Obv:  'BESSIE RAYNER BELLOC OPUS MARY SWAIN-
SON'. Bust of  Miss Rayner-Belloc, veiled, facing  r. 
Bronze. 95 mm. 
RA (1910), no. 1780. MO (1922 Swainson). 

No. 237. c. 1910. 
Rev:  Unknown subject. 
Uniface. 
SNBA (1910), no. 2001 (rev. only). 

No. 238. c. 1911. 

Obv:  M. Hilaire Belloc. 
SNBA (1911), no. 2029. 
No. 239. c. 1911. 
Obv:  Miss Margaret Cravens. 
SNBA (1911), no. 2030. 
No. 240. c. 1912. 
Obv:  Mme X. 
Rev:  Unknown. 
Bronze. 
SNBA (1912), no. 2087 (plaster). SNBA (1913), no. 
2116 (bronze). G (1913), p. 453. F, VIII, 228. 

No.  241.  c.  1913. 
Obv:  Miss Noon. 
Rev:  Unknown. 
Bronze. 
SNBA (1913), no. 2117. SNBA (1914), no. 1955. G 
(1913), p. 453. F, VIII, 228. 

No. 242. n.d. 
Obv:  In field  'RUTH HEAD'. Bust of  Miss Head, 
facing  r. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 86 mm. 
MO. 

Sister of  Lilian Swainson. 
Studied at the Slade 1880-3. 

Exh. GG 1887, 1889. Sculpture. 
RA 1891, 1897, 1900, 1906-8, 1910, 1912-3. 
Busts, medals, (1900) design for  fountain. 
NG 1892, 1896, 1899. Busts. 
SM 1898. Medals. 
ACES 1903. Jewellery in collaboration with L. 
and D. Swainson. 
SNBA 1904—14, 1920. Medals, (1904) 
statuette, (1911, 1914) busts. 
SAF 1906. Medals. 

Legros executed a portrait head of  Mary Swainson 
(see The  Medal,  5 (1984), 22, S4). 

Maria Terpsithea ZAMBACO (1843-1914). 
nee Cassavetti 
No. 243. 1885. 
Obv:  'M.T.ZAMBACO FECIT'. In field  'MDCCCLXXXV'. 
Bust of  an unknown girl, facing  1. 
Rev:  Anenomes. 
Bronze. 117 mm. 
(?) RA (1887), no. 1891, 4. BM (1887 Zambaco). M. 
Jones, The  Art  of  the  Medal  (London, 1979), fig.  305 
(repr.). Apollo,  124 (1986), 35 (repr.). 
No. 244.* 1886. 
Obv:  'MARIE STILLMAN MDCCCLXXXVR. B u s t of 
Stillman, painter and cousin of  the artist, facing  1. 
Signed on truncation 'MT Zambaco'. 
Rev:  On ribbon 'SINE MACULA'. Lily. 
Bronze. 134 mm. 
RA (1887), no. 1891, 2. BM (1887 Zambaco). Parkes 
Weber, no. 229. Apollo,  124 (1986), 36 (repr.). G 
(1886), p. 339. 
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No. 245. 1886. 
Obv:  'JOHN MARSHALL F.R.S. F.R.C.S. MDCCCLXXXVI.' 
Bust of  Marshall, surgeon, facing  1. Signed on trunc-
ation 'MT Zambaco fecit'. 
Rev:  On panel 'ABSQUE LABORE NIHIL.' Pile of 
books, surgical wallet, and inkwell with quill-pen. 
Bronze. 128 mm. 
RA (1887), p. 3. BM (1887 Zambaco). Parkes Weber, 
no. 228. 
Apollo,  124 (1986), 37 (repr.). G (1886), p. 339. 

No. 246. 1886. 
Obv:  'MARGHERITA DI PRATO 1886'. Bust of  a 
woman, facing  r., her hair decorated with flowers. 
Uniface. 
Bronze. 120 mm. 
RA (1887), no. 1891,1. BM (1887 Zambaco). Apollo, 
124 (1986), 36 (repr.). G (1886), p. 339. 
No. 247. c. 1888. 
Obv:  Alphonse Legros, artist. 
Bronze. 
NG (1888), no. 331. Parkes Weber, no. 230. G 
(1886), p. 339. 

No. 248. c. 1888. 
Obv:  George Frederick Watts, artist. 
Bronze. 
NG (1888), no. 331. Parkes Weber, no. 233. G 
(1886), p. 339. 

No. 249. c. 1888. 
Obv:  Lillie Langtry, actress. 
Bronze. 
NG (1888), no. 331. Parkes Weber, no. 234. G 

(1886), p. 339. 

No. 250. c. 1888. 
Obv:  Thomas Carlyle, writer. 
Bronze. 
NG (1888), no. 331. Parkes Weber, no. 231. 

No. 251. c. 1888. 
Obv:  Cardinal Manning. 
Bronze. 
NG (1888), no. 331. Parkes Weber, no. 232. 

No. 252. c. 1888. 
Obv:  Unknown portraits. (Thirteen medals). 
Bronze. 
SAF (1888), no. 4764. 

No. 253. c. 1890. 
Obv:  Unknown subjects. (Seven medals). 
SNBA (1890), no. 1305. 
Married Demetrius-Alexander Zambaco in 1861. 

Studied under Legros in the early 1880s. Older than 
the other artists listed here, she had studied painting, 
probably under Burne-Jones, in the 1860s, and in the 
1890s sought tuition under Rodin. 
Exh. RA 1886-8. Busts, medals. 

NG 1888. Medals. 
SAF 1888-9. Medals, bust. 
ACES 1889. Decorative reliefs. 
SNBA 1890, 1896, 1898. Sculpture, medals. 
Expositions Universelles, Paris, 1889, 1900. 

See Thieme-Becker, .VI (1912), 126, and P. 
Attwood, 'Maria Zambaco: Femme  Fatale  of  the 
Pre-Raphaelites', Apollo,  124 (1986), 31-7. 
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SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES 

THE 1986 SELSEY TREASURE TROVE 

ANNE BONE AND ANDREW BURNETT 

ON 8 February 1986 a group of  seventeen gold and 
silver late Iron Age coins was found  on the coast of 
Selsey, West Sussex (SZ 843933). The finder  had been 
using a metal detector and discovered the coins in a 
piece of  earth which had apparently fallen  from  the 
low cliff  in this area. There was no trace of  any 
container. 

The coins were declared Treasure Trove at an 
Inquest on 18 April 1986, and have subsequently been 
acquired by the Chichester District Museum. 

North of  Selsey and Chichester a series of  ditches, 
commonly called the 'Chichester Entrenchments',1 

have been interpreted as the delimitation of  an 
oppidum,  as at Camulodonum (Colchester). The 
archaeology of  the area has recently been reviewed, 
together with a re-examination of  local coin finds.2 

Considerable numbers, nearly 300, of  Iron Age coins 
have been collected from  the coastline in the Selsey 
area over the last century or so. The area has suffered 
from  very considerable coastal erosion,3 and many of 
the coins have been from  the cliff  or the beach. 
Information  about their exact provenance has, unfor-
tunately, often  been poor, but it is clear that the 1986 
hoard does not come from  the area of  the main 
concentration of  these earlier finds. 

The internal composition of  the 1986 hoard is also 
different.  Almost half  of  the earlier finds  (147 out of 
271 coins) were Gallo-Belgic and British uninscribed 
types. Even among the later series of  inscribed, 
dynastic, pieces, issues of  Tincommius predominated 
(at least 95), with rather fewer  of  Verica (34). The 
1986 hoard is rather different,  and its composition 
suggests a later date range. It contains the same two 
groups of  issues. First are the anonymous coins, one 
gold quarter-stater and four  silver pieces. Both are of 
Celtic style and both have been attributed to the early 

days of  coinage in Britain, in the middle of  the first 
century BC. The remaining three gold and nine silver 
(including one so-called 'minim') coins are dynastic 
issues, produced from  dies whose style and legends 
reveal considerable Roman influence.  This is a much 
greater proportion of  later coins; even the inscribed 
pieces show a later bias. The coins from  the Hayling 
Island temple site,4 with the exception of  the rela-
tively large proportion of  issues of  Epaticcus and 
Caratacus, provide a closer parallel, but, in terms of 
the denominations and issues represented, the hoard 
resembles most closely the much larger hoards found 
at Waltham St Lawrence, Berkshire5 and 
Wanborough, Surrey/' The few  Roman coins in those 
hoards suggest a deposition date in the period of  the 
Roman invasion of  Britain in AD 43, and, by analogy, 
the Selsey hoard should probably be dated to the 
same time. 

The hoard contained a surprisingly large number of 
rare and unpublished coins, notably the two silver 
coins of  Verica (9-10), the two coins of  Caratacus 
(16-17), and the spectacular new 'minim' of  Verica 
with a boar's head on a pole (11). 

CATALOGUE7 

Anonymous issues 

1. Gold quarter-stater. Weight: 1.18 g 
Obv: A (with dropped bar) 
Rev: Horse, to left 
M. 83, Allen Xc2. 
The type was regarded as continental by Allen, although he 
recognised that these quarter-staters, unlike the related 
Gallo-Belgic E class VI staters, predominate in Britain, 

1 O. Bedwin, 'Excavations at the Devil's Ditch, Box-
grove, W. Sussex, 1981,' Sussex Archaeological  Collections 
120 (1982), 38-41. 

2 F. Aldsworth, 'Prehistoric and Roman Selsey,' Sussex 
Archaeological  Collections  125 (1987) (forthcoming). 

3 E. Heron-Allen, Selsey  Bill:  Historic  and Prehistoric 
(London, 1911), pp. 291-99. 

4 Unpublished: information  from  D. E. M. Nash. 
5 Unpublished (in the British Museum): see C. Hasel-

grove, 'Celtic coins found  in Britain, 1977-82,' Bulletin  of 
the Institute  of  Archaeology  20 (1984), 113. 

6 Unpublished. 
7 M. = R. P. Mack, The  Coinage  of  Ancient  Britain,  3rd 

edn (London, 1975); Allen = D.F. Allen, 'The origins of 
coinage in Britain: a reappraisal'. Problems  of  the Iron  Age 
in Southern  Britain,  edited by S. S. Frere (Institute of 
Archaeology, Occasional Paper 11, 1960), pp. 97-308. 
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particularly along the Sussex coast near Selsey.8 Other finds 
were listed by Allen from  Berkshire and Hertfordshire,9  and 
specimens have more recently been found  in the Waltham St 
Lawrence and Wanborough hoards. The British distribution 
of  these quarter-staters has led Kent1" to regard them as 
British: he has also dated them to about 50 BC. Allen 
suggested that the letter on the obverse was an A, rather 
than (the other way up) a V-monogram for  'Verica'. An 
attribution to Verica seems anyway unlikely, in view of  the 
early date. Kent has suggested that the A may stand for 
Atrebates, and that the coins should be associated with 
Commius." 

2-5. Silver units. Weight: 0.93, 1.07, 1.08 and 0.96g 
Obv: Head, to left 
Rev: Horse, to left;  above, E (with sloping tip to the end of 
the middle bar), sometimes on its side12 

M. 446B. Allen LzS. 
The type is well known south of  the Thames. Allen13 

recorded finds  from  Winchester, Richborough and Farley 
Heath, Surrey; to these can be added the unpublished finds 
from  Waltham St Lawrence and Wanborough. Van 
Arsdell'4 has recently suggested that the issue should be 
regarded as a silver issue of  Commius. 

Eppillus 
6. Gold quarter-stater. Weight: 1.15g. Minted at Calleva 
(Silchester). 
Obv: CALL(EV); above and below, a star 
Rev: EPPI above panther(?), to right 
M. 107 corr. ('horse'). 

7. Gold quarter-stater. Weight: 1.20g 
Obv: EPPIL COM F (in two lines) 
Rev. Pegasus, to right; below, circle with dot 
M. 302. 

Verica 

8. Gold quarter-stater. Weight: 1.16g 

Obv: COM F on tablet 
Rev: Horse prancing to right: above, VI 
M. 112: dies'5 Aa. 

9-10. Silver units. Weight: 1.08, 1.07g 
Obv: Bull butting to right; above, VERICA: below, REX 
Rev: COM-MI F half-draped  figure  holding palm-branch and 
pole surmounted by head 
M.-. 
A number of  other specimens occurred in the Waltham St 
Lawrence and Wanborough hoards. 

11. Silver quarter-unit. Weight: 0.3()g 
Obv: c F; boar's head on pole 
Rev: Eagle; V-E 
M.-. 
Further specimens are represented in the Wanborough 
hoard. 

Epaticcus 

12-13. Silver units. Weight: 1.17, 1.25g 
Obv: Victory seated r.; TA-SCIO-V 
Rev: EPAT; boar to right; above, branch 
M. 263A. 

14-15. Silver units. Weight: 1.17, 1.19g 
Obv: EPATI; bust right 
Rev: Eagle holding snake in claws 
M. 263. 

Caratacus 

16-17. Silver units. Weight: 1.16, 1.12g 
Obv: CARA: bust right 
Rev: Eagle holding snake in claws. 
M. 265. 

8 Allen, p. 113; for  further  Sussex finds,  see C. Hasel-
grove, Supplementary  Gazetteer  of  Find-spots  of  Celtic  Coins 
in Britain  (Institute of  Archaeology, Occasional Paper 11a, 
1978), p. 15 and Haselgrove (1984), p. 113. 

9 Allen, p. 171. 
1 0 J. P. C. Kent, 'The origin and development of  Celtic 

gold coinage in Britain,' Centenaire  de  I'Abbe  Cochet-1975. 
Actes du Colloque  International  d'Archeologie  (Rouen, 
1978), pp. 313-24. 

1 1 J. P. C. Kent, 'The origins of  coinage in Britain', 
Coinage  and Society  in Britain  and Gaul  (CBA Research 
Report 38, 1981), p. 41. 

1 2 For this distinction, see R. D. Van Arsdell, 'The silver 

coins of  Commius - A new variety,' NCirc  95 (1987), 42. 
Selsey 2 has an upright E, Selsey 4^5 have the sideways E; 
Selsey 3 has an E somewhere in between. Of  the five  coins 
mentioned by Van Arsdell in the British Museum from 
Farley Heath, four  have the sideways E and one the upright 
E. The BM has a further  specimen (registration number EH 
p. 25 N. 38, no provenance) which has a wheel ornament 
instead of  an E above the horse. 

1 3 Allen, p. 194. 
1 4 R. D., Van Arsdell, 'The silver coinage of  Commius,' 

NCirc  94 (1986), 330. 
1 5 D. F. Allen and C. Haselgrove, 'The gold coinage of 

Verica,' Britannia  10 (1979), 1-17. 
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A CELTIC SILVER COIN 
OF PREVIOUSLY UNPUBLISHED TYPE 

FROM ST NICHOLAS AT WADE, THANET: THE PROTOTYPE 
FOR ANGLO-SAXON SCEATTAS OF BMC  TYPE 37? 

LYN SELLWOOD and D. M. METCALF 

THROUGH the kind cooperation of  the finder,  Mr G. 
Marsh, we are permitted to publish a hitherto 
unknown Celtic silver coin. It was found  recently at 
the north-eastern corner of  the Isle of  Thanet, north 
of  the A28, where the level of  the ground begins to 
fall  away northwards towards the hamlet of  Shuart 
(Grid Ref.  61/273 674 approx.), that is to say, not far 
from  the St Nicholas at Wade roundabout. The coin 
was submitted for  identification  to the Ashmolean 
Museum, where a heavy clay incrustation was 
removed. It may be described as follows: 
Obverse.  A symmetrical design comprising two 
similar facing  heads. These have spiky brushed-back 
hair, corded diadems and trailing locks shown as 
beaded lines below the diadem. In between the heads 
are two devices comprising three annulets and a 
corded line. The complete device - viewed with coin 
inverted - may represent a bucranium. 
Reverse.  Spirited, Celticized horse left,  with 
bearded mane, single strand tail and feathered  feet. 
The ornaments surrounding the horse, particularly 
those underneath it, may represent a dismembered 
animal. The cleaned weight is 1.10g, and the die-axis 
| . In fabric  the coin is slightly dished. It appears to 
be of  reasonably good silver. 

No published parallel can be found  for  the facing 
heads on this coin although Janus heads - looking in 
opposite directions - are quite common on coins of 
the continental Belgic tribes. A number of  early 
British types do, however, have a symmetrical 
arrangement of  facing  beasts which may be relevant. 
A silver piece from  the Le Catillon, Jersey Hoard I 
(found  in 1957), has two facing  animals on the 
obverse. The obverse of  a new type of  silver unit' 
from  Maidstone, Kent has two facing  birds, separated 
by a beaded line which may relate to the corded part 
of  the bucranium (?) on the coin in question. The 

heads are Celtic and more particularly British in style 
although no close parallels can be cited. 

The horse on the reverse can be located more 
precisely in terms of  style. It is Kentish in feel  - the 
feathered  feet  are a particular regional characteristic. 
It is similar to the horses on the reverse of  the coins of 
Mack 279 and 286 type, both from  this area. 

The coin is unique, is most likely British rather than 
continental, and was perhaps minted in Kent during 
the last two decades B.C. 

No small part of  its interest is the striking similarity 
of  its obverse to the two facing  heads of  the sceatta 
type, BMC  type 37. We wonder whether a specimen 
found  accidentally in the eighth century may not have 
provided the inspiration for  the design - as seems to 
have happened in several other cases, including that 
of  a Celtic Rolltier  type from  the upper Rhinelands, 
which was the prototype for  type 32,2 and a coin of 
Cunobelin, Mack 223, which seems to have been the 
prototype for  type 66. 

Professor  Morehart has cautioned against the dan-
gers of  interpreting the typology of  sceattas,3 and she 
comments at length and critically on earlier students' 
ideas about the derivation of  the reverse (four  birds) 
of  type 37. 

The fullest  discussion of  the obverse has been given 
by Kirsten Bendixen, who adduces Merovingian par-
allels in gold,4 and singles out a coin in the Savon-
nieres hoard, minted at Savonnieres and showing the 
local patron saints SS Gervase and Protase.5 Her 
judgement is that it shows 'an unmistakable rela-
tionship' to the English coin, and we are inclined to 
agree. The only question is to say which came first. 
Lafaurie  accepted a date in the late 730s or even after 
741 for  the Cimiez hoard, and placed Savonnieres 
even later, at either c. 742-45 or c.  750-51.6 Type 37, 
is of  course, already present in Cimiez, which might 

1 The coin is now in the National Museum of  Wales, and 
we are grateful  to the Keeper, Mr G. C. Boon, for  per-
mission to mention it. 

2 H. Birkhan, 'Pfennig',  NZ  86 (1971), 59-65. - 'Above 
all, the correspondence with the Rolltier  type goes so far  into 
detail (bristly hair on the back, dotted belly, the creature's 
ears, the tip of  the tail curved outward) that one certainly 
cannot think of  coincidence.' 

3 Mary Morehart, 'Some dangers of  dating sceattas by 
typological sequences', BNJ  39 (1970), 1-5. 

4 Kirsten Bendixen, 'The first  Merovingian coin-treasure 
from  Denmark', Mediaeval  Scandinavia  1 (1974), 85-101, at 
pp. 9If. 

5 Illustrated in RN  1963, pi. VIII. 33 in enlargement. 
6 J. Lafaurie,  'Tresor de deniers merovingiens trouvee a 

Savonnieres (Indre-et-Loire)', RN6  5 (1963), 65-81. 
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Prototype For Type 37 

be thought to be a reasonably conclusive argument for 
its priority, if  it were not for  the fact  that there is some 
small residual doubt whether individual coins in the 
Morel-Fatio collection should be assumed to be 
certainly from  Cimiez.7 Grierson and Blackburn have 
now argued for  a date no later than c. 720 for  Cimiez, 
allowing room for  an earlier date than 740 for  Savon-
nieres.8 It remains doubtful,  nevertheless, whether 
Savonnieres can be as early as the Garton-on-the-
Wolds grave-find,  in which type 37 again occurs, 
especially as BIIIA is already present in Aston Row-
ant.9 The date of  the introduction of  the Gervase and 
Protase types will, admittedly, be earlier than the 
deposit of  Savonnieres, but the possibility of  its being 

(x 2) 

Type 37 

early enough to provide a prototype for  type 37 is not 
great. We are forced  back towards the argument that 
the Savonnieres coin type is very scarce and local, 
whereas type 37 is relatively plentiful  and widespread, 
with continental finds,  for  example, seven specimens 
from  Domburg, apart from  Jutland. 

Even though there is no accounting for  the choice 
of  prototypes, and scarce coins could as well have 
been chosen as common ones, if  their design caught 
the fancy  of  the moment, we think that the obvious 
interpretation is that the Savonnieres type was imi-
tated from  the English type 37. That, in its turn, may 
well have been copied from  the Celtic coin of  which a 
specimen has now come to light. 

7 A. Morel-Fatio, Deniers merovingiens  des  VIIe  et VIII1' 
siecles  de  la trouvaille  de  Cimiez,  edited by A. Chabouillet 
(1890), introduction and note on p. 46. 

8 M. Blackburn, 'A chronology for  the sceattas', in Sceat-

tas in England  and on the Continent,  edited by D. Hill and 
D. M. Metcalf  (BAR vol. 128 Oxford,  1984), pp. 165-74. 

9 S. E. Rigold and D. M. Metcalf.  'A revised check-list of 
English finds  of  sceattas'. in Sceattas  in England,  pp. 245-68. 

A SOLIDUS FROM YORKSHIRE 

IAN STEWART 

GRIERSON'S list of  ninth-century gold solidi roughly 
copied from  the original of  Louis the Pious includes a 
number of  examples found  in the British Isles and 
these led him to suggest that, while the bulk of  the 
series must be attributed to Frisia, some of  them 
might have been struck in England. This possibility 
deserves to be borne in mind when new finds  are 
recorded. Mr Pagan has kindly shown me his report1 

on a solidus found  in 1971 in the Southampton 
excavations, which is a die-duplicate of  the only 

specimen recorded by Grierson of  his type VII. Mr 
Pagan has also discovered evidence to show that two 
coins in the Lelewel collection (the single specimens 
each of  Grierson types XIX and XX) had been found 
in Scotland in or before  1841 (perhaps with others). 
There are thus rather more examples of  this series 
from  the British Isles than was evident when Grierson 
wrote of  them thirty years ago.2 

Mr Richard Falkiner has provided me with inform-
ation about a most interesting solidus which he 

' H. E. Pagan, 'The imitative Louis the Pious solidus from 
Southampton and finds  of  other related coins in the British 
Isles', forthcoming. 

2 P. Grierson, 'The Gold Solidus of  Louis the Pious and 
its Imitations', IMP  XXXVIII (1951), 1-41 (sec pp. 11 and 
34). The British provenances arc: (near) Cambridge, Grier-

son XVI (c); Elgin, I (i) (a); Lewes, XVI (d); Porchester, 
untraced; Scotland, XIX (a) and XX (a); Southampton, VII 
(b); Stamford  Bridge, obv. = I (ii)(e); and Therfield,  near 
Royston, XVI (b). Grierson I (ii)(e) (RMS  81, ex Clarke-
Thornhill), XVI (a) (BMS  79, pres. A.W. Franks) and VII 
(a) could also have been British finds. 
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obtained from  Christie's sale of  17 November 1970, 
lot 46a.3 This coin was sold on behalf  of  Mr William 
Lee, a well-known jeweller and silversmith in York 
until his retirement in the late 1950s. Mr Lee acquired 
the coin from  the wife  of  a farmer  who had dug it up 
in a field  or garden at Stamford  Bridge. 

The solidus weighs 4.08g but must originally have 
weighed substantially more. It has a large hole before 
the face  or, in terms of  the reverse, at one end of  the 

cross. This suggests that it was for  a time worn as a 
Christian pendant, although the edge shows signs that 
it may also have been mounted at some stage. The 
provenance of  this coin confirms  the inference  from 
the famous  solidus with the name of  Archbishop 
Wigmund of  York, that solidi were not unfamiliar  in 
Northumbria at this period; but since both coins are 
pierced (the Wigmund has a hole each side of  the 
bust) they evidently did not fulfil  a monetary fun-
ction.4 

The Stamford  Bridge solidus is from  the same 
obverse die as the Clarke-Thornhill specimen in the 
British Museum, Grierson type I (ii), coin (e). It 
seems to read DWNVVDOVSVIMAVC. The reverse reads 
MVNVSDIVINVMI. retrograde (except S and the second 
N) as on all the reverses of  type I (i) and (ii), but it is 
from  a new die. Type I, to which this coin belongs, 
was one of  the two regarded by Grierson as possibly 
including coins of  English origin (type XVI was the 
other). 

3 1. Stewart, 'Anglo-Saxon Gold Coins', in Scripta  Num-
maria Romana, edited by R. A. G. Carson and C. M. Kraay 
(London, 1978), pp. 143-72 (at p. 162, n. 101) and J. W. 
Boersma, 'Een imitatie-solidus van het typ munus divinum 
. . .', Groninger  Oudheden  13 (1976-7), 161-82 (at p. 168) 

contain references  to this piece. 
4 The coin in the British Museum found  at Elgin and 

described by Grierson as type I (i) (a) also has two holes in 
it. 

RECENT METAL DETECTOR FINDS FROM ESSEX AND 
LINCOLNSHIRE 

J. BISPHAM 

THIS short note records the finds  of  coins made by the 
members of  the Thurrock Artefact  Recovery Society. 
I am most grateful  to all concerned for  readily furn-
ishing me with information,  and also for  the loan of 
several coins to study. 

SOUTHMINSTER, Essex 
Eight coins found  between 1980 and 1985 on pasture 
land near Southminster. 
E l Merovingian gold tremissis Chalon-sur-Saone, 

moneyer Wintrio. (Prou, 184-92).' 
Obv:  + CALONNOT, bust right. 
Rev:  +  WINOROMETI, cross in wrea th C A in 
field. 
Weight not recorded, chipped. 
Wintrio was a prolific  moneyer at Chalon-sur-
Saone. The style of  the bust is cruder than most of 
his coins, and the legends are severely contrac-
ted from  the usual Cabilonno  Fit  and Wintrio 
monetaros.  This suggests a date in the mid 
seventh century. 

1 M. Prou, Les Monnaies  Merovingiennes  (Paris, 1892). 
2 S. E. Rigold, 'The two primary series of  sceattas', BNJ 

E2 Sceatta. Series B, type 26 (Rigold BX2). Weight 
not recorded. 
Obv:  TAVHAIV[ ] 
Rev:  + [VAH [ ]AI + 

E3 Sceatta. Series B, type 27b (Rigold B I A?). 
Weight: 1.02g (15.74gr.) 
In the reverse field  there are three pellets to the 
right of  the bird and two annulets and two more 
pellets around the cross. 

E4 Sceatta. Series B, type 27b (Rigold B I B). 
Weight: 0.94g (14.51gr.) chipped. In the reverse 
field  there are two annulets and two pellets 
around the cross. 

E5 Sceatta. Series C, type 2 'runic' (Rigold RIa). 
Weight: 1.27g (19.6gr.) Moneyer: F pae (in 
runes) 

E6 Sceatta. Series N, type 41b var. Weight: 1.03g 
(15.89gr.) 
Note the figure  on the right appears to be 

30 (1960), 6-53. 
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looking to the left,  while that on the left  is facing 
the viewer. 

E7 Sceatta. Series S, type 47. Weight: 0.78g 
(12.(Mgr.) 

E8 Penny. Cuthred of  Kent (798-807), Portrait/ 
Cross and Wedge type (Blunt, Lyon and 
Stewart, Cd3). Canterbury, moneyer uncertain. 
Obv:  [ ] -BREDREX 
Rev:+1  jrONETA Weight: 0.75g (11.57gr.) 
Two fragments  found  in 1984. 

AVELEY, Essex 
Two coins found  on farm  land in 1985. 

E9 Edgar. Reform  Small Cross, cut half-penny. 
Lymne, moneyer Athelstan. 
Obv:  + EADGAR [ ] X 
Rev:  + L [ ]-OLIME 
Weight: 0.59g (9.1gr.) Die-duplicate BM coll.ex 
Montagu 716. 

E10 Henry I. Penny. BMC  X. Full Face/Cross 
Fleury. c.  1124—25. Leicester, moneyer Chitel. 
Rev:  [  ]TEL:ON:LEICI: 
Weight: l.Og (15.4gr.) 
A small piece has broken from  the edge of  this 
coin as a result of  a fracture  from  the official 
snick to the edge; this accounts for  its low 
weight. The full  mint reading enables us to 
remove the question mark placed against this 
type at Leicester by earlier scholars.4 

ALFORD, Lines. 
The following  coins were all found  during the past six 
years on farm  land near Alford.  The most productive 
area of  the field  is an area 100 yds x 100 yds, and in 
addition to the coins has yielded various small art-
efacts  such as Saxon pins. Although the farm  land has 
been ploughed for  the past twenty-five  years, before 
that time it appears to have been permanent pasture. 

LI Sceatta. Series H, type 48. Weight: 0.75g 
(11.57gr.), worn. 

L2 Sceatta. Series J, type 27b (Rigold B iii B). 
Weight: 0.99g (15.28gr) Struck from  the same 
dies as a coin in the Ashmolean Museum, illus-
trated by Rigold, B iii B I/i 

L3 Sceatta. Series-, type51. Weight: l.Og (15.4gr.). 
Struck from  the same dies as BMC  no. 197. 

L4 Penny. Offa. 
Obv:  OFFA REX. a floral  bar dividing OFFA/REX 

Rev:  EALRED in the angles of  a cross crosslet 
with an annulet centre containing a rosette. 
Weight: 1.18g (18.21gr.) 
Only one other non-portrait coin of  this moneyer 
is known (SCBI  Mack  549; Blunt 9).5 The new 
coin combines the same reverse design, though 
from  a different  die, with an obverse similar to 
that used by Archbishop Jaenbert (Blunt 131). 
Although not from  the same obverse die as that 
illustrated by Blunt, there are similarities, small 
letter o and F of  the king's name under a cross 
on its side, the second letter F in Offa  is much 
taller, with a bar to the top of  the final  letter A, 
which intrudes into the letter F. Also as can be 
seen on both coins, there is a pellet in the centre 
of  the first  letter of  the king's name. Both appear 
to be the work of  the same die cutter. The 
moneyer Ealred is known from  several portrait 
coins and has been attributed to Canterbury 
because of  his stylistic similarities with the por-
trait coins of  the moneyers Eoba and Ibba. This 
coin helps to confirm  the attribution to 
Canterbury.6 

L5 Penny. Offa,  Portrait type. 
Obv:  +OFFA REX + 
Rev:  D U D flowers  to inner circle of  reverse. 
Blunt 31 (group ii) North 310 (bust Ea). Lot no. 
87. Sotheby Sale 26 March 1987. 
Weight: 1.08g (15.5gr.) 

L6 Penny. Ceonwulf,  Substantive type, without 
portrait (796-c. 805) 
(Blunt, Lyon and Stewart, Cn, 5-22) 
Obv:  +COENVVLFREX 
Rev:  v v / G H / A R D. double tribrach, pellet in 
each angle. 
Weight: 1.32g (20gr.) 
Only one other coin of  this type of  the moneyer 
is recorded, BMC  21, from  a very old find 
illustrated by Fountain in 1705, purchased by the 
British Museum at the Devonshire sale in 1844, 
wt. 19.7gr. This new coin is from  the same 
reverse die as the British Museum coin but the 
obverse, although similar, is not from  the same 
die. 

L7 Penny. William I. BMC  type xiii. 
Obv:  +  PILLEM REX 
Rev:  + BRVNMAN ON CICE 
Moneyer:Brunman. Mint:Chichester. Weight: 
unrecorded. 

3 C. E. Blunt, C. S. S. Lyon, B. H. I. H. Stewart, The 
Coinage of  Southern England, 796-840', BNJ  32 (1963), 
1-74. 

4 G. C. Brooke, Norman  Kings,  I, ccxvii; J. J. North, 
English  Hammered  Coinage,  I, 2nd edn (1980), 160. 

5 C. E. Blunt, 'The coinage of  Offa',  Anglo-Saxon  Coins, 
edited by R. H. M. Dolley (1961), pp. 39-62. 

6 I. Stewart, 'The London mint and the coinage of  Offa', 
Anglo-Saxon  Monetary  History,  edited by M. A. S. Black-
burn (1986), pp. 27-43. 
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THE RE-PROVENANCING OF A VIKING-AGE HOARD TO 
THE THAMES, NEAR DEPTFORD (S.E. LONDON) 

JAMES GRAHAM-CAMPBELL 

IN the Ashmolean Museum register, under 1909.552, 
there is entered a 'silver bracelet of  thick silver wire 
tapering to double sliding knot fastening  behind' (fig. 
1). Its source is given as the Londesborough collec-
tion, by way of  that formed  by Sir John Evans, 
together 'with coins of  Eadweard & /Ethelstan'. In 
the 'Remarks' column there is entered in brackets 
'(?is Cat: of  Londesborough Colin, of  Arms and 
Armour p. 74 877 No. 2)', with added in another hand 
'("Found in Ireland")'. 

The Catalogue referred  to is that of  the Lon-
desborough sale held by Christie's on 4-6 and 9-11 
July 1888.1 Lot 877 (on p. 74) consisted of  the 
following: 

Pair of  Silver Armilla;, formed  of  plain 
wire, simply cut off  at the ends -found  in 
Ireland;  silver armilla, plain round wire, 
flattened  out at the extremities -found  in 
Ireland;  and Celtic bronze armilla, with 
broadish end, probably intended for  an 
animal's head and clasps. 

The significance  of  the question mark in the 
Ashmolean register after  the suggestion that 'no. 2' in 
lot 877 represents the Ashmolean ring is clear from 
the fact  that the tapered and twisted terminals of  this 
ring cannot readily be described as 'flattened  out'; 
there is also no mention of  the associated coins. 
Nevertheless, this suggestion is what must have 
formed  the basis for  the Irish identification  of  the find 
and it was published as such in my 1976 survey of  the 
Viking-age silver hoards of  Ireland.2 Further research 
has made clear, however, that there is no longer any 
basis for  accepting an Irish provenance for  this hoard. 

Lot 877 at the Londesborough sale was purchased 
by the dealer Ready and then acquired by the 

Acknowledgements.  I am grateful  for  the help received in 
compiling and checking this note from  Marion Archibald, 
Mark Blackburn, Christopher Blunt, Arthur MacGregor, 
Michael Metcalf,  Hugh Pagan, Michael Ryan and Leslie 
Webster. 

1 Catalogue  of  the Valuable  and Extensive  Collection  of 
Armour and Arms, Carvings  in Ivory,  Celtic  and Anglo-
Saxon Antiquities,  &c., of  the Right  Hon.  the Earl  of 
Londesborough  (that is the collection formed  by Albert 
Denison Conyngham, 1st Baron Londesborough, who died 
in 1860). 
The Londesborough sale also included his substantial collec-
tion of  Celtic, Roman, Anglo-Saxon and later English coins 
and medals (lots 801-76), including ninety-one Anglo-Saxon 
coins of  the eighth to eleventh centuries. Unfortunately 
many of  the lots were large, and the catalogue entries are 
often  cursory. 

2 J. A. Graham-Campbell, 'The Viking-age silver hoards 

National Museum of  Ireland where the three silver 
rings are registered as 1888:9 and 10 for  the 'pair', 
which may now be considered as forming  an 
unprovenanced hoard, and as 1888:8 for  'no. 2' .3 In 
the certain knowledge that these rings belong to 
another collection, there is only one possibility left  for 
identifying  the Evans (Ashmolean) ring in the Lon-
desborough sale and that is with part of  lot 885 (p. 
76): 

Saxon silver bracelet, plain, with twisted 
ends fastened  together, and two Saxon 
coins - found  in  the  Thames,  near 
Deptford. 

There can be no doubt that this description fits  that 
of  the Ashmolean ring and the 'two Saxon coins' 
would explain the Register's 'coins of  Eadweard & 
/Ethelstan'. This is regrettably all the information  so 
far  known concerning these three items.4 However, it 
seems reasonable to accept that they represent an 
associated find  (even if,  perhaps, only the remains of 
a larger hoard), given that there is nothing improb-
able about their having been deposited together and 
that chance finds  of  similar material are not recorded 
from  Deptford.  The coins have not been traced, but 
they suggest a nominal date for  the loss or deposition 
of  this hoard of  c. 935(?).5 

Lot 885 was sold to Whelan, the London repre-
sentative of  the Paris firm  of  Rollin and Feuardent, 
one amongst many purchased by him (878—81 and 
883-7) in this, the 'Celtic Ornaments', section of  the 
sale (lots 877-87). The British Museum in this way 
acquired lots 878-81 and 883^1, but not  lots 885-7. 
Although the transaction is not documented, there 
can be little doubt therefore  that Evans's Lon-
desborough ring formed  part of  lot 885 at the Lon-

from  Ireland', in Proceedings  of  the Seventh  Viking  Con-
gress, Dublin,  edited by B. Almqvist and D. Greene (Dublin 
and London, 1976), pp. 39-74, at pp. 49, 64, 65 and pi. 1. 

3 J. B0e, 'Norse antiquities in Ireland", in Viking 
Antiquities  in Great  Britain  and Ireland,  edited by H. 
Shetelig (Oslo, 1940), Part III, pp. 119, 127. 

4 There is no reference  to them either in T. Crofton 
Croker, Catalogue  of  a Collection  of  Ancient  & Medieval 
Rings and Personal  Ornaments formed  for  Lady  Lon-
desborough  (London, 1853), or in F. W. Fairholt and T. 
Wright, Miscellanea  Graphica:  Representations  of  Ancient, 
Medieval,  unci Renaissance Remains in the Possession of 
Lord  Londesborough  (London, 1857). 

5 M. Blackburn and FI. Pagan, 'A revised check-list of 
coin hoards from  the British Isles, c. 500-1100', in Anglo-
Saxon Monetary  History,  edited by M. A. S. Blackburn 
(Leicester, 1986), pp. 291-313, at p. 295 (no. 120), where 
Deptford  is erroneously described as in Kent, whereas it is in 
fact  in the London borough of  Lewisham. 
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FIG. 1. Silver arm-ring from  the Thames, near Deptford,  deposited with coins of  Edward and Athelstan 
(Ashmolean Museum). Diam: 6.5 cm; Wt: 19.36g. 

desborough sale, after  which it was purchased by him 
from  Whelan. The fate  of  the two coins remains 
unknown for  they cannot be recognised in either the 
Ashmolean or the British Museum collections. 

The re-provenancing of  the Ashmolean ring to 
'near Deptford'  gives it particular interest as a non-
numismatic element in a tenth-century coin-hoard, 
unique in the London area for  the period. Indeed, the 
find  can only be paralleled in the south-east of 
England by the Croydon (1862) hoard, deposited 
sixty years earlier in c.  872 and associated with the 
Danish 'great army',6 for  the ring is riot a 'Saxon' ring, 
but is of  a well-known Scandinavian Viking-age type. 
Such rings have, for  instance, been found  in the north 
of  England in the Cuerdale (Lanes.) hoard, deposited 

c.  905.7 The Deptford  ring was circulating as bullion 
when lost, for  it has a single deep (and sharp) nick, of 
characteristic Viking-age type, on the inside of  the 
hoop opposite the terminal knot. Such a ring might 
easily have been acquired by a member of  Athelstan's 
army during his 927 campaign in the north against 
Guthfrith,  or following  his victorious battle at 
Brunanburh,  a decade later in 937. The reason for  its 
loss or deposition 'in the Thames, near Deptford' 
must, however, remain a mystery, although it brings 
to mind a 'purse' of  six coins from  the Thames 
(?London), recently acquired by C. E. Blunt who 
suggests that it was lost c.  910, probably by 'a traveller 
or seaman who had come down by ship from  North-
umbria'.8 

6 N. P. Brooks and J. A. Graham-Campbell, 'Reflections 
on the Viking-age silver hoard from  Croydon, Surrey', in 
Anglo-Saxon  Monetary  History,  edited by M. A. S. Black-
burn (Leicester. 1986), pp. 91-110. 

7 A. Bjern and H. Shetelig, 'Viking antiquities in Eng-

land', in Viking  Antiquities  in Great  Britain  and Ireland, 
edited by H. Shetelig (Oslo, 1940), Part IV, fig.  9. 

8 I am greatly indebted to Christopher Blunt for  inform-
ation concerning this find  in advance of  his own publication. 
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A NEW MONEYER FOR HENRY I TYPE XI 

D. SYMONS 

THE coin published here was found  at the start of 
September 1986 by a metal-detector user while 
searching a ploughed field  near the village of 
Shenstone, Staffordshire.  The finder  subsequently 
took the coin to a Birmingham dealer who 
immediately notified  the writer at the City Museum. 
With the full  cooperation of  the finder  the coin was 
examined, weighed and photographed at the 
Museum. It was then returned to the finder  who, as 
advised, reported the discovery to the police. They in 
turn notified  the coroner for  Mid-Staffordshire  who 
decided that the coin did not constitute a prima  facie 
case of  treasure trove and directed that it should be 
returned to the finder. 

Unfortunately,  the coin was slightly buckled when 
found  and, during an unsuccessful  attempt to 
straighten it, the finder  snapped it into two approxi-
mately equal pieces. Furthermore, a small chip of 
metal has been lost (probably subsequent to dis-
covery) from  the edge of  the coin beside the snick that 
occurs on most of  the surviving specimens of  Henry's 
pennies of  types VII to XII. Both features  can be 
clearly seen in the accompanying photograph (enlar-
ged x2).2 

The coin is a type XI (Double Inscription) penny of 
Henry I .3 Its diameter is 20 mm and it weighs 1.34g. 
Allowing for  the loss of  the small chip from  the edge, 
this weight places the coin towards the higher end of 
the weight range for  type XI. Of  thirteen specimens 
published in easily available sources4 eleven fall 
within the range 1.27g to 1.41g, with an average 

weight of  1.338g. (The others are a chipped coin from 
Llantrithyd which weighs 1.22g and an aberrant spe-
cimen, also from  Llantrithyd, which weighs a mere 
1.12g.) These figures  should be compared to the 
probable theoretically official  weight for  the penny 
sterling of  1.46g (22.5 gr.). 

The obverse design, showing a bust of  the king 
facing  left  and holding a sceptre, is quite clear but 
only the letters hE at the start of  the inscription 
survive. The reverse design consists of  a central cross 
surrounded by a double inscription between three 
beaded circles. The outer inscription is divided into 
four  by four  circles each containing a quatrefoil. 
Although the reverse is poorly struck, in common 
with many pennies of  Henry's reign, it is clear that the 
reverse inscription reads +D-E(?)-RI-CO/+NLVNDE. 
The gap after  the E in the outer inscription contains a 
curve which must represent the right-hand side of 
either an O or, less probably, a D. This lies in the 
centre of  the available space and has some marks to 
the right of  it. These marks may represent a third 
letter squashed into the available space. Given the 
reading DEO-RIC for  the moneyer's name such a third 
letter must surely be a D to complete the spelling of 
the name Theodric. If  the marks are spurious and no 
third letter exists we are still left  with a moneyer's 
name which must be read as either DEORiCor DEDRIC. 
either clearly a variant of  the name Theodric. 

The only moneyers previously attested for  Henry I 
type XI at the London mint are /Elfwine/Alwine, 
Blacaman, Ealdgar, Edwine, Sperlig and Wulfwine.5 

I am grateful  to Miss M. M. Archibald and Mr P. D. 
Mitchell for  examining photographs of  the coin and confir-
ming my readings of  the inscriptions. Miss Archibald also 
made several suggestions which proved very helpful  in the 
preparation of  this note. 

1 Mr G. Charman of  Format Coins. I am grateful  to Mr 
Charman for  his assistance in this matter. 

2 This photograph is the work of  my colleague in Birm-
ingham City Museum. Mr D. Bailey. 

3 J. J. North, English  Hammered  Coinage,  I, 2nd edn, 

(London, 1980), no. 867. 
4 Seven coins from  Llantrithyd (R. H. M. Dollcy, The 

1962 Llantrithyd Treasure Trove and Some Thoughts on the 
First Norman Coinage of  Wales', BNJ  XXXI (1962), 74-79. 
and 'Two Further Coins of  Henry 1 from  Llantrithyd', BNJ 
XXXIII (1964), 169-71), three coins (SCBI  11, nos 283-5); 
three coins {SCBI  20, nos 1531-2, 1534). 

5 E. J. Harris, 'The Moneyers of  the Norman Kings and 
the Types They are Known to Have Struck'. SCMB  (1985), 
nos 803 (280-82) and 806 (409-12). 
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However, Theodric is well-known as a member of  a 
family  of  moneyers which has been studied in some 
detail.'1 Prior to the discovery of  this coin he was 
known to have been active at the London mint for 
types II, III, IV and V of  William II (c. 1089-1100) 
and for  types V, VII and X of  Henry I (c. 1108-10, 
1113-16, 1124-25).7 The same Theodric is probably 
also to be equated with a moneyer with the same 
unusual name who was active at Hertford  for  types 
VIII of  William I and I, II and III of  William II (c. 
1083-95).8 

Professor  Dolley has argued convincingly that 
Henry's type XI actually preceded his type X and 
dated the issue of  type XI to c. 1122-24. Although 
some doubts have recently been expressed on the 
traditional dating of  Henry I's issues,9 this new find 
certainly may be regarded as filling  an existing blank 
in Theodric's career.10 That a new coin should appear 
is not surprising since it was only in 1972 that the 
Lincoln (Melandry) hoard produced the first  spe-
cimen of  a penny of  Theodric for  type X . u 

6 P. Nightingale, 'Some London Moneyers and Reflec-
tions on the Organization of  English Mints in the Twelfth 
and Thirteenth Centuries', NC  142 (1982), 34-50. 

7 Harris, p. 410. 
s Harris, SCMB  (1984), no. 796 (315); Nightingale, p. 42. 
9 English  Romanesque Art,  1066-1200, edited by G. 

Zarnecki, J. Holt and T. Holland (1984), 332-33, and D. 
Walker, 'A possible monetary crisis in the early 1130s', 
SCMB  (1984), 284-6. 

1 0 R. H. M. Dolley. The  Norman  Conquest  and the English 
Coinage  (London, 1966), pp. 23-5. 

1 1 Miss M. M. Archibald, personal communication. 

TREFOIL-MARKED PORTCULLIS GROATS OF HENRY VIII 

IAN STEWART 

IN 1922 and 1955 Raymond Carlyon-Britton pub-
lished two portcullis groats of  the first  coinage of 
Henry VIII with slipped trefoils  in the forks  of  the 
reverse cross.1 A third trefoil-marked  groat has since 
been discovered (fig.  no. I) ,2 but such coins seem to 
be of  extreme rarity and at the time of  writing there is 
no example in the British Museum. 

Carlyon-Britton's first  trefoil  groat reads FR, and 
the obverse die is recognizable by a small mark in the 
field  behind the band of  the crown. He noted that 
other specimens from  this die, but without trefoils  on 
the reverse, were (c. 1922) in the collections of  J. 
Shirley-Fox and H. A. Parsons (1929 sale, lot 414); 
and he later had one himself.  The Shirley-Fox spe-
cimen, which did not pass to Mr Blunt with the bulk 
of  that collection, cannot now be identified.  But it 
could have been the one later acquired by Carlyon-
Britton,3 or perhaps another, which is rather buckled, 
that belonged to L. A. Lawrence and is now in the 
British Museum (1952, 11-6, 23). The Parsons, 
Carlyon-Britton and Lawrence examples are all from 
different  reverse dies. 

The new trefoil  groat is from  the same obverse die, 
reading FRA, as Carlyon-Britton's second example, 
but the two reverse dies differ  from  each other and 
from  the reverse of  the FR coin. A reverse die 

without trefoils  is combined with the FRA obverse on 
a coin (fig.  no. 2) in the British Museum from  the 
Clarke-Thornhill collection (1935, 4-1, 1051). Both 
the FRA and the FR .dies involved with trefoil-
marked reverses have the regnal numeral viij, with j 
for  i at the end, as on groats of  the early marks (pheon 
and castle), which Whitton notes as occurring only 'on 
a few  early dies' with the portcullis mark.4 

With regard to his first  trefoil  groat Carlyon-Britton 
made the important observation that the crowned 
portcullis mint-mark on the obverse had evidently 
been punched in the die over a crowned Gothic T. 
Carlyon-Britton described his second trefoil  groat as a 
mule between the ordinary portcullis type and what 
he called the 'pattern' type with trefoils;  but careful 
examination of  coins from  the FRA die combined 
with trefoil-marked  reverses suggests that the portcul-
lis may in this case also have been punched over a T. 
It may be that other obverse dies with portcullis over 
T remain to be identified.  There is, for  example, 
another groat with the rare reading FRA in the 
British Museum (ex Lawrence, 1952, 11-6, 22), which 
may have something under the portcullis. But since it 
has taken more than fifty  years to find  three examples 
of  the portcullis groat with trefoils  on the reverse, a 
variety that is relatively easy to identify,  the batch to 

' R. Carlyon-Britton, 'An unpublished variety of  groat of 
the first  coinage of  Henry VII', BNJ  16 (1921-22), 119-21; 
and 'An unpublished "mule" of  the 'pattern' Tournai groat 
of  Henry VIII', BNJ  28 (1955-57), 203. 

2 This coin was acquired from  Coins and Antiquities Ltd, 
no. E 481 in the list of  Jan. 1974. 

3 Mr Blunt tells me that in the last years of  his life 
Shirley-Fox (d.  1939) sold a certain number of  coins each 
year and some of  these went to R. Carlyon-Britton. 

4 BNJ  26 (1949-51), 189-90. Whitton illustrates Carlyon-
Britton's first  trefoil  groat (pi. XIII, 5) and remarks 'it may 
justly be called a trial piece.' 
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which these dies belonged is unlikely to have been 
large. 

Cariyon-Britton suggested that the dies of  his first 
trefoil  groat were originally designed to be paired 
together, the combination of  crowned T and crowned 
portcullis indicating an issue designed for  Tournai but 
actually struck at the Tower; but that in the event the 
dies were discarded for  this purpose in favour  of  the 
more explicit Civitas  Tornacen  type, the obverse of 
which differs  from  the English type in having the 

French title first.  The obverses of  the trefoil-marked 
type would then have been adapted for  use as part of 
the stock of  dies for  the regular English coinage by 
punching a portcullis over the T. The discovery of  a 
second obverse die with portcullis over T, also 
combined with both trefoil-marked  and plain 
reverses, adds some support to this theory. 

I am grateful  to Miss Archibald and Mr Blunt for 
their helpful  comments on this subject. 



REVIEWS 

Medieval  European  Coinage,  with  a Catalogue  of  the 
Coins  in  the  Fitzwilliam,  Museum,  Cambridge,  vol.1, 
The  Early  Middle  Ages  (5th  -  10th  Centuries)  By 
P. GRIERSON a n d M . BLACKBURN, C a m b r i d g e , 1986. 
Pp. xxi + 674. including 65 plates. £85. 

THE first  of  a planned thirteen volumes cataloguing 
Philip Grierson's preeminent collection of  medieval 
European coins, together with the existing holdings of 
the Fitzwilliam Museum, covers the fifth  to tenth 
centuries throughout Europe, thus, the Vandals, 
Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Lombards, and Franks - but 
also the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings, to which the 
present review is confined.  There are two lengthy 
introductory chapters on the 'Anglo-Saxons: sixth to 
mid-eighth centuries' (pp. 155-89) and on the 'Anglo-
Saxons and Vikings: eighth to tenth centuries' (pp. 
267-325), as well as a sylloge-style presentation, with 
first-class  photographs of  every coin, of  nearly four 
hundred specimens in the English series, and enlarge-
ments of  selected items. About 40 coins are new, the 
rest having appeared in the first  volume of  SCBI,  but 
the new direct photographs are most welcome, as are 
the up-to-date catalogue entries, elegantly presented 
and printed, in a modern style with which the 
reviewer finds  himself  fully  satisfied  and in accord -
and flattered  to see his inscriptional type-face  in use at 
'the other place'. Among the new accessions one 
notes with pleasure nos 699, 701, and 710-11, sceatta 
finds  from  a site near Cambridge; 1375A, a specimen 
of  Edward the Elder's 'church tower' type; and 1395A 
and B, two associated St Edmund Memorial pennies 
excavated on Castle Hill, Cambridge. Pecking on 
English Viking coins is recorded for  nos 1379, 1382 
and 1407. 

The volume is the result of  close collaboration by 
the two authors, who are jointly responsible, but 
Chapters eight and ten were primarily the work of 
Mark Blackburn, who has produced a substantial and 
important survey of  the series, that should not be 
overlooked by Anglo-Saxonists just because it 
appears in a volume that does not mention England in 
its title. It will be advisable to consult it in any future 
detailed projects. It is judiciously balanced and very 
thoroughly informed,  gathering up the fruits  of  the 
intensive research of  the last thirty years into an 
up-to-date and detailed summary. One may feel  that 
the corresponding chapters in Brooke's English  Coins 
have at last been properly superseded, and that an 
adequate awareness of  historians' understanding of 
the period has at last been integrated with the 
numismatic detail. 

Experts on particular series will find  their 
conclusions very fairly  and fully,  if  critically, 
summarized, and everyone will find  something new to 

consider. One can mention only a few  points as 
examples. MEC  endorses the attribution of  the 
Audvarld  reges  tremisses to King Eadbald (616-40) 
and notes the link with London, as evidence that the 
Kentish king exercised authority in a city that was 
really within the East Saxon kingdom. The forgeries 
include an eighteenth-century fabrication  (no. 1481) 
that mules the 'York thrymsa' type with EADBALD 
R.CA. the most intriguing aspects being that this 
corresponds with a drawing published in 1774, when 
the 'York' thrymsas were supposedly quite unknown: 
see the note on p. 643. There is a lengthy exegesis of 
the so-called 'Venta' tremissis, with a defence  of  the 
authenticity of  the lost Spalding specimen, a runic 
(aniwulufu)  version (pp. 640-2). 

The Cynethryth portrait coins, it is suggested, were 
inspired by the coins of  the Byzantine empress Irene 
(from  780 onwards). The munus  divinum  gold solidus 
of  Archbishop Wigmund, it is suggested, was minted 
at Canterbury, not York - or at any rate in south-
eastern England. One small point: the famous  Offa 
dinar is stated to be unique; but I have been told that 
there are two more in a private collection in the Gulf. 

These snippets from  a seemingly inexhaustible 
store-house of  information  will, it is hoped, serve to 
send the reader to this deeply satisfying  book, in the 
awareness that he will be able to go on digesting it for 
years, and that almost each sentence can be read with 
profit.  MEC  1 is clearly a monumental achievement. 
It combines serenity of'  judgement and style with 
intellectual acuity and, in general, an openness to 
competing ideas. It will be an inspiration to many, 
and of  service to all who consult it. 

D. M. METCALF 

Post-Roman  Coins  from  York  Excavations  1971-81 
(The Archaeology of  York 18/1; London, 1986). By 
E. J. E. PIRIE. with contributions by M. M. ARCHI-
BALD and R. A. HALL. 83pp., 20 plates. £9.50. 

DURING the 1970s, when urban archaeology was 
flourishing  under the support of  reasonably generous 
funding  from  central and local government, large 
excavation programmes such as that at York 
produced finds  of  major numismatic importance. We 
are now reaping the benefit  of  these as energy and 
resources are concentrated on publication. The York 
Archaeological Trust, through Elizabeth Pirie and her 
collaborators, has done full  justice to its post-Roman 
coin finds  in this substantial fascicule. 

The 425 finds  from  the eighth to the twentieth 
century come from  twenty-four  different  sites in the 
city. Those of  the Anglo-Saxon period (sixty-eight) 
are particularly rich and the discussion of  them 
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occupies most of  the introductory text. Some 90 per 
cent of  the coins of  the Anglian period (pre-865) and 
60 per cent of  those of  the Anglo-Scandinavian period 
(865-1066) are local Northumbrian issues, confirming 
the impression already gained from  stray finds  from 
the city that York was more isolated, geographically 
and politically, than any other English town. The 
penny of  /Ethelwulf  (839-58) is an unusual coin to 
find  at York from  a period when the currency consis-
ted solely of  base 'stycas'. Three foreign  coins (a 
Carolingian obol of  Charles the Bald, a Danish 
half-bracteate,  and an imitative dirhem) and two 
pennies of  Burgred (852-74) reflect  the mixed coin 
circulation of  the early Viking settlers in the Danelaw. 

The coins of  the Norse kings of  York are perhaps 
the most important individually. That of  Sihtric I 
(921-7) - only the tenth known - is significant  in view 
of  the debate as to whether they were struck north or 
south of  the Humber. The excavations have also 
produced a second moneyer, /Ethelferth,  for  Anlaf 
Guthfrithsson's  Raven issue (939-41), perhaps 
operating from  a mint in the Five Boroughs, as well as 
a fourth  specimen, by a new moneyer, Farman, for 
the shadowy Sihtric II (c. 942). In the late Anglo-
Saxon series the finds  supply two moneyers at York 
previously unrecorded for  the types: Styr in First 
Small Cross and Outhgrim in First Hand. 

The most sensational numismatic discoveries from 
York are not coins but two coin dies and three lead 
strips bearing the impressions of  coin dies. All five 
artifacts  were found  associated with two adjacent 
tenements fronting  on Coppergate, suggesting the 
presence of  a minting or die-cutting establishment 
there. The two coin dies - one of  the Viking Sword St 
Peter issue (c. 921-7) and the other of  Athelstan (in 
York 927-39) - are circular in cross section with 
hardened die-caps on iron shafts.  Full metallurgical 
analysis of  them has still to be carried out, and this 
will provide a rare opportunity to study the 
technology of  die manufacture,  with implications for 
the debate about the probable life-span  of  dies and 
estimates, of  mint output. There is only one other 
comparable early medieval die, a ninth-century one 
from  the Carolingian mint of  Melle, which is 
conveniently republished in this fascicule  by Christo-
pher Blunt. 

Pirie discusses the three lead strips in the context of 
other struck lead pieces of  the period, which she 
categorizes as either trial-pieces, record-pieces, or 
mint weights. The two fragmentary  strips impressed 
with York dies of  Athelstan's reign she regards as 
trial-pieces, while the third from  dies of  a Chester 
moneyer of  Eadwig (955-9) is problematic in a York 
context, though she is inclined to see it as a record-
piece. She argues that the lead block from  St Paul's 
Churchyard impressed with dies of  Alfred's  Cross-

1 H. H. Volekers, Karolingische  Miinzfunde  der  Friihzeit 
(751-800)  (Gottingen, 1965). pp. 58-9, pi. Q. They are now 
displayed in the State Antiquities Museum in Leiden. 

and-Lozenge issue must be a personal mint weight 
of  the moneyer concerned, rather than an official 
weight which could be expected to carry only an 
obverse die impression. However, we should remem-
ber that there are Carolingian precedents such as the 
two lead weights from  Dorestad bearing the impres-
sions of  reverse dies, one of  the Christiana  religio 
issue and the other of  the Paris mint.1 The latter also 
shows that we should not assume that the dies on the 
Alfred  piece are of  the local London mint. Certain 
eleventh-century lead strikings, particularly some 
from  the Billingsgate spoil heaps, appear to be simple 
forgeries  intended to pass as silver coins. 

There are various other stimulating contributions. 
The excavator, Richard Hall, in discussing the 
archaeological context raises the pertinent question 
for  how long after  the Viking conquest of  York in 866 
did 'stycas' continue to circulate. Ian Stewart 
discusses the dating of  the Sword St Peter issue, giving 
it to the period c.  921-7, but it is curious that neither 
here nor elsewhere in the fascicule  is Michael Dolley's 
substantial article on the same topic cited, although it 
reaches the same general conclusion.2 The discovery 
of  a new moneyer for  jEthelred's First Hand type 
provides Dolley with an excuse to review the cannon 
of  York moneyers for  that issue. For the later 
medieval finds,  many of  the catalogue entries have 
been prepared by Marion Archibald, and these 
include an important note on the chronology of 
Edward I's groats which she suggests should be associ-
ated with the pennies of  Fox class III (i.e. late 1280-1) 
rather than class I (1279). 

The York excavation material is of  outstanding 
importance, and we are indeed fortunate  that it has 
been accorded such a high standard of  publication. 

M. A. S. BLACKBURN 

Sylloge  of  Coins  of  the  British  Isles  34.  British 
Museum  Anglo-Saxon  Coins  V.  Athelstan  to  the 
Reform  of  Edgar  924  -  c. 973.  By MARION M. 
ARCHIBALD and C. E . BLUNT. L o n d o n , British 
Museum Publications for  the Trustees of  the British 
Museum, 1986. 152pp, incl 56 photo plates. Cloth. 
£35. 

ALMOST a century has passed since the appearance of 
Keary and Grueber's two-volume catalogue of  the 
Anglo-Saxon coins in the British Museum, and the 
publication of  this first  instalment of  a new catalogue 
is no small event. The intention is that it should be 
followed  by nine further  volumes, and although time 
will pass while these are being prepared, the decision 
to publish the British Museum's Anglo-Saxon coins in 
the SCBI series holds out greater hope of  their 
publication being completed in the foreseeable  future 

2 M. Dolley, Dateringen af  de seneste St Peters - m0nter 
fra  York', NNUM  (1982), 82-91. 
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than if  the decision had been to publish them in a 
multi-volume British Museum catalogue of  the older 
kind. 

It is pleasant in this context to be able to report, as 
the authors have in their preface,  that the idea of 
publishing the coins in the SCBI series had the 
'enthusiastic acceptance' of  the Trustees of  the British 
Museum, and it is very much to be hoped that now the 
ice is broken as regards publication of  the national 
collection in SCBI volumes, the Trustees will give the 
same enthusiastic backing to SCBI publication of  the 
great mass of  wholly uncatalogued later mediaeval 
and early modern coins in the British Museum's 
possession. 

The present volume lists in all 1281 coins, of  which 
286 are of  Athelstan, 217 of  Edmund, 236 of  Eadred, 
140 of  Eadwig and 369 of  Edgar, these last all of 
pre-reform  date. The balance is made up by the 
unique surviving coin of  the Welsh king Hywel Dda 
and some forty  coins struck in York and in the 
northern Danelaw by Viking issuers betweeen 939 
and 954. These are substantial holdings, and although 
the collection is not in fact  quite as strong as one 
might suppose at first  sight, the coins are sufficiently 
representative and numerous to have enabled Archi-
bald and Blunt to arrange them intelligibly. This 
indeed is their greatest service to their readers, for 
although the basic types struck for  mid tenth-century 
kings were few,  there are significant  sub-groups that 
need to be distinguished within each type, and Archi-
bald and Blunt have done yeoman service in sorting 
them out, with the aid of  a new system of  classification 
by letters and numbers evolved by the experienced 
triumvirate of  Blunt, Lyon and Stewart. 

Detailed comment on this classification  and on the 
coinage in general ought to await the appearance of  a 
separate volume on tenth-century coinage currently in 
preparation by Blunt, Lyon and Stewart, although it 
may properly be said that the section of  Archibald 
and Blunt's introduction in which the classification  is 
explained and the outline history of  the coinage is 
sketched seems to this reviewer admirably lucid. 

On other fronts,  the standard of  authorial accuracy 
in the description of  the coins, and in regard to such 
matters as numbering and noting of  die-identities, 
seems beyond reproach. Likewise, care seems to have 
been taken to check the coins against the British 
Museum's accession registers, and the provenances 
given for  acquisitions since 1838 seem in every case 
reliable. For the pre-1838 period, by contrast, the 
authors have placed too much reliance on research 
done in the 1950s by the late Professor  Michael 
Dolley and the late Mrs Joan Martin, and the pre-
1838 provenances really ought to be gone over thor-
oughly again in the light of  the information  that can 
be extracted from  Ruding's papers in the British 
Library, as has been indicated in the 1985 volume of 
our Journal. For the record, 'Richard' Hodsoll on p. 
xi is a slip for  Edward Hodsoll; the composition of  Sir 
Robert Cotton's collection of  Anglo-Saxon coins can 
be verified  from  a seventeenth-century list of  them in 

the British Library, as well as from  a list in a volume 
of  Peiresc's papers which Drs G. Van Der Meer has 
long been intending to publish; and, as this reviewer 
should have remembered when he saw the relevant 
part of  the introduction in typescript, Snelling's coins 
were sold by auction in 1773 and certainly not sold to 
Tyssen by private treaty. 

As for  hoards, the authors provide an index 
showing which coins in the volume are known to 
derive from  which hoard, which is an eminently 
sensible step. They avoid interpretative remarks 
about the hoards, no doubt because of  foreknowledge 
that the hoard evidence for  the period will be 
discussed in the forthcoming  volume by Blunt, Lyon 
and Stewart, and this may well be rational. Neverthe-
less, hoard evidence critically assessed can be a 
valuable element in a SCBI volume, as has been 
shown in past SCBI volumes by Dolley and by Dr 
Robert Stevenson, and the chance has been missed to 
approach some of  the hoards underlying the British 
Museum collection in a spirit of  enquiry. To give one 
example, many of  the coins in the collection struck by 
moneyers at work in the north-eastern midlands have 
old provenances and, if  the plates can be trusted, a 
common darkish patination, indicating that a 
common source is involved. The obvious candidate is 
the 1687 hoard from  Hundon in Suffolk,  to which 
Dolley and Mrs Martin provisionally attributed eight 
coins appearing in this volume. At a glance Archibald 
and Blunt seem to have made progress with this 
hoard, for  in two cases out of  the eight they drop the 
question marks appended by Dolley and Martin, but 
in reality this is simply carelessness on their part and 
in the context of  the present volume they do not seem 
to have looked with new eyes at any hoard. 

Nothing said here should, however, detract from 
the very warm welcome we should all give to a volume 
which future  generations of  scholars will find 
indispensable to the study of  tenth-century coinage in 
England. 

H. E. PAGAN 

Anglo-Saxon  Monetary  History,  Essays  in  memory  of 
Michael  Dolley.  Edited by M. A. S. BLACKBURN. 
Leicester, 1986. 366 pp. illustrated. £35. 

MICHAEL Dolley needs no lengthy introuduction to 
the readers of  the Journal,  suffice  it to say that no one 
has done more for  the advancement of  Anglo-Saxon 
numismatics. In this capacity he was not only the 
leading figure,  but he also had the gift  to inspire 
others. His many pupils and followers,  some of  whom 
have been given the opportunity to contribute to the 
present volume in his memory, now have a heavy 
burden to carry on the work that Michael Dolley lay 
much of  the foundations  for.  This splendidly 
produced volume is a good witness to the fact  that 
research in Anglo-Saxon numismatics will continue to 
advance. 

R. H. Thompson has had, in view of  Michael Dol-
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ley's enormous productivity, the difficult  task of 
tracking down all of  his published writings. His biblio-
graphy is one that many will often  need to refer  to, 
and it amounts to the incredible figure  of  875 titles. It 
also includes an index. 

The 'Check-list of  coin hoards c. 500-1000' by Mark 
Blackburn and Hugh Pagan will be another very 
useful  reference  for  all working with Anglo-Saxon 
coins. It updates the list presented by Dolley in the 
Sylloge  of  the  Hibemo-Norse  coins  in  the  British 
Museum  and adds the period c. 500-800. It covers 307 
hoards and is enhanced by an easily available list of 
references.  Although the authors' objective was to list 
rather than to interpret the hoards, had a series of 
maps showing the locations of  the hoards during 
different  periods been included it would have 
visualized the material very effectively,  if  the periods 
had been chosen with care. 

If  Blackburn and Pagan emphasized the hoards 
(omitting single finds),  the stray finds  play an import-
ant part in Elizabeth J. E. Pirie's 'Finds of  "sceattas" 
and "stycas" of  Northumbria' and account for  half  of 
the totals. This of  course adds to the information  that 
can be drawn from  the finds,  and one would like to 
see other coinages covered in the same way in the 
future. 

Three more papers deal specifically  with finds.  C. E. 
Blunt concerns himself  with 'Anglo-Saxon coins 
found  in Italy', where some finds  have been crucial for 
the study of  Anglo-Saxon coins. N. P. Brooks and J. A. 
Graham-Campbell, 'Reflections  on the Viking-Age 
silver hoard from  Croydon, Surrey,' deal with the 
coins as well as with the non-numismatic part and the 
circumstances of  the deposit. Martin Biddle (in 
association with others) discusses excavation finds  in 
'Coins of  the Anglo-Saxon period from  Repton, 
Derbyshire'. 

Trade, towns and connections with other countries 
are discussed in three papers where coins play an 
important part. Peter Sawyer contributes with 
references  to documents that reflect  'Anglo-
Scandinavian trade in the Viking Age and after'. 
David A. Hinton in 'Coins and commercial centres in 
Anglo-Saxon England' gives a survey of  the coin finds 
from  excavations in towns. Patrick F. Wallace dwells 
on 'The Viking presence in Dublin'. 

Michael Dolley pioneered the important field  of 
die-studies with its many facets.  His first  study concer-
ned part of  Cnut's Quatrefoil  type, a task that has 
now been completed by Mark Blackburn and Stewart 
Lyon, who have had the laborious task of  checking 
the style of  some 3,000 coins of  the type. The result 
has been the identification  of  nineteen die-centres 
that produced forty-two  different  styles or sub-styles. 
Each style is meticulously described and accompanied 
by two illustrated examples. They have also used 
metrology to verify  the relative chronology of  the 
sub-styles. 

Tuukka Talvio also gives, among others, an 
account of  the styles in his survey 'Harold I and 
Harthacnut's Jewel Cross type reconsidered' and the 

number of  obverse dies of  each style for  the coins in 
Stockholm and Copenhagen are presented in a table. 

The growing interest in the period before  the 
reform  of  Edgar (c. 973) is clearly reflected  in several 
of  the papers in the volume, not least those of 
Stewart, Pagan and Metcalf. 

In 'The London mint and the coinage of  Offa'  Ian 
Stewart identifies  five  or possibly as many as thirteen 
moneyers who can be related to London, the impli-
cations of  which are far  reaching. 

The products of  the three mints of  Canterbury, 
Rochester, and London are treated by Hugh Pagan in 
'Coinage in southern England, 796-874,' where he 
gives an excellent survey of  the coinage. 

Michael Metcalf's  comparisons of  'The monetary 
history of  England in the tenth century viewed in the 
perspective of  the eleventh century' nearly always end 
up in favour  of  the latter, but he points to the 
difficulties  in interpreting the coinage of  the former. 

'Scandinavians, Celts, and Germans in Anglo-
Saxon England: the evidence of  moneyer's names' by 
Veronica Smart gives a broad survey of  the use of 
non-English names for  the entire Anglo-Saxon coin-
age. The pattern is not always the expected one in the 
light of  history. 

A summing-up of  'Progess in Anglo-Saxon 
monetary history' is made by Henry Loyn. 

If,  at the end, a critical word should be said of  the 
volume, it would be that some of  the photographs 
have not come out too well. It would also, in my view, 
have been appropriate to include a full  account of 
Michael Dolley as both a scholar and a person, 
because who will be able to give personal reflections 
in the future,  when those who knew him are no longer 
there? 

KENNETH JONSSON 

Welsh  Hoards  1979-1981.  By GEORGE C. BOON. 
National Museum of  Wales, Cardiff,  1986. xii + 126 
pp. + 53 figs. 

THE principal raison  d'etre  for  this most welcome 
volume is the publication of  three recent Welsh 
hoards of  quite exceptional interest. The least signifi-
cant of  the three is the small Edward penny hoard 
from  Cae Castell, Rumney, but even this find  con-
tributes importantly to our knowledge of  the coinage 
of  its time. Its English content closes with Fox class 
IVe (c. 1288) but the hoard also contains two 
crockards of  Brabant. Cae Castell thus provides the 
earliest known context for  continental sterlings, 
though a possible occasion for  the deposit may have 
been the revolt of  Morgan ap Maredudd in 1294-5. 

Despite this reviewer's special interest in Cae 
Castell, the Bryn Maelgwyn hoard is probably a more 
important find.  Dominated by Cnut coins of  Qua-
trefoil  type (chiefly  of  Chester) Bryn Maelgwyn closes 
with two of  Cnut's Pointed Helmet type providing a 
terminus  post  quern  of  c.  1024. There were also a 
couple of  imitations, one an extremely rare piece of 
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Sigtryggr Olafsson.  This hoard provides important 
information  on regional die-cutting at Chester, and 
this information  is amplified  by a consideration of 
four  Quatrefoil  coins, two from  Chester, and one an 
imitation of  Blackburn's Chester group found  also in 
North Wales at Pant-yr-Eglwys. Boon asks whether 
the Chester group of  imitations might even be of 
Welsh origin. As if  this were not enough to excite 
interest, the detailed electron probe microanalyses of 
the hoard carried out by Peter Northover provide 
metrological data which shows Petersson's figures  to 
have been 'inadequate and misleading'. 

Nevertheless, it is the sensational hoard from  Coed-
y-Wenallt which dominates the volume. Stephen and 
Matilda hoards are so rare, and the coinage of  the 
time so complex that any hoard from  the time of  the 
Anarchy will be bound to attract notice. This find, 
however, is remarkable by any standards. It trebles 
the number of  Matilda's known coins, and establishes 
the hitherto unknown mint of  Swansea, providing in 
the process the earliest evidence for  the name. It 
introduces a new baronial issue - that of  Henry de 
Neubourg, and finally  disposes of  the idea of  a mint at 
Calne in Wiltshire, restoring its coins to Cardiff. 
These discoveries may be incontrovertible, but any 
numismatic report on the Anarchy is bound to 
promote wide-ranging discussion. If  this volume sets 
numismatists thinking again about the duration of 
Stephen type 1, it will also no doubt interest Welsh 
historians by its suggestion that the light weight pence 
of  this find  may be associated with the 'short pennies' 
of  the Welsh laws. 

These three hoards are thus of  the very greatest 
interest, but Boon also takes the opportunity to 
provide the reader with an up-to-date record of  some 
fifteen  old Welsh hoards found  over the last century 
and ranging in date from  the tenth century to the 
sixteenth. Though these finds  are less startling it is 
extremely useful  to have this material so conveniently 
gathered together and so attractively presented. 

The volume as a whole is very handsome - it won 
the Monotypesetting Award for  its printer, OUP. It is 
good to see the Press's inscriptional type, and to note 
that a high quality of  illustration has been achieved. It 
must be admitted that the condition of  the coins from 
Coed-y-Wenallt does not always equal their interest, 
so it is useful  to have the detail of  the coins shown 
clearly with a series of  excellent enlarged line draw-
ings. A series of  maps and photographs sets each of 
the finds  in it geographical context, while each report 
contains an admirable historical and archaeological 
section: few  numismatists would be as much at home 
with runic inscription as Boon, nor any (?) archae-
ologist so sure of  touch with coins. 

The book is not without its misprints - perhaps the 
reader was tiring for  I noticed three in as many pages 
near the end. I also found  the system of  using 
italicised numbers in the lists to indicate illustrated 
coins a mistake: to my eye at least, numbers in italics 
do not stand out clearly enough. It may be fair  to 
attribute Alexander Ill's main issue to Berwick 

('probably'), but to accord the same degree of 
confidence  to the attribution to Roxburgh (p. 88) is 
perhaps unjustified.  No doubt each specialist will find 
similar points in his own special corner over which to 
quibble. Nevertheless, perhaps the chief  virtue of  this 
book is that it provides us with the data which we 
need to make quibbling possible. Weights - fre-
quently fineness  and trace elements - photographs, 
line drawings, transcribed legends, are all here, 
providing a meticulous record of  the finds  which will 
prove of  the greatest value long after  any interpret-
ation has been refuted  or become so well established 
as to lose its power to excite. 

Detailed and accurate publication of  finds  is 
essential for  the advancement of  numismatic science, 
and this volume provides a model which it is greatly to 
be hoped will soon be followed  elsewhere. Elegant, 
well-informed  and stimulating though Boon's discuss-
ion of  the finds  may be, and enthusiastic as this 
reviewer may seem, the most important point about 
this volume is that it provides quickly and accurately a 
comprehensive record of  Treasure Trove. Medieval 
numismatists await similar treatment of  a large 
number of  hoards. The National Museum of  Wales 
has set a splendid example; similar volumes from  the 
British Museum are urgently and longingly awaited. 

NICHOLAS MAYHEW 

Les  tresors  monetaires  medievaux  et  modemes 
decouverts  en  France  I J51-1223.  By J . DUPLESSY. 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 1985. 158 pp. 

IT is with much pleasure that one greets the first 
fascicule  of  Jean Duplessy's inventory of  French coin 
hoards. He started compiling his records in 1957, and 
in the years since has generously allowed others 
(including the present reviewer) access to them when 
they had need of  information.  The printed version of 
his fiches,  together with the apparatus of  indexes and 
cross-references,  will now be invaluable to all studies 
of  coinage and currency in France. Sensibly, the 
present volume commences with the new coinage 
which was instituted by Pepin the Short, constituting 
an effective  complete break in the monetary system. 
There is no such natural division at any convenient 
later date, and the decision was taken to end this first 
instalment at the death of  Philip Augustus in 1223, for 
the sufficient  reason that his reign saw the end of  an 
era where the 'regal' coins were but local issues. The 
introduction of  the gros, late in the reign of  St Louis, 
would have marked a more important divide, but 
inevitably that would have involved a significant 
number of  quite arbitrary decisions as to the allo-
cation of  ill-datable late thirteenth-century denier 
hoards. As it is, this volume omits some early 
thirteenth-century hoards which British numismatists 
would date prior to 1223, such as Gorron, Lisieux, 
and three from  near Le Mans (see J. Yvon, 'Esterlins 
a la croix courte dans les tresors frangais  de la fin  du 
Xlle et de la premiere moitie du XHIe siecle', BNJ  39 
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(1970), 24-60, nos 12, 15-18); doubtless they will 
appear in the next fascicule. 

The plan of  the inventory is to list all hoards from 
the period covered in one alphabetical list (those of 
uncertain provenance are grouped together at the end 
under departements,  but the logic behind their 
ordering amongst themselves is not apparent). Those 
students who need to consult hoards of  approximately 
the same date, or of  any date from  the same geogra-
phical area, can find  their material from  the Classement 
chronologique  on pp. 145-48 and the 'Index V  (by 
modern departements),  pp. 149-50 (in Index I, 
Neuvy-au-Haulme does not appear under Orne; and 
under Cher the hoard listed as Argent-sur-Sauldre 
does not appear in the alphabetical list). M. Duplessy 
has made a determined effort  to give uniform  presen-
tation to the location of  the find  spots, and a 
somewhat disconcerting result is that a number 
appear here under names which are not familiar.  The 
nearest town is the determining factor,  and so 
Chateau du Veuillin, commonly referred  to as just 
Veuillin, has been advanced through the alphabet to 
Apremont. In some cases the customary name also 
appears in the strict alphabetical list, but without a 
consecutive number, and the reader is referred  to the 
new or corrected name. Yet there are many omis-
sions, and it can occasionally be a quite laborious task 
to track down the new name given to an old hoard. 
Undoubtedly this will give rise to some confusion  in 
the future,  which will be aggravated by a subtle 
difference  between French and British custom: to use 
an English hoard as an example, whereas we may 
sometimes add a town name to the find  spot, such as 
Cuerdale (near Preston), the French put the town 
name first  as Preston-Cuerdale. Within each main 
entry, the heading concludes with the date of  dis-
covery, and is followed  by brief  bibliographical details 
of  the original publication(s), Duplessy's own (often 
revised) assessment of  the date (or limits) of  deposit, 
a tabulation of  the coins found,  and finally,  where 
appropriate, a note of  where any of  the coins may 
have been preserved. 

In many cases, of  course, the original records give 
but little detail, and there would be small advantage 
in searching out the sometimes very obscure peri-
odicals in which they appeared. Moreover, Duplessy 
has already corrected those of  the original coin attrib-
utions which are obvious from  subsequent researches: 
'obvious' that is, to someone with as deep a knowl-
edge of  French coins as himself.  It might have been 
useful,  therefore,  to have signalled those hoards 
where consultation of  the original report would 
disclose detail additional to the summaries given here; 
for  example, the Anglo-Saxon pennies in the Fecamp 
hoard were all illustrated and discussed by Mme 
Dumas in her model publication. Perhaps, though, it 
was deliberate policy not to do so, for  original records 
should always be consulted: the prime function  of  this 
present work is to direct researchers to where 
material is available. On this point, it could have been 
helpful  to give further  references  to important secon-

dary discussions of  hoard contents. Occasionally this 
is done, for  example, Metcalf's  re-evaluation of  the 
find  at Breuvery-sur-Coole, but not in other cases, 
such as Yvon's examination of  Vallon-sur-Gee which 
analysed in detail the English and Scottish element 
('Esterlins a la croix', no.30). Even the reports in the 
first  volume of  Gariel are included here only when 
they give some information  not available elsewhere, 
although in the last hundred years it has been the only 
source quoted by many scholars for  certain hoards. 
On the other hand, to include every reference, 
however slight, would have made this book quite 
unwieldy, and we must, half-regretfully,  accept that 
Duplessy has rigorously omitted all but the essentials, 
and be grateful  for  the core from  which detailed 
studies can progress. 

The coin-lists for  the latter part of  the period 
covered are as clear as one can expect for  that 
extremely complicated mixture of  mostly immobilised 
types. For the eighth and ninth centuries, however, 
they have what seems from  here a distinctly old-
fashioned  appearance. All the coins of  each ruler are 
listed together by mint. While this is a great improve-
ment on Prou, who listed by mint and then ruler, it 
means that there is no clear picture of  the composition 
by issue, which is so important for  currency and 
dating purposes. The long list of  coins in, for  exam-
ple, Apremont-Veuillin (no. 17) starts with one coin 
of  Charlemagne followed  by fifty-five  entries for  coins 
of  Louis the Pious; each of  the latter has to be 
checked to its Gariel reference  before  it can be 
established that only one of  them was of  a type 
different  from  all the rest (from  this hoard report one 
can take warning that mints are not necessarily listed 
in straight alphabetical order, nor, by comparison 
with Belvezet, in a consistent order). For the late 
ninth century and the beginning of  the tenth, the 
problems of  the partial immobilisation of  types have 
not been dealt with consistently. Mostly, Duplessy 
has included all the GDR type with a Karolus mono-
gram as being of  'Charles  le Chauve et immobilis-
ationsbut occasionally lists some only of  this type 
under Charles the Simple. So that in the Rennes 
hoard, for  example, what Lafaurie  considered to be 
the latest coins present are listed under Charles the 
Bald, while earlier specimens of  the same GDR type 
are listed under Charles the Simple interspersed in 
one listing with the 'straight line' coins undoubedly of 
that later king; in both sections of  the listing one has 
to check every entry with Gariel to see what type of 
coin it was. This is of  even more relevance in those 
few  hoards where Duplessy was unable to give precise 
Gariel references  to most of  the coins; such as 
Compiegne? (no. 104), where reference  to Gariel I 
(pp. 85-86) enables them at least to be sorted into 
issue types. No identifying  coin-references  at all are 
given for  Savigne-sous-le-Lude, although a selection 
from  the hoard is in the Cabinet des Medailles; and 
here it could be noted that the word inid.it  cannot be 
translated as 'unpublished' in the sense that British 
scholars use it (see also Dommartin-Lettree). 
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The sources quoted include some dated 1984, and a 
few  other hoards are included which are not yet 
formally  published. Which makes it all the more 
surprising that the important finds  made at Ablain-
court and Fechain are omitted (the first  of  these is 
briefly  mentioned in the introduction, p. 11). 
Presumably Duplessy left  them out in deference  to 
colleagues who have reserved to themselves full  pub-
lication, but many references  have already been made 
in print to both; and their omission is incompatible 
with Lafaurie's  criticisms of  Morrison and Grunthal 
that (a) they did not consult the fichier  of  the Cabinet 
de  France,  and (b) they did not (thereby) realise that 
their 'ANS hoard' was a parcel from  Ablaincourt (J. 
Lafaurie,  review of  K.F. Morrison and H. Grunthal, 
Carolingian  Coinage  (1967), in RN  6th ser. 9 (1967), 
291-95). Moreover, it should be placed on record that 
in 1985 Lafaurie  refused  to give information  to a 
British student on a specific  question about Ablain-
court, despite his frequent  (but still unsubstantiated) 
claims that Morrison and Grunthal included coins 
which were not present. This is not the place to piece 
together just what has already been published on the 
content of  these two hoards, but brief  details may be 
of  use to some readers. 

Ablaincourt (cant. Chaulnes, arr. Peronne, dep. 
Somme) Jan. 1957. 
Deposited, late 9th century. 
A. A parcel of  902 coins (872 deniers, 30 oboles). 
Lafaurie  in particular has made many references  to 
this parcel, but for  the present they must be treated 
with reserve as applicable to the whole find. 
B. Some coins sold by Florange et Cie, Paris, from 
their Fixed Price Lists 9 (1958) and 10 (1959): see H. 
Frere, Le denier  carolingien  specialement en Belgique 
(1977), nos 19, 24, 25, 29, 37, 47 and 54. Probably 
from  parcel 'A'. 
C. Parcel of  368 coins acquired c. 1960 by the 
American Numismatic Society. Contents summarised 
by Morrison and Grunthal, Carolingian  Coinage,  pp. 
369-70 as 'ANS Find'. According to Lafaurie  (in his 
review), this was part of  the Ablaincourt hoard, and 
left  France clandestinely: M. van Rey thus presumed -
properly in the circumstances - that these coins were 
additional to the 902 in parcel 'A' ('Die Miinzpragung 
Karls des Kahlen und die westfriinkische  Konigsland-
schaft',  in Die Stadt  in der  europaischen Geschichte. 
Festschrift  Edith  Ennen, edited by W. Besch et al 
(1972), 153-84). 

Fechain (cant. Arleux, arr. Douai, dep. Nord) 14 May 
1967. 
Deposited late 9th century. 
441 coins and some silver jewellery. The whole find 
acquired by the museum of  Douai. 
F. Tourneur, T. le Bertre, and M. Dhenin, 'Etude 
metallurgique d'un tresor carolingien', BSFN  31 
(1976), 7-8. Several references  to coins from  this 
hoard have been made by Lafaurie. 

The Introduction to this volume does not discuss 

the hoards as such. Instead, Duplessy has given an 
exemplary survey of  the development of  French coin-
age over nearly five  centuries. Concise, but eminently 
readable, it brings a clear light to bear on the many 
problems remaining in the Carolingian, early 
Capetian, and 'feudal'  issues, spotlighting some path-
ways through the still murky thickets of  detail. Per-
haps one controversial point should be mentioned 
here, for  British numismatists would generally agree 
with Grierson that Lafaurie's  discovery of  a couple of 
die-links between near-neighbouring mints in the 
GDR issues of  Charles the Bald does not in itself 
imply that they were merely distribution towns for 
coins bearing their names but actually struck in 
regional centres. Occasional movement of  dies 
between English mints is well attested from  the tenth 
and eleventh centuries. Rejection of  Lafaurie's  thesis, 
supported here by Duplessy, does not mean, 
however, that we have to accept Grierson's theories 
on the reason for  the great proliferation  in the 
number of  French mints soon after  the Edict of  Pitres 
seemingly limited the number to ten. 

Publication of  Duplessy's inventory has been awa-
ited with eagerness for  many years, and this first 
instalment will certainly stimulate and inspire a great 
deal of  research by scholars who now have to hand an 
essential tool. Hopefully,  the succeeding instalments 
will appear at an early date, to assuage the impatience 
and envy of  the later medievalists and the students of 
modern coinages and currency. Duplessy's equally 
valuable fichier  of  French coins included in 'foreign' 
hoards could not easily be published under the 
present title of  the series. National boundaries not 
only fluctuated  from  time to time, but circulation 
areas of  some coin types did not necessarily take 
account of  the normal political divisions. One hopes, 
therefore,  that the Bibliotheque Nationale will also 
undertake publication of  the complementary series in 
the very near future. 

J. D. BRAND 

Der Miinzfund  von Kose  aus dem  zweiten Viertel  des 
12. Jahrhunderts.  By IVAR LEIMUS. E s t o n i a n A c a d -
emy of  Sciences, Tallinn, 1986. Estonian and Russian 
summaries. 94 pp. and 16 pis. 

THE Kose hoard from  northern Estonia discovered in 
1982 belongs to a small group of  late Viking/Slav 
hoards from  the eastern Baltic. The latest coins in the 
hoard are German ones of  Henry V (1111-25) and of 
Archbishop Adalbert I of  Mainz (1111-37), and Eng-
lish ones of  Henry I's type xiii, conventionally dated 
c. 1128-31, though Continental scholars should be 
aware of  uncertainties in the chronology and the 
possibility that this issue belongs to the earlier 1120s. 
Among the 1,723 coins there are 135 Anglo-Saxon, 33 
Anglo-Norman, and one Hiberno-Norse. The Anglo-
Saxon coins run from  /Ethelred II's First Hand type to 
Edward the Confessor's  Sovereign/Eagles type (i.e. 
from  c. 979 to c. 1059), and include a specimen of  the 
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exceedingly rare Agnus Dei issue by the Salisbury 
moneyer Goldus. There are no English coins from  the 
period c. 1060-c. 1080 in the hoard, for  the Norman 
coins commence with William I's type vii. Leimus 
points out that coins of  the 1060s and '70s are similarly 
absent from  the two other twelfth-century  Estonian 
hoards (Kohtla-Kava, tpq 1110, and Vaida, tpq 1135) 
and from  the hoard from  Burge, Gotland (tpq  1140). 
Why English coin exports to the Baltic should have 
picked up again in the 1080s is unclear - the need to 
pay mercenaries connected with Cnut the Saint's 
abortive invasion in 1085 could not explain its 
continuation through to the second quarter of  the 
twelfth  century. It is the later coins in the hoard 
generally that add most to our knowledge, for  these 
are as scarce in the German and central European 
coinages as they are in the Anglo-Norman series. 
They apparently include a number of  mints and 
moneyers hitherto unknown for  the issue, e.g. Not-
tingham in Henry I's type ii and Salisbury in type x. 
Particularly interesting are two imitations of  William 
II's type ii - one certainly Continental and orna-
mented with annulets in the field  and legends. 

Ivar Leimus deserves our sincere gratitude for 
publishing so promptly and proficiently  yet another 
major hoard of  international importance from 
Estonia (he was the author of  the Maidla report in 
1979). All the English coins and their imitations will 
be included in the Sylloge  of  Estonian collections 
currently in preparation. And what a splendid volume 
that will be! 

M. A. S. BLACKBURN 

The  Royal Mint:  an illustrated  history. By G. P. 
DYER. Royal Mint, 1986. 56 pp. £2.95 

IN a splendid piece of  succinct writing, copiously and 
beautifully  illustrated, the Librarian and Curator of 
the Royal Mint has provided an account of  its history 
and activity that will suffice  for  all but the real 
specialist. Coining in London, as distinct from  the 
creation of  a Royal Mint,  goes back to the reign of 
Carausius (286-93), but the bringing together of  all 
the moneyers within the Tower of  London cannot be 
shown to antedate Edward I. Little is said about the 
Middle Ages, for  there is in the last resort little to say 
about the actual Mint beyond its organisation. The 
story really takes off  with the Tudors under whom the 
Mint buildings spread to occupy, most inconveniently, 
most of  the space between the inner and outer 
circuits. Dyer gives interesting notes on the careers of 
many of  the Mint officers,  though down to Isaac 
Newton, that 'old dogg', they do not emerge as 
personalities. It is good to have such lucid explan-
ations of  the various stages of  mechanisation of  the 
Mint, and the invariable bitter in-fighting  that accom-
panied their introduction. And if  the moneyers were 
really so nonchalant as to read the newspaper while 
feeding  the presses, no wonder if  they lost fingers! 
The processes by which present-day administration 

has come into being, and the life  and work of  today's 
Mint are handled in considerable detail; the contrast 
between present spaciousness and cleanliness and the 
cramped and dirty shops that I remember on Tower 
Hill emerges strikingly from  the well-selected 
photographs. The Mint has a long way to go before  it 
achieves quietness, but working conditions are vastly 
improved. 

This book needed no special occasion to justify  its 
launch, and association with a reputed eleven-
hundredth anniversary is not only strained, but almost 
certainly wrong; Miss Archibald has shown that 
everything points to the London monogram penny 
having been struck several years earlier than 886. It is, 
therefore,  doubly unfortunate  to have linked the 
present royal effigy  with the grotesque parody of  that 
of  Alfred  on the anniversary medal. Dyer might also 
have told us that Deorman of  the text and Dereman 
of  the caption (p. 8) were the same person, distingui-
shed only by the vagaries of  twelfth-century  ortho-
graphy. 

All in all, however, this little book succeeds 
admirably, the plans of  the mint site at various dates 
giving an added zest to exploration of  the Tower. Mr 
Dyer frequently  emphasises the rising output that has 
been a constant feature  of  the Mint's work; it would 
have been interesting to see this set out graphically. 

J. P. C. KENT 

Victorian  Souvenir  Medals.By  DANIEL FEARON. Shire 
Album 182, Shire Publications, Aylesbury, 1986. 
32pp. 

THIS small book, the latest in a wide-ranging series 
aimed at the enthusiastic amateur, is the third Shire 
Album to cover a subject of  numismatic interest. 
Previous volumes include Denis Cooper's Coins and 
Minting  and Jim Newmark's Trade  Tokens  of  the 
Industrial  Revolution. 

Mr Fearon's subject is the large body of  mass-
produced nineteenth-century white metal medals, to 
which he attracts the interest of  the layman by 
focussing  attention on the social and political events 
that they illustrate so amply. He divides the medals 
into sections: royal events, eminent personalities, 
buildings and feats  of  engineering, and important 
social trends such as the temperance movement. That 
a good number would fit  well into more than one 
category makes this an uneasy task, but the author's 
success in structuring such diverse material is demon-
strated by the clear overall picture that emerges. It is 
to be regretted that exigencies of  space have necess-
itated that the subject be strictly limited to Victorian 
medals, for  this has led to the exclusion of  the start of 
the story of  the white metal medal, and with it, as Mr 
Fearon confesses,  early railway medals, and also any 
examples of  the numerous medals celebrating the 
passing of  the first  Parliamentary Reform  Bill. 

However, much is squeezed in, with fascinating 
insights into methods of  advertisement and means of 
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distribution, and some ninety medals are illustrated. 
The text contains the occasional curious assertion (for 
example the suggestion that the large number of 
military awards of  the period may have been 
responsible for  the paucity of  commemorative medals 
of  international conflicts),  but Mr Fearon's suitability 
for  the task is demonstrated by his knowledge of  the 
subject, and his enthusiasm is infectious. 

Many of  the medals are already available to the 
scholar in numismatic publications, principally 
Jeremy Taylor's The  Architectural  Medal  and the 
second volume of  Laurence Brown's British Historical 
Medals,  but a perusal of  this book makes one regret 
the absence of  a study of  these medals and their 
producers along the lines of  R. N. P. Hawkins' 'Dic-
tionary of  Birmingham Makers of  Medallic Tickets, 
Checks and Counters' (SCMB  1960), which would 
provide attributions to unsigned examples, and go 
further  into questions of  commissions and distrib-
ution. 

In the meantime, Mr Fearon's book should succeed 
in bringing this fertile  area to the attention of  the 
collector of  limited means, and thus play its part in 
encouraging the study of  medals amongst a wider 
public. 

PHILIP ATTWOOD 

The  Arms of  the Royal Mint.  By C. E. CHALLIS and 
G. P. DYER. H.M.S.O., 1986. £2.95. 

THIS book is the record of  the Mint's search for 
gentility at two periods in its history; of  its failure  to 
achieve it the first  time, when it was actually on the 
brink of  its greatest years; and of  its final  attainment 
of  the formal  accolade when neither gentility nor 
perhaps the Mint itself  any longer counted for  as 
much as they once did. 

When the prince of  Wales went to Llantrisant in 
f982  to strike the first  of  the new nickel-alloy one-
pound coins, a new flag  was unfurled  above the Mint 
building. The men of  Gwent who saw it may well have 
wondered, if  they noticed it at all, what kind of  flag 
this was. For the Royal Mint's standard is a classic 
example of  Tudor heraldry, and Tudor flags  are 
rarely seen these days except on the gates of  Oxford 
and Cambridge colleges. 

Tudor heraldry has the reputation of  being over-
loaded. The Mint's arms comprise no less than twelve 
charges, seven of  them different  ones, arranged on a 
cross pattern with a chief  above. To the numismatist 
the general impression, appropriately enough, is of  a 
shield full  of  privy marks, which is just about what it 
is. 

How this grant came to be made and when is told to 
us with admirable brevity and excellent illustrations in 
this little book. It appears that William Hervey, 
Clarenceux King of  Arms, found  amoung the Mint 
Officers  of  the first  years of  Queen Elizabeth 1 a rich 
seam of  would-be gentlemen. They were professional 

men who after  a lean decade had just had a couple of 
good years. In 1561 and 1562 John Bull, the comptrol-
ler, William Humfrey,  the assay master, and John 
Monnes, the provost of  the moneyers, ail received 
and no doubt paid their due fees  for  grants of  arms 
from  Hervey. The two senior officers  did not need 
them: Sir Edmund Pekham, the high treasurer, was a 
knight from  Buckinghamshire, and Thomas Stanley, 
the under-treasurer, was a Stanley, which some might 
say, was even grander. 

Was Hervey sure that he had another client ready-
made with fee  in hand when, having run through the 
eligible Mint officers  individually, he devised a coat of 
arms for  them as a corporation? For that was his next 
step. To concoct the arms he threw in a charge from 
each of  the coats he had just created, added the stag's 
head of  the Stanleys and the cross fitchee  of  the 
Pekhams, slipped in a besant (the heraldic symbol for 
money which was also the common factor  in the arms 
which he had granted to the three junior officers)  and 
topped it all with a gold leopard to signify  either the 
sterling standard to which the coinage had recently 
been restored, or perhaps the granting of  the Mint's 
original privileges by, as was then believed, King 
Edward II. 

The evidence for  this grant of  arms lies in a docquet 
included in the MS of  all Hervey's grants as Claren-
ceux. It was first  published by Ruding and redi-
scovered by Mr Rodney Dennis, then Somerset 
Herald, in 1978. 

There must in fact  be sqme doubt as to whether the 
original grant was ever made. The existence of  the 
docquet is prima facie  evidence that it was; but there 
is nothing to show that it was signed or sealed and the 
date with which it is endorsed, 26 November 1559, is 
certainly incorrect. The document as it stands, with all 
its alterations, has all the appearance of  a draft.  It also 
contains a curious anomaly: whereas the other 
charges, cross fitchee,  fleur  de lys and so on, are as in 
the individual coats of  arms, the stag's heads are 
shown erased and not caboshed as they are in the 
Stanley arms. This improves the symmetry of  the 
design, but one wonders whether this was a mistake 
which Stanley would have asked to be rectified  if  the 
grant had gone through. 

Anyway it has gone through now. The symbols 
devised by William Hervey for  John Bull, William 
Humfrey  and John Monnes, and which their 
immediate successors seem to have been reluctant to 
perpetuate, now flutter  on the bonnet of  the deputy 
master's Daimler as he goes about his official  busi-
ness. It is a strange paradox that it is by 'the boast of 
heraldry' that the commemoration of  these 'rude 
forefathers'  of  the Mint officers'  profession  has been 
achieved. There is indeed an elegiac charm to the idea 
that the institution which can count Isaac Newton 
among its officers  has chosen to immortalise Sir 
Edmund Pekham and his company. Yet there is 
another paradox too: that the grant of  arms which 
seems to celebrate the return of  the coinage to sterling 
standard, should at last be confirmed  in the year in 
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which the pound sterling was first  struck as a base 
metal coin. 

JOHN PORTEOUS 

Money.  From  Cowrie  Shells  to Credit  Cards.  Edited 
by JOE CRIBB. British Museum Publications, 1986. 
192 pp. copiously illustrated. £9.95. 

IN the preface  to this book Dr Kent points out that a 
work presenting a comprehensive and modern survey 
of  money as a whole is lacking. This book sets out to 
accomplish this object in all its aspects, numismatic, 
historic and economic. Each section contains an 
introduction and there are nearly 800 illustrations, 
mostly of  fine  quality. These include coins, primitive 
money, banknotes, documents and minting equip-
ment. It is difficult  to contribute so much useful 
information  in so small a space, but in the reviewers 
opinion, the authors have been successful. 

While this is a book for  the general reader, there is 
much that the specialist can learn from  it. For 
instance, it is stated in standard numismatic books 
that the coins of  Stephen and those of  the Tealby 
coinage of  Henry II are better struck in Northern than 
in Southern mints. Here the reason is given. The 
sections on the manufacture  of  coins from  the earliest 
times are of  particular importance. It is shown that 
some coins formerly  regarded as hammered are really 
machine struck. The famous  autobiography of  the 
shilling in the 'Tatler' is reproduced in full.  It would 

have been helpful  if  the phrase 'some few  that were 
punched through the belly' had been explained. This 
refers  to the officially  pierced coins of  the great 
recoinage of  1695-7, and these coins are not dealt 
with in the standard works, such as Brooke, Craig, 
and Oman. 

A few  points are controversial. On p. 68 it is stated 
that, in the Short Cross coinage the title Henricus was 
continued through the reigns of  Richard I and John 
because of  the deservedly high reputation of  the Short 
Cross coinage. However, other 'frozen  titles' were in 
use in Northern Europe at the same time. Regarding 
the statement on p. 65 that with the exception of  a late 
issue of  Charlemagne, realistic portraiture was not 
used until the Renaissance, surely the portrait coins of 
Offa  should have been mentioned. There are a few 
errors. Coin no. 311, described as a silver half-crown 
of  Charles I, issued by Parliament, in the king's name 
is a gold double crown. Illustrations 398 and 399 have 
been transposed. It is stated on p. 129 that the 
number of  the recipients of  the Royal Maundy is 
equal to the number of  the years of  the monarch's life. 
In fact,  it is double. On p. 179 two 1957 shillings are 
illustrated, it being stated that one is silver, and the 
other cupro-nickel. The last 50% silver coins were 
issued in 1946. 

In spite of  minor faults,  the editor and the authors 
are to be congratulated on a well written, beautifully 
illustrated, and most useful  book. 

W. SLAYTER 
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LIEUTENANT-COLONEL J. K. R. MURRAY 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL J. K. R. Murray, who died on 8 November 1986, was the most 
distinguished student of  the later Scottish coinage, from  the middle of  the sixteenth century 
to the end of  the seventeenth, since the foundations  of  the subject were laid by the classic 
works of  R. W. Cochran-Patrick on the documents and Edward Burns on the coins 
published a hundred years ago. The series had been relatively neglected in the intervening 
period, but from  1966 to 1980 Jock Murray produced a stream of  papers which greatly 
advanced our knowledge and understanding of  the coinages of  Mary, Charles I and 
Charles II. Although he also published four  short pieces on the coinage of  James VI, his 
main work on the gold and silver coinages of  that reign remains unpublished. 

John Kenneth Ronald Murray was born on 29 June 1910. After  school at Wellington 
(1924—8) he went to Sandhurst and was commissioned in September 1930. He then went to 
India, and after  a year's attachment to the 2nd Battalion, Duke of  Wellington's Regiment, 
he joined the 2nd Battalion, 4th Bombay Grenadiers (later renamed the Indian Grena-
diers), serving as a regimental officer  in Ahmednagar, Manzai, Wana, and Rawalpindi. His 
later years of  service were spent in military intelligence. In 1937-8 he went to study in 
Estonia, after  which he passed the interpretership examination in Russian. Thereafter  he 
was in the Near East and India until 1946, when he was seconded to the War Office.  He 
retired from  the Army in October, 1948 after  eighteen years service, and worked at GCHQ 
until ill-health forced  his retirement in 1952. This coincided with his marriage and a move 
to the small burgh of  Crail, on the Fife  coast, where he and his, wife  began to take an 
interest in Scottish history, working on the local records from  the sixteenth century 
onwards preserved in the Town Hall. After  ten years in Scotland and two major 
operations, he was sufficiently  fit  to resume work at GCHQ in 1962, from  which he finally 
retired in 1971. 

Col Murray's numismatic interests date back at least to the end of  his period in the army. 
When settled in London, he joined the Orders and Medals Research Society, forming  a 
collection of  medal ribbons and making use of  contacts in India to obtain those of  some of 
the Indian princely states. Later he began to collect coins, mainly English milled gold, but 
these were sold at Glendinings at the time of  his retirement in 1952. Soon after  returning to 
GCHQ, he joined the Cheltenham Numismatic Society in 1963, which he served as 
Secretary/Treasurer for  several years in the 1960s. He had retained a small group of  crowns 
from  his earlier collection, including a Scottish 60 shilling piece of  Charles I by Briot, but 
after  adding to this collection for  a little while he soon (from  January 1964) began to 
concentrate his attention on Scottish coins. Two months later we began a correspondence 
on the subject which continued for  the rest of  his life.  Because of  ill-health, Col. Murray 
was not able to visit London frequently  in his later years, but through letters and telephone 
calls I came to know him well and to respect him profoundly  both for  his exceptional 
qualities as a numismatist and as a delightful,  generous and courageous man. Despite the 
discomfort  and distress which he suffered  from  his illness he remained cheerful,  hospitable 
and uncomplaining. 

In 1965 Col Murray joined the Royal Numismatic Society, while Mrs Murray, who had 
also begun to take an enthusiastic interest in Scottish coins, joined the British. Together 
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they visited the National Museum of  Antiquities in Edinburgh on many occasions, and 
other relevant public collections in England and Scotland. Their shared interest acted as a 
stimulus, and experience of  reading the early documents at Crail proved to be invaluable 
training for  the work on mint papers in the Scottish Record Office,  the British Library and 
the Lauderdale archives which Col Murray later undertook. 

In 1966 Col Murray published a very important paper in Spink's Numismatic  Circular  on 
the Stirling bawbees of  Mary, Queen of  Scots, identifying  for  the first  time the historical 
context and date of  their issue. Two other papers on coins of  Mary appeared in the Circular 
for  1966 and 1967 and another in the Journal  for  1968. He published a note of  a false 
countermark in the Circular  in 1978, an important paper on the gold coinage of  1555-8 in 
the Chronicle  for  1979 and (with Mrs Murray) some notes on the testoons of  1560-1 in the 
Journal  for  1980. But much of  what he had done on the coinage of  Mary, including in 
particular a study of  the testoons of  1556-8 did not find  its way into print. The same is true 
of  his extensive work on the coinages of  James VI, although he did publish notes on the 40 
shilling piece of  1582, the minor post-Union silver and the billon coinages in the Chronicle 
for  1968 and 1972, and one on the proposed half  hat-piece in the Journal  for  1969. 

The same volume of  the Journal  included a comprehensive account of  the silver coinage 
of  Charles II, and the next volume a magisterial paper on the complex and difficult  Scottish 
coinage of  Charles I. Burns had died before  the second volume of  The  Coinage  of  Scotland 
had gone through the press and his chapter on Charles I was in parts confused.  Col 
Murray's paper brought the whole series into order, combining lucidity, balance and good 
judgement in presentation with great care and thoroughness in regard to detail. In my view 
it is one of  the best papers that has appeared in this Journal  on any subject during the last 
twenty years. 

Col Murray was not eligible for  the Society's gold medal, because of  the way he and his 
wife  had divided their membership of  the two societies. But we did pay him the rare 
honour of  making him an honorary member in 1983, and, whether consciously or not, I 
feel  sure that the membership in awarding the Sanford  Saltus medal to Mrs Murray, a few 
weeks after  his death, for  her work on the coins of  James III and IV was also recognising 
the mutual achievement of  their partnership. 

By the time this notice appears in print, Jock Murray's coins will have been dispersed at 
auction. His collection reflected  the division of  labour which he and Mrs Murray adopted, 
containing virtually nothing of  the fifteenth  century but being very rich in the reigns from 
Mary onwards. At one time Col Murray also collected coins of  the Eastern Baltic States, 
up to the eighteenth century, an interest no doubt deriving from  his year in Estonia before 
the War. This collection he presented to the Ashmolean Museum in 1977. 

My only complaint about Jock Murray is that he was too diffident  about the value of  his 
work to others. I hope that in due time it may be possible to publish in one form  or another 
much of  the important work he had done on the coinages of  Mary and James VI, and I 
hope also to bring to a conclusion a paper on early collectors of  Scottish coins, a subject on 
which he had worked extensively over the years. He was himself  not only a most discerning 
collector but also a dedicated student and his death is a real loss to all those of  us who had 
the privilege of  knowing him. 

IAN STEWART 

The Published Works of  J. K. R. Murray 

Undated 'The Indian States and their medals' (5 mimeographed pages; pre-1962 and probably much earlier) 
1966 'Two Scottish re-used dies' (Mary), NCirc  1966, 94. 
1966, 1968 'The Stirling Bawbees of  Mary, Queen of  Scots', NCirc  1966, 306 and 1968, 265. 
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1967 The Scottish coinage of  1560-61', NCirc,  1967, 95-6. 
1968 'A further  note on the forty-shilling  piece of  James VI of  Scotland' NC  1968, 161-7. 

'Some notes on the small silver money of  James I and VI', NC  1968, 169-72. 
'The Scottish coinage of  1553', BNJ  37 (1968), 98-109. 

1969 'The Scottish silver coinage of  Charles II', BNJ  38 (1969), 113-25. 
'The gold forty-shilling  piece of  James VI of  Scotland', BNJ  38 (1969), 193-4. 

1970 'The Scottish gold and silver coinages of  Charles I', BNJ  39 (1970), 111-44. 
1972 'The billon coinages of  James VI of  Scotland', NC  1972, 177-82. 

'The Jacobite Silver Touchpieces', SCMB  1972, 446-8. 
1972,1978 'The Scottish copper coinages, 1642-1697' (with B. H. I. H. Stewart), BNJ  41 (1972), 105-35; and 

'—, a postcript', BNJ  48 (1978), 112. 
1976 'A false  Mary and Henry ryal, dated 1565', (with P. Finn) NCirc  1976, 317. 
1978 'The crowned thistle countermark on Scottish coins' NCirc  1978, 73-4. 
1979 'The Scottish gold coinage of  1555-8', NC  1979, 155-64. 

Comments in correspondence on R. E. Dodd, 'The Scottish milled coinage', (NCirc  1979, 58-60, 
118-20, 180-2, and 235-6) NCirc  1979, p. 247. 

1980 'Notes on the Vicit Leo testoons of  Mary Queen of  Scots' (with J. E. L. Murray), BNJ  50 (1980), 81-90. 
1981 'The Scottish testoons' (of  1553), NCirc  1981, 397. 
1982 'Some Scottish cut halfpennies  from  southern England', NCirc  1982, 270. 
1984 'Mary Queen of  Scots', correspondence relating to the Francis and Mary ducat, pennies and halfpennies 

of  1547 and dies for  the testoons of  1561-2, SCMB  1984, 45-6. 



PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, 1986 

THE President, Mr Pagan was in the chair at all 
meetings, these being held at the Warburg Institute. 

On 28 January, Dr Richard Richard Hudgens and 
Dr Saul B. Nedleman were elected to Ordinary 
Membership. The meeting was devoted to short 
papers on seventeenth century tokens. 

On 25 February, Dr A. M. Burnett, Miss V. J. Davis, 
and Lt Cdr Charles R. S. Farthing were elected to 
Ordinary Membership. Mr Blunt read a short 
paper consisting of  two Anglo-Saxon notes. A paper 
on sceattas and other finds  from  a Middle Anglian 
site, by Mr Blackburn and Mr Bonser was read by Mr 
Blackburn. 

On 25 March, Mr E. Tomlinson Fort, Mr N. F. 
Patel, and the Printed Book and Periodical Collec-
tion, Winterthur Museum, Delaware, U.S.A. were 
elected to Ordinary Membership. Mr H. F. Kenyon 
read a paper entitled 'The bronze coins of  Claudius 
found  at Colchester'. 

On 22 April, Mr Robert George Lockron, Mr 
Andrew W. Pollock III, and the Serials Department, 
University Research Library, University of  Califor-
nia, Los Angeles, U.S.A. were elected to Ordinary 
Membership. It was announced that Council had 
nominated Professor  Berghaus, of  Miinster, West 
Germany, and Drs Gay Van Der Meer, of  the Hague, 
Netherlands, for  Honorary Membership. Mr J.D. 
Brand read a paper entitled 'Some Short Cross ques-
tions reconsidered'. 

On 27 May, the President announced the death of 
the eminent numismatist, Dr Humphrey Sutherland, 
a former  member of  the Society, and of  Council. Mr 
P. Dawson, Mr Patrick Glanfield,  and Miss Yolanda 
Stanton were elected to Ordinary Membership. Mr 
D. G. Sellwood read a paper entitled 'The influence  of 
French minting technology on English coinage'. 

On 24 June, Professor  Berghaus and Dr Gay Van 
Der Meer were elected to Honorary Membership. Mr 
Norman Biggs, Mr George Robert Holden, Mr Terry 
E. Nields, and Mr Robert Schwabacher were elected 
to Ordinary Membership. Mr J. Bispham read a 
paper entitled 'Durham House shillings, 1549'. Mr 
C. H. Comber read a paper entitled 'The pattern 
shillings of  Elizabeth bearing initial mark key'. 

On 23 September, Dr Bertil Petersson and Messrs 
Glendining & Co. were elected to Ordinary 
Membership. Dr J0rgen Steen Jensen read a paper 

entitled 'The noble hoard from  Vejby Beach, 
Seeland, 1976'. 

On 28 October, Mr George B. Ewing Jnr, Mr 
Richard Margolis, Mr Thomas Samuel Moorhead, Mr 
Curtis J. Payne, Mr Brian S. Perry, and Mr Angus 
Sutherland were elected to Ordinary Membership. 
Mr P. Attwood read a paper entitled 'The new 
medal: the revival of  the cast medal in nineteenth-
century England'. 

At the Anniversary Meeting on 25 November, the 
President announced the death of  our Honorary 
Member, Lt Col. J. K. R. Murray, Mr John L. Ballard, 
Mr William L. Barrett, Mr Keith Edward Cullum, Dr 
Michael Bernard Mitchiner, Mr Mark Taylor, and the 
Cabinet des Monnaies et Medailles de Marseille were 
elected to Ordinary Membership. The following  Offi-
cers and Council were elected for  1987. 

President:  H. E. Pagan, MA, FSA 
Vice-Presidents:  C. E. Blunt, OBE, FBA, FSA; 

G. V. Doubleday; C. S. S. Lyon, 
FSA, FIA; H. Schneider; B. H. I. H. 
Stewart, RD, MA, D. Litt, FRS 
Ed, FBA, FSA, FSA Scot, MP; P. 
Woodhead, FSA 

Director:  G. P. Dyer, BSc. 
Treasurer:  T. G. Webb-Ware, MA, FCA 
Secretary:  W. Slayter. 
Librarian: J. D. Brand, MA, FCA 
Editors:  C. E. Challis, BA, PhD, FR Hist Soc; 

M. A. S. Blackburn, MA, FSA 
Council:  M. J. Anderson MA; Miss M. M. Archi-

bald, MA, FSA; J. Bispham; R. L. Davis; 
D. Fearon; W. A. D. Freeman, PhD; 
M. E. P. Jones, MA; Miss M. M. Mays, 
MA, DPhil; P. D. Mitchell; J. Porteous, 
MA, FSA; D. Sellwood, MSc, CE, MI 
Mech Eng; P. E. F. Stott, MA; R. H. 
Thompson, ALA. 

The Sanford  Saltus Medal was awarded to Mrs 
J. E. L. Murray. 

Council's proposals that the subscriptions for  1987 
should remain unchanged at £18 for  Ordinary 
Members, and £7.50 for  Junior Members were adop-
ted. The President, Mr H. E. Pagan delivered his 
Presidential Address. 



R E P O R T O F T H E A U D I T O R S 
T O T H E M E M B E R S O F 

T H E B R I T I S H N U M I S M A T I C S O C I E T Y 

We have audited the accounts on pages 2 to 3 in accordance with approved Auditing Standards. In our opinion the accounts 
for  the year ended 31 October 1985 have been properly prepared from  the records and other information  supplied. 

Astral House 
125/129 Middlesex Street 
London El 7FJ 
8 December 1986 

FUTCI-IER HEAD & GILBERTS 
Chartered  Accountants 

Balance Sheet  as at 31 October 1985 

£ 

9,555 

930 

£10,485 

1984 1985 

GENERAL PURPOSES FUND 
Balance at 1 November 1984 

Add:  Excess of  income over 
Expenditure for  the year 

SURPLUS carried forward 

£ 

10,485.31 

2,691.91 

£13,177.22 

Represented  by: 
ASSETS 

Library and Furniture at cost 
160 less amounts written off  , 160.00 

Stock of  photographs ' 249.60 
1,856 Sundry Debtors 2,164.32 

Investments at cost 
6,000 Chartered Trust PLC deposit 6,000.00 

Cash at Bankers and in Hand 
19,379 Bank - Deposit Account 25,955.97 
1,279 Current Account 1,308.84 

20,658 27,264.81 

28,674 35,838.73 

Less: LIABILITIES 
184 J. Sanford  Saltus Medal Fund 334.30 
167 Schneider Research Fund 167.00 
127 Subscriptions received in advance 122.20 

1,199 Sundry creditors and outstanding charges 1,137.78 
16,512 Creditors and provisions for  Journals 20,900.23 

18,189 22,661.51 

£10,485 £13,177.22 
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Income  and  Expenditure  Account 
for  the year ended  31 October 1985 

1984 1985 
£ £ £ £ 

INCOME 
Subscriptions and entrance 

Fees received for  1985 
S.372 and earlier years 8,546.56 
1,937 Interest received 3,365.62 

534 Income tax recoverable 575.17 
46 Donations 366.95 

Sale of  Publications 
945 Back numbers 1,469.09 

Photographs 667.50 

1,839 

945 2,136.59 

British  Numismatic  Journal  55 
9,000 Provision towards cost 9,800.00 

Add:  Underprovision for 
65 prior Journals 46.44 
- Less: Proceeds from  sale of 

typewriter 250.00 

11,834 14,990.89 

Less: EXPENDITURE 
150 Sandford  Saltus Medal 150.00 
463 Printing, postage and stationery 601.70 
297 Library - Purchases ' 321.00 
201 Binding 172.06 
123 Insurance 122.77 

1,234 615.83 

277 Storage of  publications 324.98 
230 Audit and accountancy fees  346.25 

Photographs 530.40 
98 Sundries 133.38 

2,702.54 

9,065 9,596.44 

10,904 12,298.98 

£930 EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE £ 2,691.91 
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H. E. PAGAN 

THIS is our eighty-second anniversary meeting, and the third at which I have addressed you as President. I am 
pleased to say that during the year we have elected thirty-five  new members, the highest figure  since 1971, and 
after  allowing for  four  deaths, eleven resignations and the loss of  nine members who we have just amoved for 
non-payment of  their subscriptions, we still show a net gain of  eleven, taking our total membership back up 
over 500. Of  these, 378 are ordinary members, five  are junior members and the rest are institutions. 

The most distinguished name on our obituary list is that of  our honorary member, Lieut-Col. J. K. R. Murray, 
who died on 8 November at the age of  76. Col. Murray's military rank was as a regular officer  in the old Indian 
Army, but on returning to England in 1948 he entered the Foreign Office,  and served in it until retirement, 
latterly at the Government Communications H.Q. at Cheltenham. As a numismatist, his interest lay in the 
Scottish coinage, for  he came from  an Aberdeenshire family,  and he wrote on it both in our Journal  and in the 
Numismatic  Chronicle,  either singly or in collaboration with our Vice-President Ian Stewart. He was 
particularly knowledgeable about Scottish coins of  the sixteenth century, but his range extended down to the 
end of  the independent Scottish series, and there is an excellent paper in our Journal  written by him and Ian 
Stewart jointly on the Scottish copper coinage of  1642-97, which shows how much can be made of  initially 
unpromising material by hard work and tidy minds. As a husband-and-wife  partnership Col. Murray and Mrs 
Joan Murray split their numismatic allegiance, he joining the Royal Numismatic Society and she becoming a 
most valued member of  our Society, but in 1983 we felt  that we ought to give recognition to their contribution 
to Scottish numismatics, and we elected both of  them to honorary membership. It is right that he should have 
had a connection with our Society, and I know that Mrs Murray has the sympathy of  us all. 

Two others of  those who have died were also familiar  names. Owen Parsons, who died on 2 May, had been 
an active collector since before  the 1939^-5 war, and a member of  the Society since November 1946. His main 
numismatic interest lay in seventeenth-century medals, of  which he had some fine  examples which in his 
younger days he exhibited at our meetings, but he also kept a look out for  any numismatic items which came to 
light in and around his native town of  Gloucester, and it was he who effectively  rediscovered the splendid 
collection of  English coins formed  at the end of  the seventeenth century by John Sharp, archbishop of  York, 
and still preserved by the archbishop's descendants. 

William French, a member since 1950, died on 16 March at the age of  66. He had managed Glendinings, the 
coin auctioneers, with unobtrusive efficiency  for  some thirty-five  years, and only the oldest of  us can remember 
the firm  without him. Although he played no active part in our Society's affairs,  I ought to take this opportunity 
to record his helpfulness  to the Society in 1978 when part of  a Glendining sale was devoted to coins donated by 
our members for  the benefit  of  our finances. 

Our other death was that of  a member senior to any of  these, Mr J. Wallace of  Blakeney, Norfolk,  elected to 
the Society in 1944 and in fact  our only remaining life  member. He died some months ago but his death has only 
just been reported. 

I should also refer  to the death during the year of  Dr Humphrey Sutherland, a member of  the Society from 
1950 to his resignation in 1963, and a member of  our Council from  1954 to 1957. He spent the greater part of  his 
working life  in charge of  the Heberden Coin Room at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford,  and he enjoyed an 
international reputation as an authority on the coinage of  the Roman Empire. Out of  a lifetime's  numismatic 
output I am only able to refer  here to his work as a young man on the coinage of  Roman Britain, pioneering in 
its day and flawed  only by his erroneous belief  that the imitative minimi struck in the fourth  century belonged to 
a later, post-Roman period; and to his monograph on Anglo-Saxon  gold  coinage in the light  of  the Crondall 
hoard,  published in 1948 and much superior in scholarship and in the application of  numismatic method to 
anything previously written on the series. His abilities earned him the Presidency of  our sister Society at the 
early age of  40, and his diplomatic skills and natural dignity did much to give our subject public recognition and 
status in the post-war period. I am myself  under a particular debt of  gratitude to him, for  when I was a 
fourteen-year  old schoolboy he and my grandfather  came to an arrangement by which I received a selection of 
Ashmolean duplicates by way of  exchange for  a more valuable coin given to the Ashmolean, and it was these 
that led me to take my first  serious interest in the English coinage. 

During the year we elected two new honorary members, Prof  Dr Peter Berghaus from  Munster in West 
Germany, and Drs Gay Van Der Meer, who is currently in charge of  the medals at the Royal Coin Cabinet at 
Leyden, in the Netherlands, but is well known to us for  her work with Professor  Michael Dolley on the 
Anglo-Saxon coins from  Swedish finds.  Both had been ordinary members of  our Society for  many years, and it 
seemed appropriate that we should give them honorary status. 
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The major numismatic event of  the year was the International Numismatic Congress, held in London in the 
week of  8-13 September, and it was a small but significant  milestone in our Society's history that we shared the 
role of  host to the Congress with the Royal Numismatic Society. It was generally felt  that the Congress went 
well, and our numerous overseas visitors seemed satisfied  with the arrangements and with the very extensive 
and varied lecture programme offered.  The final  total of  delegates was 597, enabling Dr Ian Carradice, the 
Congress's organising secretary, to win the Department of  Coins and Medals' internal sweepstake on the figure 
as a small reward for  his cheerful  and unselfish  work on our behalf.  Among well over two hundred speakers 
twenty-three were members of  our own Society, discussing topics as various as sceattas, Matthew Boulton and 
silver in the Himalayas. Each of  us who attended the Congress will have formed  our own view on the merits of 
the papers that we heard, and I will not seek to pass judgment on them now, but to those of  us who attended 
the papers on mediaeval subjects it was certainly a particular pleasure to listen to Philip Grierson, whether as 
speaker or as a contributor to discussions. 

In my capacity as your President it fell  to me to deliver a short speech at the Congress's opening ceremony 
and to represent the Society at the general meeting of  the International Numismatic Commission which took 
place on the morning after  the official  close of  the Congress. At this meeting I was very pleased to receive on 
your behalf  a striking in bronze of  the medal of  the Danish Numismatic Society from  the hands of  their 
President. 

Finally, our society made its own individual contribution to the events of  the week by providing a reception 
on the Monday evening in the Parliament Chamber of  the Inner Temple. This was a truly international affair, 
with a good attendance both of  our own members and of  distinguished guests from  overseas, and I believe that 
it was enjoyed by all. I must here express our thanks to those members of  the Society who generously made 
donations enabling us to invite a larger number of  overseas guests than we would otherwise have felt  able to. I 
would like also to say that one of  the pleasantest features  of  the week generally was that it gave us the 
opportunity to meet so many numismatists who had previously only been names to us, and we very much look 
forward  to building on the contacts that have been made. The next Congress will be held at Brussels in 1991, 
and I hope that a number of  us will be able to get there. 

Our programme of  meetings during 1986 took its normal course, and we heard from  a number of  speakers 
who were addressing us for  the first  time, most notably Dr J0rgen Steen Jensen from  the Royal Coin Cabinet at 
Copenhagen. The range of  subjects extended chronologically from  a possible British-struck coinage for  the 
Emperor Claudius, discussed by Robert Kenyon, to cast medals in late 19th century England, discussed by 
Philip Attwood, and as ever the programme reflected  credit on our Director, Graham Dyer, who arranges it. 

I am grateful  to our other officers  for  their hard work and support during the year, and I am particularly 
obliged to our Treasurer for  his labours in connection with our reception at the Inner Temple. 

As I briefly  reported last year, our Society was named as one of  the residuary legatees in the will of  our late 
member Howard Linecar. Subsequently it was agreed between the Linecar family,  the Royal Numismatic 
Society and ourselves that our Society and the Royal Numismatic Society should each receive the sum of  £5000 
now from  the Linecar estate, in return for  foregoing  our respective residuary entitlements under Mr Linecar's 
will. The necessary legal formalities  took some time to complete, but we received our cheque for  £5000 last 
month, and we shall use it, in accordance with a wish expressed by Mr Linecar, as a fund  from  which to meet 
the expenses of  a Howard Linecar lecture to be given biennially by a distinguished visiting speaker as part of  our 
programme of  meetings. Council has already framed  regulations for  the management of  the fund,  and it is 
envisaged that the first  Linecar lecture will be in 1988. 

We have also received a legacy of  £100 from  our late member Mr N. C. Ballingal. 
Our Society is most grateful  for  any donations or legacies that we receive, for  our reserves are small, and 

although we have recently added a little to our capital by prudent financial  management, the cost of  printing 
our Journal  is never static. We are, as members will know, a registered charity, and bequests to the Society are 
one way in which we can ensure that the Society will contine to flourish  long after  we ourselves are part of  its 
past history. 

In my 1984 Presidential Address I touched on three matters where I felt  an initiative might be taken, and I 
am pleased to say that we have now made progress on two of  them. One of  these was a matter within our own 
power to do something about, and I am able to tell you that Council has agreed to establish a prize that it will 
award every third year with the object of  encouraging research by younger numismatists. We have fixed  the 
level of  the prize initially at £100. If  there is no suitable younger candidate, the rules that we have drafted  will 
allow us to award the prize to an older person, and we shall therefore  avoid the difficulty  in making an award 
that we faced  with our former  Buxton prize, and which the Royal Numismatic Society still faces  with its Parkes 
Weber prize. 

I am also pleased to be able to report that it is now possible for  numismatists to work in the students' room of 
the Department of  Coins and Medals during the lunch hour, provided that they give some advance warning of 
their wish to do so. 

The year has seen other numismatic events, including two unusually interesting exhibitions, one at the 
British Museum and the other an exhibition on the history of  the Royal Mint at Goldsmiths' Hall. It has also 
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seen the publication of  the first  of  a series of  volumes in the SCBI series devoted to the Anglo-Saxon coins in 
the British Museum, which will fill  a long-felt  need, and the publication of  a volume of  essays on Anglo-Saxon 
monetary history in memory of  our friend  and colleague Michael Dolley, to whom British numismatics owes so 
much. 

Before  I read out the year's list of  hoards, I hope that I will be forgiven  if  I repeat the hope that I expressed 
last year that more hoards be published in our Journal. We have of  course an affection  for  our Journal,  and that 
may predispose us too much in its favour;  but it does seem to me that BNJ,  which appears annually and can 
carry hoard reports of  any length, is a better place for  new coin hoards to be published than the Royal 
Numismatic Society's periodical Coin Hoards,  which is now appearing at best biennially and has a format 
geared towards publishing hoards in summary form  only. 

HOARDS REPORTED Nov 1985 - Nov 1986 

Ancient British 
Bury, Hunts, Apr and July 1986. 6 Gallo-Belgic E staters. 
Chute, Wilts, Apr/May 1986. 55 Chute-type (= British B) staters. 
Cheriton, Hants (addenda). Late 1985/early 1986. 4 British D var. staters. 
Selsey, Sussex, Feb 1986. 4 AV, 13 AR Ancient British, to Cunobelin. 

Roman 
Norton, Norfolk  (addenda), Apr 1986. 40 denarii to AD 41. Republic - Claudius. 
Lawrence Weston, Bristol, Jan 1986. 598 denarii to AD 155. Antony - Marcus Aurelius. 
Postwick, Norfolk,  summer 1986. About 40 denarii to c. 190, ending with Commodus. 
Great Melton, Norfolk  (addenda), 1986. 6 denarii to 195, ending with Clodius Albinus. 
Morton, Derbs, Aug 1986. 59 denarii to c. 200. Antony - Septimius Severus. 
Kirkby in Ashfield,  Notts, Apr 1986. 304 radiates to 282. 
Brough, Notts, Jan 1986. 1 aureus of  Maximian, c. 290 (declared T. T.). 
Shipham, Somerset, date uncertain, c. 840 Constantine - Constantius II, to c. 355. 

Anglo-Saxon 
Winterbourne Whitchurch, Dorset, Feb 1985. 7 pennies of  Burgred, early and middle periods. 
Walmsgate, Lines, Sep-Oct 1985. 2 pennies of  Burgred, 1 of  /Ethelred I and 6 of  /Elfred,  all of  lunette type. 
Miss Archibald comments 'Late, but excludes latest of  the lunettes'. 
Barsham, Suffolk,  Mar 1986 and later. 60 Long Cross pennies of  /Ethelred II, and a damaged silver disc 
brooch. Miss Archibald suggests a date of  deposit c. 1000-1004. 

Mediaeval 
Southminster, Essex, autumn 1986. A fused  pile of  about 25 Short Cross pennies, deposited 1205-47. 
St John's Cemetery, Boston, Lines, Sept 1984. 26 pennies of  Edward I—II, of  which I am told 14 are 'surviving'. 
Spalding, near, Lines, Aug 1986. 93 gold nobles of  Edward III and Richard II, deposited late 14th century. 
Huntington, Cheshire, Apr 1986. 1 quarter noble and 41 groats, half-groats  and pence, and a halfpenny, 
Edward I - Henry VI, deposited c. 1435. 
Bowley Park, Lichfield,  Staffs,  Feb 1986. 1 gold half-sovereign  of  Edward VI. 
Tatenhall, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs,  Aug 1984. 26 silver coins Mary-Elizabeth, shilling to half-groat. 
Hoxne, near Eye, Suffolk,  Sept 1986. 14 silver coins Mary-Elizabeth, groats-pennies, deposited c. 1600. 
Chudleigh, Devon, Mar 1986. 7 AV unites James I, deposited c. 1620. 
Soham, Cambs, Aug 1985. 501 silver coins, mostly shillings of  Charles I, with a few  Scottish and a coin of 
Ferdinand and Isabella. Ends with a Commonwealth shilling of  1649. A pot hoard. 

Modern 
None (!). 

The second part of  the President's Address was devoted to a review of  the state of  the English coinage at the 
time of  the Norman Conquest. 
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